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SIXTH TITLE.
Of Evidence.

CHAPTER

1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

The object of all legal investi§5142. (3747.) Object of evidence.
The rules of evidence framed are
is the discovery of truth.

$$5i66,52oi.

gation

with a view to this prominent end, seeking always for pure sources

and the highest evidence.
Construed

63 Ga. 742

:

may

Cited. Jury

Ga. 228, 237 69/35
versed 90 Ga. 266
;

:

57/102.

:

consider witness's character for truth, etc., if known: 67
73/84 see also 12 Ga. 229. All reviewed and re-

;

66/584

;

;

94/394

;

;

92/149.

§5143. (3748.) Sundry definitions.

$|>48i,6i58,

is

admissible.

Sufficient

evidence

Cumulative evidence

the purpose.

already obtained.

that which
that which

is

Direct evidence

to the question at issue.

Competent evidence
is

is

is

is

is

that which

satisfactory for

additional to other

that which immediately points

Indirect or circumstantial evidence is that

which only tends to establish the issue by proof of various facts, sustaining by their consistency the hypothesis claimed.
Presumptive
evidence consists of inferences drawn by human experience from the
connection of cause and effect, and observations of human conduct.
Evidence entirely circumstantial ought to connect the defendant with the
criminal act: 26 Ga. 633.
Full proof and preponderance of evidence, reasonable doubt applies to cases of every degree 18 Ga. 264. Where newly discovered
evidence was, and when not merely cumulative 43 Ga. 596, 444 41/657 42/623
33/ Sup. 11 27/329 40/657 57/329. To convict on circumstantial evidence, it
must exclude every reasonable hypothesis but that of guilt: 46 Ga. 642, 637;
53/196 38/295 34/342. A legal charge on the force and effect of circumstanA charge that was not legal
tial evidence
23 Ga. 576 43/484 59/309, 738.
As to
54 Ga. 157.
Proving a trust by circumstantial evidence 26 Ga. 625.
the force and effect of direct and of circumstantial evidence 29 Ga. 287. As to
confessions of guilt being direct or circumstantial evidence 47 Ga. 599. Should
be no conviction on suspicion merely 46 Ga. 637 53/253, 255 50/513 57/482,
483.
Discretion of judge as to sentencing prisoner where convicted under
circumstantial evidence: 53 Ga. 195,196. As to case of murder where direct
evidence 60 Ga. 251 58/212, 215. Questions of fact in cases of circumstantial
evidence are for the jury to decide 53 Ga. 195 49/18 60/258 55/326 59/738.
Sufficiently strong circumstantial evidence to convict of burglary: 55 Ga. 324;
Where not: 46 Ga. 642. Section referred to and
61/311 59/457, 458; 58/79.
construed: 63 Ga. 701, 702.
Motive, tracks, larceny, arson, all a chain of circumstantial evidence 63 Ga. 395. Where nurse shown to be guilty of battery
on a child from marks on child's person, etc. 64 Ga. 449.
:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

::
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is

;
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1.

general principles.

to be admitted rather than excluded

82 Ga. 580.

Marriage may still be established by circumstantial as well as direct evidence, even where presumption which law raises from cohabitation and repute
rebutted 83 Ga. 288.
Evidence not admissible if offered alone, not allowed as cumulative to that
which is admissible 85 Ga. 751.
Though policy stipulates that proof of death must be "direct and positive,"
circumstantial evidence alone may be sufficient 85 Ga. 751.
Unsigned notes, and receipts upon a fi.fa., not of themselves evidence: 89
Ga. 434.
To prove fact of fraud or undue influence in execution of will, declarations
of testator incompetent, though they may be competent as indicia that influences, otherwise established, had effect: 94 Ga. 804.
:

:

:

§5144. (3749.)

certainty

is all

civil cases

Amount

Moral and reasonable

of mental conviction.

that can be expected in legal investigation.

the preponderance of testimony

is

In

all

considered sufficient to

produce mental conviction. In criminal cases a greater strength of
mental conviction is held necessary to justify a verdict of guilty.
Notes from Code of 1882
Mental conviction, when error to charge that evidence should be clear and
explicit: 7 Ga. 471, 472.
The clearest evidence is not always the most trustworthy 56 Ga. 89. "The exclusion of reasonable doubt, in some civil cases, as
held requisite in 11 Ga. 160, and 30 Ga. 619, means no more than that the jury
must be satisfied" 56 Ga. 168. "There is certainly a difference in the strength
of conviction required by law in the two classes of cases, civil and criminal"
:

:

:

56 Ga. 170.

Moral and reasonable certainty, on trial of criminal cases, and not mathematical or metaphysical certainty, is all that the law requires or is attainable: 6 Ga. 276; 64/349. Testimony may be satisfactory, although not wholly
unimpeached 57 Ga. 284.
Preponderance of testimony: See notes to section 5146.
Eeasonable doubt, the doubts of a jury to justify an acquittal should be reasonable, and not a mere vague conjecture or possibility of the innocence of the
accused: 6 Ga. 276; 22/235.
In a murder case, where the homicide was admitted and the question was as to grade of the offense, or whether it was justifiable homicide, a charge "that a reasonable doubt was, when it was doubtful
whether a homicide had been committed, and if committed, whether the accused was the slayer," was held error: 10 Ga. 101. Doctrine of reasonable
doubt in criminal cases extends to cases of every degree 18 Ga. 264. If there
be a reasonable doubt resting on the minds of the jury whether the crime
charged was committed, they ought to acquit: 20 Ga. 156. Juries must not
give their verdict against the prisoner without plain and manifest proof of his
guilt, which implies that when there is a doubt the consequence should be acquittal: 22 Ga. 212, 235.
Reasonable doubt as to guilt ought to acquit: 29
Ga. 433. When proof in favor of a defendant is stronger and more direct than
that against him, there is room for reasonable doubt 24 Ga. 427. If the doubts
are reasonable, it is immaterial whether they arise from a usual or an unusual
cause 30 Ga. 872. As to a matter descriptive of the person 33 Ga. 4. "Matters
of fact are proved by moral evidence, alone and the most that can be said of
such things is that there is no reasonable doubt concerning them" 33 Ga. 268.
"The testimony must convince the understanding beyond a reasonable doubt"
:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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48/458; 20/167. To refuse to charge that if from "any cause" the
jury have doubts of the prisoner's guilt, etc., not error:. 39 Ga. 491. "A reasonable doubt is such a one as an upright man might entertain in an honest
investigation after truth from the evidence," is more favorable perhaps to
defendant, than a strictly accurate definition might warrant: 47 Ga. 529. Kefusal to charge jury "that if they entertained doubts as to the law, the prisoner is just as much entitled to the benefit of those doubts as if they applied
to the facts," not error: 48 Ga. 66 but see 25 Ga. 531 18/194. To authorize a
new trial by Supreme Court on ground of reasonable doubt, "the failure in the
testimony to establish guilt must be so complete as to make doubt and uncertainty inevitable" 48 Ga. 460. It is not error, in charging on reasonable doubt,
to tell the jury "that they should reconcile the testimony if possible, and
if not, to believe those whom they thought entitled to credit": 57 Ga. 184;
In civil cases, the jury is not obliged as a matter of law to give the
30/619.
benefit of the doubt to the defendant 57 Ga. 284.
See further, as to reasonA proper
able doubt in civil cases: 11 Ga. 621; 56/168-170; 62/336; 30/619.
charge as to reasonable doubt 63 Ga. 601 48/66 38/508.
See notes to section 987 of Penal Code.
38 Ga. 191

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
Clear and conclusive proof not required in equity case 65 Ga. 482. Doctrine that estoppels not generally favored had no application to plea of accord
here, and it was error to require clearer proof than in ordinary civil cases: 74
Ga. 712. To set aside confession of judgment by attorney of record, "the
strongest and most satisfactory evidence" is required: 74 Ga. 752. Evidence
to correct mistake in voluntary deed must be clear and unequivocal, but need
not exclude reasonable doubt 73 Ga. 647.
Charge here sufficiently distinguished between weight of evidence necessary in civil cases, and to convict of crime: 75 Ga. 671. Cited 71 Ga. 263.
Slander, in suit for, imputing crime, plea of justification, evidence should be
strong enough to convict plaintiff, if prosecuted criminally 66 Ga. 521. Applicable to action for libel defended by justifying, although plea imputes crime
to plaintiff: 92 Ga. 640.
:

:

:

:

§5145. Preponderance of evidence. By preponderance of evidence is
meant that superior weight of evidence upon the issues involved,

which, while not enough to wholly free the mind from a reasonable
doubt, is yet sufficient to incline a reasonable and impartial mind to

one side of the

issue, rather

than to the other.

Eeasonable doubt, in civil case plaintiff not bound to prove case beyond a
reasonable doubt: 76 Ga. 339. Excepting party not bound to prove auditor's
report incorrect beyond reasonable doubt: 76 Ga. 420. Existence of parol gift
from father to son must be shown beyond reasonable doubt. In suit against
railroad for homicide, no element required to be established beyond reasonable doubt: 94 Ga. 447. Improvements by donee need not be proved beyond
reasonable doubt, to show parol gift: 76 Ga. 420. Erroneous charge that onus
on defendant in ejectment to show beyond reasonable doubt that his title better than plaintiff's, harmless here: 78 Ga. 310. In support of plea that guano
not inspected and branded, not necessary to show fact beyond reasonable
doubt 67 Ga. 512. Defense to trover, that plaintiff conveyed to defendant's
grantor to defeat creditors, maxim "in pari delicto," etc., being invoked, must
be proven beyond reasonable doubt: 81 Ga. 154. Charge "if you have any
doubt whether plaintiff's case made out, defendant entitled to verdict, etc.,"
:

ex*roneous

:

84 Ga. 592.

:
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§5146.

of evidence lies,

they

In determining where the preponderance *| ^|- |®..
the jury may consider all the facts and circum- ^ £* %f-

manner

means and opportunity

testified,

general principles.

determined.

stances of the case, the witnesses'
gence, their

;

§§5146-5148

1.

of testifying, their intelli-

6 5294 '

$

'

||||

knowing the facts to which
to which they testified, and

for

the nature of the facts

the probability or improbability of their testimony, their interest
or want of interest, and also their personal credibility so far as the

same may legitimately appear from the trial. The jury may also
number of the witnesses, though the preponderance is
not necessarily with the greater number.
consider the

Jury

may

consider witness's character for truth, etc.,

if

known

:

67 Ga. 228,

69/35 66/584 73/84 see also 12 Ga. 229. All reviewed and reversed 90
Ga. 266; 94/394; 92/149.
Where jury cannot reconcile testimony, may find according to preponder-

237

;

;

:

;

;

ance 68 Ga. 511.
After complying with jury's request for recharge on special phase of case,
court may volunteer recharge on general rule as to preponderance of evidence.
Remark that by observing that rule they ought not to find any difficulty,
not intimation 83 Ga. 540 88/56.
Finding, here, sustained by preponderance of evidence: 77 Ga. 234.
After charge that onus on plaintiff to make out case, general doctrine as to
preponderance of evidence not essential 88 Ga. 439.
Construction of plaintiff's testimony, which harmonizes it all, adopted,
though fatal to plaintiff's case 81 Ga. 602. Ambiguous evidence of party construed most strongly against him 88 Ga. 478 see also 77 Ga. 369. Answer to
money rule stands, where no evidence inconsistent therewith adduced 88 Ga.
:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

590.

§5147. (3750.)

Same

rules in all courts

rules of evidence are the

upon every

trial

same in

all

and

cases.

Generally the

the courts of this State, and

the exceptions exist only by express statute.

Marriage may still be established by circumstantial as well as direct evidence, even where presumption which law raises .from cohabitation and repute
rebutted 83 Ga. 288.
:

The existence and ter- §51846, 5210,
''I'M
government, and symbols of

§5148. (3751. ) Matters judicially recognized.

,

,

ntorial extent of States, their forms of

and general customs of merchants,
the admiralty and maritime courts of the world and their seals, the
political constitution and history of our own government, as well as
nationality, the laws of nations,

the local divisions of our

own

ments of the government
States of the Union, and

all

State, the seals of the several depart-

of the

United States, and of the several

similar matters of public knowledge,

are judicially recognized without the introduction of proof.
Corporation's existence as a person capable of contracting in another State:
When existence of a corporation in another State must be proved
27 Ga. 76. Courts take notice of repair and rebuilding of Western and Atlantic
Railroad by Federal authority, as matter of public knowledge and history: 39
Ga. 610. Public history 44 Ga. 303 47/26. Federal occupation during the war
14 Ga. 328.

:

;

')_»>')„

:
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52 Ga. 639. That the county of DeKalb is in Georgia: 46 Ga. 197.
ceeding according to their knowledge of laws of another State
Courts taking cognizance of Governor's proclamation 41 Ga. 114.

:

Courts pro12 Ga. 582.

Bankruptcy
shown on vesting of property of bankrupt in assignee 49 Ga. 361. Of the days
of the month: 51 Ga. 427. Courts will not take judicial cognizance of what
:

:

transpired before them, unless record of proceeding gxhibited as evidence: 60
Ga. 409 53/241.
;

Bankruptcy no bar to judgment unless same pleaded and proven, notwithstanding judge's knowledge thereof: 65 Ga. 466.

Bank charter

is

public law and courts take cognizance thereof: 66 Ga. 177

see also 31 Ga. 69.

Courts take cognizance of public event like "Sherman's march to the sea,"
67 Ga. 260.

and time thereof

:

That Columbus, Georgia,

is in

Muscogee county

67 Ga. 769.

:

State courts take judicial cognizance that particular county is in certain
division and district of United States 68 Ga. 394.
As to removal of causes from State to United States courts under Act of
Congress, 1875: 68 Ga. 394.
Supreme Court will judicially notice that city is in certain county 71 Ga.
:

:

406.

Names of companies chartered by
Where name imports corporation,
porate character

:

legislature, judicially noticed 72 Ga. 28.
court will take judicial knowledge of cor:

78 Ga. 40.

Supreme Court will take notice of who are the public
where the law requires the Governor to commission them

officers of
:

Georgia,

80 Ga. 506.

Existence of city ordinance not judicially noticed question of fact merely
see also 77 Ga. 663 80/497.
That railroad chartered by this State is common carrier, judicially noticed
89 Ga. 550.
That railroad located partly in Georgia and partly in Alabama: 91 Ga. 226.
;

81 Ga. 397

$$2321,5163.

;

;

Presumptions of law and fact. Presumptions are
either of law or of fact.
The former are conclusions and inferences
§5149.

(3752.)

which the law draws from given
questions for the jury,

to,

facts.

The

latter are exclusively

be decided by the ordinary test of

human

experience.
Notes from Code of 1882
Acts of the legislature constitutionally organized, presumed to be constitutional, etc.

:

9Ga.

253; 13/83; 16/102; 34/309; 35/124; 44/77,649.
of, from acts of parties: 39 Ga. 586.

Agency, presumption

Alteration of instrument, presumed to have been done at time of execution,
17 Ga. 558; 45/539.
is shown, but whole matter left to the jury
When in different handwriting and no presumption 31 Ga. 371.
Administration, when presumed: 18 Ga. 520-524. When not: 20 Ga. 135.
Book account, presumption as to correctness of, etc. 31 Ga. 346.
Character, presumption of law, of good, till contrary is shown 31 Ga. 331.
Charge of court below not excepted to, presumed to be on the law and facts
54 Ga. 45 53/252, 253 57/92 56/458.
Damage presumed whenever rights of a party have been withheld or viountil contrary

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

lated: 16 Ga.

;

6, 7.

Deed, presumed that acknowledgment
have been executed at time of date: 1 Ga.

of,
3.

was made when

it

purports to

.
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Duties, official and social, every man presumed to perform, until contrary
1 Ga. 3, 279
6/188, 491 36/442 39/22 43/464 45/362 56/547.

proved

;

;

:

Estate, distribution
ods 48 Ga. 332.
Facts, presumptions

of,

;

;

;

is

;

prima facie presumed to have been by legal meth-

:

jury must determine: 56 Ga. 294; 58/226; 49/19.
that seizure of property to satisfy, has satisfied,
not rebutted, etc.: 20 Ga. 210. Collection of money by sheriff on, affords a
presumption that legal owner got it 29 Ga. 67. When in hands of sheriff, by
due course, presumed to remain there during his office, until contrary shown:
Fi. fa.,

of,

when presumption

:

54 Ga. 507.
Guilt, conscious, presumption raised by escape of prisoner maybe rebutted,
25 Ga. 527. General verdict of guilty presumed to be for highest offense
etc.
:

charged

indictment

in the

43 Ga. 218.
hiring was for the year: 30 Ga. 423.

when presumed

Hire,

:

Indorsement, presumption as to, when plaintiff's name is on back of note
sued on 49 Ga. 486, 487.
Insanity, not to be presumed 56 Ga. 463 7/484.
Intention, is a natural presumption that mere intent to do that which they
have the right and power to do, rather than what is beyond their right and
power: 29 Ga. 384. As to presumption that a man intends the natural and
probable consequence of his own acts: 55 Ga. 497.
Jurisdiction, court presumed to have: 24 Ga. 245.
Judgment, presumed to be paid after twenty years, but presumption may
be rebutted 10 Ga. 178 36/388 47/362, 540.
Law, presumption of, that owner of property is acquainted with its condition 48 Ga. 152.
Lessor and lessee, as to presumption of acquiescence of lessors in acts of
lessee, on the premises: 30 Ga. 945, 946.
Lex loci, of contract not made in this State, presumed to be same till contrary is shown 41 Ga. 449. In action against a railroad for injury to a person
in Alabama, common law presumed to be in force in that State 43 Ga. 461.
Legitimacy presumed 15 Ga. 160.
Life, the civil law will presume a person living at a hundred years of age,
and the common law does not stop much short of this 24 Ga. 494 but see 1
Ga. 538-543 21/301.
Loss of paper, positive proof of, not required, but sufficient to raise reasonable presumption of loss, and this presumption may arise from lapse of time,
:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

6 Ga. 188.
Malice, the law presumes, in case of homicide 41 Ga. 484, 485 35/75. Law
does not presume, against a judicial officer, because he renders an illegal judgment 48 Ga. 354.
etc.

:

:

;

:

Marriage once shown, presumed to continue: 62 Ga. 408.
Notes, credit on, put there by maker, affords presumption that all cross-demands are covered by it: 30 Ga. 829 50/571. Given due, or due one day after
date, do not belong to that class of paper in which presumptions are in favor
of holder, etc. 32 Ga. 109. Of same date of bill of sale, and cut from same
paper, presumption is they were for the property conveyed by the writing: 33
Ga. 159. New note for less amount than old one, presumed settlement of all
cross-demands 57 Ga. 223.
;

:

:

Owner

presumed to know its condition 48 Ga. 152.
presumed that he does his duty 39 Ga. 22 6/198 60/581, 582.
Possession of personal property by vendor after sale, presumption of fraud
of a lot

:

Officer,

:

arising therefrom

sumption of

may

title in

;

;

be explained, etc. 20 Ga. 429. Joint, of property, preperson exercising acts of control, etc. 25 Ga. 28.
:

:

5149

::
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Production of evidence, failure

presumption as to: 54 Ga. 273; 56/168;

in,

61/225; 59/473.
Railroad, presumption against

company, when damage has ensued from the
running of the cars 49 Ga. 373 60/492 56/457 60/339 64/475.
Rebutted by evidence, presumption of law or fact may be 20 Ga. 480 31/641.
Time elapsing, loss of paper presumed 6 Ga. 188.
Warrant, in land court proceeding, no presumption from issuing of, of notice
:

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

or certificate

:

33 Ga. 296.

Witness presumed to be competent 3 Ga. 277.
See notes to section 988 of Penal Code.
Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
See notes to section 5163.
Act of legislature not declared unconstitutional on account of presumption
:

69 Ga. 409.

Excessive levy not presumed from fact that property did not bring full value
65 Ga. 366.
Presumed that portions of bill of exceptions stricken out were stricken by
judge, when 68 Ga. 27.
No presumption that home port of vessel is place of citizenship of owner
69 Ga. 409.
Presumption that corporation exercising rights acquired by eminent domain
has paid just compensation 72 Ga. 887.
Payment of note presumed from its being found in deceased debtor's effects
72 Ga. 899.
If intestate paid notes in lifetime, presumption is that he would have taken
them up 65 Ga. 221.
Service on non-resident partner presumed where firm represented by counsel and 'judgment against him acquiesced in fifteen years: 75 Ga. 215.
Jury may infer against party failing to bring out facts within his knowledge, so as to clear up case 77 Ga. 781.
General presumption of law that every man does his duty, open to abuse:
79 Ga. 278.
Presumption of marriage from cohabitation and repute is one of law.
No such presumption where subsequent marriage with another woman actually proved, but first alleged marriage passed on by jury from all evidence,
direct and circumstantial, independently of any legal presumption 83 Ga. 287.
Prima facie evidence is such evidence as in judgment of law is sufficient,
and if not rebutted, remains sufficient 83 Ga. 635.
Rebuttable by evidence of additional facts consistent with its truth but
tending to opposite conclusion 83 Ga. 627.
Convicts, received by penitentiary company, are presumed to have been legally convicted, in suit for breach of bond 85 Ga. 159.
Master presumed to know of defects in machinery, if should have known of
same. The patent character and age of a defect may indicate that the master
should have known of it: 86 Ga. 418.
Payment presumed to be in accordance with contract, not shown to be contrary: 86 Ga. 531.
Damage bond in claim case presumed given, and if not in office, treated as
lost, etc.
91 Ga. 130.
at tax sale

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Goods received by railroad company from connecting line, presumed received
"as in good order" 91 Ga. 115 see also 66 Ga. 251. See notes to section 2298.
Degree of evidence to overcome presumption, from municipal legislation,
:

;

that lands taken for public use, etc.

:

91 Ga, 462.

:
:
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No presumption of law that bonds, held by creditor as collateral security, are
worth face value 91 Ga. 625.
:

Presumed that document admitted
proven

:

in evidence, over objection,

was duly

92 Ga. 105.

Absence from brief, of preliminary proof of document in evidence, not warrant conclusion that document admitted without proof: 92 Ga. 105.
Alterations, unless contrary appears, presumed to have been made before
instrument executed, when 92 Ga. 233 see also 17 Ga. 558 45/539.
Common law presumed to prevail in another State, unless contrary appears
70 Ga. 271; 92/237,241.
Payment on account presumed applied to note produced by defendant at
trial, and not to two notes sued on
92 Ga. 254.
Order which must be granted in term time, presumed so granted 92 Ga. 366.
Judgment against appellant and surety presumed here entered by counsel
alone, and not by court 92 Ga.'751.
Awnings over sidewalks in city presumably erected under license from city
93 Ga. 68.
Clerk of court issued execution for witnesses' fees, presumed to have informed himself as to amounts due 93 Ga. 577.
No presumption of law that boy ten to fourteen years old not capable of
exercising care to avoid injury by railroad trains, etc.: 93 Ga. 511, 743; see
also 81 Ga. 397 83/512 84/320 87/491.
Title presumed to follow possession 95 Ga. 59 see also 73 Ga. 171.
Presumed that comptroller-general properly advertised property before selling: 94 Ga. 283.
Honesty, cashier's character for, proven good when employed, bank cannot
rely on presumption that he remains so, relatively to care of property on deposit: 95 Ga. 396, 397.
:

;

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

Presumptions of law are sometimes con- $$3122, 3608,
3823 5235
and an averment to the contrary will not be allowed. These 5233!
are termed estoppels, and are not generally favored. Among these
are the presumptions in favor of a record or judgment unreversed;
of the proper conduct of courts and judicial officers acting within
85150. (3753.) Estoppels.

elusive,

their legitimate sphere; of other officers of the law, after lapse of
time has rendered it dangerous to open the investigation of their acts
in regard to mere, formalities of the law; of ancient deeds, and other
instruments more than thirty years old, when they come from the
proper custody, and possession has been held in accordance with
them; recitals in deeds, except payment of, purchase-money, as against
the grantor acting in his own right, and sui juris and his privies in
estate, blood,

and

in law; the landlord's title, as against his tenant,

made in judicio, and
which other parties have acted, either to

while tenant in possession; solemn admissions
other admissions upon

own injury or the benefit of the persons making the admissions;
and similar cases where it would be more unjust and productive of
more evil to hear the truth than to forbear the investigation.
their

Acquiescence, there

Notes from Code of 1882 :
estoppel by 21 Ga. 187

may be

:

;

23/249

;

30/780

;

39/381,

672; 42/209, 210; 19/448; 48/109; 43/56, 278; 53/317; 54/387; 56/161; 60/489.

::;:
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Acts and declarations, party having paramount
from asserting it 16 Ga. 593 29/312.
Act of legislation, party estopped by 53 Ga. 467.

title

estopped by his own,

;

:

When

:

fact recited in,

was

not an estoppel 11 Ga. 460.
Administrator estopped from reselling fee in land 61 Ga. 107, 108. Administratrix not estopped by unlawful sale as an individual, from recovering property so sold 57 Ga. 425.
Admissions, party not concluded by, unless acted on: 12 Ga. 53; 13/516;
By one other than the pris23/521; 29/312; 30/722; 39/617; 40/184; 38/458.
oner, that he did the shooting, not admissible in evidence: 57 Ga. 102. When
doctrine of, did not apply to non-negotiable note 57 Ga. 398.
Affidavit on back of mortgage, party making, estopped from denying, etc.
45 Ga. 483.
Arbitration under railroad charter, when no estoppel: 43 Ga. 200. When
sheriff not estopped from denying recitals of award in money rule 53 Ga. 554.
Attorney of record for plaintiff estopped from urging invalidity of judgment 59 Ga. 327.
Claimant not estopped from seating up title by suing another who gave mortgage on his own land, if he gave notice: 54 Ga. 177. Under deed by sheriff,
when estopped 55 Ga. 613. Where affidavit, estopped from excepting to levy
59 Ga. 850. Not estopped from setting up that one was a "cropper" and not a
tenant, although he took a landlord's lien from him 61 Ga. 488.
Corporation, when parties as to, estopped 58 Ga. 281.
Damages, where discharged employee obtained judgment for part, not
estopped from recovering balance of damages for remnant of the year 53 Ga. 82.
Deeds, as to ancient: 43 Ga. 351. Bill for correction of boundaries, and compensation for representation in a deed testamentary: 45 Ga. 456, 457. By acceptance of trust under a deed, estopped from repudiating it 54 Ga. 485 45/111
Bepresentation in writing may be contradicted by parol, except where
32/53.
it operates by way of estoppel
57 Ga. 181. Recitals in deed may bind parties,
and those claiming under them, and not bind one claiming under independent
title 48 Ga. 329. Recital to be an estoppel must be of something material 53
Ga. 468. Estoppel by deed defined 49 Ga. 351. When plaintiff, accepting a deed
reciting a homestead in property, could not deny validity of the homestead:
59 Ga. 355. Where vendor bound by representations as to an ally, although
not mentioned in the deed 59 Ga. 450.
Dower, in application for, contestant was estopped from denying husband
died seized and possessed, when: 55 Ga. 613.
Duress, when wife estopped from insisting deed was made under, of husband
58 Ga. 276.
Equitable lien, suing out distress warrant was no estoppel from urging 13
Ga. 486, 491.
Estoppel defined and doctrine of, discussed 13 Ga. 491. Must be mutual to
be binding: 23 Ga. 528; 56/297-300. Estoppel in pais defined: 54 Ga. 584;
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

60/42; 53/439; 17/449; 13/486-492; 40/184.
Favored, estoppels are not: 47 Ga. 628; 46/101 11/271.
Former recovery, held no bar to another action, when 6 Ga. 495 62/675.
Heirs, estopped by receipt of share of proceeds of land 33 Ga. 163.
;

:

;

:

when

there is not, to one, or advantage to another, doctrine of estop20 Ga. 600.
Judgment or decree is an estoppel to the parties thereto and their privies:
11 Ga. 265.
Should estoppel by judgment or decree be pleaded? 11 Ga. 265.
Where purchaser of land, after mortgage by vendor, could not attack mortgage
judgment: 38 Ga. 597-602. Motion to open judgment did not estop motion to
Injury,

pel did not obtain

:

;
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When refusal of one injunction did
set aside for want of service 47 Ga. 628.
not estop from asking for another in the same case 41 Ga. 544. Estoppel by
judgment of court of ordinary 42 Ga. 398. As to conclusiveness of courts of
concurrent and exclusive jurisdiction 49 Ga. 412 55/354. Judgment in another
State as an estoppel to suit here 45 Ga. 329 60/70. As to conclusiveness of
judgment in District Court of the United States, in State court: 48Ga.50. Judgment affirmed by Supreme Court, conclusive 54 Ga. 486-490. When purchaser
from vendor before claim, not estopped by judgment against him to which
vendee was not a party 55 Ga. 399. When former adjudication will not estop
from a subsequent suit 59 Ga. 164, 165.
Light and air, when vendor of house estopped from excluding 58 Ga. 268
:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

69/219.

Married woman, concluded by

final

judgment: 61 Ga.

512.

Doctrine of

estoppel applies to, when 60 Ga. 42. When not estopped by recital in mortgage 53 Ga. 436. When not estopped from suing vendor for money 61 Ga. 662.
:

:

:

Minor, estoppel sometimes arises against, by his silence at a sale of his property 9 Ga. 23-28. When not 59 Ga. 722.
Mortgage, by accepting joint, of husband and wife, indorser for husband not
estopped from denying wife's title to the land 54 Ga. 614. When mortgagee
estopped by his silence, as against a bona fide purchaser of property at mortgage
sale: 43 Ga. 449; 52/183.
Note, principal giving to factor his note in settlement, was no estoppel as
to principal; an accord, but not satisfaction: 52 Ga. 41.
Maker of note
estopped from pleading failure of consideration as against purchaser: 60 Ga.
:

:

:

108.

Officers, of court and judicial, as to presumption of proper conduct of: 1 Ga.
3,275; 6/188,494; 36/442; 39/22; 45/414.
Owner giving notice of his title at sale and bidding, not estopped from asserting title 24 Ga. 150. AVhere true owners not estopped by sale of their
land because of fraud 31 Ga. 544. When owner estopped by conduct, as to
bill for specific performance
33 Ga. 9.
Purchaser, when bona fide, of property, with four years possession, estopped
by not asserting it at sale 47 Ga. 125. Of homestead property, with notice, not
:

:

:

:

in position to

deny

59 Ga. 358.

:

Railroad, parties agreeing in writing to give right of way, estopped, to what
damage: 45 Ga. 531.
Registration laws, are they not a virtual repeal of the doctrine of estoppel?
18 Ga. 182.

extent, from claiming

State, estopped only

property

:

by legislative action from asserting her rights to her

56 Ga. 479.

Title, requiring sheriff to levy on defendant's interest in land, does not prevent contesting defendant's title in another suit: 9 Ga. 160. Party may impliedly admit title in another, and then show title in himself: 30 Ga. 714. By
asking third party to buy in property for him, estops claim of title: 33 Ga. 39.
Trustee, or executor, after accepting the trust, cannot set up adverse title:
45 Ga. 110.

Vendor, when estopped from denying truth of representations as inducement to sale of land 59 Ga. 450.
Ward, not estopped by unproductive suit against guardian from following
:

property in hands of third party

:

55 Ga. 21.

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

:

Acquiescence, subcontractor of city estopped from attacking engineer's
awards under contract, by continuing to do work and accepting pay 66 Ga,
:

:
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damages against intemperate physician for unskillful minwhere patient employed him for years knowing his habits: 73 Ga.

to right to

istration,

Where city ordinance prohibited sewer connection without permission,
657.
recognition might estop denial that permission was obtained
no estoppel under facts here: 78 Ga. 277. Estoppel by, applies only where the party
fully knows facts; applied to purchaser of lands as so many acres "more or
less," there being deficiency: 91 Ga. 601.
;

Administrator, return of property as intestate's, did not estop administrator
it was another's: 83 Ga. 716.
Administrator filing unsworn
plea to unconditional contract, if case go to jury thereon, he and sureties estopped from claiming judgment on verdict, invalid 84 Ga. 283.
Admissions in judicio, where trustee obtained leave to sell upon certain allegations, in subsequent proceedings requiring him to sell, not heard to deny
truth of such allegations: 68 Ga. 402. Where defendant in fi. fa. estopped, by
solemn admissions in judicio, from setting up by illegality that he was mere
surety and has been discharged 68 Ga. 619. Wife applying for supplemental
homestead in property of husband, estopped by husband's admissions in original application for homestead 69 Ga. 792. Admissions in judicio of heirs, or
of former administrator, not binding on administrator de bonis non: 70 Ga. 350.
Admission in judicio is an estoppel everywhere and forever 70 Ga. 362. Admission in judicio, or judgment unreversed, is an estoppel 71 Ga. 384. Admission in judicio does not estop a party who is only a witness in subsequent case
71 Ga. 497. Estoppels not favored, and apply only to parties and privies: 71
Ga. 497. Disclaimer of title at commencement of action was solemn denial of
possession when suit filed re-entry by plaintiffs unnecessary to perfect reversionary title 74 Ga. 74. Where trustee was named as party defendant in bill,
and his cestui que trust appeared, and consent decree was had, plaintiffs were
estopped to deny that cestui que trust was party 74 Ga. 350. Whether instrument here was deed or will, grantor's sworn admission in judicio that it was a
deed estopped him and his administrator from contrary contention 74 Ga. 614.
Admission in claim affidavit, that property levied on as property of defendant,
estops claimant from denying same 75 Ga. 215. Commits claimant to fact of
levy, but not to legality of process under which made 68 Ga. 194. See catchword "Claimant," hereafter. Attorney withdrawing objection and agreeing to
submit issues to jury, estopped from subsequently urging same: 75 Ga. 494.
Claimant's admission of possession in defendant, to get conclusion, is solemn
admission in judicio: 75 Ga. 800. Admission in judicio here precluded denial,
and used against party for all purposes: 76 Ga. 79. Admission in judicio which
estopped administrator from setting up that certain property did not belong to
his intestate's estate: 79 Ga. 675. Beneficiaries of insurance policy who sued
executors of assured and obtained decree against them for proceeds, estopped
to sue company 82 Ga. 646. Defendant reciting fi. fa. and giving forthcoming
bond, estopped to deny fact of levy 84 Ga. 117.
Agency, one injured while traveling on railroad on free ticket as agent of
the road, estopped from denying agency 69 Ga. 715.
Allowing improvements to be made by gas company without protest, and
expenditure by it of large sums in a plant, etc., estopped city from objecting
to use of streets: 71 Ga. 125.
Municipal corporation estopped by 72 Ga. 800.

from showing that

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Arbitration, receiving that which was awarded on, estops from disputing
validity of award, or refusing to comply with it: 71 Ga. 860.

Assignment of dower and seven years possession by widow, with adminisand heirs' consent, estops widow, administrator and heirs from at-

trator's

tacking assignment: 93 Ga. 682.
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;

Cestui que trust not necessarily estopped to attack unauthorized sale, by
suing for other lands in which part of proceeds reinvested 90 Ga. 378.
Claimant estopped to deny levy, but not legality of process under which
made: 68 Ga. 194. Claim affidavit recognizing levy as made on property of
one of defendants, claimant estopped from denying that levy was so made:
Levy not stating whose property
75 Ga. 215; see also 54 Ga. 296; 59/849.
levied on, and there being more than one defendant, claimant not estopped
from urging insufficient description in levy 69 Ga. 777. Withdrawal of claim
filed to levy, and not attacking judgment in bill afterwards filed concerning
:

:

estopped denial of validity of judgment: 78 Ga. 235.
of minor in not asserting title, etc., where property of his levied
on, rendered property liable: 69 Ga. 727. Consent to ditch which diverted
water from mill-site inferred, where plaintiff, for pay, aided in surveying and
Where ditch dug with owner's knowledge at
locating route: 94 Ga. 232.
heavy expense, he is estopped to object: 94 Ga. 232. Tenant in common
estopped by conduct here, from denying seizin of deceased cotenant: 76 Ga.
416.
Where miner not estopped, by receiving reduced pay, to show by parol
that original contract not modified as to him, but that this was to be kept
secret from his fellows 88 Ga. 275. Owner permitting neighbors to use land
as burial-ground, not estopped from exclusive use thereof: 75 Ga. 441. Party
pointing out property, bidding at sale, etc., estopped here from attacking its
validity 75 Ga. 516. Marshal's suit against town for wages after alleged unauthorized discharge, assumed that he was legal occupant of office subsequent
candidacy for the vacancy assumed opposite 81 Ga. 491. Defendant voluntarily bringing his property to place of sale, and making no objection, estopped
from attacking officer's authority to sell 83 Ga. 161 see also 78 Ga. 54.
Corporation, subscriber, in suit for subscription, not estopped from claiming that corporation began business unlawfully, by conduct here: 75 Ga. 14.
Creditors of, lending on spurious stock as security for company's note, not
estopped from suing directors who issued the stock :. 71 Ga. 726,
Person suing
corporation as such, estopped to deny its existence: 90 Ga. 8Gfe.
Parties who
carried on business as corporation and obtained credit, estopped from denying
corporate character and name, etc. 70 Ga. 637. One corporation estopped by
its conduct from denying corporate existence of another, and latter estopped
from denying that certain persons who acted as such were its corporators: 70
Ga. 86. One dealing with corporation as such, estopped to deny corporate existence: 69 Ga. 159. See catchword "Incorporation."
Courts and judicial officers, judgment of court of record presumed to have
been rendered on proof 67 Ga. 35 see also 13 Ga. 7 60/315 56/594. Presumed that motion for new trial filed at trial term, from order of continuance
then passed, and recital in bill of exceptions 67 Ga. 381-383. Trial court presumed (in light of its judgment) to have had evidence that a necessary order in
another proceeding was granted and not entered on minutes 68 Ga. 831. Presumed that ordinary gave notice before granting homestead, in absence of
contrary proof 69 Ga. 60 such notice presumed duly given to non-resident
creditor: 68 Ga. 324.
Every presumption in favor of judgment of ordinary
setting aside year's support, and it cannot be collaterally attacked 68 Ga. 641.
Presumption in favor of a judgment of a bankrupt court, that it was regular
and upon due notice: 71 Ga. 71. Arrest under order of chancellor not shown
prima facie illegal, by recital in bond taken in the proceeding: 75 Ga. 549. Bill
lost, allegations presumed sufficient to authorize order
Court's
75 Ga. 549.
ruling rejecting interrogatories, for omission of place of execution, presumed
correct: 77 Ga. 176.
Supreme Court presumes judgment of lower court correct, unless contrary appears 77 Ga. 322
see also 80 Ga. 472. Presumed that
it,

Conduct

:

:

;

:

:

;

,

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:
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document admitted

in evidence, over objection, was duly proven: 92 Ga. 105.
Minutes destroyed, presumed contained everything necessary to show validity
of judgment rendered by court, or entered up by attorney 92 Ga. 304. Presumed here that declaration filed, and proper verdict and judgment rendered,
original papers lost: 93 Ga. 20; see also 92 Ga. 297. Orders of judge touching
trust estates, granted at chambers, raise what presumptions 93 Ga. 361. Clerk
of court issuing execution for witnesses' fees, presumed to have informed himself as to amounts due
93 Ga. 577.
Deed, by head of family, of homestead lands, not estop him from resisting,
for beneficiaries, ejectment suit founded thereon 68 Ga. 491. Deed in plaintiff's possession from his testator to defendant, covering strip of disputed lot
for right of way, did not estop defendant from denying title of plaintiff to such
strip 81 Ga. 388.
Witness to deed, having no interest in land at time, not estopped from setting up claim subsequently acquired 86 Ga. 533. Ratification
of deed, inducing loan of money, may operate as estoppel, not merely admission 87 Ga. 635. See catchwords "Recitals in Deed."
Dower, widow permitting innocent party to purchase husband's land under
impression that it was free from dower, estopped 75 Ga. 699.
Election, candidates defeated in, estopped from questioning its legality: 72
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Ga. 460.

Enjoying benefits of municipal ordinance allowing encroachments, estops
denial of

its validity, etc.
66 Ga. 385.
False representations as to title estops from setting up lien against party
acting on them 72 Ga. 819.
Fi. fa., holder of, here estopped from setting up that grantee from debtor,
after four years possession, had notice of fi.. fa.: 67 Ga. 334.
Gift, donee not estopped to prove gift, by mere declarations adverse to his
title, not acted on to donor's injury
94 Ga. 186.
Grand juror who signed true bill as "foreman, pro tern." presumed serving
as foreman in that case 93 Ga. 47 see also 34 Ga, 270.
Grantor in bifrof sale to personalty, competent to prove that he had no title
88 Ga. 285.
Heir, where distribution of estate submitted to arbitrators, held not conclusive on heir, that claim against him was included in estate assets 69 Ga.
691, -692.
Heir estopped from attacking executor's sale, having acquiesced in
sale and distribution, and received share of proceeds: 95 Ga. 19.
Homestead, wife asking, in lands as property of her husband, inconsistent
with her assertion of title 91 Ga, 367. Representations of head of family that
no incumbrances, while making note with waiver, not affect validity of homestead 95 Ga. 415, 416; see also 68 Ga. 492. Wife mortgaging homestead not
estopped from denying validity 83 Ga. 712. See catchword "Judgment," here:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

after.

Husband and privies estopped from denying
came to her prior to 1866, when 67 Ga. 195.

wife's right to property which

:

Incorporation, dealing with a corporation, its officers and agents, as such,
estops to deny such corporate existence or official character 70 Ga. 86. When
not estopped from denying corporate existence, by dealings with the corporation 71 Ga. 726. Persons trading as a corporation, estopped to deny incor:

:

poration, especially after judgment: 70 Ga. 637.

Parties having themselves
incorporated under same style, etc., estopped to deny corporate existence
against one crediting without notice, etc.
92 Ga. 511, 512.
See catchword
"Corporation."
In pari delicto, grantee in deed made without consideration to defraud creditors, gets good title as against grantor; under maxim "in pari delicto," etc..
:

:
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consideration not inquired into 82 Ga. 373. Corporation hiring State convicts
cannot defend action for injury to convicts, by pleading illegality of hiring: 92
:

Ga. 635.

Judgment, defendant estopped from attacking validity of consent judgment
on ground that rendered at first term: 68 Ga. 518. Judgment void, defendant
acknowledging service and facilitating execution sale, estopped from recoverciting 63 Ga. 32.
Judgment not estoppel in
ing property sold
78 Ga. 54
favor of one having no interest, but seeking to enforce it in name of plaintiff
without his consent: 93 Ga. 653. Judgment de bonis testatoris, conclusive of
Judgment confessed on debt, conassets against administrator: 95 Ga. 215.
cludes debtor from setting up security-deed void for usury. Debtor's wife,
who has obtained homestead since security-deed made, also concluded: 66
Ga. 102; 95/712; see also 83 Ga. 297; 84/609. See notes to sections 3741, 5348
and 5233.
Knowledge by sureties that administrator's bond raised, and failure to ob:

;

management of estate, etc., held acquiescence
Knowledge of condition of title being equal, es-

ject for years to administrator's
in alteration

:

67 Ga. 168.

toppel not invoked for protection of purchaser: 86 Ga. 764.

"Notice."
Levy, presumed legally

See catchword

made unless conti*ary appears 69 Ga. 190.
Landlord who assigns lien on tenant's crop for supplies, etc., cannot afterwards attack validity of lien 67 Ga. 218.
Mortgage, case where chattel-mortgagees, and their receiver, estopped from
claiming fund in sheriff's hands, against landlord's claim for rent: 68 Ga. 138.
Mortgagee and vendee estopped from denying title to goods in mortgagor and
vendor under whom he claims 67 Ga. 518. Mortgagor estopped to deny that
she had title when mortgage was executed 79 Ga. 12. Mortgagor estopped
from denying title to mortgaged premises: 73 Ga. 101. Where mortgage described and located stock of goods, mortgagor estopped from setting up that
there was no such stock 78 Ga. 60.
Note, on trial against maker, judgment having gone against indorser, latter
not estopped from testifying that debt paid 91 Ga. 125. Note for rent, supposed maker of, estopped to deny execution or consideration, against purchaser of note, who bought after inquiry of maker, etc., w hen. Defendant
could not deny execution, etc., of rent note, as against transferee under Act
of September 27th, 1883, who bought before crop matured, after inquiry of
:

:

:

:

:

:

r

defendant, when 93 Ga. 706.
Notice, acting as shareholder, after notice of fraud by which induced to
take stock, estops from avoiding contract: 71 Ga. 798.
Are the holders of
junior mortgage estopped by notice and by the senior mortgage being included in the face of theirs? 72 Ga. 1. See catchword "Knowledge."
Officers, presumption that officer took proper bonds in claim case three
years before, supported by his evidence, not overcome by testimony of plaintiff's attorney to contrary
80 Ga. 669. Presumption is that clerk of ordinary
did his duty in issuing letters testamentary and that recitals therein are true
80 Ga. 506.
Owner of charter to build bridge, not estopped here to assert he built bridge
under Act of 1850 (section 616) 75 Ga. 815.
:

:

:

Paying assessment for sewers, not estop owner of land appropriated by city
for sewer, from recovering damages 95 Ga. 138, 143.
:

Petition, recitals in petition to convey trust property, binding on beneficiaries of age,

Ga. 639.

when signed without

reading, where innocent purchasers

:

66
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Practice, copy deed admitted

by agreement without accounting

Abandonment

will not estop attack for forgery: 75 Ga. 419.

for original,

of contention,

causing motion to dismiss, may be retracted before judgment thereon 86 Ga.
349.
Estoppel not result here, by introducing in evidence compromise deed to
party's predecessor in title, from other party's predecessor: 92 Ga. 591.
:

Principal assisting agent to recover property in latter's name, not estopped
from claiming same as its own, against creditors of agent: 84 Ga. 368.
Purchaser receiving part of wood bought, without objection, not afterwards
complain as to length of any 95 Ga. 653.
Receiver of extinct corporation not estopped by acts, etc., of stockholder and
ex-officer, as to sale of assets by third person
91 Ga. 238.
Recitals in deed not evidence against one who does not claim under it, as
creditor of gi*antor attacking deed as fraudulent: 69 Ga. 557. Recitals in tax
deed presumed correct, and officer issuing execution presumed to have done
his duty 85 Ga. 835. Recitals of fact in recorded deed will not bind one not
party to the instrument: 93 Ga. 127 see also 40 Ga. 479.
Representative character, one acting in, not estopped, though would be in
:

:

:

;

individual right: 86 Ga. 764.
Sheriff's sale, failure to claim at, etc., not estop
asserting title 69 Ga. 429.

owner from subsequently

:

Sureties on county treasurer's bond are estopped from setting up by parol
that it was delivered to the ordinary conditionally, the treasurer having his
commission and county funds on faith of bond 70 Ga. 488. Surety signing
:

which another's name was forged, estopped from claiming discharge:
72 Ga. 578. Surety not heard to deny liability on bond appropriate to case, on
ground that he signed in blank and attorney wrote bond different from bond he

bond

to

expected

:

80 Ga. 557

;

distinguishing 68 Ga. 830.
for the arbitration of assessment, es-

Taxpayer invoking statute providing

topped to attack its constitutionality 90 Ga. 148.
Tenant estopped from suing landlord for dispossessing him, having agreed
to landlord's lease of property to another for term of years 67 Ga. 319. Tenant estopped from disputing landlord's title: 72 Ga. 887. See section 3122.
Trespass, one cannot induce a trespass, afterwards purchase the land, and
recover damages for same: 85 Ga. 668.
Trover, defendant in, who bought from plaintiff's vendee, could not set up
that when plaintiff sold title was in another with whom he (defendant) had no
privity 81 Ga. 154.
Vendor selling land on creek for mining purposes, cannot complain that
"tailings" drained down creek through reservoir of his 69 Ga. 750.
Vendee, representations as to title, made after sale, estop where vendee
could have protected himself but acted on them 72 Ga. 819.
Verdict incorrect, and correct verdict being written, presumption latter substituted for former: 84 Ga. 117.
Wards, minors whose guardian received the purchase-money for land sold
by decree of court, are estopped from denying the validity of the decree. Setting up such decree in former litigation would also estop them 71 Ga. 654. As
to ward's ratification of guardian's illegal sale, accepting proceeds with knowledge of facts, but not knowing sale illegal 92 Ga. 265.
Warranty did not estop warrantor here from levying on the land as property of third person 66 Ga. 398. Defendant to suit for breach, estopped by
conduct from setting up that mortgage foreclosed was not binding: 95 Ga. 665.
Wife not estopped by mortgage on her separate estate, given for husband's
debts, mortgagee having notice 67 Ga. 200. Wife deeding property to secure
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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husband's debt, with lender's knowledge, not estopped to recover land 75
Joining husband in conveyance of homestead, estopped from setGa. 654.
ting up that she contributed from separate estate to purchase the land 69
Ga. 480. Where woman joins husband in deed to lands, presumed that she
had or claimed title: 93 Ga. 24. Estoppel applied to wife claiming lands
levied on as husband's, she having joined with husband in deed under section
2771, and applied for homestead: 93 Ga. 600. Recognizing title of husband, by
taking mortgage, estopped from claiming under conflicting title, against
Making warranty-deed to homestead, not estopped
creditor: 86 Ga. 333.
from recovering land under homestead right 85 Ga. 267. See catchwords
"Admissions in judicio," "Homestead," and "Judgment."
:

:

:

§5151. Estoppel as

to title to real estate.

Where the

estoppel relates

86

Ga

*

770

'

-

770

-

to the title to real estate, the party claiming to have been influenced
by the other's acts or declarations must not only be ignorant of the
true title, but also of any convenient means of acquiring such knowledge.
Where both parties have equal knowledge or equal means of
obtaining the truth, there is no estoppel.

In order for an equitable estoppel to 86Ga
arise, there must generally be some intended deception in the conduct
or declarations of the party to be estopped, or such gross negligence
as to amount to constructive fraud by which another has been mis§5152. Equitable estoppel.

led to his injury.

§5153. Trustees estopped

claim

to

title

adverse

to estate.

and^^-^-

Trustees

other representatives with custody of papers have ample opportunities
to discover defects in the title of property in their care, and are
estopped from setting up title adverse to their trust.

Prima facie presumptions
Other presumptions of $ 5178
law, such as of innocence, and in some cases of guilt, of continuance
of life for seven years, of a mental state once proved to exist, and all
similar presumptions, may be rebutted by proof.
§5154.

(3754.)

-

.

Presumption of continuance of life ceasing at end of seven years since last
heard from 1 Ga. 538 26/582 39/479. Presumption of continuance of insanity once proved to exist 7 Ga. 484 11/338.
Presumption of death from seven years absence, rebutted by proof here: 71
Ga. 775.
Upon issue as to present soundness of mind of cestui que trust, testimony as
to his condition ten years previous was material as tending to show permanent
mental infirmity 73 Ga. 456.
:

;

;

;

:

:

Where

main without permission,
connection made, permission inferred from presumption of innocence but
presumption was rebuttable and rebutted: 78 Ga. 277.
city ordinance prohibited connecting with

if

;

Signature of clerk of ordinary presumed to be genuine, and burden on party
attacking to prove otherwise: 80 Ga. 506.

In the ordinary course of business, || &*'{%
when good faith requires an answer, it is the duty of the party receiving a letter from the other to answer within a reasonable time.
§5155. Failure

to

answer

letter.

—

:
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Otherwise he is presumed to admit the propriety of the acts mentioned in the letter of his correspondent, and to adopt them.
$|395o,506i,

§5156. (3755.)
single witness

is

to this rule are

or perjury, in
plice,

Number

of witnesses necessary

The testimony

.

generally sufficient to establish a fact.

made

of a
Exceptions

in specified cases; such as, to convict of treason

any case

is an accoman answer in equity

of felony where the only witness

and to rebut a responsive statement

in

in these cases (except in treason) corroborating circumstances

may

dispense with another witness.
Admission of acts and declarations of an accomplice to criminate the other
Where for crime below felony, testimony
of accomplice sufficient to convict: 51 Ga. 597.
Section referred to and construed: 52 Ga. 106-110.
As to corroboration of testimony of accomplice by
8 Ga. 408; 34/502; 43/197; 44/209.

circumstances: 55 Ga. 220; 56/314-356; 52/403, 530.
See notes to section 991 of Penal Code.
Corroboration of accomplice does not apply to misdemeanors: 75 Ga. 356.

§^157. Jury right

5

4

TOGa

'i

i82'

a
Io^
68
Ga.*o^820.

to infer,

what.

In arriving at a verdict, the jury

from facts proven,
and sometimes from' the absence of counter-eviL
dence, may infer the existence of other facts reasonably and logically
consequent on those proved.
'

CHAPTER

2.

OF RULES GOVERNING THE ADMISSION OF TESTIMONY.

ARTICLE

1.

GENERAL RULES.
S5143 -

Must be relevant. The evidence must relate to the
questions being tried by the jury, and bear upoD them either directly
Irrelevant matter should be excluded.
or indirectly.
§5158. (3756.)

Notes from Code of 1882
Where the allegation and the proof did not corthe
evidence: 12 Ga. 45; 15/301; 25/228, 714; 35/66;
admit
respond so as to
How relevancy
Irrelevant evidence in ejectment case 39 Ga. 50.
28/289.
shown 19 Ga. 569. Jury should be permitted to hear facts from which they
might or not infer evidence pertinent to the issue 20 Ga. 15 27/444. Illustrating the issue, receivable, although appears irrelevant: 34 Ga. 167-171;

Stated

:

17 Ga. 420, 295.

:

:

:

;

When
Irrelevant evidence as to value of work: 20 Ga. 539.
Irrelevant
evidence to the issue, in favor of a claimant against a mortgage^, fa.: 22 Ga.
AdmisAdmissible evidence against a livery-stableman 26 Ga. 194.
563.
sions of principal when part of res gestae only are relevant 17 Ga. 625. Sayings
27/283; 41/102.

loss of profits inadmissible in action against carrier: 22 Ga. 269.

:

:

of

former owner subsequent to time of parting with

title,

inadmissible to dis-

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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ARTICLE

§5158

1.

Of rules governing the admission of testimony; general rules.

parage the title: 29 Ga. 684. Admissible evidence between partners as to
Testimony at coroner's inquest hearsay evicharacter of crop 60 Ga. 125.
dence circumstantial evidence 60 Ga. 258.
;

:

:

;

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
between two, involving state of accounts, testimony as to
:

Account,

in suit

To
credits given by an agent of other, individually, is irrelevant 68 Ga. 675.
confirm testimony that certain payments were made on certain accounts,
same with credits thereon, admissible: 84 Ga. 117. Account sued on, contract
under which goods sold admissible although not sued on nor set out in pleadings: 93 Ga, 594; see also 18 Ga. 364; 52/485; 32/542; 75/450; 79/444; 62/321.
Admissibility, evidence of doubtful admissibility is to be admitted rather
than excluded 82 Ga. 580.
Advice of counsel as to steps to be taken in case, excluded 75 Ga. 800.
Agency, contract made for one by another under direct authority, evidence
that principal had a general agent, irrelevant: 93 Ga. 323. Letters, written
after revocation of agency, admissible: 86 Ga. 408.
Allegata, evidence as to settlement, not warranted by pleading here: 65 Ga.
Evidence not admissible as to matters not alleged in pleadings 69
749, 750.
Ga. 252. Under allegations here, admissible to show credit on note due trust
estate made in consideration of credit on trustee's individual indebtedness:
76 Ga. 53. Depositions irrelevant under pleadings here 76 Ga. 220. Evidence
here excluded because there was no proper plea under which it could be admitted 80 Ga. 195, 218. Evidence entirely at variance with allegations, inadmissible: 84 Ga. 313. Injury to sexual organs not alleged, shown for purpose
of throwing light on injuries generally, and pain and suffering: 95 Ga. 530.
Appraisement, written report of parties selected by railroad and plaintiff to
appraise damage to freight, not admissible when no adjustment reached 66
Ga. 251.
Bona fides, of compromise between trustee and debtor in issue, facts showing motives of debtor and trustee admissible: 76. Ga. 54. Contract with person claiming title, admissible to show good faith of possession: 77 Ga. 263.
Evidence intended to show bona fides allowed on issue of fraud: 77 Ga. 627.
Ex parte affidavits not admissible to illustrate question of good faith in refusal
of insurance company to pay policy: 85 Ga. 751.
Carlisle tables, some evidence of injury permanent, Carlisle tables admissible
84 Ga. 37. Plaintiff's age should be proved, before mortality and annuity tables
admissible in damage case 93 Ga. 6. Evidence as to permanent injuries con91
flicting, court properly admitted mortality and annuity tables in 70 Ga.
Ga. 28.
Claim, application by defendant in claim case for appointment of a trustee
militated against claimant's theory, and should have been admitted 79 Ga. 75.
Conduct of party injured, elsewhere, at other times, inadmissible on trial
of personal-injury case: 84 Ga. 420. Evidence here held admissible to show
that defendant treated debt sued on as due to another than the plaintiff 93
Ga. 732.
Contract under seal sued on, note admissible to prove that amount for
which it was given was unpaid 76 Ga. 763. That employer violated subsequent contract not connected with contract of service in issue, irrelevant: 88
Ga. 743.
Corroboration, error to reject testimony tending to corroborate witness
whose testimony was attacked and which was otherwise relevant 76 Ga. 220.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

ejectment claiming under sale under decree in
equity, record of proceedings in equity admissible: 65 Ga. 461. Claim against

Court records,

plaintiff in
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Of rules governing the admission of testimony; general rules.

Comfa., record of suit admissible to fix date of lien thereof: 65 Ga. 542.
promise decree relative to certain years' license tax, not admissible incase
against city for back license taxes 66 Ga. 32. Record of decree and auditor's report held admissible and essential on issue that judgment dissolved
by such decree: 68 Ga. 209. Ground of illegality being that verdict did
not warrant judgment, record of original case admissible to show whence
court derived its construction of verdict: 68 Ga. 247.
Exemplification of
United States Court record here inadmissible as irrelevant 69 Ga. 92. Contents of defendant's answer to bill in another county, in which he expected to
settle rights of parties here involved, not admissible: 69 Ga. 297. Court record showing alteration not allowed here, it being shown that defendants connected with alteration 75 Ga. 392.

fi.

:

:

:

Cross-examination, irrelevant testimony not allowed on: 77 Ga. 531.
Custom, testimony that employees generally required to work with dispatch
not admissible here 68 Ga. 228. Custom incompetent, where there is direct
evidence on specific negligence 88 Ga. 9 see also 79 Ga. 387 87/374.
Damage, on question of legality of running railway-cars, etc., in city, and
damage to plaintiff's house, irrelevant to prove porch projected on sidewalk:
75 Ga. 761. Plaintiff's probable general condition ten years hence, competent
in suit for damages to arm and side 90 Ga. 500.
To estimate damages for injuries received, evidence of probable promotion to higher public office, inadmissible: 86 Ga. 145.
Under allegation that falling pole broke collar-bone,
injuries to muscles of shoulder relevant: 87 Ga. 69.
Death, attachment between plaintiff and husband, relevant as throwing
light upon his continued absence, where alleged to be dead 85 Ga. 751.
Deceit, in misrepresenting amount of land sold, plat on which both parties
acted admissible in action for: 69 Ga. 78.
Declaration of defendant's overseer, irrelevant 72 Ga. 816.
Deed, coming from proper custody and possession consistent therewith, admissible though name of grantor therein and grantee in previous deed vary
slightly 85 Ga. 580. If description applicable to premises in dispute, deed
admissible; whether apparent error in lot number was merely clerical, for
jury: 90 Ga. 1. Tax deeds admissible to show title, though levy apparently
excessive, validity having been recognized: 86 Ga. 166.
Distress warrant, where counter-affidavit interposed, it was competent
to show that sickness in family interfered with gathering of crop 80 Ga. 588.
Divided in kind, that slaves were, did not tend to show that lands were so
divided: 89 Ga. 9.
Doubtful relevancy, evidence may be admitted under proper charge: 89
Ga. 16. Should be admitted 72 Ga. 218. Weight for jury 75 Ga. 115 76/209.
Earning capacity, in vocations other than that always followed by deceased,
inadmissible in suit for homicide: 85 Ga. 518. Upon question how much deceased brakeman earned, amount habitually turned over to wife at month's
end, relevant: 94 Ga. 457.
Executive orders, finding escapes negligent and ordering suit against penitentiary company for penalties, basis of suit and properly admitted in evidence: 85 Ga. 159.
Executor, whether executor's fortune improved rapidly during executorship, irrelevant here: 78 Ga. 622.
Fi. fa., levy and illegality,^, fa. lost and alias issued and levied, entry defective, and claim interposed; original fi. fa. and levy found, inadmissible in
claim case: 69 Ga. 777.
Forgery, that certain title papers relating to realty involved, had been held
forgeries, irrelevant here: 67 Ga. 161.
:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;
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Fraud, institution of inquiry, by one claiming to have been defrauded in
buying railroad, to learn its status, admissible: 74 Ga. 296. Testimony that
holder of acceptance sued on was uncle of bankrupt payee, admissible as tend-

show fraud 76 Ga. 220.
Freshets, evidence inadmissible, as to freshets subsequent to one causing
damage sued for 93 Ga. 284.
General duties of certain position provable, testimony as to specific instructions being conflicting: 68 Ga. 228.
Habit of jumping on or off cai*s not relevant, when boy was not doing so
ing to

:

:

when

killed

:

87 Ga. 674.

Harmless, admitting irrelevant matter is, where substantially same evidence
already admitted without objection 89 Ga. 73. See notes to section 5478.
Hire, value of hire of mill may be illustrated by proof of amount earned by
same, while leased to another: 86 Ga. 475.
History of case, testimony on points forming simply part of history of case,
properly admitted 81 Ga. 176.
Hotel-register not admissible to show publication of notice that valuables
must be left at office, nor negligence of guest: 69 Ga. 206.
Husband and wife, in suit concerning alleged transfer to wife to defeat creditors, subsequent conveyances shedding light on transaction admissible: 76 Ga.
:

:

of husband for benefit of creditors, admissible in suit against
whether husband was wife's agent: 76 Ga. 713. Upon issue
whether husband's deed was bona fide (defeating dower), conjugal discord was
relevant.
Will silent as to wife was not: 89 Ga. 633.
Husband's securitydeed with wife's consent, deed back to husband, and wife's application for
homestead, held admissible, where she asserts title by claim 93 Ga. 600.
Identification, testimony tending to identify lands levied on, admitted as
699.

Assignment

wife, issue being

:

relevant, purchaser's rights having intervened

:

69 Ga. 429.

Positive identifi-

cation by one witness at one place, not rebutted by showing mistaken identification by another, at another place 85 Ga. 751.
Impeachment, evidence held material to discredit witness as to fact of his
:

presence at killing of animal by railroad 91 Ga. 768.
Inadequacy of consideration in issue, evidence of value of land at trial, irrelevant here 95 Ga. 243.
Insurance policy, that husband had disappeared and family regarded him
dead, not relevant evidence in action on insurance policy. Grief and sickness
of plaintiff, and destitution, not relevant evidence in action on insurance policy: 85 Ga. 751. On issue as to whether kind of policy applied for was delivered, value of policy delivered irrelevant 93 Ga. 604.
Interpretation of contract and how acted on by parties, pertinent, where
some of writings fixing terms lost 83 Ga. 627 see also 88 Ga. 324.
Knowledge, notoriety of fact proven may be proved, to show that plaintiff
had knowledge of such fact: 74 Ga. 756. Irrelevant here, that plaintiff would
not have engaged in the business had he known so and so 93 Ga. 285.
Land, on issue whether sold by acre or for sum total for tract, fact that on
day sale occurred vendor offered to sell to another by the acre, competent: 78
Ga. 616.
Letters, contents of inadmissible letters should not be read in hearing of
jury for any purpose: 85 Ga. 755. Letter written by former attorney, containing statements in behalf of deceased client, not admissible, it not appearing that he had authority to write it 86 Ga. 166. Letters written after revocation of agency, admissible: 86 Ga. 408. On question of partnership, letter of
defendant's attorney here, to plaintiff, held irrelevant: 92 Ga. 597. Letters of
plaintiff making claim, wholly inadmissible: 84 Ga. 711.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

§

5158

:
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Malicious arrest, where, in suit against insurance company for maliciously
him before grand jury on arson investigation, record of verdict for insured against company irrelevant and impertinent
78 Ga. 733.
Market price, where one sues telegraph company for wrong quotations of
market, which induced shipment of melons, evidence of market price at point
melons shipped from, irrelevant: 91 Ga. 802.
Mesne profits, intrinsic value of land here, not material to: 67 Ga. 578.
Minutes of corporation, though entered some months after meeting, admissible under circumstances, here: 84 Ga. 219.
Model of machinery involved in issue, or drawing illustrating it, admissible
without previous notice to opposite party 68 Ga. 228.
Motive of claimant in purchasing property, admitted in evidence 72 Ga. 770.
Note admitted in evidence as throwing light on transaction 69 Ga. 297.
Overflow, deed to bank of canal, rejected as irrelevant in suit against city
for damages from overflow 67 Ga. 154. On question of damage by diverting
creek on plaintiff's land, its prior productivity was relevant; other evidence
relevant to such issue: 74 Ga. 713.
Partial relevancy, general objection that facts in affidavit illegal, etc., not
sustained if any part legal: 77 Ga. 322, 323. Testimony offered as whole, part
only relevant, properly excluded 81 Ga. 56.
Price, evidence of value is some evidence of price, and is admissible on the
latter question 84 Ga. 177.
Public sale, to alleged fraud in public sale, amount which suppressed competitor would have bid, relevant 88 Ga. 696.
Question for jury whether all the testimony referred to hole in street where
plaintiff was hurt: 91 Ga. 814.
Eailroad's negligence, where issue whether cotton-yard negligently out of
repair, evidence of repairs at place of injury, relevant though made after
injury: 69 Ga. 201. Testimony, as to care exercised in selection of street-car
drivers, not material upon question of negligence of driver at time of injury
85 Ga. 297. Testimony of man employed in the work, that he warned foreman,
before accident, to provide against danger, admissible to show company's negligence 80 Ga. 524. Under allegation that locomotive had no proper brakes,
evidence comparing them with brakes of company's other locomotives, competent: 82 Ga. 579. Negligent condition of tracks in question, evidence comparing same with those of other railroads in State, inadmissible: 84 Ga. 519.
Evidence tending to show diligence on part of defendant railroad, in physicalinjury case, exclusion erroneous: 84 Ga. 351. As to speed on public street at
time of negligent homicide, speed just before, relevant though train then on
company's property: 82 Ga. 579. That after alleged negligent homicide defendant's engines were run more slowly along street where it occurred, competent: 82 Ga. 580; so as to repairs made subsequently at the place where
injury occurred 69 Ga. 200 55/126. Material that jolt of freight-train which
plaintiff, a passenger, claimed injured him, was a usual and necessary jolt:
In personal-injury case from coupling cars, not relevant that
91 Ga. 782.
supply of hands insufficient, where plaintiff knew the fact before undertaking
the work: 92 Ga. 77. Printed rule of railroad company prohibiting brakeman
from coupling cars except with stick, and from going between cars to couple,
That passenger killed had
etc., not applicable to this case: 92 Ga. 77, 493.
never ridden on electric car before, admissible as illustrating failure to alight
in safety 92 Ga. 133.
Rebuttal, testimony admitted as relevant in rebuttal of theory of opposing
side 68 Ga. 511.
arresting witness in order to have

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:;;
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Relevancy, deed and other evidence "throwing some light" on issue of fraud,
admitted, weight for jury 95 Ga. 244. Testimony irrelevant here 85 Ga. 668
67/247 69/549. Relevant here 80 Ga. 291.
River, where contended that assured was drowned, testimony of character
of river at particular place, unless identified as place where disappearance took
place, not admissible: 85 Ga. 751.
Sale, testimony as to location and possession of property, irrelevant to show
that claimants had sold to another, etc. 75 Ga. 786.
Services sued for, evidence of plaintiff's skill in management of farm, admissible here 75 Ga. 115. Services, value of, one alleging himself to be granite-contractor, earning $150 per month, permitted to show that he did manual
work in stone worth $5.00 per day 93 Ga. 6-8.
Sidewalk, in damage suit, evidence showing that another was injured by
some obstruction in sidewalk, allowed: 77 Ga. 688.
Solvency, on trial of claim, admissible to prove indebtedness of claimant at
time of purchase, and witness having personal knowledge thereof may testify
to same: 80 Ga. 267. On proof of insolvency, see general note after section
:

:

:

;

:

.

:

:

5328.

Spinal injury, in action for damages for injury to spine, admissible to show
four-mile walk the next day, etc. 80 Ga. 20.
Survey based on deed may be introduced in evidence, to illustrate testimony 86 Ga. 1.
Tax digest, defendant having testified that claimant returned property for
taxes as property of defendant and claimant, partners, tax digest admissible
to rebut: 68 Ga. 295. Tax-books showing property not returned, admissible
on question whether deed taken as security for debt: 80 Ga. 472.
Theory, evidence not admissible to disprove plaintiff's theory, where none
had been offered to support it: 85 Ga. 751.
Timber, in action solely for value of timber cut, and not for damages to the
land, proof as to how much land damaged inadmissible: 82 Ga. 794.
Tort, in suit for, result of prior prosecution of such tort as crime, in favor
of defendant, could not tend to prove that tort not committed 82 Ga. 735
citing 54 Ga. 275.
Value of stock of goods at given time in issue, value shortly before, relevant 68 Ga. 100. Value of land irrelevant in dispute over fund raised under
sale for purchase-money 75 Ga. 62. Ordinary net proceeds from crop, as well
as rent value, is relevant to yearly value of land so of damage to such crop
78 Ga. 744. Evidence of value of lands some years before, and some after
given time, relevant as tending to show value at such time 93 Ga. 420.
Watercourse, evidence objected to here was relevant: 80 Ga. 291.
Will attacked for undue influence, etc., fact of difficulty admissible to show
state of feelings, but particulars of difficulty not admissible: 69 Ga. 82. Interpretation given to will by parties litigant and in which they have acquiWill providing illiberally for
esced for twenty years, material: 79 Ga. 29.
wife, caveated for mental unsoundness, evidence that testator got property
largely through wife, admissible: 91 Ga. 785. Upon issue as to alleged parol
gift by testator to his son, the will was irrelevant: 94 Ga. 186.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

§5159. (3757.) Character and conduct of parties. The general char- $$§28i, 5288,
acter of the parties, and especially their conduct in other transactions, 529V.
are irrelevant matter, unless the nature of the action involves such

character and renders necessary or proper the investigation of such
conduct,
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;

Acts and declarations
and negligence 18 Ga. 496.
Want of character only supported after attacked 12 Ga. 450 28/277. Character presumed good until contrary proven 31 Ga. 331.
Evidence of character
only efficacious where charge doubtful: 19 Ga. 102; 59/784.
When general
character for violence admitted, not particular acts: 43 Ga. 128.
Character
of deceased for wickedness admitted: 43 Ga. 238, 239.
When character of
accused for violence and of decease?! for peace, not admitted in rebuttal: 43
Ga. 88. Character, situation, and conduct of the parties as illustrating the
issue: 43 Ga. 484-521.
Evidence of bad character of deceased: 5 Ga. 85.
Character in civil cases 18 Ga. 495.
Character, evidence as to: 12 Ga. 591

18/17; 16/7.

;

of bailee after loss to repel charge of carelessness

:

:

;

:

:

See notes to section 993 of Penal Code.
Where evidence tending to show that new partner, sued upon old firm's debt,
was grossly defrauded in assuming same, threw light on conduct of parties:
74 Ga. 86.
Character of deceased contracting party as a man of close attention to business, admissible here 74 Ga. 576.
Plea of recoupment charging plaintiff with keeping incorrect accounts and
misappropriating funds, put plaintiff's character in issue: 75 Ga. 672.
Proof of violent temper not allowed here, where no advantage derived
therefrom 75 Ga. 413.
Divorce libel alleging forced, vulgar and excessive use of marital rights and
threat to introduce lewd woman, defendant husband may prove good charac:

:

ter

:

75 Ga. 753.

Opinion as to character of accused, inadmissible where knowledge derived
solely from letter received by witness 75 Ga. 842.
Evidence of general bad character not authorized by mere statement of defendant 77 Ga. 513.
In suit against city for damages from falling in hole on sidewalk, defense
charging that plaintiff was intoxicated when injured, habitual intemperance
before and since, relevant 78 Ga. 288.
Conduct of party injured, elsewhere, at other times, inadmissible on trial of
railroad damage suit 84 Ga. 420.
In suit for malicious arrest, plaintiff's reputation inadmissible, not having
been attacked in any way by defendant: 78 Ga. 733.
On issue whether land was sold by acre or for sum total for tract, fact that
on day sale occurred vendor offered to sell by acre to another, competent 78
Ga. 616.
Error to allow plaintiff to testify that his character for truth and veracity
had never been attacked, and the man he boarded with would testify thereto:
80 Ga. 602.
Improper conduct toward witness, of one sent to him by defendant's counsel, for jury: 82 Ga. 258.
Given engineer's habitual high speed in passing given point, of doubtful admissibility. So, of habitual neglect to ring bell: 82 Ga. 580.
Witness's knowledge not extending to more than two or three instances,
not permitted to testify that engineer killed was habitually reckless in running
at excessive speed, etc. 92 Ga. 188.
:

:

:

:

:

:

On issue whether plaintiff used due care in particular instance, general
character for prudence or recklessness not admissible 94 Ga. 107 see also 87
Ga, 402; 82 Ga. 579, distinguished.
:

;

Issue being diligence of deceased, at the time, evidence of general characand caution not admissible: 85 Ga. 517.

ter for prudence

::
:
;
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Where character not involved
dence of

plaintiff's

in suit and no impeachment attempted,
good character inadmissible 85 Ga. 751.

evi-

:

Excited manner and wild appearance of speaker whose sayings belong to
relevant evidence 85 Ga. 751.

gestse,

res

:

§5160. (3758.) Burden of proof. The burden of proof generally lies $|g*'5
upon the party asserting or affirming a fact, and to the existence of

whose case or defense the proof of such fact

If a nega-

essential.

is

tion or negative affirmation be so essential, the proof of such neg-

on the party so affirmmg

ative lies

it.

Notes from Code of 1882
show prisoner received no injury by separation
:

Burden on State

of jury
avoid his own deed for insanity 7 Ga. 484.
On vendor retaining possession of personal property after sale: 6 Ga. 105.
Onus on one offering a will to show insanity once found to exist had been removed 11 Ga. 338. When burden of proof on tradesman attempting to
recover for goods sold ward 11 Ga. 607. When on complainant seeking to
surcharge and falsify stated account 11 Ga. 658. Where burden on propounders of a will 14 Ga. 638 52/169. On one holding the affirmative of the issue
20 Ga. 479 6/120 36/113 25/603 17/291. Burden on one claiming damage to
prove damage 23 Ga. 145. Where burden removed as to authority of partner
signing note to bind the firm: 23 Ga. 170. One on whom is the burden of
proof has right to open and conclude the argument: 24 Ga. 211. Burden of
proof on railroad to show cattle not killed by their negligence 56 Ga. 457
61/11 28/317. Onus of proof on carrier where loss by fire 28 Ga. 543. Onus
on carrier where fails to deliver freight 58 Ga. 393 34/315. Also on carrier
to prove the loss was by the public enemy 38 Ga. 32. On plaintiff suing for
wrongful attachment, to show notice, etc. 29 Ga. 64. On the one traversing
the ground of attachment: 29 Ga. 642. When burden on administrator to
show widow not entitled to dower: 39 Ga. 195. When in issue as to genuineness of deed, burden on one asserting the genuineness 58 Ga. 587 39/550.
When on railroad claiming land as condemned for the use of the company 48
Ga. 44. Where burden as to change of route of road on defendant in damage
case 48 Ga. 565. When burden on trustee to show loss of Confederate money
48 Ga. 473 58/536 52/600. When on creditor as agent 44 Ga. 472.
Where
burden on agent or manager to show that he made proper disbursements to
freedman: 48 Ga. 128. Section referred to and construed, where burden on
State to show parent or guardian did not consent for minor to play billiards:
50 Ga. 103. Burden on one asserting a gift to prove it 54 Ga. 624. On prisoner to show his confession was not voluntary 47 Ga. 599. When on the ordinary to show it necessary to take land from defaulting officer to save debt to
county 49 Ga. 37. When on executor to show that advances to family of deceased were proper and necessai*y 49 Ga. 286. When burden of proof on railroad, and when on employee as to injury suffered by him: 59 Ga. 437; 54/509;
56/586 58/108 53/488. Where burden on defendant to show provocation for
using obscene language: 53 Ga. 365. On whom burden of proof as to parent's
consent as to selling minor liquor 56 Ga. 601. When burden on caveators as to
propounding a will: 59 Ga. 472. Burden of proof on one alleging a mistake: 44
Ga. 355. On party pleading statute of limitations: 44 Ga. 521. In ejectment:
53 Ga. 685 54/83, 689. Burden on carrier to show goods not received in good
order: 48 Ga. 533. As to the burden of proof in claim cases: 41 Ga. 196;
Onus on plaintiff in error
58/447, 507 53/339, 470 59/69 60/572 61/300, 629.
5 Ga. 86.

to

On grantor attempting to

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

to

;

;

;

show the error which injured him:

26 Ga. 332; 66/71.

When burden

of

g

4'

:
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When burden on defendant to prove subwas obtained by fraud 61 Ga. 234. What
proper charge as to shifting of burden of proof 64 Ga. 662. Where on defendant to show sale was without proper weights and measures: 61 Ga. 265.
proof as to marriage

:

62 Ga. 410.

scription to stock of corporation

:

:

Section applied 68 Ga. 87, 91.
See notes to section 994 of Penal Code.
:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
Administrator, rule that onus on party pleading payment applies to administrator sued for services to intestate 89 Ga. 467.
Affirmative plea, correct charge as to burden of proof on defendant in establishing affirmative plea by "positive proof" 75 Ga. 672.
Agent, proof by principal of income value of property, in hands of general
agent, casts burden on latter to show was accounted for, or properly disbursed
85 Ga. 323. Agent sued for breach of duty in not insuring principal's property,
has burden of proving performance 91 Ga. 478.
Argument, exceptor to auditor's report entitled to open and conclude, except when; cross-examination of witness of objector, etc., not affect other
party's right to conclude 67 Ga. 221. Where protest is filed to report of processioners, the applicant has opening and conclusion 71 Ga. 528. On bill to
enjoin common-law actions, both sides submitting proof, complainant opens
and concludes 72 Ga. 320. Objectors to application before ordinary for exemption of personalty were entitled, in superior court on appeal, to open and
conclude 79 Ga. 614. As to burden of proof, and right to open and conclude
on appeal, in year's-support case: 93 Ga. 327. See catchwords "Year's Support Caveated." Party assumed affirmative on proof without objection, entitled to conclude: 67 Ga. 218.
Burden on plaintiff, he concludes, though
defendant's pleas take affirmative on certain issues: 83 Ga. 278. Where damages assessed under statutory proceeding at instance of railroad, upon trial of
appeal by company, it opens and concludes: 90 Ga. 56. Defendant having
burden of proof is entitled to open and conclude 93 Ga. 438. See general note
following section 4338. Where burden on plaintiff, who successfully carried
it, erroneous charge that burden on defendant, harmless: 94 Ga. 260.
Claimant, taking onus by admitting possession, etc., in defendant, has burden of showing that voluntary deed to him from defendant is valid 68 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

,

:

:

560, 561.

Creditors, attacking mortgages, fraud being the vital issue, probably have

onus: 81 Ga.

11.

Delivery of telegram, burden on telegraph company to show diligence in
transmission of message, and that non-delivery due to fault outside of State,
when 95 Ga. 194.
Escape of convict, the decision of Governor, as to negligence of convict
escapes, made prima facie case, to be overcome by defendant: 85 Ga. 159.
Excessive levy, where one attacks tax sale for excessive levy, illegal advertisement, etc., what must show to give right to attack 93 Ga. 715.
Fertilizer note, where defense to suit on fertilizer note was that there was
no analysis, burden on defendant: 69 Ga. 761.
Guardian, burden on guardian to show that he acted as prudent man in receiving Confederate money 67 Ga. 467 see also 68 Ga. 171 54/291 52/600.
Identity in name is prima facie evidence of identity of person, and burden
of proof is on him who denies it: 71 Ga. 720.
Malice, burden upon plaintiff to show, and want of probable cause: 86 Ga.
:

:

:

;

;

;

238.

Money

collected, in suit for,

ant to account for

it: 71

when

Ga. 458,

collection

is

shown, burden

is

on defend-

;
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Of rules governing the admission of testimony

§§5161, 5162

1.

general rules.

;

Negligence, onus on plaintiff here to show that defendant's agent was negliwhereby plaintiff injured: 66 Ga. 71, 72.
Onus, charge that onus of proving a fact is on plaintiff (widow suing railroad
for homicide of husband), implies that there is no onus on defendant to establish non-existence of such fact: 79 Ga. 44.
Payment, burden on defendant, under plea of 91 Ga. 791, 793.
Preponderating cause, onus here on plaintiff to show that reservoir of city
and water therefrom was preponderating cause of damage 66 Ga. 72.
Prima facie case, evidence showing goods furnished under contract, items
correct, due and unpaid, prima facie case made 86 Ga. 17.
Proof of damages to freight was too general in terms, was not specific and
clear 81 Ga. 602.
Railroad, person injured not being employee, onus is on railroad company to
rebut presumption of fault on its part 67 Ga. 306. See note to section 2321
and general note to section 2321 et seq.
Ratification, burden of proving, is on party asserting it: 82 Ga. 701.
Usury in complaint for land, where defendant admits giving the deed but
pleads usury in it, he has burden of proof, opening and conclusion 71 Ga. 698.
Year's support caveated, on trial of objections to return of appraisers allotting year's support, burden on caveator: 82 Ga. 153. Applicant for caveated
year's support opens and concludes: 73 Ga. 66; see also 84 Ga. 153; 93/327.
Will, onus on propounder of shifted, when 74 Ga. 318 see also 59 Ga. 472
gent,

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

52/169.

Changing onus.
What amount of evidence will
change the onus or burden of proof, is a question to be decided in
each case by the sound discretion of the court.
§5161. (3759.)

As

number

^624,

2321,

10 Ga. 148. Should not restrict jury to portion
Ga. 286. In criminal cases 33 Ga. 257. Court in an illegality case directing the jury 49 Ga. 549.
Section referred to and construed
59 Ga. 475 60/555, 556. As to charge of court in a will case 60 Ga. 194.
As to when onus is shifted 68 Ga. 87.
In suit for money collected, when collection is shown, burden is on defendant to account for it 71 Ga. 458.
Onus on propounder of will, but shifted to caveator when testamentary
capacity and voluntary execution shown 74 Ga. 318 citing 59 Ga. 472 distinguishing 52 Ga. 169.
Onus on buyer, after accepting oil, to show it did not come up to contract:
74 Ga. 498.
Verdict directed for defendant where agency not proven in suit for damages
for agent's acts: 75 Ga. 29.
Burden not changed by affidavit to best of knowledge and belief: 77 Ga. 252.
Party bearing onus is entitled to aid of all legal presumptions from facts
proven, in shifting onus: 89 Ga. 602.
Onus not shifted by evidence offered and rejected but conclusion lost if
any material fact proved 90 Ga. 24.
of

to

of witnesses

testimony only

:

:

11

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

Degree of evidence to overcome presumption, from municipal
that lands taken for public use, etc.

:

legislation,

91 Ga. 462.

The best evidence which exists of
be proved must be produced, unless its absence is

§5162. (3760.) Best evidence.

the fact sought to

satisfactorily accounted for.

in

This rule essential to justice: 9 Ga. 471; 20/365; 14/185; 43/167. Degrees
secondary evidence, examined copy better than oral evidence: 36 Ga. 45493

^f^
51t56 -

73 '

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5162

ARTICLE

2,

Of rules governing the admission of testimony

;

1474

1.

general rules.

When secondary evidence where book of entries lost 8 Ga. 468. AVhere
sworn copy better than oral evidence 48 Ga. 44. Section referred to and construed 52 Ga. 542; 49/481. Press letter-book secondary evidence: 57 Ga. 50.
The award itself the best evidence of arbitration 64 Ga. 567. Record of plea
of guilty highest and best evidence: 48 Ga. 116.
Testimony as to measurement of tracks, admissible without production of
measure 65 Ga. 756.
Sheriff's advertisement under levy, published in paper, best evidence of
legal advertisement: 67 Ga. 675; see also 2 Ga. 92; 6/530.
Constable who served summons may prove and identify it not necessary to

459.

:

:

:

:

:

;

call

the justice

who

issued

it:

70 Ga. 790.

Officer's failure to keep proper records will not justify his offering lower
evidence 77 Ga. 163.
On question whether conveyance was absolute or to secure debt, deceased
grantor's estimate of value of land conveyed, inadmissible: 78 Ga. 635.
Where contract made directly with corporation and registered properly on
its books, and deed made by officer to carry into effect such contract, records
of the corporation are the highest evidence of the terms of the contract 80
Ga, 258.
Grant from State to city, conditioned upon payment of certain sum, original receipt from comptroller-general, evidence thereof: 86 Ga. 585.
Original homestead papers best evidence 85 Ga. 687 60/114.
Party at whose instance primary evidence rejected and secondary admitted,
cannot complain 85 Ga. 687.
In action on insurance policy, affidavits proving death, admissible to show
requirement of preliminary proof complied with: 85 Ga. 751.
Demand for damages must be proven by best evidence: 93 Ga. 353.
Message delivered by telegraph company admissible, not necessary to produce original, when: 93 Ga. 353.
In suit for delay in delivering cablegram, message delivered to sendee admissible without producing European original 73 Ga. 285 see also 92 Ga. 619
:

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

94/431.

Entries in railroad books in course of business, as to delivery of goods in
good order, held only reliable evidence 66 Ga. 39.
Books themselves higher evidence than testimony of bookkeeper (who did
not sell goods), based on examination of books: 82 Ga. 445.
If tax receipts lost, tax digest must first be produced, before testimony,
that land was returned and tax paid, admissible: 85 Ga. 835.
:

Interrogatories rejected as seeking secondary evidence 67 Ga. 58.
After interrogatories of non-resident witness were executed, he moved into
county of suit, and was present at trial but in feeble condition (memory
gi*eatly impaired) held, interrogatories, being clear, could be used
74 Ga. 469.
Where administrator's bond sued on was in Alabama court, certified transcript of Alabama case, containing copy of bond, held best evidence: 67 Ga.
:

;

:

167, 168.

Legal sale, and nature of suit, best shown by exemplification of records and
not parol, although proceeding in another State: 67 Ga. 675, 676.
Lessee railroad company sued for accident occurring on leased line fact of
lease shown by parol 74 Ga. 442.
Fact that passenger bought coupon through-ticket, shown by parol, contents
of ticket not being involved 74 Ga. 664 citing 73 Ga. 718.
;

:

:

;

Proper to show by parol that deed, signed by party, was deposited with another and withdrawn: 75 Ga. 98.

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1475

2,

ARTICLE

§§5163, 5164

1.

Of rules governing the admission of testimony; general rules.

Absence of order from minutes of county board, shown by clerk who kept
same 77 Ga. 663.
Best evidence of levy and sale is fi. fa., etc. if not accounted for, oral testi:

;

mony incompetent

:

78 Ga. 537.

Sheriff's entry on^, fa., and deed, after twenty years, are better evidence
than parol testimony of single witness as to what property was sold 81 Ga. 254.
:

Conductor may testify as to number of passengers on street-car, although
he kept memorandum of passengers from register: 91 Ga. 345.
Nulla- bona

ness

on fi.

who knows

fa.,

not only way to prove defendant's insolvency
may testify to it: 74 Ga. 783.

;

any wit-

his condition

Insolvency not shown by nulla bona return of sheriff of county in which deSee
fendant is not shown ever to have resided or had property 79 Ga. 425.
general note after section 5328.
:

On

trial of claim,

indebtedness of claimant at time of purchase
of the fact 80 Ga. 267.

shown by witness having personal knowledge

may

be

:

Whore

a party has evidence inff^'flf 7
his power and within his reach, by which he may repel a claim or
f? ^a* |fo"
charge against him, and omits to produce it, or, having more certain 77 Ga 785

§5163. Failure

to

produce evidence.

-

and satisfactory evidence in his power, relies on that which is of a
weaker and inferior nature, a presumption arises that the charge or
claim is well founded; but this presumption may be rebutted.
No

unfavorable inference can be drawn against railroad for failure to introown employees to prove facts shown by plaintiff's pleadings 92 Ga. 188.
Where charge as to presumption against one party from failure to produce
evidence was properly refused, other party having produced it himself: 79
Ga. 588.
In railroad damage case, engineer introduced but fireman unaccounted for,
inference by jury against company authorized aliter, if fireman produced but
not sworn 75 Ga. 645.
Failure to produce engineer who has left employment, etc., not warrant unfavorable presumption 77 Ga. 440.
Court did not abuse discretion in allowing plaintiff to account for wife's
absence, whose testimony would corroborate his: 91 Ga. 27, 28.
Non-production of evidence apparently in one's power is frequently a circumstance of more or less significance 81 Ga. 140.
Absence of material witness to injury, unaccounted for, might authorize inference against railroad 75 Ga. 283.
When facts charged to be within knowledge of defendant, or where such
knowledge is presumed from circumstances, and he fails to answer, or answers
evasively, charge taken as true: 70 Ga. 57.
Presumption from failure to produce, when accessible, considered 71 Ga.

duce

its

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

139.

Failure to produce testimony is a badge of fraud, where bona fides, of transacis in issue, and witnesses who ought to be able to explain it are in reach:
75 Ga. 533.
tion

§5164. (3761.) Primary and secondary evidence.

Primary evidence $5240.
such as in itself does not indicate the existence of other and better
proof.
Secondary evidence is such as from necessity in some cases is

is

substituted for stronger and better proof.

-

'

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§5165, 5166

2,

ARTICLE

Of rules governing the admission of testimony

;

1476

1.

general rules.

Written evidence of title, if not lost or destroyed, best primary evidence and
should be produced 24 Ga. 155.
Press letter-book is secondary evidence 57
Ga. 50.
What evidence of correctness of account not secondary 65 Ga. 309.
Supreme Court reports are secondary evidence of judgment in particular
case remittitur is highest evidence: 65 Ga. 581.
Act of September 19th, 1891, making official certified copy evidence, not exclusive original, properly identified, still competent 90 Ga. 500.
In support of plaintiff' s title, in ejectment, decree in favor of one of his predecessors in title as to a particular link in chain, was primary as to such link,
but secondary as to links recited 94 Ga. 584.
The telegram actually delivered is original and not secondary evidence of
the telegraphic message sent: 94 Ga. 431 see also 92 Ga. 619.
In suit for delay in delivering cablegi*am, message delivered to sendee was
admissible without producing European original 73 Ga. 285 see also 93 Ga.
:

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

:

;

353.
3'

i^Ga'lig
66 Ga. 260.

§5165. Positive and negative testimony.
^ified to

by one positive witness

is

The existence

of a fact tes-

to be believed, rather than that

such fact did not exist because many witnesses who had the same
opportunity of observation swear that they did not see or know of
This rule does not apply when, two parties
its having transpired.
having equal facilities for seeing or hearing a thing, one swears that
it occurred, the other that it did not.
See notes to section 985 of Penal Code.
Where witnesses had equal opportunity to know whether bell was rung, testimony in negative was "positive" testimony: 83 Ga. 583.
As to weight of positive and negative testimony, see 12 Ga. 213; 21/133;
26/183 36/285. When rule as to, did not apply 27 Ga. 381, 649 42/473.
Positive testimony outweighs negative testimony, witnesses being equally
credible 68 Ga. 688.
Rule that positive is superior to negative testimony does not apply where,
of two parties having equal facilities for seeing or hearing a thing, one swears
it did and the other that it did not occur: 66 Ga. 260.
Distinction between positive and negative testimony illustrated thus It is
positive to say that a thing did or did not happen it is negative to say that
witness did not see or know of an event having transpired 67 Ga. 633.
Positive and negative testimony should not be charged on, where both sets
of witnesses are equally positive: 86 Ga. 22.
Where two physicians testify, each that he examined for wounds of head,
one saying there was fracture in given position, the other that there was none,
etc., rule as to value between positive and negative testimony does not apply
:

;

;

:

:

;

:

79 Ga. 37.

Where witness swears positively that a thing occurred, and another testifies
he had same opportunity for observation as first witness, and that thing did
not occur, both are positive witnesses but where part of witness's testimony
was positive and part negative, and conflicting witness was positive, no error
in charging rule: 79 Ga. 799.
;

5 ' 5142

^lSI

'

§5166. (8762.)

Written evidence is considered
all cases where the parties have re-

Written evidence.

of higher proof than oral, and in
duced their contract, agreement or stipulation to writing, and
sented thereto, it is the best evidence of the same.

as-

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1477

2,

ARTICLE

§5167

1.

Of rules governing the admission of testimony; general rules.

See "Fraud," "Accident," "Mistake," elsewhere in this Code.
Where a written contract, it must be produced 12 Ga. 45. Unless lost: 30
Ga. 121. Parol evidence inadmissible if written evidence of contract can be
produced: 26 Ga. 241. Being a writing, parol evidence of sale not admitted:
43 Ga. 167. Wrongful admission of parol evidence to vary a note 43 Ga. 190.
Same as to an agreement: 50 Ga. 211. Where the written bill of sale of personal property was the best evidence: 55 Ga. 377.
:

:

See 66 Ga. 584.

makes it a part
when: 85 Ga. 751.
Custom admissible to explain ambiguous written agreement, but not to
change clear, express agreement 92 Ga. 619 see also 54 Ga. 128.
Deed conveying four-sevenths interest to one in trust and three-sevenths

Though insurance

policy refers to application therefor, and

thereof, former admissible without latter,

:

;

interest to another not in trust, jury cannot find all trust property

:

65 Ga. 168.

Suit by drawee against drawer of draft, payable to drawee's order and unindorsed, not amended by alleging draft intended as drawer's note: 66 Ga. 735.

No allegation of fraud, accident or mistake, absolute deed not shown to be
security-deed 66 Ga. 483.
Land intended to be conveyed shown by extrinsic evidence, where description inaccurate and lot number wrongly stated 91 Ga. 472, 473.
Where land sold by tract as so many acres, "more or less," only what is
contained in tract is sold, and this may be shown by parol evidence: 91 Ga.
:

:

601-608.

Parol proof of value of goods damaged by railroad, allowed here, though
written bill showing cost 75 Ga. 410.
Parol inadmissible to vary unconditional note, showing that it was given for
purchase of stock upon certain conditions 92 Ga. 432.
Where bond of county treasurer delivered to ordinary, sureties not allowed
to show by parol that it was delivered with understanding that they were not
to be liable till others signed 70 Ga. 487.
Parol prior stipulations, etc., merged; if writing ambiguous, explained by
parol 92 Ga. 394.
To introduce part of written instrument, parts should be specified, else
whole or none should go to jury 80 Ga. 472.
Testimony as to private understanding of one party as to what he thought
he was getting under contract, properly excluded 80 Ga. 644.
In suit for breach of a contract of carriage, evidenced by bill of lading, prior
:

:

:

:

:

:

stipulations inadmissible: 94 Ga. 22.

Writing
Ga.

lost,

or beyond jurisdiction,

secondary evidence admitted: 66

39.

See notes to sections 3675 and 5201.

and records. Copies of records of judicial P*o- $|||>
ceedings, and wills admitted to probate, are admitted as primary
evidence, when properly authenticated.
In all other cases a copy is
§5167. (3763.)

Wills

secondary evidence.

As

to a will: 14 Ga. 186; 25/479; 12/267.

That question

res judicata

not shown by parol

:

66 Ga. 59.

Original returns of administrators, etc., not admissible in evidence,
have exemplification of return and judgment allowing: 67 Ga. 466.

must

Pleadings and proceedings in case, which have been recorded and lost, are
proven by records, which must be taken as correct until corrected 69 Ga. 290.
:

'

5

||9i,

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§5168-5172

2,

ARTICLE

1478

1.

Of rules governing the admission of testimony; general rules.

Original record of superior court in one county cannot be proved in another
county by an attorney claiming to have it by order of the judge exemplification by clerk is necessary: 71 Ga. 176.
;

Original record from another county, admissible

when admitted

to be such

:

72 Ga. 479.

Will not probated, not admitted in evidence as muniment of

title: 73

Ga.

144.

Original homestead papers best evidence
$ 223

-

§5168.

by his
ment.

:

85 Ga. 687

;

60/114.

An officer de facto may be proved
Officer de facto
without the production of his commission or appoint-

(3764.)

acts,

.

Stated: 21 Ga. 217; 14/185. A duly elected sheriff without bond, good ofGa. 314. Persons acting publicly as officers of a corporation
presumed rightfully in office as to third parties 5 Ga. 239. Acts of, not attacked collaterally: 44 Ga. 454. When county commissioners officers de facto:
52 Ga. 234. When town officers are officers de facto: 63 Ga. 527.
When a court was abolished, the judge ceased to be an officer even de facto:
70 Ga, 547.
Cited, as to county board of education, some of whom were not freeholders
72 Ga, 556.
City-court judge appointed and qualified during recess of Senate, judge de
facto: 93 Ga. 1.
ficer de facto: 9

:

.

"Stern's United States Calen-

§5169. Dates by Stern's calendar.

dar"

is

admissible in proof of dates for the space of time covered

thereby, without further proof.
§5170. (3765.) Inscriptions on monuments,

monuments, and other

fixed objects,

etc.

may be

Inscriptions on walls,

proved by copies estab-

lished as such.

§5171. (3766.) Other exceptions.

$5240.

Other cases of necessity or man-

ifest

convenience, resting on like principles of reason and justice,

may

be

made exceptions

to the general rule.

§5172. (3767.) Secondary evidence, when admitted.

mit secondary evidence,

it

In order to ad-

must appear that the primary evidence

some

sufficient cause, is not accessible to the diligence of the
This showing is made to the court, who will hear the party
himself on the question of diligence and the inaccessibility of the

for

party.

primary evidence.
Eule stated 6 Ga. 188 21/217. Diligence as to search for written documents so as to introduce secondary evidence: 10 Ga. 253; 12/125; 42/462.
Must exhaust all sources of information to obtain original, before introducing
:

;

it: 13 Ga. 406; 14/186; 29/529.
Verbal evidence of
writing where it is beyond jurisdiction of the State: 26 Ga. 537. Secondary
evidence introduced without objection, court can charge and jury find verdict
on 20 Ga. 600. Where this rule not applicable 29 Ga. 211. Where parol order of sale of perishable goods admitted, when original not found: 24 Ga. 265.
Secondary evidence of extracts from books in copartnership transaction 41 Ga.
609.
Contents proved by parol, if paper diligently searched for: 24 Ga. 155;
Where notice to cestui que trust to produce trust deed, necessary 47
42/562.

secondary evidence of

:

:

:

:

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1479

2,

ARTICLE

1.

§

Of rules governing the admission of testimony; general rules.

Ga. 485. Duly certified copy of orders 40 Ga. 62. Proof of original deed recorded in another State admits record of it here 55 Ga. 419. As to fi. fa. to a
Testimony of measure of track without the meassheriff's deed: 56 Ga. 359.
ure itself: 65 Ga. 756. Record shown lost, may prove its contents 50 Ga. 378.
On proof of original, copy may go in evidence: 58 Ga. 567. Where foundation
not sufficiently laid to admit entries upon, and contents of fi. fa.: 65 Ga. 664.
Under facts here, copy of note properly admitted 65 Ga. 476.
Evidence sufficient here to admit copy deed 70 Ga. 86.
Where existence, etc., of original left doubtful, no error to refuse parol
proof: 77 Ga. 263.
Evidence conflicting as to execution of lost contract, error to withhold
alleged copy from jury 76 Ga. 254.
Admission of secondary evidence on injunction hearing somewhat discretionary: 77 Ga. 323.
Without proper foundation laid therefor, secondary evidence not admissible: 86 Ga. 699.
Copy, deed from register inadmissible against grantee, without notice to
produce original 82 Ga. 447.
To admit parol proof of contents of lost telegram received, telegram sent
must be accounted for: 94 Ga. 430; overruling 76 Ga. 253.
Notice to produce, on executrix of maker of bond for titles, after bond complied with, foundation for secondary evidence of contents 95 Ga. 629.
Where parol testimony as to contents of deeds admitted upon proof of loss
of deeds and destruction of records 80 Ga. 79.
Parol evidence of contents of bond for titles relied on in action of ejectment,
inadmissible until absence of same duly accounted for: 80 Ga. 776.
Purchaser's testimony necessary here, to admit parol proof of contents of
lost^. fa.: 65 Ga. 662.
Party introducing secondary evidence cannot complain 70 Ga. 168.
Error in admitting copy cured by subsequent, introduction of original, by
opposite party 86 Ga. 729.
Proof that written contract executed in duplicate, one party's contract lost,
copy admitted upon failure of opposite party to produce the other: 76 Ga. 254.
Contents of lost letter of credit, proved by parol, in suit for price of goods
65 Ga. 717.
Letters which would be admissible, being lost, contents provable 66 Ga. 286.
Original books of entry should be produced or accounted for, before evidence of contents is admissible 86 Ga. 699.
Conductor may testify as to number of passengers on street-car, although he
kept memorandum of passengers from register: 91 Ga. 345.
Books containing inventory of stock, but beyond jurisdiction of court, witness can swear to statement made up by himself and clerk 66 Ga. 446.
Secondary evidence of administrator's bond held admissible, original being in Alabama court, and party enjoined from obtaining certified copy 67
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Ga.

167.

Appearing paper outside

of State, -witness allowed to testify to contents: 95

Ga. 244.
Bill of sale, basis of trover, lost, admissions of holder as to

claim admissible
If original

dence.

True

:

nature of his

66 Ga. 725.

fa. lost or destroyed, a copy from records admissible in evialso as to United States Court fi. fa.: 69 Ga. 283.

fi.

Parol evidence allowed here, to prove decedent's title to land, admitted by
contestant before death, but papers not found 75 Ga. 416.
:

5172

§§5173-5175

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

ARTICLE

2,

1480

2.

Of hearsay.

Action for rent sustained by proof that defendant admitted account, although
there was a written lease not produced nor accounted for: 93 Ga. 719, 720.
Telegram delivered to sendee, admissible in telegraph penalty case, without
accounting for original 92 Ga. 619.
So also in suit for delay in delivering European cablegram 73 Ga. 285 see
also 92 Ga. 619 94/431.
Plea of payment supported by parol evidence that notes given and accepted
in payment, without producing notes or accounting for them
93 Ga. 717.
Admission of substantially correct secondary evidence without accounting
for original, not work new trial, where evidence not objected to: 89 Ga. 484;
citing 74 Ga. 220. Though case in default: 89 Ga. 484.
:

:

;

;

:

$5162.

§5173.

(3768.)

There are degrees in secondary-

Degrees therein.

and the best should always be produced. Thus a duplicate
better than a copy, and an examined copy than oral evidence.

evidence,
is

Where no presumption

of better secondary evidence, any proof admissible:
Degrees in secondary evidence 24 Ga. 345. Examined copy before
oral evidence: 36 Ga. 454. Section referred to and construed: 58 Ga. 571.
Where administrator's bond sued on was in Alabama court, certified transcript of Alabama case, containing copy of bond, held best evidence: 67 Ga.
6 Ga. 188.

:

167, 168.
$$52io,5239.

The existence of a genuine
§5174. (3769.) Existence of original.
original is essential to the admissibility of a copy.
The amount of
evidence to show such existence must vary with the circumstances
of each case.

Where no

direct issue

is

made upon

the fact, slight

evidence would be sufficient.
Existence of original and

proved, before secondary evidence of con6 Ga. 188. The paper in which advertisement of sheriff's sale, and if not, a copy: 6 Ga. 530; 30/696. No copy of a
grant, unless excuse for non-production of the original: 27 Ga. 58. Proof of
original deed, before copy introduced: 30 Ga. 619. When copy of letter not
received, being no proof of original sent or received: 29 Ga. 294. Must show
the original duly executed, before secondary proof of contents of paper out of
jurisdiction of the court: 39 Ga. 232.
Existence of deeds and signatures thereto shown by parol 75 Ga. 98.
To admit secondary evidence concerning deed lost or beyond jurisdiction,
execution, as well as existence, must be proved 81 Ga. 91.
its loss

tents of a paper admitted in evidence

:

:

:

ARTICLE

2.

OF HEARSAY.

Hearsay evidence is that which
§5175. (3770.) Hearsay evidence.
does not derive its value solely from the credit of the witness, but
mainly on the veracity and competency of other persons. The
very nature of the evidence shows its weakness, and it is admitted
only in specified cases from necessity.

rests

Not admissible generally 56 Ga. 463 26/332 22/403 63/168 61/475. When
hearsay evidence of contents of books as to indebtedness, not receivable: 14
:

;

;

;

;

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTERS, ARTICLES.

1481

Of hearsay.

Ga.

Not admissible against a party unless he consents to it 29 Ga.
Inadmissible by affidavit or otherwise on hearing for injunction: 63

124.

105.

Ga.

:

11.

Evidence excluded because hearsay 65 Ga. 406.
Hearsay not admissible 68 Ga. 560.
Unless it affirmatively appears that evidence is hearsay, it is not to be
excluded where it is of a nature which admits of its resting on personal
knowledge of witness 88 Ga. 43.
Statements of tenant in absence of landlord, inadmissible to prove landlord's agreement for tenant to sublet property at reduced rent: 65 Ga. 444.
Affidavit of witness, dead at time of trial, inadmissible to show contradictory statements and explain testimony by depositions: 66 Ga. 18, 30.
Not competent to prove, by his admissions, that lessor of fictitious plaintiff
in ejectment gave consent to use of his name: 67 Ga. 161.
Testimony of witness, appearing by cross-examination to be hearsay, excluded on motion 67 Ga. 161.
Letter dealing in opinion, and res inter alios acta as to plaintiff, properly ex:

:

:

:

cluded 71 Ga. 501.
Declarations of defendant's overseer, hearsay 72 Ga. 816.
On hearing before city council as to nuisance, report of board of health was
hearsay 73 Ga. 484.
In action for damages for personal injuries, plaintiff's threats of suicide
months later, though of doubtful competency, admitted under proper instructions 76 Ga. 209.
Statement of engineer, reported by another, shortly after accident, inadmissible: 77 Ga. 237.
Declarations of strangers, even in recorded deed, or other paper, not competent testimony 79 Ga. 253.
Ex parte affidavits are not evidence 79 Ga. 260.
Testimony of merchant as to demand made by. his clerk over telephone and
reply as repeated by clerk, hearsay: 81 Ga. 297.
Declarations of witness may be used to impeach him, but not to establish
facts affirmed thereby 86 Ga. 392.
Disinterested witness may testify as to statement made by mortgagee, that
had sold mortgage to usee: 86 Ga. 797.
Information by unknown person to officer serving subpoena, that witness was
dead, not sufficient proof thereof: 85 Ga. 297.
That witness too young at given time to know, but "now knows," necessarily hearsay 90 Ga. 378.
Clerk searching for attachment declaration stating it was never filed, cannot
be proven on motion to establish copy 91 Ga. 173.
In action by married woman for personal injuries, not competent to identify hole where she was injured, by hearsay
91 Ga. 814.
Appearing that witness had personal knowledge of some of facts, interrogatories admitted over objection that witness derived his information from
correspondence 92 Ga. 320.
Party suing for personal injuries cannot prove by his wife that he has frequently complained of his pains, etc. 93 Ga. 462.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Declarations of father and husband of claimant, not in presence of claimant,
that father gave certain money to husband, is hearsay as to claimant: 93 Ga.
535.

§5176. (3771.) Sometimes original evidence.
vestigation, information, conversations, letters

When,
and

in a legal in-

replies,

and sim-

§5176

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5177

ARTICLE

2,

1482

2.

Of hearsay.

conduct and ascertain motives,
they are admitted in evidence, not as hearsay, but as original eviilar evidence, are facts to explain

dence.
Declarations of a wife leaving husband's house, when admissible: 36 Ga.
Declarations of vendor as to motives for sale, etc., received on trial as to
validity of sale 47 Ga. 24. To explain conduct and ascertain motives: 48 Ga.
Understanding of parties as to a receipt 51 Ga. 625. Surrounding cir179.
cumstances: 52 Ga. 572. Previous declarations of husband to show probability
of doing same thing afterwards 60 Ga. 246. Great latitude in charges of fraud
in introducing evidence
61 Ga. 137.
286.

:

:

:

:

Proof of deceased defendant's conversation with third person as to
ment, not allowed here 65 Ga. 748.

settle-

:

Receipts and drafts throwing light on transaction, admitted: 70 Ga.

87.

On

question of identity of one deceased, his personal appearance and conversations giving account of himself and his relations, admissible. Identity
sufficiently shown here 71 Ga. 720.
:

Letter,

w ith which
r

parties to suit were in no

way connected, inadmissible

75 Ga. 392.

Contents of inadmissible letters should not be read
any purpose: 85 Ga. 755.

may

Party

testify to his intention,

riving at his real motive

:

in

and such testimony

hearing of jury, for

is

considered

in ar-

76 Ga. 80.

Competent for wife to prove conversations with husband about loan to him,
whether husband was wife's agent 76 Ga. 713.
Conversation in absence of defendant, admissible to show falsity of libel: 77

issue being

Ga.

:

243."

Witness may fix a date by time he heard of another fact, detailing what he
so heard the hearsay not to be proof of anything: 78 Ga. 525.
On trial of bill attacking sale by insolvent debtor for fraud, it is admissible
against debtor to show conversation, previous to filing bill, in which debtor
asserted that vendee, debtor's brother, was worth nothing: 80 Ga. 249.
Hearsay evidence, as to market value of a product, admissible as primary
;

evidence: 86 Ga. 686.
Sayings of alleged agent dum fervet opus do not prove agency, but may prove
that he was acting as agent, where the agency is otherwise shown 87 Ga. 681.
:

Pedigree, including descent,
§5177. (3772.) Pedigree, how proved.
relationship, birth, marriage, and death, may be proved either by the

declarations of deceased persons related by blood or marriage, or by

general repute in the family, or by genealogies, inscriptions, "family
trees,"

and similar evidence.

Hearsay evidence to prove pedigree, birth, etc. 9 Ga. 539. Also relationship and race: 39 Ga. 232.
Section referred to and construed: 53 Ga. 547.
Family reputation and hearsay on the question of sanity: 59 Ga. 682.
Information by unknown person to officer serving subpoena, that witness was
:

dead, not sufficient proof thereof: 85 Ga. 297.
That husband had disappeared and family regarded him dead, not relevant
evidence, in action on insurance policy: 85 Ga. 753.
Death proved by hearsay 70 Ga. 87.
Testimony as to one's own age necessarily hearsay 73 Ga. 689.
:

:

;
:
:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1488

2,

ARTICLE

§§ 5178, 5179

2.

Of hearsay.

Concordance of name alone is some evi- U^*?'
Proof of identity
dence of identity. Residence, location, ownership of property and
other like facts may be proved.
Reasonable certainty is all that can
§5178.

.

be required.

In

civil suits parties are

generally relieved from the

more easy to disprove than to establish.
Declarations accompanying an act, or $3034
§5179. (3773.) Res gestae.
so nearly connected therewith in time as to be free from all suspicion
of device or afterthought, are admissible in evidence as part of res
onus of proving identity, as

it is

a fact generally

gestse.

In criminal cases, facts at or about the time of the rencounter 64 Ga. 376
Testimony of after-conduct: 15 Ga. 121. Declarations of defendants
antecedent to the fact, to explain conduct: 5 Ga. 85. When after: 18 Ga. 635.
Sayings of a party to illustrate the nature of an act: 4Ga. 99. Declarations of
donor as to a gift on day made: 3 Ga. 513. When sayings of an attorney inadmissible: 8 Ga. 421. Not admissible as part of res gestse: 23 Ga. 194; 43/412.
Declarations to be part of res gestse, how contemporaneous 11 Ga. 615 17/558
19/404, 337. Action against bailee, his declarations after the loss for which he
is sued
18 Ga. 496. Admissions of principal during transacting of the business
17 Ga. 627. Acts of violence in escaping, showing the quo animo of the prisoner:
26 Ga. 276.
Defendant's sayings two or three minutes after the transaction,
admitted 27 Ga. 288. When sayings of one accused of larceny admissible for
him: 34 Ga. 208; 28/254. Against accessory after fact: 43 Ga. 197.
Sayings
of another in defendant's presence, uncontradicted by him: 29 Ga. 430. When
opinion of spectator before a fight, as to malicious intent 30 Ga. 400. Declarations accompanying an act: 20 Ga. 452 26/332. Otherwise admissible 27 Ga.
113.
Not sayings an indefinite time after happening of the matter to which
they relate: 28 Ga. 93.
Sayings at time of leaving, as showing absconding: 29 Ga. 642.
When declarations of one not a party, inadmissible: 30 Ga.
55: 56/274. When by third party, are admissible: 63 Ga. 384. Declarations of
party while beating, in action of trespass, as mitigating damages 30 Ga. 864.
Sayings at time of settling an account: 32 Ga. 409.
When sayings of tenant
in possession inadmissible 33 Ga. 539. A card by passengers on railroad after
collision, not admitted 38 Ga. 410.
Keasons for going to pay money, received
as part of res gestse: 45 Ga. 644. Sayings two to five minutes after transaction
55 Ga. 696. Prisoner's statements ten or twelve minutes after difficulty over,
refused as evidence 48 Ga. 607. In seduction case, acts and sayings of parties
before and after the seduction 48 Ga. 193.
Statements of infant after crime
of rape committed on her: 55 Ga. 303.
Where cries of "kill him" were inadmissible: 53 Ga. 642.
Sayings of deceased inadmissible, and if in articulo
mortis, mere opinions: 53 Ga. 570.
When are admissible 61 Ga. 192. Declarations of debtor after parted with formal paper title 59 Ga. 711. Sayings of
party to rencounter before its occurrence 59 Ga. 400. Section referred to and
construed 52 Ga. 635. Memorandum received as part of res gestss: 61 Ga. 537.
Entry in book as part of res gestse: 61 Ga. 32.
Sayings of prisoner some hours
after arrest, not admissible 62 Ga. 65. Declarations accompanying possession,
as part of res gestse: 62 Ga. 257.
See notes to section 998 of Penal Code.
:

1/222.

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

All pertinent acts and declarations in interval (one hour) between agreeto arm and fight and the homicide, res gestse; as to what are pertinent acts

ment

64 Ga. 375, 410.

-

724

'

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5179

2,

ARTICLE

1484

2.

Of hearsay.

What

time after injury and at another place, about malnot admissible 66 Ga. 57.
Declarations of a child, shortly after being injured by machinery, telling
how it happened, admissible. Death of the person who made res gestx statements, no ground for excluding: 72 Ga. 218.
What one physician said to another as to cause of death, inadmissible: 72
Ga. 218.
Statements of child as to how she was injured at turntable, shown by circumstances to have been made shortly after injury, admissible 75 Ga. 637.
In action for tortious killing of cow by defendant's son, son's sayings to
plaintiff after transaction terminated, inadmissible against father 73 Ga. 97.
Declarations of plaintiff's father, made several days after injury, not admissible: 77 Ga. 193.
Statements of superintendent, as to cause of wreck, shortly thereafter, admissible against road 77 Ga. 203.
Report of injured employee, made at time of accident, inadmissible in his
favor: 84 Ga. 711.
Refusal by plaintiff suing railroad for stock injured in transportation, to
accept them at destination, and agent's promise that company "would make
it all right," res gestx: 78 Ga. 647.
plaintiff said, short

ice of railroad engineer,

:

:

:

:

What

plaintiff in suit against street-railway said to sister-in-law, descriptive

was in this case not free from suspicion of afterthought, and was
erroneously admitted as res gestse: 79 Ga. 304; distinguishing 72 Ga. 217.
Fact of loan being in issue, what lender said while money was being counted
out, was competent here as res gestse: 79 Ga. 631.
Plaintiff's account of railway accident, more than half an hour afterward,
not "free from all suspicion" 82 Ga. 257.
Declarations made twenty minutes after collision between buggy and locomotive, by one who was in the buggy and injured, held not admissible 93 Ga.
of accident,

:

:

785.

That witness measured a car pointed out to him as the car on which deceased train-hand was when bridge struck him, competent: 79 Ga. 495.
Dying declarations not admissible in civil case, except as res gestx: 11 Ga.
237.

Declaration as to injury of one killed by train, not admissible here: 92 Ga.
337, 338.

Acts of negligence not declared upon, admissible as part of res gestx for
93 Ga. 462.
Statements of county treasurer on turning over books for examination, not
admissible in his favor on issue as to his default: 67 Ga. 221.
On issue that defendant absconds, in attachment case, statement of defendant that he was going to Alabama, and attending acts and circumstances,
admitted here: 67 Ga. 636.
Wife's purchase of husband's property at tax sale attacked by creditors, her
agent may swear she gave him money to buy, saying it was hers, etc. 68 Ga.

what purpose

:

:

93.

Father conveying separate lands to two sons to hinder creditors, saying of
one to other claiming, etc., admitted as res gestx and to show notice of fraud
75 Ga. 799.

Where conversations were admissible

as res gestx of horse-swap

:

81 Ga. 89.

In action for false imprisonment, circumstances attending arrest, etc., ad-

missible

:

68 Ga. 360.

In action for deceit in misrepresenting
both parties acted, admissible: 69 Ga. 78.

amount

of land sold, plat

on which

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1485

ARTICLE

2,

§5180

2.

Of hearsay.

Declarations of an assignor, made after assignment, inadmissible to impeach
assignee for creditors 70 Ga. 509.
See 91 Ga. 411, where mortgage of insolvent attacked by creditors for fraud.
Though declarations not res gestse, admission not work new trial unless objected to on proper ground 83 Ga. 83.
Admission made by agent, not res gestse, nor in the performance of duty, not
admissible 85 Ga. 482.
Excited manner and wild appearance of speaker whose sayings belong to res
gestae, relevant evidence
85 Ga. 752.
A declaration, though part of res gestae, which circumstances show expressed
an opinion only, not admissible to prove fact stated 85 Ga. 752.
What declarations part of res gestse and what not 85 Ga. 752.
Clerk searching for attachment declaration stating it was never filed, cannot
be proven on motion to establish copy 91 Ga. 173.
Upon question of duress in mortgage, declarations by person who procured
it (irrespective of his being an agent), on way to house where procured, admissible as res gestse: 87 Ga. 681.
Admissibility doubtful, should be admitted 72 Ga. 218.
Statement of party shot, shortly after shooting, that she believed defendant
was not in his right mind, inadmissible 76 Ga. 453.
Declarations of bystander during fight, not admissible as part of res gestse:
76 Ga. 593.
In murder case, what deceased said immediately after the beating, admissible as part of res gestae : 92 Ga. 16.
Conversations between vendor and married woman at time land bought,
admitted for her against husband's creditors 89 Ga. 435.
Where physician's testimony as to person injured complaining of pain and
indicating region thereof, was admissible 94 Ga. 580.
Railroad having taken benefit of right of way deed, declaration by person
who took deed, at time of taking, that he was company's agent, was res gestse:
89 Ga. 709.
title of

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Declarations of persons in possession.
Declarations
of a person in possession of property, in disparagement of his own

§5180.

title,

(3774.)

any one, and against

are admissible in evidence in favor of

Declarations in favor of his own
prove his adverse possession.
privies.

title

are admissible to

Stated: 3Ga. 513; 17/303; 18/573. Sayings of donor as against a gift: 19 Ga.
Declarations while in possession, claiming land, admitted to show adverse possession 53 Ga. 114 44/638. Presumptions as to admissions as to title
by one in possession 15 Ga. 565. In disparagement of his title 8 Ga. 61. Must
be made before parted with title 8 Ga. 201. Sayings of one against his interest, good against him and those claiming under him
22 Ga. 491. Before sayings of one are given against another, privity should be shown 23 Ga. 154.
When admissions of life-tenant not admissible against remainder-man 29 Ga.
374.
When admission of privies not admitted: 30 Ga. 391. Statements of
overseer to prove adverse possession 46 Ga. 599. Where declarations of tenant in possession did not constitute adverse possession 4 Ga. 75. Tax returns
in nature of declarations to show adverse possession
58 Ga. 449. Declarations
of ancestor against his title, admissible against his heirs: 61 Ga. 559.
See notes to section 5193.
167.

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Declarations of debtor in possession, although formal paper
out of heir, admissible against claimant 65 Ga. 201, 202,
:

title

has passed

S5193 *

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5180

2,

ARTICLE

1486

2.

Of hearsay.

Where assignor and assignee for creditors, not shown to be in collusion, the
declarations of former, after executing deed, inadmissible in attack on assignment

70 Ga. 509.
Declarations of former owner, made after parting with title, admissible 72
Ga. 117.
Sayings of donor in possession as against a gift, admissible: 71 Ga. 66.
Disclaimer of title by one in possession of cotton, admissible: 72 Ga. 539.
Insurance policy reciting title, inadmissible to contradict admissions against
title: 72 Ga. 714.
Tax returns as property of another, admissible 72 Ga. 714.
Declarations of defendant in possession admissible even for claimant, if made
before plaintiff commenced suit: 72 Ga. 770.
Doubtful if admissible against claimant, when made possibly after parting
with title: 72 Ga. 774.
What plaintiff in execution said after transferring it, inadmissible under
issue raised against its enforcement by transferee 74 Ga. 806.
Declarations of one in possession, in his own favor, admissible to show adverse possession 75 Ga. 734.
In claim case, declaration by tenant to sheriff, that land levied on belonged
to defendant, inadmissible to show title in defendant: 80 Ga. 102.
Where mother in possession of property exercising acts of ownership, her
declarations that place belonged to her son were admissible in his favor 80
Ga. 260.
In claim case where defendant admitted to be in possession at time of levy,
any declarations made by defendant before levy and while in possession, admissible in evidence 80 Ga. 267.
Declarations by mother while in possession, admitted against children 82
Ga. 638"; distinguishing 80 Ga. 102.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

That widow pointed out to appraisers

of husband's estate the land in dispute

as his, admissible against her title: 81 Ga. 25.

Declarations and tax returns of vendee out of possession, and not in vendor's
presence, inadmissible at instance of vendee's creditor, to subject land to debt:
82 Ga. 364.
Presumed that one making admissions adverse to his interest knows how
they will legally affect his interest: 82 Ga. 118; see also 15 Ga. 565 16/375.
In dispute over boundaries, declarations against interest by one party's predecessor in title whilst in possession, admissible for opposite party: 82 Ga. 740.
Sayings of former owner of land, as to location of line, not in presence of
defendant, not admissible: 85 Ga. 142.
Wife executing mortgage, husband in possession disclaiming title, one taking conveyance from husband to secure debt, bound by disclaimer: 91 Ga.
;

39, 40.

Admissions by one in possession, not admissible against bona fide purchaser
from him, when 92 Ga. 244.
Declarations of vendor to vendee, as to lands covei-ed by deed, not admissible in favor of vendee against adverse claimant: 92 Ga. 592.
Declaration of one in possession of personal property, adverse to his title,
evidence against person holding under him 92 Ga. 818 see also 59 Ga. 301.
Must be clear that declarant was in possession at the time declarations

for value

:

:

made:

;

94 Ga. 624.

Declarations of deceased, while in possession of land, in disparagement of
his title, admissible not only against him and his privies, but also for or
against strangers: 87 Ga. 156.
Expression of wish to buy, admissible against privies: 94 Ga. 348.

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1487

2,

ARTICLE

§§ 5181, 5182

2.

Of hearsay.

Declarations of donee, adverse to his title, not acted upon to injury of donor,
not estop former from proving gift 94 Ga. 186.
:

As to tax returns of husband as declarations of ownership, used against wife
claiming. Not admissible unless husband was in possession 88 Ga. 719.
Declarations against his title, by defendant in fi.fa., in possession, not admissible in behalf of claimant, when 93 Ga. 275.
:

:

See notes to section 5189.
Declarations, after title has passed out of party, notadmissible against those
holding under him 95 Ga. 244 see also 89 Ga. 311-313.
;

:

§5181.

(3776.)

The declarations and entries
and not made with
are admissible in evidence in any case.

Of deceased persons.

of a person, since deceased, against his interest,

a view to pending litigation,

Against interest, admissible in suit between third persons: 33 Ga. 239.
applicable to contest between two sets of beneficiaries as to trust fund
41 Ga. 426.
Declarations of father, competent to show that gift to his child was not to
be an advancement: 71 Ga. 545.
Declarations of deceased father, admissible against widow and children
claiming year's support, to show gift of the land to a son 72 Ga. 173.
Widow suing husband's executor on antenuptial contract, statements in
will inadmissible to show testator had discharged contract: 91 Ga. 791.

When

:

The books of account of any^ti843,
Books of
85182.
(3777.)
'
J account.
°
v
Cobb, 275.
$'
merchant, shopkeeper, physician, blacksmith, or other person doing 28s5
a regular business and keeping daily entries thereof, may be admitted
in evidence as proof of such accounts, upon the following conditions:
1. That he kept no clerk, or else the clerk is dead or otherwise ^1843,
Cobb, 275.
•'

,

-

'

'

_

inaccessible, or for

any other reason the clerk

disqualified

is

from

testifying.

Clerk who made the entries on the books should prove them, unless he is
dead or out of jurisdiction of court then secondary evidence may be given
13 Ga. 510. Proving the actual rendition of the services, better proof than the
books: 18 Ga. 695, 696. Entries made by the party himself, proved by the
books, although he had a clerk 27 Ga. 366.
;

:

:

2.

Upon proof

tendered

is

his

(the party's oath being sufficient) that the book

book

of original entries.

Must be proved by party's oath

to

be the original books

1

:

on shop-books from own entries on them, what necessary
3.

Upon proof (by

:

8

Where
To recover

Ga. 231.

transcript from book of accounts refused as evidence: 17 Ga. 66.

Ga.

74.

his customers) that he usually kept correct

books.
See as to: 1 Ga. 231; 8/74. Proof of keeping correct books: 31 Ga. 346.
the books should have been produced and proved in usual way 18 Ga.

Where

:

693; 51/120.
4.

Upon

inspection by the court, to see

any suspicion

if

the books are free from

of fraud.

Books submitted to inspection of the court

:

1

Ga. 231

;

8/74.

Acts

isso-i,

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

?5183

2,

ARTICLE

1488

2.

Of hearsay.

—

General Note on this Section. Only ground on which books admitted is
because no better evidence 20 Ga. 365. Where books mutilated, and no proof
that person offering the books kept correct ones, not admitted in evidence: 30
Ga. 904. Blacksmith-shop books evidence on report of a slave who did the
work: 23 Ga. 582. Books of accounts in all occupations requiring books, admissible in evidence: 24 Ga. 17. Books kept by party with no clerk, with
erasures and alterations, not admitted in evidence: 25 Ga. 24. Entries made
by the party proved by his books, although he kept a clerk who charged a part
of the items: 27 Ga. 366. Items barred by statute of limitations: 30 Ga. 121.
Charges of goods sold for others: 31 Ga. 346. Written contract shown, where
suit on account nonsuit awarded 12 Ga. 45. Books properly excluded where
recovery for excess of set-off: 57 Ga. 145. When running account not barred
so long as last item of account within the limitation 58 Ga. 191 but see 55
Ga. 690 41/44. Memorandum made in a book at the time of the transaction
61 Ga. 32. As to what must appear before books admitted in evidence 64 Ga.
243.
Where positive evidence of selling and delivery of goods, and that books
of original entry burned: 65 Ga. 309-311. No collection of accounts, as penalty
for not selling by weights and measures properly marked: 49 Ga. 628.
When
account due on demand or on expiration of reasonable time: 62 Ga. 612. Account assignable in writing: 63 Ga. 681, 682. Physician's accounts due at end
of year and then interest accrues: 47 Ga. 121.
Delivery in good order by one railroad to another, shown by agent who
never saw goods, testifying from entries made in books by him at the time: 66
Ga. 39.
:

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

Books admissible to show to whom goods charged, and to show sale of cermade by plaintiff, although he had a clerk: 66 Ga. 211.
Books containing inventory of stock, but beyond jurisdiction of court, witness can swear to statement made up by himself and clerk: 66 Ga. 446.Large items of cash advanced, not proven by merchant's books, but otherwise in case of bankers, factors, etc., who advance cash as part of regular bustain goods

iness

:

68 Ga. 774.

Where
was
tion

the books were no more than hearsay, and no sufficient foundation
books incompetent to establish cash transac73 Ga. 636.

laid for their introduction
:

Book

;

entries considered in deciding On

whose credit goods

sold,

when:

75

Ga. 665.

Defendant could introduce so much as he desired of his account with payee
was made and matured; if balance material,

of note sued on, for year note
plaintiff

could introduce

it:

83 Ga. 663; citing 80 Ga. 477.

Original books of entry should be produced or accounted for, before evidence
of contents is admissible: 86 Ga. 699.

Entries in book admitted, party testifying he

made them,

that they were

correctly made, and that he does not recollect facts: 91 Ga. 167.

As to how far and when witness may testify from books or memoranda.
One may testify from books, not recollecting facts, when 92 Ga. 272; 97/241.
The books themselves, properly authenticated, are primary evidence of cor:

rectness of an account hence, all other evidence as to
ary, unless independent of books: 94 Ga. 517.
;

its

correctness second-

Hearsay evidence as to
§5183. (3778.) Matters of public interest.
declarations of deceased persons as to ancient rights, and made before the litigation arose, are admissible to prove matters of public

:
;

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1489

2,

ARTICLE

2.

§§5184-5186

Of hearsay.

which the whole community are supposed to take interest
and to have knowledge.
interest in

Ancient documents, purporting $$5244
to be a part of the transaction to which they relate, are admissible
§5184. (3779.) Ancient documents.

in evidence.

A deed more than thirty years old need not be proved 1 Ga. 551 33/565
31/593 57/155. When a deed not admitted 13 Ga. 516. Bond for title thirty
years old, with proof of possession 9 Ga. 440. Will admitted to probate in another State: 8 Ga. 201. A will more than fifty years old, proved and recorded
:

;

:

;

:

in proper office, admitted in evidence: 12 Ga. 267.
The paper itself must be
produced, to be introduced as an ancient document: 14 Ga. 186. Document
admissible as an ancient one 23 Ga. 411. Muniments of title in existence for
forty years, with possession, admitted 29 Ga. 355.
Where deed over thirty years old admitted without proof: 80 Ga. 737.
:

:

Deed more than

thirty years old, attested by only one witness, admitted
here without proof: 91 Ga. 577.

in evidence

§5185.

Ancient boundaries and landmarks.

(3780.)

evidence as to ancient boundaries and landmarks
evidence, the weight to be determined

source whence

it

Traditionary $3247.

is

admissible in

by the jury according

to the

comes.

Courses and distances, marked
Boundaries acquiesced in for twenty or
thirty years, conclusive 34 Ga. 290. Agreement on a certain line, and defendant acting on it and building fence there by consent, should not afterwards be
repudiated 54 Ga. 608. Evidence as to ancient boundary 60 Ga. 242.
In
tracing boundaries, courses and distances yield to permanent physical monuments, natural or artificial 62 Ga. 532.
Where purchaser under original
lines not affected by verbal agreement that creek should be the line 63 Ga. 435.

Rule

as to ancient boundaries

:

7 Ga. 228.

trees: 16 Ga. 141; 20/190; 63/622.
:

:

:

:

:

Sayings of former owner of land, as to location of line, not in presence of
defendant, not admissible 85 Ga. 142.
:

Testimony of witness on former trial. The testimony
of a witness, since deceased, or disqualified, or inaccessible for any
§5186. (3782.)

upon substantially the
same parties, maybe proved
and who professes to remember the sub-

cause, given under oath on a former trial,

same issue and between substantially the
by any one who heard

it,

stance of the entire testimony, as to the particular matter about

which he

testifies.

Testimony taken down

who heard

it:

12 Ga. 271.

testimony and verified by oath of one
Testimony of deceased witness in former action,

in a brief of

Sufficient to prove substance of tesproved by one who heard it 14 Ga. 242.
timony of deceased witness: 27 Ga. 525. Testimony of deceased witness on
commitment trial, used afterwards in civil case: 45 Ga. 283-288. Used when
parties as well as subject-matter the same: 60 Ga. 650. Witness beyond jurisdiction of the court: 61 Ga. 445-448. Witness proposing to swear what another
witness, deceased, swore to on another trial, should remember the substance
of entire testimony as to the particular matter 63 Ga. 692. As to reading interrogatories of witness in another case, should show he is dead or inaccessible
:

:

55 Ga. 604.

94

-

3610 -

;

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§5187

2,

ARTICLE

1490

3.

Of admissions and confessions.

Admitted where witness's whereabouts unknown

for over seven years: 65

Ga. 537.

Cannot be proven on
(57

Ga.

trial

between parties other than those

in

former case:

19.

Where parent sued railroad for personal injuries and died, her deposition in
the ease admissible in case brought by her child for the homicide: 67 Ga. 697.
Interrogatories of witness on former trial of same issue in another case, inadmissible when he is living in an adjoining county aliter, if he is dead or in;

accessible

71 Ga. 698.

:

Testimony
impeachment

of accessible witness, on
:

former

trial,

not allowed except for

77 Ga. 74.

Interrogatories at second trial, not impeached by reading from brief of oral
evidence at former trial, no foundation being laid 85 Ga. 530.
Brief of testimony on former trial, agreed on and approved, admissible under
this section so is full stenographic report 87 Ga. 343
see also 28 Ga. 23
:

:

;

;

39/75.

Not impeachable by contradictory statements of deceased made prior to his
testimony, where no foundation was laid by asking him as to such statements:
94 Ga. 625.
Testimony of witness on former trial admitted, witness having removed
from State 93 Ga. 369.
General Note. Entries by uniform practice, and as to proof of bank-books
claimant: 6 Ga. 365. Admissions inferred from acquiescence, regarded with
caution 10 Ga. 143. Sayings of defendant in execution not admissible in favor
of claimant, nor of claimant in his own behalf: 12 Ga. 505. When evidence of
the neighborhood was hearsay and illegal 15 Ga. 194. Bound by admissions
while title in him and under whom he claims 15 Ga. 202. General character
as to treatment of slaves, hearsay: 16 Ga. 384. Communications of one person
to another, incompetent as hearsay: 29 Ga. 718.
When general reputation,
etc., admissible
20 Ga. 480. Not prove sayings of a third party who is a competent witness: 32 Ga. 488. Partnership not proved by reputation 40 Ga. 222.
When minutes of evidence at coroner's inquest admissible for the State 60
Ga. 258.
Delivery in good order by one railroad to another, shown by agent who never
saw goods, testifying from entries made in books by him at the time 66 Ga. 39.
Liability for goods, books admitted to show how charged clerk permitted
to testify he got plaintiff's authority to so charge them, defendants proposing
to open account: 66 Ga. 211.
:

—

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

T

;

Evidence going to show that hotel had fallen into disrepute,

etc., for

want

of necessary repairs, allowed in defense of suit for rent: 75 Ga. 583.

ARTICLE

3.

OF ADMISSIONS AND CONFESSIONS.
§5187. (3788.) 'Definitions.
confessions to criminal.

Admissions usually refer to

civil cases;

Answers to interrogatories admissible as admissions, although made in a
28 Ga. 289. Infants are not bound by their admissions: 26 Ga.
537.
Admissions of party as to title after parting with it, not admissible against
it
29 Ga. 686 but see 59 Ga. 711. When admissions of defendant not on trial
different rase

:

:

;

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1491

AETICLE

2,

3.

§§5188, 5189

Of admissions and confessions.

not admitted against party jointly indicted with him: 22 Ga. 399. A sworn
plea as an admission 57 Ga. 449. Minutes of witnesses' testimony before committing magistrate, identified and sworn to by the magistrate: 59 Ga. 738.
Homestead papers as admissions against interest 61 Ga. 270.
Administrator sued for failing to collect a large number of accounts, intestate's tax returns of $500 for two years preceding death, admissible as admissions that said accounts were not solvent 79 Ga. 260.
Eatification of a deed inducing loan of money, may operate as estoppel, not
merely as admission 87 Ga. 635.
:

:

:

:

§5188. Admissions in pleadings, how far evidence

the same in evidence, either party
or admissions

made

may

Without offering

.

Ga.
j|2

m.

avail himself of allegations

in the pleadings of the other.

The admission of a party to the
§5189. (3784.) Parties to record.
record is admissible in evidence when offered by the other side, except in the following cases:

Withdrawing admissions when made by mistake
ferred to and construed

who

are in privity

:

53 Ga. 545

:

;

61/336

;

:

39 Ga. 617.

Section re-

Admissions of parties

58/237.

60 Ga. 243.

$3296.
In case of a mere nominal party or naked trustee.
2. Where there are several parties with no joint interest, the admissions of one cannot be received, unless the issue is of such a character that the effect of the admission can be restrained to him alone.

1.

Joint interest

Admission
3.

:

12 Ga. 591.

affects

maker

The admissions

of

of

it

only, not codefendant

any trustee before he

is

:

88 Ga. 541.

clothed with the trust.

Of an executor only after he was clothed with the trust: 53 Ga. 283,
of a guardian while he held the legal title to the land 54 Ga.

The sayings
4.

:

Defendants in fi. fa. in claim cases, after the pendency of

$ 3296 -

284.
691.

litiga-

tion.
fi. fa. was not a competent witness for claimant: 6 Ga. 305;
sayings of defendant in fi. fa. against his interest admissible
against plaintiff in claim case 20 Ga. 210. And when admissible as evidence
for claimant: 20 Ga. 240; 58/447.

Defendant

12/505.

in

When

:

Defendant speaking of property as his, after conveyance to wife, not binding on her 65 Ga. 647.
Defendant being in possession at time of levy, his declarations made before
levy and while in possession, admissible on trial of claim 80 Ga. 267.
Possession of personal property by defendant, presumption against claimant,
not overcome by admissions of defendant 84 Ga. 234.
Declaration of defendant after levy, admitting claimant's title, not admis:

:

:

sible against plaintiff: 86 Ga. 531.

Declarations against his

title,

missible in behalf of claimant,

by defendant

when

:

in

fi.

fa., in possession,

not ad-

93 Ga. 275.

As to tax returns of husband as declarations of ownership, used against wife
claiming. Not admissible unless husband was in possession 88 Ga. 719.
See notes to section 5180.
General Note on this Section. Declaration of vendor that deed made to
:

—

defraud creditors, inadmissible in ejectment suit by vendee against vendor
65 Ga. 320.

\

\

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5189

ARTICLE

2,

1492

3.

Of admissions and confessions.
Bill of sale, basis of trover, lost, admissions of holder as to nature of his

claim, admissible: 66 Ga. 725.

Admission of party in his own favor, inadmissible: 67 Ga. 161.
Statements of county treasurer on turning over books for examination, not
admissible in his favor upon issue as to his default 67 Ga. 221.
Ward's statement as to why he sold property to guardian upon arriving at
age, not admissible in his own favor: 67 Ga. 364.
Account sued on, proved by plaintiff's testimony that he and defendant
agreed to its correctness, although plaintiff had no personal knowledge of the
account 68 Ga. 12.
Where petition and answer in contempt proceeding, admissible in suit attacking sale for fraud between same parties and concerning same property 80
Ga, 252.
Party may invoke allegations in other's pleadings, and need offer no other
proof thereof: 68 Ga. 417.
Entry by clerk on superior court execution-docket, made in presence of
plaintiff in Ji. fa., admissible on issue of payment of fi. fa.: 68 Ga. 496.
Sayings of party, not in presence of other, not admissible in his own favor:
68 Ga. 707.
So as to admissions of defendant's husband 93 Ga. 104.
Admissions of former administrator, and of heirs, not binding administrator
de bonis non: 70 Ga. 350.
Declarations of widow claiming year's support for herself and children, admitted to show land was given to son 72 Ga. 173.
Eeturn of administrator prepared but never made to ordinary, admissible
against him 72 Ga. 558.
Admissions of claimant competent for plaintiff, though involving conversation between plaintiff and defendant reported to claimant: 72 Ga. 770.
Admissions of administrator who brought suit, admissible though receiver
since appointed 74 Ga. 576.
Admissions by defendant of gift to children of property in controversy, admissible in evidence 76 Ga. 420.
Statement of plaintiff that bill filed without authority, etc., goes to consideration of jury here 77 Ga. 724.
Error to reject plaintiff's letters to third parties, showing that goods sued
for were sold to dead partner individually, not to defendant sued as surviving
partner 78 Ga. 485.
Petition and answer in contempt proceeding between same parties concerning same property, admissible in action attacking sale for fraud 80 Ga. 249.
Admission of defendant, contained in a plea not sustained, where it involved
the main issue in case, may be used against him 85 Ga. 238.
Defendant admitting subscription to stock of corporation, books of the company admissible against him 85 Ga. 238.
Declaration attributed to party to record "and others," too uncertain: 89
Ga. 9.
Where peaches were sold before maturity, plaintiff's agreement during
harvest that some were not merchantable prevented recovery as to such,
though in fact merchantable 88 Ga. 433.
As to how far acts and declarations of an insolvent admissible, where mortgage attacked by unsecured creditors for fraud 91 Ga. 411.
See 70 Ga. 509, where assignment attacked.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Defendant's admissions
to case on

where pertinent

in

answer to another case, admissible against him

trial

:

91 Ga. 422.

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1493

2,

ARTICLE

8.

§§5190-5192

Of admissions and confessions.

Admissions by defendant some time prior to tort, not sufficient alone to
charge him as owner of ferry upon which tort committed 91 Ga. 422.
Defendant may use allegations of plaintiff's petition, beneficial to himself,
without offering declaration in evidence: 92 Ga. 188.
Admissions in answer to money rule against court officer, considered as evidence of facts necessary to establish liability 92 Ga. 363.
Admissions of one guardian after revocation of letters, not admissible to affect other guardian and sureties. Not admissible here because guardian dead,
the admissions not being against his interest 93 Ga. 649.
In suit on implied contract for services rendered in saving a vessel, record
of a previous joint action by plaintiffs and another, admissible as identifying
present with former suit 94 Ga. 544.
:

:

:

:

§5190. (3785.)

Real parties in

The admission

interest.

of the real

$ 3296 -

party in interest is admissible, though he be not of record, subject
to the exceptions stated above.
in possession against his title, good for plaintiff in trover: 13 Ga.
Declarations of a tenant in common against common title after it vested,
not evidence against cotenant : 55 Ga. 438.
When assignor and assignee for creditors not shown to be in collusion, the
declarations of the former inadmissible against the latter 70 Ga. 509 see also
91 Ga. 411, where mortgage of insolvent attacked for fraud.
Declarations of director as to whether certain person is agent of corporation
do not bind it 81 Ga. 176.
Widow suing husband's executor on antenuptial contract, statements in
will inadmissible to show that testator had discharged contract 91 Ga. 791.

Of party

515.

;

:

:

:

The admissions of third persons,
§5191. (3786.) Of strangers.
strangers to the suit, are received in evidence:

When not received in evidence 30 Ga.
party to the original contract 51 Ga. 625.
:

Of an insurance agent not a

55.

:

1.

2.

When

the party refers to such third person for information.

Admissions made by a third person against his interest, as to a
main issue between the litigants, but essential

fact collateral to the

to the adjudication of the cause.

Admissions of complainant in a bill: 9 Ga. 137. Declaration of person since
deceased, against his interest 33 Ga. 239. As to boundary line 60 Ga. 243. In
homestead papers 61 Ga. 271. Admissions of one member of a firm not a
party to the suit 2 Ga. 244. The general rule 24 Ga. 164 30/55.
:

:

:

:

:

;

Letter from attorney of one claiming title, admissible to show recognition
77 Ga. 263.

of plaintiff's right to possession

Defendant contending that

:

title to

account sued on

in

another than

plaintiff,

oral admissions of such other person in favor of plaintiff's title, not admissible:

93 Ga. 731.
3. Statements of an interpreter where from any cause he cannot
be sworn.

§5192. (3787.)

Of

agents.

in fact, during the existence

dence against the principal.

The admissions of an agent or attorney ^3034, 5180.
and in pursuance of his power, are evi-

;

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§5192

2,

ARTICLE

1494

3.

Of admissions and confessions.

Only admitted against principal when part of the

res gestse: 24 Ga. 211
Acts outside of agent's authority not
imputed to principal 56 Ga. 274. But are when within 54 Ga. 497. Sayings
of agent of administratrix as binding the estate 56 Ga. 638. Admission by servant of past wrongful acts, not used against the master: 57 Ga. 253. Corporation held liable for conduct, etc., of agent, as to libelous publications: 58
Ga. 65.

29/461, 399; 26/332, 111; 51/212-214.
:

:

:

Mortgage

of insolvent not affected, in contest with other creditors,

laration, not

made dum

fervet opus, of

agent

by dec-

who took mortgage:

91 Ga.

411, 412.

Railroad engineer's statement, indicating feeling toward injured person,
after injury at different place, not admissible against railroad 66 Ga. 57.
Conversation between agents of two companies in which one applied to the
other for use of certain water, admitted in suit as to ownership of water 70
Ga. 87.
Promise by master of trains, that railroad would pay expenses of plaintiff's
illness, not admissible in suit for damages for personal injuries
76 Ga. 333.
Memoranda of general freight-agent, made with view to suit, admissible
against his railroad company in subsequent suit concerning same matter: 76
Ga. 634.
Statements of superintendent, as to cause of wreck, shortly thereafter, admissible against road 77 Ga. 203.
Admission of railroad's agent, explaining delay in shipment contracted for
by him, admissible against company: 86 Ga. 686.
In action for tortious killing of cow by defendant's son, son's sayings to
plaintiff after transaction terminated, inadmissible against father: 73 Ga. 97.
For one agent's telegram to another, concerning freight loss, to bind railroad, what must appear: 90 Ga. 810.
As to letters by one agent of company to plaintiff 90 Ga. 810.
Fact of agency must be proved 90 Ga. 810.
Declaration of an engineer after railroad accident, not admission for company 90 Ga. 632.
Declarations of agent to borrow and pay debt sued for, made while endeavoring to get loan, held admissible here: 91 Ga. 590.
Agent to borrow money and pay liens, could not bind principal by certain
statements to lien-holder 91 Ga. 590.
Railway company, how far bound by agent's receipt for goods for transportation, and statement as to contents of records of past transactions, etc. 92 Ga.

made

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

268, 269.

Statements of agent dum fervet opus bind principal: 66 Ga. 367.
Statements of agent not admissible against principal after agency terminated 75 Ga. 98, 715.
Admission made by agent, not res gestx nor in the performance of duty, not
:

admissible

:

85 Ga. 482.

Agency not proven by declaration

of another agent, except

dum

fervet opus:

91 Ga. 555.

Party cannot testify to what agent of deceased opponent said, concerning
declarations of deceased touching contract beyond agent's authority

:

65 Ga.

580.

Corporation bound by admissions of agent acting in the scope of his power,
and about the business 70 Ga. 87.
Admissions of president as to correctness of account, and promise to pay it,
:

bind corporation here

:

75 Ga. 450.

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1495

2,

ARTICLE

§§5198,5194

3.

Of admissions and confessions.

Statements while making contract of shipment, admissible to show value of
goods 77 Ga. 376.
Opinion of defendant's agent that plaintiff's claim just, not admissible 85
Ga. 498.
:

:

§5193.

(3788.)

Of

privies in estate,

and

The admissions

privies.

of privies in blood,

$518 °-

privies in law, are admissible as against the

parties themselves, but declarations of privies in estate, after the
title

has passed out of them, cannot be received.

See notes to section 5180.
Of third person from whom title emanated, before title and possession had
passed out of him 3 Ga. 513. Admission of one member of a firm to bind the
others: 2 Ga. 244. When admission of life-tenant not admissible against remainder-man 29 Ga. 374. When sayings of one not a privy not admitted 24
Ga. 164. Former owner's sayings prejudicing the title, not admitted after
title passed out of him: 29 Ga. 684; 32/688.
When declarations of one tenant
in common not against title after title vested not against cotenant 55 Ga. 438.
Where there was privity and the admissions should have been received in evidence 60 Ga. 243.
Declarations of debtor in possession, although formal paper title has passed
out of him, admissible against claimant 65 Ga. 201, 202.
Privies in estate defined remainder-men not bound by acts in judieio of
their mother, the life-tenant: 66 Ga. 475, 476.
Administrator de bonis non is not a privy with former administrator or with
the heirs 70 Ga. 350.
Insurance policy of intestate, reciting his ownership, inadmissible for administrator, to contradict admissions against title: 72 Ga. 714.
Tax returns of intestate as property of another, admissible against administrator 72 Ga. 714.
Books of principal, showing state of accounts between him and agent, inadmissible against third party, being res inter alios acta: 73 Ga. 636.
Written admissions of ancestor, tending to prove that he had sold and conveyed the premises, admissible against him, alleged conveyance being lost: 79
Ga. 279.
In claim case, sayings of tenant to sheriff that land levied on belonged to
defendant, inadmissible to show title in defendant 80 Ga. 102.
Statement of one person that another is his partner, not in presence of latter, not admissible 86 Ga. 699.
A payment by an attorney to one of three claimants, to avoid being ruled,
is evidence in behalf of other two
86 Ga. 669.
Admissions of defendant's husband, not made in her presence, not admissible to show defendant and plaintiff were partners 93 Ga. 104.
Declarations, after title has passed out of party, not admissible against those
holding under him 95 Ga. 244.
:

:

:

:

:

:

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Admissions obtained by constraint, or by fraud, or by drunkenness induced for the
purpose, or admissions or propositions made with a view to a compromise, are not proper evidence.
§5194.

(3789.)

Admissions improperly obtained.

When offers of compromise inadmissible

in

evidence: 48 Ga. 642, 647

When are admitted: 27 Ga. 593.
13/406; 16/27-30; 6/213; 40/529.
of compromise, and admissible in evidence: 59 Ga. 343; 64/172.

;

61/322;

Not

offer

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

$5195, 5196

2,

ARTICLE

1496

3.

Of admissions and confessions.

Letters between attorney and client concerning compromise of suit against
maker, admissible in subsequent suit against attorney as indorser: 65 Ga. 581.
Letter written by party to effect compromise, inadmissible 65 Ga. 581.
Compromise decree relative to certain year's license tax, not admissible in
case against city for back license taxes paid 66 Ga. 32.
Admissions in view of compromise, or to bring it about, inadmissible: 71
:

:

Ga. 650.
Distinction between

demand for settlement and refusal, and offers of comformer is competent testimony 73 Ga. 276.
Proposition with view to compromise, inadmissible: 73 Ga. 484.
Offer to pay debt with mule, not made pending negotiations for compromise,
admissible as direct acknowledgment of claim 74 Ga. 841.
"Compromise" presupposes a pending difference between two persons; if
none exists, letter offering to settle for fifty cents on dollar, though termed by
writer offer to compromise, is admissible 79 Ga. 379.
Admissions made without view to compromise, but brought about by proppromise

:

;

:

:

osition of settlement, held admissible

:

91 Ga. 590.

Evidence which was certainly either an admission or a proposition of compromise is not for jury, merely because court cannot tell which it is neither
was competent 88 Ga. 331.
;

:

§5195. (3790.) Effect of silence. Acquiescence or silence, when the
circumstances require an answer or denial or other conduct, may

amount

to an admission.

As to implied assent by silence
3 Ga. 513 29/430 21/552 27/522.

when statements made

in party's presence
Acquiescence to hearsay evidence makes it
admissible: 29 Ga. 105. When not estopped from asserting title, by implied
admission of title in another: 30 Ga. 714. Section referred to and construed:
48 Ga. 147 52/197. Presumed assent of member of chartered company by acquiescence: 48 Ga. 113. Silence is not always evidence of assent: 55 Ga. 287.
See notes to section 1003 of Penal Code.
Where one represented himself as partner of another, and latter acquiesced
by silence when told, he is liable as such: 67 Ga. 541.
Whether silence of one, in whose presence statements are made by another,
amounts to admission of partnership with such other: 91 Ga. 192.
Silence may amount to admission 72 Ga. 770.
Party to case, testifying in rebuttal, failing to deny material fact testified
as within her knowledge, virtually admits truth thereof: 84 Ga. 91.
Immaterial, that defendant company never charged plaintiff with negligence: 84 Ga. 711.
;

;

;

;

:

Silence as to testimony at a previous
truth thereof: 86 Ga. 215.

How
band

in

trial,

not construed as admission of

from asserting title in lands, having joined with hussecurity-deed and applied for homestead therein as his lands 93 Ga.

far wife estopped

:

600.

Where defaulting son told father that employer would prosecute unless
father signed mortgage to secure son's shortage, silence of employer's agent
(standing by) adopted threat and was duress: 87 Ga. 682.
§5196.

(3791.)

in evidence, it

mission and

all

is

Entire conversation.
When an admission is given
the right of the other party to have the whole ad-

the conversation connected therewith.

—

;

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1497

2,

ARTICLE

§§ 5197, 5198

3.

Of admissions and confessions.

Rule stated
Ga. 524.

48/142, 642 51/534. When State proves confesentitled to prove all said by him in the conversation 47

26 Ga. 472-478

:

sion of prisoner, he

Witness

is

may

;

;

:

state as

much

of the conversation as

he heard

:

45 Ga.

225.

See notes to section 5241, and notes to section 1004 of Penal Code.
between attorney and client should go in 65
Ga. 525.
When, on cross-examination, witness is interrogated as to conversation with
view to impeachment, he has right to give whole conversation so far as pertinent. This is true without reference to whether other interlocutor was agent
of cross-examining party or not: 82 Ga. 258.
All or none of conversation

Whole conversation should go
since dead

:

:

in,

though involving statements made by one

72 Ga. 770.

All admissions should be
§5197. (8792.) Weight of such evidence.
scanned with care, and confessions of guilt should be received with

great caution.
Verbal admissions received with caution: 2 Ga. 30; 5/349; 61/308; 29/443;
Uncorroborated confession as evidence for conviction 11 Ga. 226.
What uncorroborated confession not sufficient for conviction 43 Ga. 256
64/606. As to whether confession voluntary to be passed on by the jury: 45
Ga. 44. Arson 64 Ga. 605. Confession sufficiently corroborated to produce
64/537, 542.

:

:

:

conviction: 65 Ga. 152; 63/339,340; 57/479; 56/44. Confession corroborated by
circumstances is sufficient 63 Ga. 340.
Section cited 69 Ga. 214.
See notes to section 1005 of Penal Code.
:

:

Request to charge that "admissions of parties must be closely scanned and
received with care," erroneously refused: 69 Ga. 438.
This section taken from opinion in 5 Ga. 341 71 Ga. 851.
Charge that they should be scanned with care but were high and strong
proof when clearly proved, substantially correct: 72 Ga. 539.
Special charge, as to admissions, need not be made, in absence of request:
85 Ga. 116.
Charge proper, stating that admissions should be scanned with care 86 Ga.
:

:

729.

Court may direct attention to the precise terms used
§5198. (3797.) Confidential communications,

:

etc.

88 Ga. 39.

There are certain

admissions and communications excluded from public policy.

Among

these are
1.

Communications between husband and

wife.

Protected even after the relation has ceased 29 Ga. 470. Neither husband
nor wife competent to testify, where husband party, as to anything acquired
by reason of relation of husband and wife 60 Ga. 512 24/217 41/613 40/490,
150 63/411. In injunction case, affidavit of wife as to facts not coming to her
knowledge by the confidential relation 46 Ga. 626.
:

:

;

;

;

;

:

As

competency of letters written by husband to wife, as evidence
half of third party on trial for murdering husband 91 Ga. 729.
to

in be-

:

2.

Between attorney or counsel and

client.

Not competent to testify as to information derived from relation of client
and attorney 58 Ga. 94 37/289, 291 13/260, 138. When attorney could give
:

;

;

::

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§ 5199, 5200

2,

ARTICLE

1498

8.

Of admissions and confessions.

evidence as to a conversation between parties where he wrote the bill of sale
It must be information derived by reason of ,.and not merely during
existence of relation of client and attorney, to exclude latter's evidence 29 Ga.
When not such evidence as is confidential, and admissible: 51 Ga.
539, 543.
191.
Where solicitor of executor should not be compelled to produce a sworn
answer of executor, never filed 47 Ga. 74.
24 Ga. 454.

:

:

Knowledge

of attorney at law here, relative to contents

and collection of

surance policy, acquired while acting professionally, not admitted
See notes to section 5199.
3.

Among grand

4.

Secrets of State.

:

in-

93 Ga. 649.

jurors.

Generally, railroad accident report not privileged: 81 Ga. 531.

A
5<
Communications to any at§5199. (3798.) Attorney and client.
cobD 280
A Ct 1859 l° rne
y 5 or his clerk, to be transmitted to the attorney pending his
i8
'

p

7,

3957,

^527i

employment, or in anticipation thereof, shall never be heard by the
court.
So the attorney cannot disclose the advice or counsel he may
give to his client, nor produce or deliver up title-deeds or other paby his client.

pers, except evidences of debt left in his possession

This rule does not exclude the attorney as a witness to any facts
may transpire in connection with his employment.

which

Act of 1850

regard to attorney's testimony does not apply to cases before
Where did not apply to the attorney-general 26 Ga.
Where said Act did not apply: 15 Ga. 270; 26/614. Where was not in614.
competent under Act of 1850 to prove the giving of the notice 16 Ga. 458. To
make incompetent, the information must have been both during the relationship and by reason of it: 21 Ga. 301,289; 18/444; 28/316; 27/444; 17/68; 29/543.
An attorney, when it is relevant, called to testify as to amount of fee and terms
on which to be paid 24 Ga. 461. Not where the facts occurred in another case
25 Ga. 479. Where formerly attorney of non-resident could not testify for him
because he might be liable for costs: 30 Ga. 822. Competent where does not
testify as to any fact, derived from or by reason of relation of attorney and
client 31 Ga. 34 47/25 51/186. Same rule as to testimony by interrogatories
32 Ga. 173. Where protected under this section 59 Ga. 328 58/573, 574.
Attorney preparing mortgage not disqualified from attesting it 77 Ga. 620.
Correspondence of attorney and agent of client corporation should not have
been forced to be produced 78 Ga. 733.
Communications between attorney and client privileged, but their root must
be in the relation, actual or contemplated. Generally, fee is test of employpassage

its

:

in

14 Ga. 77.

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

ment:

79 Ga.

1.

Attorney cannot acquire rights antagonistic to client, through information
resulting from the relation 86 Ga. 468.
:

Knowledge

law here, relative to contents and collection of
insurance policy, acquired while acting professionally, not admitted: 93 Ga.
of attorney at

649.

A^8i2,

§5200.

(3799.)

When grand jurors may

disclose.

Grand

which occurs in their

service,

whenever

disclose everything

jurors shall
it

becomes

necessary in any court of record in this State.
Cannot impeach, but may sustain their finding: 60 Ga. 145

;

57/108.

;

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1499

Of parol evidence

Genekal Note.

— Of

2,

ARTICLE

§5201

4.

to affect written.

one partner to bind the others: 2 Ga.

When

244.

not:

Where answer of one codefendant can be read against another
Admissions made under oath as witnesses or on voluntary affidavit

17 Ga. 300.

13

:

Ga. 206.
8
Ga. 61. Admissions of plaintiff as to alleged fraudulent sale 9 Ga. 137. Party
not concluded by parol admissions, unless his adversary has acted upon them:
13 Ga. 516. Admissions in a letter, postscript of which is mutilated 12 Ga.
Admissions of executrix on trial of caveat to a will 14 Ga. 286. Admis19.
sion of principal as binding or not the security 14 Ga. 584 17/625. When sayings of stockholder do not bind corporation 17 Ga. 574. Verbal declaration, to
be admissible, should be clearly proven and shown to be deliberately made 17
Ga. 558. Family statements, to avail, must have been in presence of the one to
be affected thereby 20 Ga. 600. Testimony as to what said by one of three
purchasers in their presence: 24 Ga. 590-605. Verbal admissions to prove a
trust 25 Ga. 403. Sayings of a principal legatee as affecting his interest 21
Ga. 552. Answers of a party to interrogatories in a different case as admission
against him 28 Ga. 289. Answers in chancery as evidence against party who
made them, and infants not bound by their admissions 26 Ga. 537. When admission may be withdrawn 39 Ga. 617. When in writing, not after trial commenced 43 Ga. 143. What will not relieve plaintiff in trover from showing
title, and where warehouseman not estopped by his admissions against a claimant of cotton 43 Ga. 168. Statements agreed on by counsel not controverted
on trial 53 Ga. 401. Must show authority, to give validity to letter of bookkeeper of a company 53 Ga. 219. How far admissions of executor are binding
on himself and the estate 53 Ga. 283, 284. When declarations of debtor favorable to his title, not admissible to rebut evidence of claimant's title: 58 Ga.
447-451. Where admissions of party after parting with title, not admissible to
disparage it: 62 Ga. 332; 52/385; but see 59 Ga. 711. Where sayings and letters of principal debtor, after service of garnishment, not competent against
plaintiff, to show want of title in debtor: 52 Ga. 562.
Admissions in a sworn
bill
62 Ga. 42. In answer to interrogatories 30 Ga. 490. When defendant's
admission in a former trial admitted against him: 63 Ga. 600, 601. Impliedly
admitting title in another does not prevent showing title in himself 30 Ga. 714.
Description in deed here, not admission by grantor that land conveyed was
all he acquired under previous deed
92 Ga. 592.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

ARTICLE

4.

OF PAROL EVIDENCE TO AFFECT WRITTEN.
§5201. (3800.) General rule.

Parol contemporaneous evidence

is $$3675, 5142.

inadmissible generally to contradict or vary the terms of a valid
written instrument.
Notes from Code of 1882

:

Unless from fraud, accident, or mistake, instruStated: 1 Ga. 12; 13/210.
intention of the parties 59 Ga. 113, 854 43/423 5/373
Fact and time of sale, but not terms, by parol evidence: 6
60/614, 292, 158.
Ga. 261. No new stipulation can be grafted by 34 Ga. 367; 43/190; 51/149. The
Proof by parol that consent decree
rule should not be relaxed 52 Ga. 448.
and sale were to be in satisfaction of the older judgment 49 Ga. 545. Section
referred to and construed 56 Ga. 32. Showing a consideration by parol evi-

ment does not speak

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

•

:
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,:

1500

4.

Of parol evidence to affect written.

dence: 57 Ga. 319; 53/214.
"When a representation in writing may be contradicted by parol: 57 Ga. 181.
Where one party to contract dead, the other
cannot vary it by his evidence: 58 Ga. 288.
Right to an alley shown by parol
evidence, although not included in the deed 59 Ga. 450. What plea as to parol
stipulation being left out by mistake should state 59 Ga. 851 61/474, 475. No
ground for parol evidence that party signed contract without reading it 60
Ga. 383. Stated with exception 70 Ga. 87.
:

:

;

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
See notes to section 3675.
Agent's powers, oral evidence not admissible to add to power of agent, contained in written instrument relied on in transaction 85 Ga. 27.
Assignment, maker of non-negotiable note cannot set up, against assignee,
parol agreement varying the written assignment: 93 Ga. 443, 444.
Bill of lading, prior parol agreement to keep refrigerator-car iced, not vary
bill of lading signed by shipper before peaches shipped
90 Ga. 496 distinguishing 34 Ga. 315.
Recital that freight rate_reduced, is only prima facie:
91 Ga. 379.
Bill of lading silent as to time of delivery, law presumes reasonable time, and parol inadmissible to show time agreed upon 91 Ga. 382.
Bond of county treasurer delivered to ordinary, sureties not allowed to show
parol understanding that they were not to be bound till others signed the bond
70 Ga. 487.
Conditions, new condition not ingrafted on mortgage by parol, under guise
of recoupment: 68 Ga. 346.
Conditions not added, by parol, to written contract absolute on its face 68 Ga. 821. See 40 Ga. 199 57/350.
Conduct of parties, where some of writings fixing terms lost, how contract
was interpreted and acted on by parties, pertinent: 83 Ga. 627.
Confession and avoidance, plea of breach of warranty, or of failure of consideration, does not add to or vary contract; nor is fraud, accident, or mistake necessary allegation 83 Ga. 212.
Consent decree, declaration setting forth parol modification of consent decree, dismissed on demurrer: 94 Ga. 681.
Consideration of written contract subject of parol evidence, but terms of
contract may not be varied thereby 69 Ga. 460. Parol admitted to show that
consideration expressed in note failed, in that plaintiffs were to do something
not expressed in note and did not 67 Ga. 448.
Contemporaneous parol agreement, neither fraud, accident, nor mistake
pleaded, different contemporaneous parol contract inadmissible so also parol
proof that contract signed was merely temporary: 83 Ga. 666.
Contemporaneous representations, contract of sale of cash-register, allowing
ten days trial, representations as to same, though not in written contract, may
be pleaded 86 Ga. 439. Written contract stipulating rate of pay for labor, etc.
evidence inadmissible to show that agent making contract represented total
cost would not exceed certain sum 93 Ga. 778, 779.
:

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

Deed, no allegation of fraud, accident or mistake, absolute deed not shown
to be security-deed 66 Ga. 483. Declaration by deceased vendor at time of
sale, that deed to daughter was destroyed, etc., is inadmissible in favor of vendee 87 Ga. 574. So is like declaration by deceased third person, as well as like
written declaration of vendor several years after deed, though recorded: 87
Ga. 574. Deed^describing land by lot numbers is not varied by proof that road
had been laid out on the lots and shown grantee before he bought 70 Ga. 745.
Not allowed to show intention to except known defects from general warranty
in deed
75 Ga. 407. Where silence of deed as to depth of mill-race not supplied by parol 90 Ga. 776.
:

:

:

:

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1501

ARTICLE

2,

4.

Of parol evidence to affect written.

Deed or will, whether instrument was intended as deed or will, was deductible from its terms without doubt, and parol evidence of subscribing witness as
to intention was inadmissible : 73 Ga. 97.
Draft, drawer cannot show by parol that negotiable draft was drawn as
agent of drawee and holder had notice thereof: 75 Ga. 56. Suit by drawee
against drawer of draft, payable to drawer's order and unindorsed, not amended
by alleging draft intended as drawer's note 66 Ga. 735.
Examination of witness, where cross-examination tends to vary written contract sued on, not moving to exclude is waiver: 87 Ga. 34.
Fertilizer note, reciting analysis as branded on sack, alleged parol representations as to ingredients, incompetent: 81 Ga. 808.
Fraud, accident or mistake may be pleaded and proven by parol in avoidance of written contract: 68 Ga. 830; see also 52 Ga. 149; 54/289; 56/31, 32;
59/850. As between original parties, stipulation in note which payee omitted
when reading it over to maker before he signed, not binding 78 Ga. 739. Plea
here demurrable as not alleging that facts in variance were omitted by fraud or
mistake 75 Ga. 523. Rule not changed in case of advancement to child, parent
still living
75 Ga. 523. As to what is fraud or mistake 79 Ga. 466. Defense
that plaintiff, by fraudulent acts and representations, induced defendant to
sign note for $90.20, when he owed only $53.10, held good: 91 Ga. 821. Oral
stipulation by landlord, at time of taking rent note, that rent should cease in
case of destruction by fire, no defense no fraud, accident or mistake appearing 88 Ga. 298. Eule excluding parol evidence not apply to purchase-money
notes for land, where auctioneer at public sale of town lots gave descriptions
so utterly false as to amount to fraud in procurement 90 Ga. 180. In suit on
note for purchase-money of lands, defendant may plead and prove fraudulent
parol agreement which induced giving of note, etc. 93 Ga. 767.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

Husband and wife, in suit on joint note of husband and wife, evidence that
credit was to wife, inadmissible to contradict note: 94 Ga. 501.
Intention, how far parol evidence admissible to show intention of warrantors of title to warrant against liens and defects known to purchaser 69 Ga. 476.
:

Judgment, sheriff and wife usees in judgment, he could not levy parol evidence that at date of levy they were divorced (leaving her sole usee), not
admissible to vary judgment 82 Ga. 96.
;

:

Labor contract, written contract stipulating rate of pay for labor, etc., evidence inadmissible to show that agent making contract represented total cost
would not exceed certain sum 93 Ga. 778, 779.
:

Modification, parol modification allowed, of agreement by letter to third
person, communicated orally 77 Ga. 105. Parol evidence, especially of debtor
himself, that settlement closed up by absolute notes and mortgages was, by
:

oral agreement, to be revised

bank

by debtor, inadmissible: 79 Ga.

466.

face at national bank, not proven by parol, not left at
for collection, nor intended to be so collected, etc. 66 Ga. 701. Parol

Note, payable on

its

:

testimony not going into contents of plaintiff's note, which was competent as
relating to amount defendant collected thereon 73 Ga. 276. Parol evidence
inadmissible to vary unconditional note, showing that it was given for purchase
of stock upon certain conditions: 92 Ga. 432. No defense to suit on note, that
executed with understanding maker not to be bound, etc. 91 Ga. 554, 555. As
between original parties, stipulation in note which payee omitted when reading
it over to maker before he signed, not binding: 78 Ga. 739.
:

:

Omission, where parol evidence of material stipulation inadvertently omitwas competent 94 Ga. 41.

ted,

:

§ 5201

:

§

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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ARTICLE

1502

4.

to affect written.

Prior conversation, merged in writing: 67 Ga. 218; so as to prior verbal
84 Ga. 339 so prior parol stipulations .ambiguities, however,
still explainable
92 Ga. 394.
Sale, bill of goods signed by purchaser, parol evidence admissible to show
contract 77 Ga. 176.
Subscription to stock, in suit on note given for subscription to railroadstock, evidence of parol understanding with agent rejected 76 Ga. 754.
Verdict, admissible to show what testimony submitted without objection on
trial of case, the verdict in which is in issue
65 Ga. 109.
Wife's suretyship, parol evidence admissible to show joint note of husband
and wife, given for debt of former, with wife as surety 85 Ga. 816.

agreements

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

^3225

5(1) '

All contemporaneous
§5202. (3801.) Contemporaneous writings.
writings are admissible to explain each other, and parol evidence is

admissible to explain all ambiguities, both latent and patent.
Notes from Code of 1882 £,
,
Admissible to explain latent ambiguity in a letter: 29 Ga. 318. Also in a
grant 24 Ga. 338. Where ambiguity in an instrument, court will hear evidence as to facts and surroundings 46 Ga. 232-235. Held not patent or latent
ambiguity, and instructions to one who drew the will not admitted: 47 Ga.
Section referred to and construed 48 Ga. 504 53/545 49/102. Am455, 463.
biguities are for the jury to deal with in the light of all the evidence: 57 Ga.
36-41. A patent ambiguity can be explained by extrinsic evidence, written or
parol: 63 Ga. 555. Ambiguities in will, deeds and grants: See those titles.
.

:

:

:

;

;

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
Ambiguity, parol not admissible to create and explain an ambiguity: 70 Ga.
153.
Ambiguity in language of written instrument, explainable by parol: 86

Ga.

32.'

from Georgia to Ohio,
be entire freight, and prorated among the railroads question whether

Bill of lading, "62.20" in bill of lading for fruit shipped

shown

to

;

through contract, for jury: 91 Ga. 389.
Blanks, special reduced rate contract with railroad to ship stock, freight

left

blank, parol admissible to show amount contracted for: 91 Ga. 377.
"Child or children of" A., explainable by parol as to who was intended: 78
Ga. 184.
Ciphers, parol competent to explain ciphers used in business 66 Ga. 115.
Consideration for transfer of fi. fa. was explainable by parol, so was delivery
:

to alleged transferee

:

74 Ga. 806.

Cord-wood contract, written contract for certain number of "cords of
wood" explained by parol as to lengths of wood 95 Ga. 652.
Contemporaneous writings, note not expressing whole contract, letter con:

taining balance admissible'against holder of note after maturity: 66 Ga. 286.
Contemporaneous writings construed together: 72 Ga. 713. Separate writing

showing date on which loan to be accomplished 77 Ga. 458. Note of vendee
"when he got possession," was erroneously construed alone,
without due reference to contemporaneous deed 81 Ga. 451.
Covenant, evidence intended to explain ambiguous covenant, admissible:
:

of land, payable

:

77 Ga. 350.

Deed, grant of lands described grantee as "Fei'rell," and plat as "Terrell,"
show grantee was 'Terrell" 68 Ga. 132;
see also 16 Ga. 521 24/338 25/141 27/58 32/348 38/648. Parol evidence admissible to show that lands in controversy not included in description in deed:
68 Ga. 334 see also 20 Ga. 689 49/99 57/113. Admissible to explain an ease-

of certain district, parol admitted to
;

;

:

;

;.

;

;

;

;
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Of parol evidence to affect written.

ment granted by deed 70 Ga. 87. Ambiguity in deed, latent or patent, explainMeager and ambiguous description in deed to land, explainable: 70 Ga. 87.
able by parol 74 Ga. 782. Parol evidence admissible to show what particular
:

:

land was conveyed by deed conveying "parts" of certain lots of land 80 Ga. 93.
Writing reciting purchase of "mill-seat" ambiguous, as to whether land covered by water of mill-pond included, or excluded, parol evidence admissible:
82 Ga. 740. Land intended to be conveyed shown by extrinsic evidence, where
description inaccurate and lot number wrongly stated 91 Ga. 472, 473.
:

:

Explanatory opinions, patent ambiguity may be explained by parol, but
where words or phrases are not technical, opinions, expert or otherwise, inadmissible

79 Ga. 106.

:

Grading contract, meaning of "grading, excavating, and filling" according to
plan "to be adopted," ambiguous and explainable by parol: 83 Ga. 609.

Husband and wife, parol admissible to show who the wife
note signed by husband as "agent for his wife" 70 Ga. 595.

in suit

is,

on

:

Insurance policy, "watchmaker's material," insured by fire-policy, explained
by parol when parol admissible, considered 95 Ga. 605-611.
;

:

Jury, written contract ambiguous, construction for jury: 84 Ga. 356.

Lease, where lease specifies that it is to embrace as many as fifty lots within
boundaries which include more than fifty lots, what lots intended, provable
by parol 94 Ga. 520.
Levy, parol evidence maybe introduced to identify property, described im:

perfectly in

:

86 Ga. 500.

Memorandum, ambiguous
parol

:

auctioneer's

memorandum may be

explained by

Agreement

for sale of goods over value of $50.00, contained
explainable by parol: 81 Ga. 297.

80 Ga. 572.

ambiguous memorandum,
Mortgage debt, discrepancy between amount of, and amount stated in mortgage, explained by parol 67 Ga. 398 see also 25 Ga. 383.
Note, papers ambiguous, intention of parties as to whether note was payment, explainable by parol: 71 Ga. 450. Note due "on or before" a certain
day, not ambiguous, and parol inadmissible: 72 Ga. 185. Parol evidence was
competent to explain ambiguity as to whether assumption of "notes of a firm
in

;

:

included its indorsements: 87 Ga. 651.
Partnership agreement, H. and S. being pax*tners, and M. buying S.'s interest,
agreement between the new members assuming liabilities, admissible in suit
against H. & M. for debt of H. &. S. as part of transaction, though not signed
by S. 74 Ga. 86.
Receipt, parol evidence admissible to explain ambiguity in railroad receipt:
77 Ga. 376.
Sale of goods, bill of goods signed by purchaser, parol evidence admissible
to show contract 77 Ga. 176.
Submission to arbitration, ambiguity in, explainable by parol: 81 Ga. 271.
Supplementing, written contract may be explained by parol evidence not
conflicting with its plainly expressed terms: 86 Ga. 725.
Unambiguous, whole contract in writing unambiguous, parol inadmissible
to modify, change or explain 67 Ga. 595. Inadmissible to show understanding of parties, where writing unambiguous: 65 Ga. 653. No ambiguity here:
80 Ga. 50, 86, 296. Intention to be ascertained from language of instrument, if
unambiguous 95 Ga. 759.
"Value received" in note is patent ambiguity, and real consideration may
be shown by parol 72 Ga. 69. Parol evidence admissible to show purpose and
conditions of transfer of negotiable securities "for value received" 93 Ga. 290.
:

:

:

:

:

:

§§5203-5205

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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Of parol evidence to affect written.
$§3161,8669.

Void instruments.

§5203. (3802.)

Parol evidence

is

admissible to

show that the writing was either originally void or has subsequently
become so.
Usury in consideration of deed, proved by parol: 65 Ga. 561.
Parol admissible to show how grantee improperly obtained escrow deed 67
Ga. 502.
That certain stipulations in note fraudulently allowed to remain by payee,
maker believing them stricken before signing, good defense to note 69 Ga. 362.
In suit on note for purchase-money of lands, defendant may plead and prove
fraudulent parol agreement which induced giving of note, etc. 93 Ga. 767.
Where bond of county treasurer was delivered to ordinary, sureties were
not allowed to show by parol that it was delivered with understanding that
they were not to be liable till others signed it 70 Ga. 487.
Letters and checks showing fraud against payee of draft, admissible in action
on account for money loaned 76 Ga. 342.
Parol evidence admissible to show joint note'bf husband and wife, given for
debt of former, with wife as surety 85 Ga. 816.
Eule excluding parol evidence not apply to purchase-money notes for land,
where auctioneer at public sale of town lots gave descriptions so utterly false
as to amount to fraud in procurement 90 Ga. 180.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

§$3675(6),

If the writing does
Where part only is in writing.
not purport to contain all the stipulations of the contract, parol evidence is admissible to prove other portions thereof not inconsistent
with the writing; so collateral undertakings between parties of the
same part among themselves would not properly be looked for in the

§5204. (3803.)

writing.

To explain the terms of a bond 26 Ga. 220. Of a contract of sale between
the parties 54 Ga. 527. Where parol evidence was not admissible 54 Ga. 290.
Section referred to and construed 55 Ga. 78 63/198. Where entire contract
does not purport to be in writing 51 Ga. 627 59/562.
Written contract complete, and recovery sought on alleged agreement not
covered by the contract and not in writing, etc., demurrer sustained 66 Ga. 14.
:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

Note not expressing whole contract,
against holder of note

who

letter containing balance admissible

took after maturity

:

Stock subscription, not purporting to contain
ble by parol 73 Ga. 437.

66 Ga. 286.
all

the stipulations, explaina-

:

Written contract not purporting to contain
supplemented by parol 74 Ga. 348.

all

stipulations

between

parties,

:

Entire contract not in writing, parol evidence allowed to supply omission

:

77 Ga. 458.

When notes paid and signatures torn
was, competent: 89 Ga. 434.

off,

evidence as to whose signature

it

Special reduced rate contract with railroad to ship stock, freight left blank,

parol admissible to
58675(1).

show amount contracted

for: 91 Ga. 377.

The surrounding cirSurrounding circumstances.
cumstances are always proper subjects of proof to aid in the con§5205.

(3804.)

struction of contracts.
See 48 Ga. 179

;

51/627

;

52/572.

:
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Surety contending administrator's bond sued on was changed from $150 to
knowledge of estate's value shown and that bond should be
double: 67 Ga. 168.
Circumstances attending and leading to execution of deed 70 Ga. 163.
Surrounding circumstances shown to explain true consideration of note 72
Ga. 713.
Whether instrument was intended as deed or will was deducible from its
terms without doubt, and parol evidence of subscribing witness as to intention
was inadmissible 73 Ga. 97.
Parol testimony admissible to apply writing to its subject 75 Ga. 786.
Where, pending suit against son, mother conveyed land to him and before
judgment hereconveyed to her, on claim interposed by her, evidence both parol
and written, illustrative of issue of fraud, admissible for her 83 Ga. 207.
Ambiguity may be explained by surrounding circumstances, but not by undisclosed intention 94 Ga. 687.
$150,000, his

:

:

:

:

:

:

85206. (3805.)
.

.

tablished usage

is

In like manner evidence of known and es-WM 4 ).
3675(2).
admissible for the same purpose as well as to annex
Usaqe.
.

.

incidents.

What necessary to make a usage good 28 Ga. 543.
Parol admissible to show universal custom which is part of contract by implication 65 Ga. 210.
Particular warehouseman's custom to insure cotton of his customers fully,
primarily inadmissible but its admission without objection authorized proof
of custom to insure only to amount advanced thereon 79 Ga. 387.
Intestate's universal custom to lend money in certain way without taking
note, inadmissible; but previous similar dealing with defendant, competent:
79 Ga. 631.
Custom of clerk of superior court to indorse all papers left for record as recorded on day left, whether in fact so or not, inadmissible 82 Ga. 80.
Negligence imputed to plaintiff (fireman) in not reporting drowsiness of engineer by telegraph, usage of company admissible to show probability of relief
82 Ga. 452.
Given engineer's habitual high speed in passing given point, of doubtful
admissibility so, of habitual neglect to ring bell 82 Ga. 580.
Local usage in Augusta to effect that accepting corn in bulk and paying for
it after inspection waives defects in quality, binds only those who have recognized it 83 Ga. 693.
Testimony of employee of his custom to examine, inadmissible: 84 Ga. 351.
Custom not proved by opinion, but by facts 86 Ga. 408.
:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

Local usage not admissible in evidence, where inconsistent with express
terms of contract: 92 Ga. 740; see also 48 Ga. 601 54/128, 137 88/321, 330.
;

Custom admissible
change

clear, express

to explain

agreement

:

;

ambiguous written agreement, but not to
92 Ga. 613.

Local custom that broker's commission due when he brings buyer and seller
together, irrelevant where action was upon express contract, no quantum meruit: 88 Ga. 326.

Where negligence

alleged was starting street-car before plaintiff could get
her daily custom to help boy on with dinner-tray and then dismount, competent 89 Ga. 272.

off,

:

In suit for delay in delivering telegram, custom of receiving operator to
remain after hours does not bind company 94 Ga. 444.
:

95

;

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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Evidence of general custom of warehousemen to insure cotton stored with
is admissible, even where warehouse receipt excepted fire: 94 Ga. 707.

them
75

*U)?52oi

§5207. (3806.)

Other cases.

Parol evidence

also admissible to

is

rebut an equity, to discharge the entire contract, to prove a new and
distinct subsequent agreement, to enlarge the time, or change the

place of performance.

To shed
16/410.

A

light on a subsequent agreement'to the written contract: 25 Ga. 87

subsequent parol contract as to which the writing was silent: 59

Ga. 881.

Contract required by law to be in writing, subsequent modification by parol
inadmissible 51 Ga. 76 54/289 12/22 unless the subsequent parol modification has been executed 93 Ga. 501.
Parol admissible in suit tq^reform contract, etc., to show real agreement, or
that none made upon which minds of parties met 65 Ga. 228.
Parol modification allowed, of agreement by letter to third person, com:

;

;

;

:

:

municated orally

77 Ga. 105.
Defense that after note for mule signed, and before delivery of mule, vendor
qualified his warranty orally, did not "set up a subsequent parol agreement":
:

78 Ga. 739.

Parol evidence admissible to show agreement changing medium of payof contract debt 80 Ga. 472.
Complainant could explain letter written by himself to respondents after
dispute arose between them 80 Ga. 604.
No fraud, accident, or mistake being pleaded, different contemporaneous
parol contract, and parol proof that contract signed was merely temporary, inadmissible 83 Ga. 666.
Admissible to show that consideration of deed, an annuity, was paid otherwise than as provided in deed 93 Ga. 497.

ment

:

:

:

:

$3608.

§5208. (3807.) Receipts.

Receipts for

facie evidence of payment, and

may

money are always only prima

be denied or explained by parol.

Stated: 3 Ga. 210; 5/376, 377; 38/554. Receipt in full against an account
be rebutted by evidence that item left out 50 Ga. 68 39/605. Receipt
by attorney 7 Ga. 144. A receipt more than thirty years old 8 Ga. 201. Receipt of a note from another is not a contract, and parol evidence not excluded
as to 30 Ga. 164„ Section referred to and construed 51 Ga. 627.
Receipts
from guardian to ward explained by parol evidence: 41 Ga. 579; 46/284-291.
A receipt for collection, parol evidence to show other terms and conditions not
inconsistent with written part: 59 Ga. 562. Parol evidence as to receipt for
money in full of all demands 53 Ga. 286. When a receipt for collaterals should
be produced: 61 Ga. 225.
When can contradict a receipt by pai*ol evidence:
52 Ga. 572. To explain a receipt by the assignee of a lease contract 53 Ga.
643.
Parol evidence as to receipts in sale by principal to agent: 57 Ga. 284. A
credit on a note as a receipt 58 Ga. 85. Receipt of consideration in a deed 49
Ga. 123.
Receipt explained by oral testimony as to items and amounts 71 Ga. 176.
Letter acknowledging receipt, etc., explained by parol: 71 Ga. 450.
Receipt "in full" to Mrs. A., who was administratrix of A., who had been
B.'s executor, was ambiguous whether it merely discharged Mrs. A. to A.'s
estate, or A. also as to B.'s estate, explainable by parol 78 Ga. 622.
Court need not charge effect of receipt in full, unless specially requested:
86 Ga. 669,

may

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

.
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§§5209-5211

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

Receipt by payee on note
92 Ga. 149-152.

parol

— held transaction could be explained by maker by

:

Blank indorsements

§5209. (3808.) Blank indorsements.
.tiable

paper

may always be

of nego-

§$ 3683 3087
>

explained between the parties themselves,

or those taking with notice of dishonor or of the actual facts of such

indorsements.
Cannot be proved by parol that note indorsed in blank was to be negotiated
at a chartered bank 4 Ga. 106. May show that note indorsed for collection 22
Ga. 24. Section referred to and construed 43 Ga. 382. Parol evidence as to
blank indorsement since the Code 60 Ga. 455 56/605. Indorsement for collection canceled by subsequent indorsement to other indorsers for value 56
Ga. 86. As to parol evidence in case of accommodation indorser 59 Ga. 776:

:

:

:

;

:

:

778.

Showed here by parol that indorsement made

to pass title and not to create
Ga. 367, 368.
Indorsement of note across face, not shown by parol to be acceptance here:
68 Ga. 294.
In suit on note against principal and indorsers, parol testimony admitted to
adjust defendants' rights among themselves, when 69 Ga. 733.
Indorser in blank sued as joint maker, could explain by parol 79 Ga. 736.
liability: 66

:

:

CHAPTER

3.

OF RECORDS AND OTHER WRITTEN EVIDENCE.

ARTICLE

1.

OF RECORDS AND PUBLIC DOCUMENTS.
85210.
Laws and resolutions.
(3815.)
"
y
'

All laws

and resolutions

of Actisw,

Cobb, 272.

.

the General Assembly, as published by authority, shall be held,
deemed, and considered public laws, and recognized judicially without proof. The journals of each branch of the General Assembly,
as published, shall be in like

$$5148,5281.

manner recognized without proof

Recitals of facts in public statutes do not prove them 7 Ga. 90. Public
statutes and facts which they recite, taken judicial notice of by the court: 16
:

Recognition of a bank charter as a public act

Ga. 217.

Bank charter

:

31 Ga. 69.

public law, and courts take cognizance thereof: 66 Ga. 177
so, act incorporating railroad: 74 Ga. 509; city ordinance is not: 77 Ga. 663;
see also 80 Ga. 497 74/857.
is

;

;

Names

of

companies chartered by legislature judicially noticed: 72 Ga.

28.

§5211. (3816.) Exemplifications. The certificate or attestation of Act1819
Cobb, 272.
a%
any public officer,
either of this State or any countv thereof, shall Act 183 °'

.

r~

.

-..-..

,..

give sufficient validity or authenticity to

any record, document, paper of

file,

Cobb, 273.

any copy or transcript

of Acts

or other matter or thing in their

I

856-6 '

-

:

SIXTH TITLE.—CHAPTER

§5212

ARTICLE

3,

1508

1.

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

respective offices, or pertaining thereto, to admit the

any court

dence in

same

in evi-

of this State.

Exemplification of a record proof of transfer of a fi. fa. : 3 Ga. 298. Suffiif certificate from Executive Department give the contents of that to
which it relates, substantially: 16 Ga. 521. Certificates of an officer cannot
prove a fact: 21 Ga. 301. "The above and foregoing is a true copy" is sufficient form of certificate 29 Ga. 427. Objection to authentication should be
made before admitted and read to the jury 33 Ga. 117. Section referred to
and construed 53 Ga. 152. When exemplification or certified copy of homestead papers was only secondary evidence 60 Ga. 114.

cient

:

:

:

:

See 68 Ga. 135.
Parol evidence admitted to prove that there was no administration
68
Ga. 66.
Any person may testify that he has examined records, and that no deed of
certain import is of record 95 Ga. 629.
Verbal evidence of pendency of an attachment was incompetent 74 Ga. 791.
Certificate of United States internal-revenue collector, that paper is correct
copy of bond filed in his office, insufficient: 75 Ga. 13.
Secretary of State's certificate that grant in his office was genuine, in his
opinion, not admissible: 75 Ga. 759.
County tax-books kept by comptroller-general are equal evidence with corresponding duplicates in several counties so of certificates from their contents
(see section 838)
87 Ga. 742.
Pleadings and proceedings in case recorded and lost, proven by records,
which must be taken as correct until corrected 69 Ga. 290.
Official action of mayor's court should be shown by certified copy from records 77 Ga. 143.
Claimants under will could not maintain bill without showing probate will
bearing no entry of probate or record, inadmissible: 78 Ga. 688.
Court stenographer not an "officer" as contemplated by this section; his
report of witness's testimony on former trial, certified by him, without further proof, incompetent: 79 Ga. 387.
Certified copy from minutes, not original order, proper evidence of proceedings of superior court: 81 Ga. 199.
Clerk's certificate should give transcript from records, not legal conclusions
90 Ga. 378.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:•

;

Map
dence

:

of

county certified as correct by secretary of State, admissible

in evi-

84 Ga. 338.

Letters here treated as part of record of case, and received in evidence as
93 Ga. 419.

such
$$5167, 3630.

:

§5212. (3817.)

When primary evidence. Such exemplifications

be primary evidence as to

all

shall

records or other things required by law

to remain in such offices, but only secondary evidence as to such

documents as by law properly remain
Construed: 60 Ga.

Although

115, 116; see also 68

in the possession of the party.

Ga. 138.

matter of record, competent to show by witnesses how residence of defendant affected by change in lines 68 Ga. 354.
militia-district lines

:

Original homestead papers best evidence
Officer's failure to

evidence

:

77 Ga. 163.

:

85 Ga. 687.

keep proper records will not justify his offering lower

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1509

8,

ARTICLE

§§5213-5217

1.

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

Grant from State to city, conditioned upon payment of certain sum, original
receipt from comptroller-general, evidence thereof: 86 Ga. 585.
Date erroneously transcribed in certified copy, and true date obvious from
other parts of record, copy received in evidence: 92 Ga. 548.
Original fi.. fa. may be used in evidence. True as to United States court fi.
court fi. fa.: 69 Ga. 283.
Original returns of administrators, etc., not admissible in evidence must
have exemplification and judgment allowing: 67 Ga. 466.
Original record of superior court in one county cannot be proved in another

fa., as well as State

;

county by an attorney claiming to have it by order of judge exemplification
by clerk is necessary 71 Ga. 176.
Original minutes showing rule nisi and rule absolute in mortgage foreclosure, also admissible: 76 Ga. 831.
The exemplification, not original office paper, primary evidence 82 Ga. 346.
Admissibility of parol evidence where instrument only collaterally in question 82 Ga. 346.
Entry of judgment on original summons, inadmissible to prove same: 84
;

:

:

:

Ga. 147.

Copies of letters Act
§5213. (3817 a.) Letters of administration, etc.
testamentary and of administration and guardianship, shall be

878 " 9

^

'

primary evidence of the fact of administration and guardianship, to
the same extent as the original letters: Provided, such copy letters
are duly certified to from the proper record of the proper officer.
Parol evidence admitted to prove that there was no administration 68
Ga. 66.
Signature of ordinary's clerk, without more, is sufficient as to exemplification of records of his office 80 Ga. 506.
:

:

§5214. Transcript from justice's court.
notaries public ex

officio

"

and ^^o884 5
furnish to any

Justices of the peace,

justices of the peace, shall

'

party at interest a certified transcript of any judicial proceedings
had in their respective courts, and may charge such fees as are
allowed clerks of the superior courts for similar services.
The certified transcript of such judicial
§5215. Used as evidence.
used
as
evidence in any of the courts of this
may
be
proceedings
State; but shall not be used outside of the county where certified,

884 " 5 '

^f^

until the official character of the officer giving such transcript shall

have been certified to by the ordinary of the county.
Exemplifications A^ tf^
§5216. Exemplification of municipal records, etc.
of the records and minutes of municipal corporations of this State,
when certified by the clerks or keepers of such records, under seal,
shall be admitted in evidence under the same rules and regulations

'1

'

as exemplifications of the records of the courts of record of this
State.
Official action of

ords

:

mayor's court should be shown by certified copy from rec-

77 Ga. 143.

When a record has been ^f^855
contents may be proved by sec- Jllli^'s^o.
"

§5217. (3818.) Records

lost

or destroyed.

burned, or otherwise destroyed,

its

6,

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§5218-5222

3,

ARTICLE

1510

1.

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

ondary evidence which does not disclose the existence of other and
better evidence.

Under Act of 1856, prima facie presumption of proper probate where records
burnt 30 Ga. 391. Applies to deeds and instruments by law to be recorded 32
Ga. 688. May prove, by parol, contents of record lost or destroyed, without establishing the originals 50 Ga. 378, 379. Witness having read an original record before it was destroyed, may testify as to a defective probate: 57 Ga. 540.
Pleadings not recorded as required by law, and lost, contents proven without establishing copies 69 Ga. 290.
:

:

:

:

$3628.

The official entry of the proper
§5218. (3819.) Proof of registry.
on a paper shall be sufficient evidence of its registry.

officer

to
$3630.

Entry of sheriff as to advertisement and
show same 75 Ga. 62.

of clerk as to registry, admissible,

:

§5219. (3820.)
registered,

is

Certified copy. If the original of

lost or destroyed, a certified

any paper, properly

copy from the registry shall

be deemed good secondary evidence.
Of a deed

:

40 Ga. 684.

Proving existence of original recorded deed, admit-

55 Ga. 416. Power of attorney recorded and lost, record admitted to show the power was in existence 56 Ga. 258.
To lay foundation for introducing certified copy of deed from records 68
Ga. 585. Examination preliminary to introduction of such evidence, largely
in discretion of judge
68 Ga. 585.

ting record of a deed from another State

:

:

:

:

Evidence of search

Where deed

admit copy deed here

sufficient to

:

70 Ga. 86.

two counties put on record in but one, certified copy
therefrom does not prove execution of deed as to the land in other county 94
to land in

:

Ga. 651.
If the registry has also
§5220. (3821.) If registry is destroyed.
been destroyed before a copy has been made and certified, any sec-

ondary evidence is admissible to prove the original and its registry,
which does not disclose the existence of other and better evidence.
See 32 Ga. 688.
Failure of defendant to produce deed under notice, defendant claiming
thereunder, and proof of destruction of record, copy admitted 75 Ga. 134.
:

Subscribing witness to deed not necessary to prove copy where original lost
75 Ga. 134.

and record destroyed

:

Where

parol evidence as to contents of deeds admitted upon proof of loss of
deeds and destruction of records 80 Ga. 79.
:

If the original is
§5221. (3822.) Presumption of proper probate.
found to have been recorded, and it does not appear whether it was

done on proper probate, the court shall presume, until the contrary
appears, that the same was done on proper probate.
Presumption

of proper probate

:

19 Ga. 8

;

57/157.

§5222. (3823.) Former acts continued in force.

All the acts hereto-

fore passed, allowing papers improperly registered,

when

lost, to

and

their copies,

be admitted in evidence, shall be continued in force.

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1511

3,

ARTICLE

1.

§§5223-5229

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

§5223. Establishment of mutilated or lost records. Where any public Apct f 1 2887
records have been lost, mutilated, stolen or destroyed, the superior

court of the county where such records
copies;

and when

may

belong

may

'

establish

so established, such records shall be in all respects

evidence as the original records would have been.

The ordinary of the county may proceed, Apctf1 2887
by petition, which may be heard and determined at the first term
after or during which the same may be filed.
The court shall give
precedence to the case and proceed with the same as speedily as pos§5224. Proceedings for.

sible.

Upon

the hearing

it

'

shall be discretionary with the court to

order the whole or any part of such records established.
§5225.
fact that

The

Petition to contain what.

some portion

petition shall set forth the

^fjf

87 '

of said records has been lost, mutilated, stolen

or destroyed, specifying as near as

may

be the books or parts of the
books in which they existed, and shall pray for the establishment of
the same. The copies so established shall, as near as may be, specify and conform to the original book and pages of the same on which
they originally existed.

The court, or the judge thereof Actsi887,
in vacation, in all cases where he shall deem it proper, may appoint § 4581
an auditor, who shall hear evidence, summon witnesses, compel the
production of books and papers, under such rules and regulations as
§5226.

Auditor

to

hear evidence.

-

now practiced in courts in this State; he shall make his report of
such copies of such lost, stolen, mutilated or destroyed records, and
such report when filed shall be made the judgment of the court,
unless objection be filed to the same or some part thereof as being incorrect, which objection, if any, shall be heard and determined by the
court without the intervention of a jury.
* 887
85227.
Fee of auditor. The auditor shall receive for his services Act
°
llo.
p. f
such compensation as may be allowed by the court, to be paid out of $4602
the public funds of the county.
are

'

•>

-

§5228.

Exception

to

auditor's report.

report adversely to the same, or

who

Any

person interested in the^ 01
shall claim that there is any

^

887,

mistake in the same, shall have the right to file objections thereto
as specified in the preceding sections and none other, which objections shall be filed within thirty days after the filing of said report,
and shall be heard and determined in the manner prescribed in the
preceding sections.
For construction

of five preceding sections see 87 Ga. 359.

§5229. Re-recorded, when.

Whenever the book containing the

882 " 3
rec- A ct96^

ord of any deed, will, execution, or other paper, the record of which
is provided for by law, is destroyed or lost, or when the record of

such paper shall have been incorrectly made or destroyed, the person
whose duty it is to record such paper shall, upon receiving the fees

p

'

:;

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§5230-5238

3,

ARTICLE

1512

1.

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

for such cases provided, record said paper, together with the certifi-

cate or certificates of former record thereof.

In case of the loss or inaccessuch original paper, the records above provided for, or certified copies thereof, shall be admitted as evidence in all cases where
the original record, if had, would be admissible.
§5230. Second record evidence, when.

sibility of

$$52io,5i48.

§5231. (3824.) Laws of United States and several States. The public
laws of the United States, and of the several States thereof, as pub-

by authority,

lished

Law

shall be judicially recognized without proof.

of another State,

if

relied on,

must be put

in

evidence: 64 Ga. 184;

91/505; 96/79.

Courts proceeding on their knowledge of laws of another State: 12 Ga. 582.
of another State as to an indorsement: 27 Ga. 246, 247. Judicial recognition of laws of another State 38 Ga. 129 5/236.
Testimony of attorneys of another State, admissible to prove law thereof:
86 Ga. 676.

Law

:

S5148

;

Foreign laws and judgments must
§5232. (3825.) Foreign laws.
be authenticated under the great seal of their respective States.

-

Contents of foreign judgment or decree cannot be proven by parol evidence
Public law of another State under great seal of the State 38 Ga.

29 Ga. 684.

:

129, 130; 30/61.
8
5
$
374i 5i50

'

A judgment is ad§5233. (3826.) Effect of judgments as evidence.
missible between any parties to show the fact of the rendition thereof;
between parties and privies

it is

conclusive as to the matter directly

in issue, until reversed or set aside.
Notes from Code of 1882 :
a judgment against maker of note in justice court was without notice to indorsers, only prima facie evidence in suit against indorser 1 Ga. 410.
When judgment in attachment may be set aside by judgment creditor on issue
of fraud: 3 Ga. 140. Action on foreign judgment: 3 Ga. 426.
Where judgment on foreclosure of mortgage may be impeached 7 Ga. 377. Binding generally on parties and privies, but may be attacked for fraud 6 Ga. 178 11/265
10/214 40/493. But not where neither party nor privy 29 Ga. 255 23/418
13/269. Where may be bound by judgment where waiver, acquiescence or delay : 4 Ga. 48. A consent decree may be binding: 8 Ga. 354. When judgment
on demurrer, bar to another suit: 8 Ga. 524. Judgment of court without jurisdiction, void; aliter, where jurisdiction: 8 Ga. 143; 9/247. Trustee accepting
trust cannot deny the judgment creating him trustee: 11 Ga. 63. Where exemplification of record not between same parties, not admitted: 12 Ga. 271.
Court having jurisdiction, judgment right or wrong, binding until set aside or
reversed 20 Ga. 480, 581 24/335. Same rule as to order of ordinary, rescinding order dismissing executors or administrators 20 Ga. 2. When former adjudication conclusive:. 21 Ga. 585. Orders of the ordinary 22 Ga. 432. Proof
of judgment by record in another case, and note sued on no part of the record
of the judgment: 25 Ga. 662. Where a judgment could not be collaterally attacked 39 Ga. 578. Judgment setting aside an award, conclusive 34 Ga. 393.
A decree in chancery, evidence of its rendition and of consequences resulting
therefrom: 8 Ga. 354. But must be accompanied by bill, answer and other
parts of the record, to be admitted in evidence 40 Ga. 11. Evidence in suit for

Where

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1518

8,

ARTICLE

§5288

1.

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

recovery back of money wrongfully paid on a judgment and execution 28 Ga.
When entry of service on writ did not avoid the judgment thereon 27
242.
Ga. 556. Who concluded and how far by judgments before ordinary, as to
homestead rights: 44 Ga. 663; 63/628. How far judgments of courts of concurrent and exclusive jurisdiction are conclusive: 49 Ga. 412. Conclusiveness
of judgments against executor on the estate and legatees: 54 Ga. 299. Judgment on attachment as affected by bankruptcy 53 Ga. 64. Conclusiveness of
foreign judgment 60 Ga. 70. Married woman bound by a judgment rendered
where her counsel withdraws the plea 60 Ga. 189. Record of former claim to
show the points are res judicata: 61 Ga. 62. Where decrees against executor
binding also on devisees in remainder: 61 Ga. 382. Where cestui que trust represented by trustee, concluded by a decree 61 Ga. 599. Decree foreclosing a
mortgage, conclusive against defendant in bill and purchaser from him after
decree 62 Ga. 20.
Res judicata an estoppel: 72 Ga. 320; plea of, controlled here: 69 Ga. 698.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

:

Claim, record of suit declaring instrument a mortgage and foreclosing, admissible to fix date of lien of fi. fa., where claimant purchased from defendant
pending suit 65 Ga. 542. Property levied on under fi. fa. against former
owner record of litigation between claimant and subsequent owner not allowed 65 Ga. 762. Adverse finding, on claim to property levied on under
chattel-mortgage,/?, fa., not debar illegality, when 66 Ga. 236. Dismissal by
court of levy in claim case, not bar another levy and trial on merits: 69 Ga.
685. Judgment against claimant does not conclude defendant in fi. fa., though
claimant was his wife and he employed counsel to prosecute claim 71 Ga. 71.
Verdict in favor of other claimants, inadmissible 72 Ga. 770. Garnishment
suit between plaintiff and defendant, admitted to show notice by claimant
taking deed from defendant that it was made to hinder creditors 75 Ga. 799.
Judgment for claimant conclusive, in action of trespass for levying on property
of claimant, that property not subject: 80 Ga. 508.Confession of judgment on debt, concludes debtor from setting up securitydeed void for usury 66 Ga. 102. Debtor's wife who has obtained homestead
since security-deed made, also concluded: 66 Ga. 102; 95/712; see also 83 Ga.
:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

297

;

84/609.

Demurrer, judgment on demurrer is bar to second suit between same parties about same subject-matter, though some of facts were defectively pleaded
70 Ga. 552.
Discharge in bankruptcy is good plea to suit on foreign judgment, where
bankruptcy was not pleaded. Aliter, if plea of bankruptcy was withdrawn
and judgment confessed in foreign suit 70 Ga. 362. Judgment, after discharge,
on debt provable in bankruptcy, conclusive on bankrupt and all claiming under him 71 Ga. 705.
Dormancy, dormant judgment revived, fi. fa. levied and claim filed held
question of dormancy res judicata, and fi. fa. admissible against claimant: 68
Ga. 63; also on motion to distribute money from sale of defendant's property
57 Ga. 609.
Evidence, for plea of res judicata to avail, declaration, verdict and judgment
must be in evidence attaching copies insufficient: 84 Ga. 69.
Executor, judgment of ordinary against, on settlement, not binding on beneficiaries of homestead out of property of executor 66 Ga. 324.
Fi. fa. judgment holding a judgment valid, not conclusive as to fi. fa. issued
thereon 70 Ga. 547.
Incorporation, judgment against de facto corporation estops from denying
incorporation 70 Ga. 637.
in first suit

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

::

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5233

3,

ARTICLE

1514

1.

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

Injunction refused, refusal to enjoin levy of execution on homestead, concluded complainant as to its superiority thereto 74 Ga, 49 citing 70 Ga. 349,
:

;

475, 552.

Matters in issue, judgment conclusive between parties as to, or which might
have been put in issue in the case 69 Ga. 671 see also 70 Ga. 475 but see 69
Ga. 697. There must be not only identity of parties, but also of subject-matter
Judgment between same parties on same point is an estoppel: 71
69 Ga. 692.
Ga. 384. Judgment not conclusive as to questions not before presented: 77
Ga. 234. Judgment is conclusive as to all material matters that, by the use of
proper diligence, could have been ascertained and pleaded on the trial: 80 Ga.
11.
Former judgment not conclusive unless point in issue in later case necessarily passed upon: 80 Ga. 479.
Question not actually litigated, judgment not
res judicata as to property not involved in first trial, though might have been
:

;

;

:

84 Ga. 171.

Mortgage foreclosure, foreclosure of mortgage conclusive between parties
and privies 67 Ga. 744 see also 76 Ga. 835.
New trial refused, and similar motion presented later, res judicata applies:
:

;

76 Ga. 41.

Parties and privies, judgment on money rule, admissible against parties to
who took no part in first trial; also agreement between counsel filed as

rule,

Commissioners' return of dower not admissible to
widow's husband, in contest with persons not parties,
etc., to assignment of dower 69 Ga. 770. Decree annulling deed against grantee
conclusive on one who claims that grantee was his agent and trustee, the
equitable interest being in him 71 Ga. 705.
Conclusive only on parties and
privies: 72 Ga. 796. Second transferee of vendor's rights under conditional
sale, bound by prior judgment in trover in favor of first transferee 75 Ga. 345.
Not an estoppel in favor of one who has no interest, who procured judgment
93 Ga. 653.
in plaintiff's name, without his consent, etc.
Principal and surety, record of judgment against, admissible on motion of
part of record

show

:

69 Ga. 170.

title in estate of

:

:

:

:

surety's administrator to obtain control of fi. fa.: 76 Ga. 839.
Proof of judgment, Supreme Court reports are secondary evidence of judg-

ment in particular case; remittitur is highest evidence: 65 Ga. 581. Sheriff
ruled for not collecting fi. fa., relying on injunction served on himself, should
have set out full exemplification of record on which injunction based 73 Ga.
Where decree so distinct and certain as to be admissi239 citing 69 Ga. 92.
ble without attaching thereto pleadings and other proceedings: 76 Ga. 360.
Entry of judgment on original summons, inadmissible to prove same: 84 Ga.
:

;

147.

Rule absolute, to an attachment nisi issued term after money rule absolute,
cannot plead same grounds as to rule 71 Ga. 861.
Supreme Court decision, res judicata holds as to former judgment of Supreme Court in same case 71 Ga. 15. Supreme Court decision, effect on final
decision, of rulings of Supreme Court on temporary injunction, considered
sheriff

:

:

71 Ga. 829.

Void judgment, no estoppel where judgment void for want of jurisdiction:
Where court without jurisdiction as to administrator of deceased
partner who lives in another county, joint judgment against him and survivor
was not conclusive 79 Ga. 425.
Unreversed judgment declaring declaration
amended in time to save case from dismissal under remittitur from Supreme
Court, held binding although erroneously granted 93 Ga. 736, 740.
76 Ga. 769.

:

:

Voluntary dismissal, suit for damages dismissed on promise of defendant
to remedy same, not res judicata: 84 Ga. 61.

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1515

3,

ARTICLE

§§5234-5236

1.

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

Year's support, order of ordinary setting aside year's support, though adnames omitted, they having acknowledged service: 75 Ga. 175.

ministrators'

§5234.

Effect of judgment

may have

on party vouched into court.

Where

a de-

78

Ga

-

78 °-

remedy over against another, and vouches him
into court, by giving notice of the pendency of the suit, the judgment
rendered therein will be conclusive upon the party vouched, as to the
amount and right of the plaintiff to recover.
fendant

a

City sued for bad condition of street, has remedy over against railroad
bound by judgment, how far: 74 Ga. 775.

;

lat-

ter duly notified to defend,

All notarial acts of notaries public ^owflra
in relation to bills of exchange, drafts and promissory notes, required $$ 5148 503

§5235.

(3829.) Notarial acts.

<

to be

done by the laws of this State, may be proved by the certificate
under his hand and seal: Provided, such certificate is
in the court at its first term, and permitted there to remain

of such notary
filed

until the trial.

and non-payment of note 3
on same bill, both read without
Section referred to and construed 56 Ga. 614.

Certificate of notary as evidence of notice, suit

Ga. 486

;

60/347.

proof: 27 Ga. 252.

Two

:

sets of notarial protests

:

When Actsisw,
§5236. (3830.) Extracts from books of incorporated companies.
any portion of the contents of the books or records of any incorporated company

and competent evidence in any civil cause, the party desiring to use the same in evidence,
upon procuring a correct transcript from said books, certified under
the hand of the chief officer in charge of the office where said books
may be, that said extract is a true and complete transcript of all
that appears upon the books in said office relative to that subjectmatter, may use said extract in evidence, in lieu of the books them(located in this State) shall be material

have first served the opposite party with a
copy of such extract, with a notice that the same will be offered in
Nothing in this section shall be
evidence, twenty days before court.
construed to impair or diminish the right of either party to compel
the production of books and papers, by notice, where in the hands of
the opposite party, or by subpoena duces tecum., where in the hands of
selves: Provided, he shall

third persons.

Books of a corporation to establish irregularity of their proceedings, but
not a right against a third person 5 Ga. 239. Evidence of ownership of share
by transfer on books of corporation 11 Ga. 461 20/275. Bank-books as evidence for and against the corporation 18 Ga. 318. Books of minutes of corporation produced under notice 34 Ga. 536.
:

:

;

:

:

Minutes of corporation, though entered some months after meeting, admissible under circumstances here 84 Ga. 219.
:

Defendant admitting subscription
pany admissible against him 85 Ga.
:

to stock of corporation,
238.

books of the com-

-

k

§§5237, 5238

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

3,

ARTICLE

1516

1.

Of records and other written evidence; of records and public documents.

A

the

§5237. Laws and judicial proceedings of other States, how proven. The
any State or Territory, or any country sub-

united
te

Ma
1804

i79o

Mar "

ac * s °f the legislature of
3

ec ^ t° the jurisdictioD of the United States, shall be authenticated

by

having the seals of such State, Territory or country affixed thereto.
^ ne reC01"ds and judicial proceedings of the courts of any State or Terstatutes
9
ritory, or of any such country, shall be proved or admitted in any
§f6oo2 523i
other
court within the United States, by the attestation of the clerk,
&t,
%i*.
an<
ne
6 b " 7^ ^ ^ sea ^ °^ ^ ne cour t annexed, if there be a seal, together with a
States

certificate of the judge, chief justice, or presiding magistrate, that

the said attestation

is

in

due form.

And

the said records and judicial

proceedings, so authenticated, shall have such faith and credit given
to

them

in every court within the

or usage in the courts of the State

United States as they have by law
from which they are taken.

Legal sale and nature of suit best shown by exemplification of records, and
not parol, though proceeding in another State: 67 Ga. 675, 676.
Certified copy bond from Alabama court held admissible in suit on bond, although plea of non est factum; construing this Act and Alabama law together:
67 Ga. 167, 168. Certificate to record of New Jersey court sufficiently identified
such record, notwithstanding clerical error: 74 Ga. 709.
If Act of Congress not applicable, Alabama judgment must be authenticated
by great seal of State 89 Ga. 194.
:

A

the

united
es
Mar i804
i87i

Feb "

^ates
statutes
9 6
°5
^6oo2 23i

§5238. Public books and records of other States, how proved. All recor(^ s an d exemplifications of books, which may be kept in any public

omce

°f

an y State or Territory, or any country subject to the

jurisdiction of the United States, not appertaining to a court, shall

any court or office in any other State or
any such country, by the attestation of the keeper of
the said records or books, and the seal of his office annexed, if there
De P rove d or admitted in

Territory, or in

be a seal, together with a certificate of the presiding justice of the
court of the county, parish or district in which such office may be
kept, or of the Governor, or secretary of State, the chancellor, or
keeper of the great seal of the State, or Territory, or country, that
the said attestation is in due form, and by the proper officers. If the
said certificate is given by the presiding justice of a court, it shall be
further authenticated by the clerk or prothonotary of the said court,
who shall certify, under his hand and the seal of his office, that the
said presiding justice is duly commissioned and qualified; or, if given
by such Governor, secretary, chancellor, or keeper of the great seal,
it shall be under the great seal of the State, Territory, or country

made. And the said records and exemplifications, so authenticated, shall have such faith and credit given to
them in every court and office within the United States as they have
by law or usage in the courts or offices of the State, Territory, or
country, as aforesaid, from which they are taken.
aforesaid, in

which

it is

Certificate of United States internal-revenue collector, that paper

copy of bond

filed in his office, insufficient

:

75 Ga. 13.

is

correct

::
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ARTICLE

2.

OF PRIVATE WRITINGS.
§5239.

(

3831

.

Production of proof. Generally, the original writing SggJfcgJJits execution proved.
The excepted cases are

)

must be produced and
prescribed by law.

Copies only allowed from necessity or convenience 17 Ga. 625. Where a
written transfer of an account as the best evidence should have been produced
55 Ga. 403. Where letters were admissible as being the best evidence 59 Ga.
:

:

26, 343

;

61/299.

Execution of paper sued on need not be proven
factum: 65 Ga.
of

in

absence of plea of non

est

23.

Note under seal declared upon, admitted without proof, in absence of plea
non est factum: 68 Ga. 833.
Copy note attached to declaration, authorized admission of paper to jury:

65 Ga. 749.

Original fi. fa. best evidence of sheriff's right to seize and sell property.
United States Court fi. fa. needs no other proof than intrinsic: 69 Ga. 283.
No objection to notes for want of proof, necessity for proof waived 75 Ga.
:

786.

Lessee railroad company sued for accident on leased line, fact of lease shown
by parol 74 Ga, 442.
Execution proven, here, by blot on letter, paper allowed to go to jury: 77
:

Ga. 705.

Written assignment of an account, the writing not being declared on, is not
admissible in evidence without due proof of execution 80 Ga. 121.
Bill of lading admitted in evidence, though no proof of execution: 86 Ga.
:

203.

Grant from State to

city,

conditioned upon payment of certain sum, original

receipt from comptroller-general, evidence thereof: 86 Ga. 585.

Unsigned fragmentary

letter held admissible as sufficiently

proven

:

91 Ga.

20, 21.

Execution of letters purporting to be by railroad's agent to plaintiff, must
be proved: 90 Ga. 811.
Genuineness of letter must be proven, and not by contents, letter-head, etc.
93 Ga. 649.

Paper admitted in evidence without objection, sent to jury which had realthough then objected that it was not tendered 92 Ga. 525.
Message delivered by telegraph company admissible not necessary to produce original, when 93 Ga. 353 see also 73 Ga. 285.
Plea of payment supported by parol evidence that notes given and accepted
in payment, without producing notes or accounting for them
93 Ga. 717.
Action for rent sustained by proof that defendant admitted account, although
there was a written lease not produced nor accounted for: 93 Ga. 719, 720.
Appearing paper outside of State, witness allowed to testify to contents: 95
tired,

:

;

:

;

:

Ga. 244.

See notes to section 5240.

If the paper is lost or destroyed,
§5240. (3832.) In case of loss.
proof of the fact to the court will admit secondary evidence. The

party

is

a competent witness to this point.

gence

is

one of sound discretion in the court.

The question

of dili-

^ 5164

-

5172

-

:
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Preliminary proof before introducing a copy deed 10 Ga. 439 14/402 53/685.
Also as to a marriage contract 25 Ga. 403.
Where deed lost and subscribing
witnesses unknown, may introduce secondary evidence of contents of the instrument 14 Ga. 530. Extracts of lost books attached as exhibits, do not
prevent the introduction of secondary evidence 41 Ga. 609. Question of dilProof of original recorded
igence is in discretion of the court 42 Ga. 462.
deed in another State, sufficient to introduce secondary evidence here 55 Ga.
While the preliminary evidence is for the court, yet jury must pass on it
416.
after admitted 56 Ga. 258.
Section referred to and construed 58 Ga. 362.
Note declared on, lost pending suit, when true copy attached to declaration,
may proceed 60 Ga. 131. See Rules of Court 42 and 43.
See section 5257.
Preliminary examination to introduction of secondary evidence of lost original, is within court's discretion: 65 Ga. 139.
Purchaser's testimony necessary here, to admit parol proof of contents of
lost fi. fa.: 65 Ga. 662.
Contents of lost letter of credit, proved by parol, in suit for price of goods
65 Ga. 717.
Letters which would be admissible, being lost, contents provable: 66 Ga.
:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

286.

Proof sufficient in this case, to admit copy of lost note in evidence

:

86 Ga.

166.

In alimony case, adultery of husband alleged, copy letter of a woman to defendant admitted 65 Ga. 476.
Bill of sale, basis of trover, lost, admissions of holder as to nature of his
claim admissible: 66 Ga. 725.
To admit secondary evidence concerning deed lost or beyond jurisdiction,
its execution, as well as its existence, must be proved: 81 Ga. 91; citing 30
Ga. 624, 123 39/232 see also 95 Ga. 244.
If original fi. fa. lost or destroyed, copy from records admissible. True also
as to United States Court fi. fa.: 69 Ga. 283.
Deed lost, contents shown. Incorrect recitals in another made in its stead,
corrected by parol 73 Ga. 164.
To admit memorandum of account offered in lieu of lost book, proof that it
was copy thereof necessary 73 Ga. 583.
Failure of defendant to produce deed under notice, defendant claiming
thereunder, and proof of destruction of original, copy admitted: 75 Ga. 134.
Proof that written contract executed in duplicate, one party's contract lost,
copy admitted upon failure of opposite party to produce the other: 76 Ga. 254.
Where existence, etc., of original left doubtful, no error to refuse parol
proof 77 Ga. 263.
Evidence conflicting as to execution of lost contract, error to withhold
alleged copy from jury: 76 Ga. 254.
Where deceased father's deed of gift to daughter was never in her actual
custody, and was not found among his papers, copy from records admissible:
87 Ga. 573.
Where parol evidence of contents of deeds admitted upon proof of loss of
originals and destruction of records 80 Ga. 79.
Parol evidence of contents of bond for titles, relied upon in action of ejectment, inadmissible until absence duly accounted for: 80 Ga. 776.
If tax receipts lost, tax digests must first be produced, before testimony
that land was returned and tax paid, admissible: 85 Ga: 835.
Knowledge of handwriting not shown, witness not competent to testify as
to contents of lost letter 86 Ga. 108.
:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

;
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Error

in

admitting copy cured by subsequent introduction of original by

opposite party 86 Ga. 729.
Telegram delivered to sendee admissible, in telegraph penalty case, without
accounting for original 92 Ga. 619 see also 73 Ga. 285.
Notice to produce, on executrix of maker of bond for titles, after bond com:

;

:

plied with, foundation for secondary evidence of contents

:

95 Ga. 629.

.BO

—

Where either $5197.
paper
introduced balance evidence.
Part of
85241.
J r
r
s
Ga. 477.
party introduces part of a document or record, the opposite party 72 Ga. 567.

may

much

read so

Orel.

•

of the balance as

is

relevant.

Counsel for plaintiff were bound here to read only so much of testimony becommitting court as they desired 75 Ga. 178.
Defendant could introduce so much of his account with payee of note sued
on, for year note was made and matured, as he desired if balance material,
plaintiff could introduce it 83 Ga. 663 citing 80 Ga. 477.
When admission is given in evidence, it is right of opposite party to have
whole of it, and everything connected therewith, shown. But plaintiff here
not compelled to put in receipts, accounts, etc., along with incomplete return
of administrator that was right of defendant 72 Ga. 559.
When plaintiffs introduce one of several returns to ordinary, made at same
time and sworn to in same affidavit, defendant may introduce rest of series,
and whole considered by jury as one document 64 Ga. 33.
In order for a party to use in evidence an admission by his adversary in
sworn original bill of such adversary in another case, it is not incumbent upon
him to bring in with it an amendment to such bill, filed while same was pending. If amendment proper in consequence of introduction of original, it
should be offered by adversary in rebuttal or reply 62 Ga. 42.
Letter introduced need not all be read by party introducing it, other party
may read such parts as serve his purpose 55 Ga. 475.
If part of letter admissible, another part needed to explain that part is also
admissible 28 Ga. 552.
Where books of corporation produced in response to notice and portions
thereof read, corporation may read such other parts as relate to same subjectmatter: 34 Ga. 536.
When one party has read in evidence part of sworn bill, it is the right of
opposite party to read such other parts as illustrate same issue 29 Ga. 49.
Books admitted in evidence are testimony before jury as to all entries appertaining to same transaction. Party offering may read such portions as
answer purpose for which introduced, leaving adversary to submit other parts
he may see fit 18 Ga. 318.
fore

:

;

:

;

:*

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

§5242. (3835. ) Explaining alteration.

If the

paper appears to have S 37 ^-

been materially altered, unless it is the cause of action and no plea
of non est factum is filed, the party offering it in evidence must explain the alteration, unless the paper comes from the custody of
the opposite party.

Where instrument declared on as altered, unless denied under oath, need
not produce evidence to explain alteration 2 Ga. 128. Jury to pass on interlineations in instrument offered and admitted in evidence 22 Ga. 402 17/558
31/371. Where interlineations in same ink, admitted in evidence: 26 Ga. 582589.
Material alteration in note by party claiming benefit under it, as to evidence to rebut the presumption of fraud 36 Ga. 479. Receipt in evidence
:

:

:

;

33.

;
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without objection as to

its

alteration,

presumed alteration was before signing:

45 Ga. 539.

Where non est factum pleaded, note admissible upon proof that defendant
admitted execution, and without explanation of any contents not appearing
as alterations

:

91 Ga. 828.

Alterations, unless contrary appears, are presumed to have been
fore instrument executed, when 92 Ga. 233.

made

be-

:

The production of
the paper by the opposite party (if he claims any benefit under it)
dispenses with the necessity of proof, and the notice to produce dis-

$3948.

§5243. (3836.) Producing dispenses ivith proof

'.

penses with proof as against the party giving the notice.
Stated 15 Ga. 270 30/615. Where produced under notice and inspected by
party calling for their notes, then evidence for both sides: 18 Ga. 609. But
see 50 Ga. 520. When production of a paper under notice does not dispense
with proof of another it recites 32 Ga. 307. Section referred to and construed 64 Ga. 597 66/733.
Writings produced and inspected in one case, not admissible for producing
party without proof, in another case between same parties for same cause of
action 92 Ga. 773.
Books not admissible, although produced under notice, unless contents relevant 68 Ga. 54.
Proof of execution of deed drawn by notice from other side, unnecessary:
73 Ga. 791.
:

;

:

:

;

:

:

"VpVi^li.
$$ 5184 361 °'

The subscribing
§^244. (3837.) Subscribing witness, exceptions.
witness must be produced in all cases except the following:

$36io.

1..

$3623.

2.

$13-

3.

Ancient writings which prove themselves.
If from any cause the witness cannot be produced or sworn.
Office bonds required by law to be approved or tested by a par-

ticular functionary.
4.

If the

paper

is

only incidentally or collaterally material to the

case.
$$5245,3623.

5

^e

jf

p ar ty executing the written instrument

testifies to its

execution.
Secondary proof of execution where subscribing witness lives out of the
Subscribing witness's testimony to an award is the best 7
6 Ga. 382.
Ga. 278. Deed lost and subscribing witnesses unknown, dispenses with resorting to them first to prove it: 14 Ga. 530; see also 14 Ga. 545. Ancient deed
more than thirty years old, the witnesses to it presumed dead 1 Ga. 557 57/555
29/360; 9/440. Where testimony of a witness to a bill of sale was sufficient:
18 Ga. 573.
Ejectment, where the subscribing witness should have been produced 61 Ga. 225; 57/281; 10/253; 28/157; 20/312; 7/356. Where deed not
recorded, proof of its execution should be made: 22 Ga. 403. Instrument attested by witnesses, not proved by handwriting of party signing it: 61 Ga.
225; 54/146. Section referred to and construed: 57 Ga. 555.
Where deed over thirty years old, admitted without proof: 80 Ga. 737.
State

:

:

:

;

:

Deed

lost, attesting

execution

Where
Ga.

800.

:

witnesses unknown, any one knowing facts

may

prove

90 Ga. 732.

certain instruments were not incidentally, but vitally material: 82
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Existence of landlord's lien directly

in issue,

writing purporting to create

and attested by subscribing witness, he should have been produced or accounted for. That he is not in county and whereabouts unknown to maker of
instrument, not enough 83 Ga. 137.
it

:

Improperly executed deed, not admissible

in evidence,

though recorded:

85 Ga. 835.

Contract not admissible,
accounted for: 86 Ga. 341.

if

not proved by subscribing witness, absence not

Evidence of witness absent from county not beyond jurisdiction of court if
he be in State 83 Ga. 142.
Deed more than thirty years old, attested by only one witness, admitted in
evidence here without proof: 91 Ga. 577.
Applicable to bill of sale of personalty, where attesting witness 93 Ga. 491.
:

:

Whenever the subscribing witnesses
...
writing are dead, insane, incompetent, or
an instrument

85245. (3838.) Other proof.

.

to

.

.

in

Acts

1895,

P-Sl.

inac-§3623.

produced, do not recollect the transaction, then
proof of the actual signing by, or of the handwriting of, the alleged
maker shall be received as primary evidence of the fact of execution;
and if such evidence be not attainable, the court may admit evidence
of the handwriting of the subscribing witnesses, or other secondary
evidence, to establish such fact of execution.
cessible, or, being

Proof of handwriting may be re-$3624
sorted to in the absence of direct evidence of execution. In such
§5246. (3839.)

case,

any witness

Handivriting

.

competent to

is

testify as to his belief,

who

will

swear that he knows or would recognize the handwriting. The
source of his knowledge is a question for investigation, and goes entirely to the credit and weight of his evidence.
Proof of handwriting or mark of subscribing witness where he is dead or
otherwise incompetent 6 Ga. 382-389 7/356 8/201 32/195. Mode of proving
handwriting: 20 Ga. 683.
The witness must express what amounts to an
opinion one way or the other as to the handwriting: 30 Ga. 476. Handwriting
fully established, witness swearing positively to it, and a letter by writer also
submitted 34 Ga. 275. Witness must swear unqualifiedly as to his acquaintance with the handwriting: 39 Ga. 544. Proof of handwriting of party signing does not dispense with proof of subscribing witnesses 54 Ga. 146. Prima
facie evidence of handwriting 61 Ga. 429. Business letters proved to be in
handwriting of clerk of a firm 62 Ga. 47. Acquainted with handwriting from
letters from the writer by due course of mail 62 Ga. 100.
May know handwriting from seeing party write, from correspondence acted
upon, from comparison with admitted writing, or otherwise: 66 Ga. 18, 28, 29.
Witness swearing that certificate in handwriting of Stockdale, attorney, and
Bacot, justice of peace, admitted as proving that Bacot signed it: 66 Ga. 446.
Any person swearing to knowledge of handwriting may give his opinion to
be weighed by jury. Witness here had only seen writing said to be that of the
person in question 72 Ga. 173.
Where no attesting witness, anybody who knows handwriting may prove it:
76 Ga. 80.
Proof of handwriting resorted to, to corroborate or contradict other proof of
execution 77 Ga. 706.
:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

-

::
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Witnesses testifying as experts in handwriting may be cross-examined
any appropriate way to test skill 85 Ga. 751.

in

:

Knowledge

of

handwriting not shown in witness, not competent to

testify,

as to contents of lost letter: 86 Ga. 108.

Other writings, proved or
§5247. (3840.) Comparison of hands.
acknowledged to be genuine, may be admitted in evidence for the
purpose of comparison by the jury. Such other new papers, when
intended to be introduced, shall be submitted to the opposite party
before he announces himself ready for trial.
69 Ga. 320.

Court or jury, by comparison

two documents

may arrive at
By comparison with

in evidence,

a
a
letter written by the author 34 Ga. 275. Must be submitted to opposite party
before announces ready for trial 52 Ga. 643. But this may be waived by not
objecting 59 Ga. 784-787.
Witnesses testifying as experts in handwriting may be cross-examined in any
appropriate way to test skill 85 Ga. 751.

judgment

of

of genuineness of handwriting: 16 Ga. 521.
:

:

:

:

Expert opinion that other

letters in

same handwriting,

sufficient to

admit

77 Ga. 706.

General Note. — Newspaper itself best evidence of an article published in it
Must prove that the company issued and circulated the circular, be-

2 Ga. 92.

A letter with mutilated postscript,
Testimony of bookkeeper and account of
sales-clerk as to amount of sales, from their entries, etc. 13 Ga. 496, 497. What
is admitted in answer in equity need not be proved
15 Ga. 39. Answer to bill
denying the agreement may yet be set up otherwise: 17 Ga. 558. Receipts,
etc., admitted on presumption of their fairness: 18 Ga. 609.
Settlement on
books, etc., attacked given in evidence to prove the mistake 20 Ga. 627. Proof
of power of attorney from another State, for conveying land here: 24 Ga. 489.
As to record of power of attorney 29 Ga. 440. Memorandum not admitted
in evidence where it does not appear by whose authority made 26 Ga. 380.
Warehouseman's books are evidence as to weights 28 Ga. 272. May testify as
fore can introduce

it

in

evidence
12 Ga.

for the jury to pass on

:

:

7

Ga. 457.

19.

:

:

:

:

:

:

its contents unless foundation laid
28 Ga. 66. When
copy of letter was admitted, being no proof of original ever being sent or received 29 Ga. 294. Bond referred to and note sued on, admitted in evidence
27 Ga. 408. On the Act of 1802, prohibiting the superior court from withholding from the jury "any grant, deed or other document" 25 Ga. 179. Where
receipt by vendor to vendee admitted in evidence 33 Ga. 49. Where a card
published by railroad-passengers after a collision was not evidence as part of
Memorandum-book admitted in evidence 39 Ga. 68.
the res ges tse: 38 Ga. 410.
One of a series of letters introduced in evidence 41 Ga. 187. On question of
partnership, printed bills signed "Meadow & Tumlin," should be allowed to be
considered by the jury: 40 Ga. 221. A copy letter properly ruled out of evidence 43 Ga. 205. Same as to a letter from attorney to a trustee 55 Ga. 203,
207.
May read part of a letter in evidence to the jury: 55 Ga. 475. Two letters of same correspondence offered in rebuttal, erroneously excluded: 56 Ga.
557.
Where letters did not make out a new promise 62 Ga. 644, 645. Letters
as evidence of estimate of value of property 59 Ga. 123. Where cannot bind
the party by letter of another, without proof of authority to him to write it:
64 Ga. 595-598.
Where receipt for payment of a note from one without authority to give it, was of no effect 64 Ga. 544.

to writing letter, but not

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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CHAPTER

4.

OF THE PRODUCTION OF PAPERS.

ARTICLE

1.

NOTICE TO PRODUCE.

The sev- ^0^463.
§5248. (3508.) Production of books, etc., maybe compelled.
5713
eral courts shall have power on the trial of any cause cognizable be- 5237?'

them

fore

respectively, on notice

'

and proof thereof being previously

given by the opposite party or his attorney, to require either party
to produce books, writings and other documents in his possession,,
power, custody or control, which shall contain evidence pertinent to
the cause in question, under circumstances where such party might

be compelled to produce the

same by the ordinary

rules of proceed-

ing in equity.

When

notice under this section necessary to introduce secondary evidence

of contents of a letter: 64 Ga. 441.
7

Printed circular produced under notice:

Ga. 457.

Books not admissible although produced under notice, unless contents
vant

:

rele-

68 Ga. 54.

Instant delivery ordered, on motion, of a deed belonging to one party, surreptitiously secured by the other and in hands of his counsel to be kept

under

cover of privilege. If notice to produce necessary in such case, continuance should be granted to give time for that purpose 70 Ga. 780.
:

Fact that original indorsed bill of lading was in defendant's possession, did
not authorize secondary evidence as to indorsement, no notice to produce
having been served 79 Ga. 608.
:

This and section 5250 contemplate peremptory requirement to produce 79
Ga. 682; see also 85 Ga. 431.
Oath must be made as to its materiality, and as to its being in opposite
party's possession 81 Ga. 531.
:

:

See section 5253 and notes.

§5249. (3509.) Notice

to

produce papers.

The notice required by^?*^j'eg

the preceding section shall be in writing, signed by the party seeking

Aetsisso-i,

the production of the books or other writings, or his attorney, and* 5678

served on the adverse party or his attorney, when returnable to the
superior courts, ten days, and

when returnable

to a justice's court,

beforethe production of the books or other documents
shall be required Provided, such party resides in the county where
the suit is pending; if out of said county and within one hundred
miles, fifteen days; if over one hundred miles and less than two
hundred miles, twenty days; and if beyond the limits of this State,
five days,

:

sixty days.

-

§§5250-5252
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Deed can be still impeached for fraud, although produced under notice and
inspected by opposite party: 50 Ga. 514-521. Where no judgment by default
authorized from failure to respond personally to the notice 53 Ga. 443. Notice
to produce necessary to introduce copies of recorded deeds 53 Ga. 685. When
solicitor of an executor could not be compelled to produce sworn answer of the
executor: 47 Ga. 74. Notice to produce the family Bible: 53 Ga. 536, 547.
Where no notice to produce, attorney could not be made to produce a paper:
What is sufficient compliance with this section Rule 47
58 Ga. 572, 573.
of superior court. Where court should have compelled a witness to produce
the book of account against defendant, in his pocket 55 Ga. 223, 224.
Where no notice, party cannot be compelled to produce books, though they
are in same town where case is tried aliter, if book is in court: 71 Ga. 707.
Where, prior to sale of land, vendor had made deed of gift to his daughter,
there was no presumption that deed of gift went into vendee's possession, nor
any duty to seek it there, by notice, or subpoena duces tecum: 87 Ga. 573.
:

:

:

:

;

A
Cobb!4b.

Consequences of failure

§5250. (3510.)

to

produce papers.

If the

plaintiff or his attorney, being so notified, shall fail or refuse to

comply with such

on motion, give judgment
if the defendant
shall fail or refuse to comply therewith, the court, on motion, shall
give judgment against such defendant, as in case of judgment by
order, the court shall,

against such plaintiff as in case of nonsuit; and

default.

But

and purge himself of the custody
judgment by default 53 Ga. 443.

failure to respond personally to notice

of the paper does not authorize a

:

Receiver properly appointed on refusal to produce title-deeds 71 Ga. 758.
Before judgment can be taken, as in default, for failure to produce books on
notice, must be failure to comply with a peremptory order of court: 85 Ga.
431 see also 79 Ga. 682.
Notice to produce too general and vague, error to direct verdict for noncompliance therewith: 85 Ga. 431.
:

;

§5251. (3511.) Continuance.
as aforesaid,

when

it

In case of the service of any notice,

shall appear to the satisfaction of the court,

by an affidavit of the party or otherwise, that such party has used
due and proper diligence, and cannot procure the books, writings or
other documents required, the cause may be continued at the instance of the party notified.
Notice in part too extensive and vague, court
79 Ga. 685.

valid part

may

allow time to answer

:

Assurance of opposite party that paper lost, excused notice to produce it.
attorney state it has been found, but declines to produce it, continuance
granted 81 Ga. 728 see also 70 Ga. 779.

If his

:

;

§5252. (3512.) Affidavit of non-resident.

When

the party notified

resides without the limits of this State, but in one of the States or Ter.

ritories of the

United States, such party

may make

the oath required

before a commissioner of this State, resident in such State or Territory, or before

any

party notified

may

such State or Territory in which the
is authorized by the laws of such
State or Territory to administer an oath, which shall be sufficient:
officer of

reside,

who
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§§ 5253-5255

Subpoena duces tecum.

Provided, the official character of the officer attesting said affidavit
shall be properly proven

by the

certificate of the

Governor, the sec-

retary of State, the chancellor, or the keeper of the great seal of the

State or Territory in which such affidavit

made

§5253. (3513.) Notice, how

is

made.

Before the notice proavailable, the party
preceding
sections
shall
be
vided for in the
giving it, or his agent, must make oath (or his attorney state in his
place) that he has reason to believe that the paper required is or has
available.

been in existence; that it is in the possession, power or control of
the person notified, and that it is material to the issue.
Stated: 14 Ga. 185; 15/511,306.

Oath must be made as to paper's materiality, and as to
party's possession

:

its

being in opposite

81 Ga. 531.

When notice unnecessary. Notice to produce is not
when
the
action is brought to recover the paper or set it
necessary
§5254. (3834.)

aside.

ARTICLE

2.

SUBPCENA DUCES TECUM.
§5255. (3514. ) Production of papers, required by subpoena duces tecum, ^^{f |'78
deed, writing, or other document which it may be neces- Act 1877

When any

»

|

sary to use as testimony in any cause

any person resident

who

may

be in the possession of

J®

8^" 1 ' p- 78 -

not a party to the cause,
the clerk of the court, or justice of the peace, in which the cause is
pending, shall, upon application of the party or his attorney desirous of using such testimony, issue a subpoena duces tecum, directed to
the person having such book or other document in his possession,
requiring him to appear and bring with him into court the paper
desired to be used as testimony. Said subpoena shall be served upon
such person, if a resident of the county where such case is pending,
ten days, and if not a resident of such county, twenty days, when returnable to the superior courts; when returnable to a justice court,
five days.
Service shall be by a sheriff, constable, or some private $5327.
in this State

is

person, and the official return of the sheriff or constable, or the

affi-

davit of such private person, shall be sufficient evidence that the

But in all cases the judge may require the
any book or document by subpoena duces
where the witness is able to produce it and where the ends of

same was duly

served.

summary production
tecum,

justice require such

of

summary

production.

After document produced under the subpoena, the sufficiency as a means of
compelling production not a material question 60 Ga. 547.
:

Subpoena duces tecum proper to
his counsel's

hands: 70 Ga.

168.

make one produce deed which he had put

in

§§5256-5258
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Subpcena duces tecum cannot issue to party to cause

:

87 Ga. 366.

Abstract company not compellable by subpoena duces tecum to make discovery
of contents of lost public records, when nothing alleged as to specific contents
to be proved 87 Ga. 359.
:

May
A

2

CobD

278

issue in case

§5256.

(3515.)

pending before grand jury: 77 Ga.

Penalty for failure

to

144.

obey subpcena duces

tecum.

When a

subpoena shall be issued and served as provided in the preceding section, and the person whose attendance is thereby required
shall fail to comply with the requisitions thereof, the court shall, on
motion, issue an attachment against such defaulting person, returnable to the next term of said court, and shall fine such person in a
sum not exceeding three hundred dollars, unless he shall make a
sufficient excuse for such failure, to be judged of by the court
but
such person shall nevertheless be subject to an action at the instance
of the party by whom he was subpoenaed, for any damages which
such party may have sustained by reason of such failure: Provided,
that if the person so subpoenaed shall, within ten days after the service of such subpoena, deliver to the party at whose instance the
subpoena was sued out, or his attorney, or file in the office of the
court, or justice of the peace, from which such subpoena issued, the
paper the production of which is required by such subpoena, or
shall deliver to the said party or his attorney, or shall file in the
said office, his affidavit that the said paper is not in his power, custody, possession or control, and that it was not at the time of serving said subpoena, then such delivery and filing of the paper so
sought as aforesaid, or of such affidavit, shall be considered a full
and complete compliance with the requisitions of such subpcena
;

duces tecum.
Cited, as to the affidavit required
2

^oobb
$5240.

^

:

70 Ga. 175.

§5257. (3516.) Secondary evidence. In all cases pending in any
court where any party shall pursue the course in this Chapter pointed

and is unable thereby to procure such book or other document,
such party shall be permitted to go into parol evidence of the conout,

tents.

ARTICLE

3.

TRANSCRIPT OR EXAMINATION OF BOOKS.
§5258. (3517.)

When

transcripts of books

may

be used.

When any

person shall be served with subpcena duces tecum to produce books in
his possession to be used as testimony on the trial of any cause, as
hereinbefore provided, if such person will make oath that he cannot
produce the books required without suffering a material injury in

::
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ARTICLE

8.

§

Transcript or examination of books.

make, or cause to be made out, a full
and dealings with the
opposite party, and have such transcript examined and sworn to by
an impartial witness and produce the same in court, it shall be a
his business,

and

shall also

transcript from such books of all the accounts

compliance with the notice or subpoena duces tecum.
Notice to produce books,
script

under

this section

:

etc., sufficiently

complied with by furnishing tran-

76 Ga. 575.

§5259. (3518.) When books may be examined by commissioners When
the transcript provided for in the preceding section shall be produced
.

party is dissatisfied therewith, and will swear
that he believes that the books contain entries material to him which
do not appear in the transcript, the court will grant him a commission to be directed to certain persons named by the parties and approved by the court, to cause the adverse party to produce the books
in court, if the adverse

required (he being sworn that the books produced are all that he

has or had that answer to the description in the notice), and to examine said books, and to transmit to the court a full and fair statement of the accounts and entries between the parties under their
hand, which shall be sealed up and transmitted to the court as in
case of interrogatories; which statement, when received by the court,
shall be deemed a compliance with the notice or subpoena duces tecum.

—

Geneeal Note. Act of 1799 and the fifty-seventh common-law rule requiring the production of papers, etc., on ten days notice, did not apply to equity
cases: 7 Ga. 457. Transcript of merchant's book produced in court under notice as evidence 13 Ga. 497.
Practice under Act of 1799, as to interrogatories
:

Motion to produce made at any time after ten days from service of
notice to produce 15 Ga. 486. Papers produced on notice become evidence
for both parties, when party calling for them inspects them: 18 Ga. 609. No
technical but general description sufficient in a notice to produce papers, etc.
22 Ga. 562. When notice to produce afi.fa. is not sufficient to admit secondary
evidence of it 23 Ga. 356. What sufficient affidavit as to loss of original paper
to admit secondary evidence of it 24 Ga. 155. Copy deed produced under notice, irregularity not objected to by other party asking for it and claiming under
it
30 Ga. 615. A sheriff's deed admitted in evidence without the execution or
any exemplification of the judgment, where diligence used 32 Ga. 130. Production of irrelevant paper reciting a relevant one, still must prove execution
of the latter: 32 Ga. 307. When production of book on notice makes it evidence for both sides 34 Ga. 536. Where principal and not agent should be
notified to produce paper, before secondary evidence could be introduced 47
Ga. 610. Where cestui que trust should be notified to produce the deed, before
secondary evidence of the trust deed 47 Ga. 485, 486.
15 Ga. 511.

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Mayor not subject
Ga.

to subpoena

commanding production

of court-docket

:

77

143.

Writings produced and inspected in one case, not admissible for producing
party without proof, in another case between same parties for same cause of
action 92 Ga. 773.
:

5259
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1.

fees.

5.

OF ORAL TESTIMONY.

ARTICLE

1.

OF WITNESSES, THEIR ATTENDANCE AND FEES.
A

When the attendance of any person
§5260. (3841.) Subpoena.
resident in the county is required as a witness in any court, the clerk

9

cobb

353.

A
cobb?276.
Ct

^p |5^

873

if there be no clerk, the presiding judge or justice)
on application, issue a writ of subpoena, directed to such person, requiring him to appear and testify in the case stated, and at
the time stated. Such subpoena shall be served on the witness personally, by any person capable of proving the same, at least one day

of such court (or,

'

^4131,5323

-

shall,

before the trial of the cause.

The witness

the court from term to term until the case

an appeal or new

trial,

so

summoned shall attend
And if there be

is tried.

new subpoena,
the witness. The wit-

notice of the fact, without a

shall be sufficient to require the attendance of

ness fee shall be seventy-five cents per diem.

Female witness may be compelled
son shown

to attend court in person,

upon good rea-

85 Ga. 297.

:

Convicted criminal, taxable as costs, with fees of two witnesses for each
material point, whether resident or not: 86 Ga. 375.

A

The payment of the fees of a wit(3842.) Payment of fees.
demanded as a condition precedent
to an attendr

9

§5261.
Cobb 277
*£*&*%, n ess shall not be
Oobb,

280.

$$5392, 5394.

But at the

ance.

make

of the

number

any

any term, the witness may

justice of the peace, or clerk of the court,

of days he has attended on such subpoena for

his fees are due,

no

close of each term, or

affidavit before

which

affidavit,

when countersigned by the

which

clerk (or,

and attached to the subpoena, shall have the
an execution against the property of the party at
whose instance he was subpoenaed (unless in behalf of the State).
if

force

clerk, the judge)

and

effect of

Witness cannot charge for attendance after case continued or postponed, and
for each case summoned in, although subpoenaed by same party:

may charge
17 Ga. 211.

of

Not applicable
misdemeanor,

to case

where clerk issued execution, against person convicted
and witnesses' fees: 93 Ga. 575.

for costs

§5262. (3843.) Excessive claim.

than

is

due to him

A

witness

forfeits all his fees,

party, in addition thereto, four times the

A
OobV276.
8 4046
'

^to47

'

and

who

shall

shall claim

more

pay to the injured

amount so unjustly claimed.

§5263. (3844.) Failure to attend. The court
tachment to compel the attendance of a witness

may

proceed by atwho fails to obey the
precept, and also to punish him by a fine not exceeding three nun-

'
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In addition thereto such a witness shall be liable in
damages to the person causing him to be subpoenaed, for his failure
dred dollars.

to attend.

Onus not on party to attach witness

;

court should do so of

its

own motion

:

78 Ga. 554.

Court

in his discretion

may

argument begun

testify after

:

allow witness, brought in by attachment, to
76 Ga. 19.

§5264. (3849.) Witnesses in imprisonment.

The writ of habeas

corpus

ad testificandum may be issued by the superior court to cause the production in court of any witness under legal imprisonment.

When

it

did not apply

:

20 Ga. 419.

Witnesses are protected from A^™>'63
arrest on any civil process while going to or returning from and at- ^ 3851
tending on any court, and the officer who shall hold him imprisoned
§5265. (3850.) Freedom from arrest

.

-

after seeing his subpoena, or being satisfied of the fact, shall be liable
for a false

imprisonment.

trial, exempt from service of process, from arrest,
Service set aside on motion or on plea in abatement service
not void, only voidable too late to set aside after judgment: 83 Ga. 290.

Suitor or witness attending

etc.

:

83 Ga. 290.

;

;

No fees in certain cases. A witness shall not receive
whatever for attendance on a subpoena, if the cause at any
time is continued for his absence, or if he is absent at the trial: Provided such absence in neither case arose from providential causes;
nor shall any witness receive fees from both parties in the same case,
but shall be paid equally by each, unless one shall be cast in all the
§5266. (3851.)

any

fees

,

cost.

See 17 Ga.

211.

ARTICLE

2.

OF THE COMPETENCY OF WITNESSES.

witness

The competency

Court decides competency.

§5267. (3852.)

must be decided by the

of a

$$3274,5276.

court.

The relevancy and admissibility is for the court, but sufficiency and effect of
evidence and credibility of witness is for the jury: 42 Ga. 64; 41/215; 35/75;
Jury may consider the evidence of an
48/120 31/557 34/110, 502 10/560.
impeached witness 34 Ga. 339.
;

;

;

:

§5268. (3853.) Religious belvf.

^^

Religious belief goes only to the A

^ 279

credit.

-

^

person offered as A s
a witness shall be excluded by reason of incapacity, for crime or in- J|^
terest, or from being a party, from giving evidence, either in person
§5269. (3854.)

Who

are competent to testify

.

No

or by deposition, according to the practice of the court, on the trial

^

'
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of

any

issue joined, or of

arising in

any

any matter or question, or on any inquiry
any

suit, action, or proceeding, civil, or criminal, in

court or before any judge, jury, sheriff, coroner, magistrate, officer,
or party having, by law or consent of parties, authority to hear,
receive, and examine evidence; but every person so offered shall be

A Ct

1889 '
85
53

p

'

i89o-i^'

p

"

1

>f'7'

flM**

competent, and compellable to give evidence on behalf of either or
any of the parties to the said suit, action, or other proceeding,
except as follows:
1- Where any suit is instituted or defended by a person insane at
time of trial, or by an indorsee, assignee, transferee, or by the personal representative of a deceased person, the opposite party shall
not be admitted to testify in his own favor against the insane or
deceased person, as to transactions or communications with such
insane or deceased person.

Where plaintiff usee testifies that no payment to deceased co-usee was ever
made in witness's presence, defendant incompetent except as to payments
claimed to have been made in survivor's presence: 88 Ga. 664.
Action not being one to which a "personal representative" was party, plainwere competent. In construing this Act, plain letter of its terms adhered
to, rather than liberal method adopted in construing Act of 1866: 93 Ga. 644.
Where husband died intestate, after December 12th, 1882 (see section 3355),
without lineal descendants or debts, wife took without administration, and
may be treated as "personal representative" 88 Ga. 527.
In suit by administrator of payee of note, defendant may testify as to domicile after maturity of note
92 Ga. 103.
Action against executor, plaintiff not competent as to transactions between
himself and testatrix in her lifetime 94 Ga. 652.
Purchaser at sheriff's sale may testify in his own favor against administrator of defendant mfi. fa., except as to transactions, etc., with deceased 91 Ga.
tiffs

:

:

:

:

444.

Party may testify in his own favor against administrator, as to contents and
existence of lost papers, records, etc. 91 Ga. 444.
Maker of note may testify to payment before transfer, in suit by indorsee,
payee being dead and his representative not a party 92 Ga. 662.
Widow's dower return traversed and land claimed by husband's executor as
:

:

may testify as to transactions with deceased 92 Ga. 688.
defendant bank incompetent to prove admission of plaintiff's intestate 93 Ga. 127.
On application for year's support, title of deceased in issue, widow is not
personal representative, and opposite party is competent: 93 Ga. 327.
individual, he

:

Officer of
:

Technical meaning of "personal representative"

:

93 Ga. 327.

Defendant sued jointly with administrator is not incompetent to testify
plaintiff as to transactions between plaintiff and deceased: 89 Ga. 126.
,

rV

by partners, persons
jointly liable, or interested, the opposite party shall not be admitted
to testify in his own favor as to transactions or communications
solely with an insane or deceased partner, or persoD jointly liable or
2.

/

Where any

for

interested.

suit

is

instituted or defended
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In action against surviving partners by beneficiaries to trace trust fund,
trustee incompetent as to ti-ansactions solely between himself and deceased
partner, tending to bring home to partnership notice of trust: 87 Ga. 382.
3.

Where any

suit

instituted or defended

is

by a corporation, the

opposite party shall not be admitted to testify in his own behalf to
transactions or communications solely with a deceased or insane
officer or

agent of the corporation.

Engineer, whose negligence is alleged as cause of accident sued for, being
dead, plaintiff was incompetent as to injury to himself; engineer was "agent"
of company 87 Ga. 374.
Plaintiff cannot testify to conversation with deceased president of defendant corporation, unless third person heard it: 92 Ga. 740.
:

4.

Where a person not

a party, but a person interested in the re-

is offered as a witness, he shall not be competent to
party to the cause he would for any cause be incom-

sult of the suit,
testify, if as a

petent.

Witness who will be liable to plaintiff
is competent for either: 89 Ga.

succeed,

if

action

fail,

and to defendant

if it

532.

Daughter of party suing administrator is competent, although living with
and supported by plaintiff as to when the party competent 95 Ga. 182.
:

;

5.

No agent

or attorney at law of the surviving or sane party, at

the time of the transaction testified about, shall be allowed to testify
in favor of a surviving or sane party,

under circumstances where the

principal, a party to the cause, could not testify; nor can a surviv-

ing party or agent testify in his

own

favor, or in favor of a surviving

or sane party, as to transactions or communications with a deceased
or insane agent, under circumstances where such witness

incompetent

if

would be

deceased agent had been principal.

agent competent as to transactions between himself and survivdefendant partnership 89 Ga. 73.
Agent to manage fund competent for principal, against an administrator,
save as to transaction with intestate connected with agency 89 Ga. 533.
If both parties contend that transactions involved no element of agency,
alleged agent competent 89 Ga. 532.
Attorney of deceased borrower competent in controversy between his widow
and estate of lender, when 88 Ga. 88.
General agent not incompetent to testify as to transaction between principal
and her debtor (both being dead), in which agent took no part 92 Ga. 254.
One who acted as defendant's agent in transaction with plaintiff's intestate,
incompetent to testify as to such transaction 92 Ga. 540.
Plaintiff's

ing

member

of

:

:

:

:

:

:

6.

In

all cases

where the personal representative of the deceased

or insane party has introduced a witness interested in the event of a
suit, who has testified as to transactions or communications on the
part of the surviving ageut or party with a deceased or insane party
or agent, the surviving party or his agent may be examined in refer-

ence to such facts testified to by said witness.

5269

:
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A

t

889

p ^
i

'

§5270. No other exceptions. There shall be no other exceptions
lowed under the foregoing paragraphs.

al-

—

General Note to Sections 5269 and 5270. (Comprising all decisions illustrating subsection 1 of the law, prior to Act of 1889.)
Notes from Code of 1882

:

Administrators and executors, administrator, how far competent, for self:
40 Ga. 490 55/124. Administrator of party to contract suing, other party not
sworn 44 Ga. 46. Administrator of maker and surety, sued in both capacities,
plaintiff cannot swear 48 Ga. 142.
Executor competent to show how his note
to testator, representing advancement, got into inventory 54 Ga. 222. When
administrator is real party individually, other party competent: 37 Ga. 650.
Suits by administrator, party excluded: 45 Ga. 468. Plaintiff's evidence as
against administrator of defendant, ruled out 42 Ga. 120. Competent evidence
in matters after death of party: 39 Ga. 479; 63/411. Trustees: 45 Ga. 468;
56/474 see also 61 Ga. 147.
Attachment against administrator, plaintiff competent: 47 Ga. 359.
Agent, of person residing out of county where the suit is pending, acting under a del credere commission, and to whom or order defendant's note
sued on is payable, to be deemed an original party to the contract 36 Ga. 107.
Agent of deceased becoming administrator, opponent excluded, though negotiations took place in deceased's lifetime with such agent 54 Ga. 174. Agent of
deceased examined by interrogatories, party may testify as to matters between
him and agent, though latter dead 53 Ga. 479 64/236. Principal suing agent
60 Ga. 498. Accepting draft: 63 Ga. 271. Taking title: 65 Ga. 132.
Award, party to contract, other dead, incompetent on issue to set aside: 40
Ga. 671.
Assignor, dying, of a note cannot prove by payee he paid it 66 Ga. 139.
Bankruptcy, discharge in, not render incompetent witness competent: 60
Ga. 535.
Books, party competent to identify books of original entry, though other
dead 51 Ga. 600.
Claim case, plaintiff in fi. fa. competent, though defendant dead: 45 Ga. 25.
Parol sale, party to, competent on claim case, though vendor dead 49 Ga. 120,
;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

122.

Competent, surviving party sworn, when: 54 Ga. 625, 690; 51/600; 47/329,
Party examined as to matters not transpiring between him and deceased, not cross-examined as to matters that did 58 Ga. 479.
Matters not occurring between party and deceased, party competent 58 Ga.

359; 45/25; 44/73; 41/123.

:

:

some purposes

63 Ga. 705, 335 57/235 see also 63 Ga. 411 61/419.
Condition precedent, allowed to testify though other dead: 46 Ga. 414.
Consideration, survivor may show that consideration of contract inured to

494

;

for

:

;

;

;

56 Ga. 638.
Corporation, contract with, and other party dead, all officers except one actually making contract, competent: 52 Ga. 640. President of railroad cannot
testify to negotiations with deceased member of firm concerning stock transactions: 59 Ga. 342. Director cannot prove representations made by deceased
contractor, though former claimed to act as attorney only 59 Ga. 342 see also
51 Ga. 626.
Contract not in issue, plaintiff may testify 47 Ga. 359 57/233.
Counsel who agree on facts, not such parties as to render one incompetent
as to matter agreed on, though other dead: 55 Ga. 98. Death of one counsel
on one side, cannot show agreement with counsel on the other side 66 Ga. 131.
Counsel lending money 61 Ga. 108-110.

benefit of the estate of deceased

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:;
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Ejectment, in ejectment on demise of S. & W. against the executor of R.,
incompetent to testify that R. held possession of the land under him,
The other party, W., is not a competent witness. The executor competent:
37 Ga. 118. Mesne profits, party sworn on issue, though former vendee through
whom defendant claimed is dead: 50 Ga. 474; 37/123; see also, as to ejectment, 64 Ga. 595 65/132.
Entry, by survivor on obligation to deceased, inadmissible: 54 Ga. 231.
Exceptions, party who was competent prior to Act of 1866, incompetent if
within this exception 37 Ga. 118.
Facts occurring since death, party competent to testify to, though other
party dead 54 Ga. 623, 690. Not in issue, brother of widow competent 52
S. is

;

:

:

:

Ga. 315 see also, as to facts, 61 Ga. 147, 653 62/332 63/663 65/406.
Generally, party to contract dead, other cannot testify: 58 Ga. 288; 48/142;
;

45/468

;

44/51

60/582

;

;

;

;

65/406.

;

Guardian of lunatic ward competent on suit by heirs against ward's estate
56 Ga. 410. If survivor be competent for special purpose, court's attention
should be called thereto: 60 Ga. 582; see also, as to guardian, 63 Ga. 335.
Husband and wife, wife of deceased party competent, when: 43 Ga. 416;
47/651 48/580 61/410. Wife competent where husband's estate is party but
Husband
facts acquired from confidential relation excluded 40 Ga. 150, 490.
dead and wife insane, plaintiff cannot show services rendered with their knowledge: 56 Ga. 47. Wife and trustee dead, husband cannot prove destruction of
marriage settlement: 58 Ga. 86. Wife claiming through deceased husband is
excluded where husband would have been 53 Ga. 9. Bigamists 61 Ga. 305.
Identity of papers, defendant in suit by administrator may testify to: 57
Ga. 232.
Illegality, payment set up by, plaintiff in fi. fa. dead, defendant incompetent 53 Ga. 84.
Insurance agents competent in suits on policy: 51 Ga. 624.
Interrogatories of deceased introduced, other party may testify 52 Ga. 385
;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

54/115 58/479 61/107 64/537 62/209.
Joint makers, in a suit on a note signed by three makers, one of whom is
dead and unrepresented in court, the living defendants, against whom only
;

;

;

;

the case is proceeding, are competent 36 Ga. 520.
Indorsee suing joint makers, one dead, survivor competent
:

session, plaintiff

may show, under deed when one

38 Ga. 103.

:

maker

joint

chase-money dead 44 Ga. 73 47/273-278 60/438, 439.
Jury, what weight they shall attach to party's evidence: 43 Ga. 287
:

;

Pos-

to note for pur-

;

49/475,

;

476.

Landlord and tenant, landlord dead, tenant holding over and denying tenancy, incompetent: 45 Ga. 511.
Mistake in deed, party competent to show the codefendant and subsequent
vendee died since suit filed 50 Ga. 395 see also, as to mistake, 62 Ga. 332
;

:

65/132.

Nominal party competent, though other party dead
trator defending at instance of heirs,

who

52 Ga. 315. Adminisare the real parties, and who testify,
:

may swear: 59 Ga. 100.
Object, the object of the statute is to prevent one party from testifying when
the other cannot be heard 36 Ga. 522. To preserve equality between the par-

plaintiff

:

ties: 37 Ga. 625.

Opponent, party incompetent for

self,

may be sworn

for

opponent

:

52 Ga.

648; see also, as to opponent, 65 Ga. 132.

Partners, in an action on a contract made with a firm by the defendant, the
death of one partner does not exclude the other: 37 Ga. 586. The death of

:
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one partner does not exclude the other party to the contract, except as to transactions with the deceased partner 37 Ga. 568 41/123 59/342. The court should
inquire whether the transactions sought to be proved were had with the deceased or living partner: 37 Ga. 586. Plaintiff cannot prove contract with deceased partner on suit against survivor: 39 Ga. 186. Bill by surviving partner
against representatives of deceased partner, survivor not competent 50 Ga.
203.
Non est factum, surviving partner competent to prove, as against plaintiff
60 Ga. 437 37/586, 623.
Party to contract in issue or on trial, as a general rule, incompetent when
other party is dead: 60 Ga. 585. Not a party: 45 Ga. 147. Parties testifying
deprecated 57 Ga. 489-492. Party competent witness although one of parties
of other side dead 61 Ga. 189.
Where party not incompetent to prove he was
a security 38 Ga. 106. Party incompetent only as to transaction between the
intestate and himself: 57 Ga. 233.
Payment by plaintiff, the other dead, of taxes, being outside of the contract,
should be admitted 46 Ga. 414. Payee of note incompetent to prove he put
the credit on it as agent for the dead maker 55 Ga. 187, 188.
Possession, one party to joint note, dead, other sworn, plaintiff may also
swear on issue as to possession of land 44 Ga. 73. When not: 53 Ga. 10; see
also, as to possession, 67 Ga. 248.
Priority, fact showing, not proven by creditor, other party dead 45 Ga. 468.
Preliminary examination, court should make, when necessary to decide
whether witness is competent: 37 Ga. 586.
Promise not to establish new promise by maker of note now dead 62 Ga.
:

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

639.

Suit, where against survivor only
Denying service: 59 Ga. 553.

:

Against indorser

47 Ga. 273.

65 Ga. 580.

:

Trover: 58 Ga. 288; 42/120; 61/147.
when in a suit by the cestui que trust, was incompetent as a witness
60 Ga. 582. Purchaser from dead trustee 54 Ga. 451 56/474.
Warrant, possession of warrant: 37 Ga. 654; 45/511 53/11.
Witness, not a party, may testify 45 Ga. 147. As to cross-examination of:
58 Ga. 479 63/423, 705 64/684.
Will case, and not contract, witness admitted 45 Ga. 416.
Wife, when competent: 39 Ga. 479; 47/651; 65/144. Can prove an account
for a year's support 61 Ga. 410. Competency of widow 48 Ga. 588 53/9. Of
defendant: 64 Ga. 159.
Notes from decisions since Code of 1882, prior to Act of 1889
Acceptor of instrument sued on, incompetent witness to shift liability from
himself to dead defendant 75 Ga. 246.
Administrators and executors, plaintiff was competent to answer defendant
administrator, as to matters occurring between them prior to death of, and not
Administrator not party, defendant
in presence of, intestate: 87 Ga. 678.
competent to rebut testimony not concerning transactions between himself
and deceased: 81 Ga. 748. Ancestor's administrator, not being a party to or
interested in suit brought by heirs, competent to testify that land was given
to intestate by his father: 72 Ga. 173. In suit against administrator, heir of
decedent competent witness, although holder of note sued on is dead, etc.:
69 Ga. 47. Administrator competent as to debts of intestate due others than
himself, but incompetent as to any matter which brings his interest into antagonism with that of estate: 83 Ga. 716.
Agent, party cannot testify to what agent of deceased opponent said, concerning declarations of deceased touching contract beyond agent's authority:
65 Ga. 580. Agent making contract, competent, though other party dead
Trustee,

:

;

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

;

:
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aliter, as

71 Ga. 168. Agent with whom dealings were
opposite party not disqualified by death of principal: 74

to agent of corporation

had being

still alive,

:

Ga. 486.
Attorney, defendant's administrator made party by consent of attorney, on
motion to set aside judgment, attorney being dead, administrator may testify
attorney's consent without authority 67 Ga. 604. Where attorney collected
money for a trustee and two others, taking his whole fee from trustee's share,
one of others competent, in suit by trustee's successor against attorney, as to
conversations between attorney and deceased trustee. But attorney was incompetent on his own behalf as to what passed 71 Ga. 176. Where an attorney's executor was sued for money collected on a claim barred at time of trial,
the person who paid it to the attorney is competent to prove such payment
:

:

71 Ga. 458.

Caveat of will, one of three subscribing witnesses to will being named as sole
executor, may propound it for probate in solemn form, and on trial of caveat
may prove its execution. At his instance also judgment granting him letters
testamentary may be rendered 79 Ga. 672.
Caveat to year's support, on trial of, caveator incompetent as to transactions
:

with deceased 82 Ga. 153.
Claim, defendant mfi.fa. not party to issue between claimant and plaintiff;
his death did not disqualify certain third parties, as to trade with him conClaimant competent, though
cerning property in controversy: 73 Ga. 115.
defendant mfi.fa. dead: 72 Ga. 770. In statutory claim case claimant competent as to transactions between himself and deceased defendant in fi. fa.:
82 Ga. 364; distinguishing 59 Ga. 787.
Contract, one party to contract sued on being dead, other is incompetent
witness 76 Ga. 220.
Corporations, plaintiff in damage suit having at first acknowledged signing
release in presence of vice-president, since deceased, could also tell circumstances and whether this was identical paper: 81 Ga. 531. Agent of plaintiff
corporation all throughout transactions with defendant debtor, being dead,
debtor not competent as to what transpired between himself and deceased 79
Ga. 682. Director of railroad incompetent as to negotiations with deceased
member of partnership: 67 Ga. 675; see also 59 Ga. 342. Generally, other
party to transaction being dead, cashier of bank incompetent. Certain modifications of this rule indicated 74 Ga. 576.
Deeds, one having made two deeds to same land, although first grantor dead,
may testify first deed made to avoid debts 65 Ga. 179. In controversy between purchaser from grantee of a deceased trustee, and daughter of trustee's
grantor, trustee's grantee could testify as to character of trustee's first
deed to him, which was lost: 73 Ga. 165. Defendant not competent to testify
as to what occurred between himself and dead grantor 77 Ga. 725. Maker of
deed competent to testify, against his interest, as to delivery of deed, though
grantee dead 86 Ga. 813.
Donee of testator, one claiming to be, incompetent against executor: 71
Ga. 66.
Ejectment, party deceased under whom defendant in ejectment claimed,
coterminous landowner, having no interest in case, competent witness as to
understanding with deceased as to boundary 75 Ga. 734. Where plaintiff in
ejectment claimed under deceased vendee of defendant, defendant was incompetent to deny delivery of deed to such vendee 73 Ga. 808. Either party to
ejectment, neither of them representing any decedent's estate, is competent
for some purposes, though both claim under a decedent, one as heir and other
as vendee vendee competent as to any act with which vendor had no connec:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

5270

:
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Testimony of plaintiff in ejectment, claiming under deed
79 Ga. 279.
from testator, that he gave deed to testator only to aid in writing another, incompetent here 82 Ga. 714 citing 73 Ga. 808. As to rebutting testimony not
strictly competent: 82 Ga. 714; distinguishing 68 Ga. 417; 59/100; 63/410;
tion

:

;

:

74/576; 71/670; 72/119.

defendant in, incompetent to prove payment to plaintiff's attorney,
by plaintiff against attorney's administrator. Eelease of the witness's
liability would not render competent 72 Ga. 143. Plaintiff in fi. fa. may prove
declaration of defendant since dead 72 Ga. 770. Illegality interposed to levy
on ground of payment, defendant incompetent witness to prove payment to
plaintiff's counsel, since deceased
76 Ga. 101. Defendant in fi. fa. not competent witness to prove judgment collusive, on trial of issue between plaintiff's
administratrix and purchaser of property subject to judgment: 80 Ga. 419.
Guardian, one claiming guardianship of minor under contract with deceased
father, allowed to testify in rebuttal of his sayings disproving contract, sworn
to by opposite side 68 Ga. 87.
Husband and wife, husband of plaintiff legatee not incompetent though he
be specific legatee, not being party and his legacy not being in dispute: 78
Ga. 622. Husband of intestate's daughter, to whom slave was given by intestate in his lifetime, competent to prove declarations that it was not an advancement: 71 Ga. 545.
See catchword "Wife," hereafter.
Landlord dead, tenant cannot testify that lease contract changed to one of
Fi. fa.,

in suit

:

:

:

:

agency, in suit on tenant's note 75 Ga. 246.
Landlord and tenant, evidence of defendant in distress warrant that he held
under third party, since deceased, admissible 80 Ga. 678.
Next friend, for minor party to suit, not incompetent under this section 67
:

:

:

Ga. 247.
Note, maker

of, competent witness in contest between payee and indorser,
though payee dead 65 Ga. 580. One suing administrator on note of intestate,
incompetent even to disprove testimony of defendant's witness 77 Ga. 546.
In suit against administrator on intestate's note, plaintiff, after proving its
loss, being cross-examined as to other matters, could explain entire res gesix as
fully as disinterested witness: 78 Ga. 201. Maker of absolute note under seal,
not competent as to parol stipulation at delivery to payee's attorney (now deceased), in absence of payee, that note to be returned to maker unless payee
:

:

did certain things 82 Ga. 767.
Partners, plaintiffs were incompetent as to dealings with dead partner in suit
against survivor 78 Ga. 485. Eetired partner competent as to transactions between firm and deceased, in suit by latter's executor against the new firm: 71
Witness not offered in his own favor and not a party, nor one who
Ga. 168.
should be, is competent, though other party to cause of action dead 71 Ga. 168.
:

:

:

Surviving partner having transfer of deceased partner's interest, suing on
firm note, maker cannot testify to payment to deceased partner: 66 Ga. 139.

Party is incompetent witness to what passed between herself and deceased
opponent: 65 Ga. 406. Surviving party to contract, not party to record, is
generally competent against his interest, or where interest balanced 78 Ga. 61.
Widow competent to testify that her deceased husband bought land of her
deceased father, neither husband nor father being a party 72 Ga. 119. One
not a party competent, although against interest of dead man's estate, especially as to matter not transpiring with deceased: 69 Ga. 805. Living party is
competent to rebut testimony of opposing witnesses as to transactions, etc.
:

:

68 Ga. 417.

:
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Special facts, witness incompetent, under the facts in this case, under Act of
86 Ga. 813. Party could not testify here, to facts happening in lifetime

1866

:

75 Ga. 516.
Tax-collector, not competent to show payment to deceased county treasurer,
on proceeding against him for non-payment of money collected 75 Ga. 502.
Trover, plaintiff in trover, claiming the property by gift from his father,
of deceased defendant

:

:

competent though father dead 71 Ga. 670. In trover by administrator, defendant incompetent to testify that plaintiff's intestate gave him property sued
Plaintiff in trover competent as to any occurrence after
for: 74 Ga. 399.
testator's death between herself and defendant executrix: 79 Ga. 456.
Wife seeking to reform deed to deceased husband by setting up trust, her
father, who paid purchase-money, may testify how he told husband to take
Wife of maker of note sued on, competent to testify she
title: 65 Ga. 132.
paid note for husband, although payee dead 65 Ga. 144. See "Husband and
Wife," ante.
:

:

§5271. (3854(5).) Evidence of attorneys as against clients. No attorney shall be competent or compellable to testify in any court

$$5199, 3947,

m Acts

his client, to
this State, for or against
"
'

'.

knowlany
J matter or thing,
°.

may have

acquired from his client, by virtue of
his relations as attorney, or by reason of the anticipated employment of him as attorney, but shall be both competent and comedge of which he

any matter or
any other manner.

pellable to testify, for or against his client, as to
thing, knowledge of

which he

may have acquired in

Cited and construed: 81 Ga. 425. If once obtain information as attorney,
always incompetent as witness 90 Ga. 769.
Stated: 58 Ga. 94.
Where attorney, without notice to produce, not compelled to exhibit one of client's papers as evidence against him in a suit 58
Ga. 572.
Act of 1866, repealing that of 1859, and attorneys can testify but not
forced to 60 Ga. 613, 614. See notes to section 1011 (5) of Penal Code.
Attorney not heard to invalidate his confession of judgment for defendants,
but may testify, not include all defendants: 67 Ga. 584; see also 59 Ga. 327, 328.
:

:

:

Whether anticipated employment resulted in actual employment or not: 90
Ga. 767.

Knowledge of attorney at law here, relative to contents and collection of
insurance policy, acquired while acting professionally, not admitted: 93 Ga.
649.

Attorney incompetent only as to knowledge acquired by virtue of relations
by reason of the anticipated employment of him as such: 81

as attorney, or

Ga. 419.

on

Counsel not permitted to testify that prisoner did not state certain things
first trial, because of his advice: 91 Ga. 169.

General Note. — Party

was formerly competent in cases of necessity
But not generally in own favor formerly 21 Ga. 314. Competency of a voluntary bailee to testify where a loss
18 Ga. 496.
As to waiver of process 21 Ga. 420. Jury to pass on sufficiency
of the evidence and credit of witnesses: 30 Ga. 921; 36/669.
Party witness:
43 Ga. 283. Eelief of mortgagee on foreclosure of mortgage 35 Ga. 271.
Bailiff retiring with jury, not incompetent, though put under rule: 65 Ga.
to suit

in favorem justitise: 12 Ga. 217

;

37/242.

:

:

:

756.

Act
fore

:

of 1866 does not render
71 Ga. 168.

97

any one incompetent who was competent be-

i860,

139.
1887, p. 30.
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Competency must be question

in

suit in

which he

testified

;

cannot be

raised in suit between other parties: 71 Ga. 501.

This section does not apply to res gestse statements made by person since
dead 72 Ga. 218.
Testimony of party, only witness, construed least favorably to himself: 77
:

Ga. 369.
This section repeals section 4466 of Code of 1882. A convict of perjury is
not now disqualified as a witness 80 Ga. 535.
From incompetency as to facts on which title rests, incompetency as to general fact of ownership necessarily follows 82 Ga. 153.
This section cited arguendo: 93 Ga. 467.
:

:

A

6

S

'

pp

i38

§§2963(3)
2483.

§5272. (3855.) In cases of adultery and breach of marriage contract.
Nothing contained in section 5269 shall apply to any action, suit, or
proceeding in any court, instituted in consequence of adultery, or to
any action for breach of promise of marriage.

Husband not competent

to prove wife's adultery in a divorce case: 46 Ga.
the testimony of a woman against a married man, not receivable
under this section 56 Ga. 59. Confessions of respondent as to adultery since
marriage, not authorizing a divorce: 53 Ga. 661.

When

308.

:

AC

S

66,

p p i38
$$3647 5279

who have not the use of reason,
and children who do not understand the nature of an oath, are incompetent witnesses.
§5273. (3856.) Idiots,

Persons

etc.

as idiots, lunatics during lunacy,

Decision of the court as to the child's competency to testify, generally conWhere there was no evidence that witness was
insane.: 41 Ga. 266.
Child too young to have conception of a future or to understand obligation
of oath, incompetent to testify: 76 Ga. 76.

clusive: 47 Ga. 524; 61/35.

Witness examined by interrogatories
pro and con. as to sanity, for jury
$3647.

$3271.

:

is

prima facie competent, evidence

81 Ga. 76.

Drunkenness, which dethrones reason
and memory, incapacitates during its continuance.
§5274. (3857.) Drunkards.

No physical defects in
An interpreter may ex-

§5275. (3858.) Evidence through interpreter.

any

of the senses incapacitates a witness.

plain his evidence.
Of a telegram
$$3274,5267.

:

Section referred to and construed

§5276. (3859.) Decision by inspection.
ination, decide

from

upon the capacity

:

58 Ga. 192.

The court must, by exam-

of one alleged to be incompetent

idiocy, lunacy or insanity, or drunkenness, or childhood.

See 47 Ga.
$8274.

67 Ga. 270.

524.

The objection
to competency, if known, must be taken before the witness is examined at all. It may be proved by the witness himself, or by other
testimony.; if proved by other testimony, the witness is incompetent
§5277. (3860.)

to explain

it

80 Ga. 535,

Objection to competency,

away.

when

taken.

;
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Of the examination of witnesses.
3274
§5278. (3861.) Competency, how restored. Any act which, in the$
judgment of the court, removes the ground of incompetency, will

restore the

-

competency of the witness.

Restoration to competency

:

35 Ga. 240.

ARTICLE

3.

OF THE EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES.
Oath or affirmation. The sanction of an oath, or §
affirmation equivalent thereto, is necessary to the reception of any
The court may frame such affirmation according to
oral evidence.
§5279. (3862.)

£'

5298

the religious faith of the witness.
Statements by counsel in their place, received without verification, unless
required at trial by opposing party 65 Ga. 100.
:

Secretary of State's certificate that grant in his office was genuine, in his
opinion, not admissible: 75 Ga. 759.

§5280. (3863.) Separate examination. In all cases either party has
the right to have the witnesses of the other party examined out of
the hearing of each other. The court will take proper care to effect

and convenient, but any mere

this object as far as practicable

irreg-

ularity shall not exclude the witness.

The State or the defense may require

a criminal case

it in

14 Ga. 55

:

Court may require it: 51 Ga. 429. May allow one or more, and for
witness to remain in court although requested not to, does not disqualify but
that, with stating to another witness what he had sworn to, may subject him to
court's punishment: 27 Ga. 288; 50/585-588; 52/538-542; 58/545, 546; 66/508.
Where witnesses excluded, witness not rendered incompetent by hearing
evidence on side opposed to that for which he was called 65 Ga. 330.
Witness, one remaining in court during trial under rule, properly rejected

50/585.

;

:

77 Ga. 532.
Inquiry as to improper intercourse with witnesses, pending trial, should
not be made in presence of jury 85 Ga. 756.
Witness under rule, who has heard statement of accused, allowed to testify
in rebuttal, in discretion of court: 86 Ga. 108.
Witnesses separated by request, fact that one after testifying remained, and
heard testimony, went to his credit only 90 Ga. 500.
Discretionary with court as to allowing witness not a party to remain in
court, where sequestration ordered 91 Ga. 527 see also 57 Ga. 285.
Judge has discretion to refuse to allow witness introduced who came back
into court on counsel's statement that he would not be introduced 91 Ga. 785.
as witness after case closed

:

:

:

:

;

:

Where

this rule invoked, not error that court, in presence of jury,

excuse of witness for disobedience of order

:

heard

91 Ga. 785.

§5281. Treatment of witnesses. It is the right of a witness to be$|*^7
examined ouly as to relevant matter; and to be protected from 52 ^-

improper questions and from harsh or insulting demeanor.

^

'

§§ 5282, 5283

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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3.

Of the examination of witnesses.

That defendant's counsel, in cross-examining plaintiff called him familiarly
"Pat," no ground for reversal: 78 Ga. 288.
,

8 ' 5301,

^5322

§5282. (3864.) Cross-examination of witnesses.

The

right of cross-

examination, thorough and sifting, belongs to every party as to the
witnesses called against him. If several parties to the same case
have distinct interests, each may exercise this right.
If one side examine a witness only on a single point, the other can cross-examine him as to every point 18 Ga. 573 26/537. Although a formal point 23
Ga. 154. Defendant has a right to cross-examine as to facts which, if proven,
would defeat the action 19 Ga. 285. On the preliminary examination before
the court 23 Ga. 582-586. Mode of examination and cross-examination of a
witness: 17 Ga. 303. Witness called but not examined by the party, nor
cross-examined by the other, but may introduce him as his own witness 28
Ga. 200. Where object in cross-examination is to show bias, great latitude
:

:

;

:

:

:

allowed: 31 Ga. 688.
When, if witness recalled after jury charged, crossexamination also should be allowed 59 Ga. 380.
Oral factor's lien crossexamination to show it did not create lien 47 Ga. 643.
:

;

:

Affidavit of witness, dead at time of trial, inadmissible to show contradictory statements and explain testimony by depositions 66 Ga. 18, 30.
Where on cross-examination it appears that witness's testimony on direct
was hearsay, ruled out: 68 Ga. 182.
Discretionary with judge to permit party to recall witness for opposition
and further cross-examine him witness not made witness of party recalling
him 68 Ga. 560.
Witness testifying to incapacity of person to contract, may be crossed as to
large dealings had by him with such person five years previous 72 Ga. 714.
Answer to cross-question cannot be excluded by withdrawing question 72
Ga. 714.
Plaintiff in railroad damage suit claiming that nervous system wrecked, it
was competent on cross-examination to show his skill as billiard-player: 74
Ga. 587.
Right of cross-examination, not abridged here: 77 Ga. 181.
Irrelevant testimony not allowed on cross-examination 77 Ga. 531.
No error in refusing question on cross-examination, repeatedly answered on
direct: 77 Ga, 531.
Searching cross-examination a right; generally, better too free than too
restricted 78 Ga, 526.
Witness interrogated as to conversation, entitled to give whole of it so far
as pertinent 82 Ga. 258.
Witness's interest goes to his credit; "the right to sift is very broad" 83
:

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Ga. 694.
Witnesses testifying as experts in handwriting, may be cross-examined in
any appropriate way to test skill 85 Ga. 755.
Illegal testimony in answer to proper question, ruled out: 93 Ga. 127.
Witness called in rebuttal, may be crossed on all material matters: 95 Ga.
:

559, 560.

Examination by the judge, proper when necessary to bring out the truth:
95 Ga, 244.
$5668.

Leading questions are generally
cross-examinations, and only in these; but the court may

§5283. (3865.) Leading questions.

allowed in

exercise a discretion in granting the right to the party calling the

:
::
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witness,

and

when, from the con-

in refusing it to the opposite party,

duct of the witness, or other reason, justice requires

it.

Witness introduced to impeach another, no exception to rule against
leading questions 28 Ga. 395. Discretion of the court governs as to, and will
permit some witnesses examined on same point: 20 Ga. 155. Discretion of
court determines as to leading questions to a reluctant witness: 41 Ga. 507,
When not objectionable on the ground of being leading: 49 Ga. 31;
484.
43/368. Discretion of court in refusing leading questions on cross-examinations, not controlled unless abused 56 Ga. 24. Judge may propound a leading
:

:

question to witness introduced by the State 56 Ga. 385. When leading questions allowed in examination in chief, also allowed on the cross-examination
56 Ga. 275. A leading question that should not have been asked by the court,
as indicating an opinion 61 Ga. 359. Where answer not objectionable as to
leading questions in interrogatory 50 Ga. 396. And court's discretion governs
as to whether answers to interrogatories claimed to be leading shall be read
51 Ga, 410.
Interrogatories rejected as leading: 67 Ga. 58.
Discretion not controlled where one defendant was put on stand by complainant and leading questions disallowed especially where full discovery has
:

:

:

;

been had from the party 72 Ga. 359.
See section 5290 and notes.
Allowing leading questions, largely discretionary 73 Ga. 90; 91/319.
Questions not so leading here as to exclude answers 77 Ga. 193.
Verdict never reversed because leading questions propounded, except in
extreme case, if at all 83 Ga. 539.
It is discretionary with trial judge, whether leading interrogatories shall be
admitted or not 85 Ga. 754.
Interrogatory, though perhaps leading, allowable in discretion of trial
:

:

:

:

:

court: 86 Ga.

9.

Witness asked whether or not he would have seen certain things if they had
happened, held not leading: 93 Ga. 6.
Leading question to witness, not cause for new trial: 93 Ga. 43.
When interrogatories of defendant's agent taken by plaintiff, court may
allow leading questions propounded 93 Ga. 353.
:

§5284. (3866.)

may

refresh

ment

or

and

Memorandum
assist his

in aid of witness''s

memory by

memorandum, provided he

tion thus refreshed, or

is

memory

.

A witness

the use of any written instru-

finally speaks

from his recollecfrom the paper.

willing to swear positively

This rule applied: 6 Ga. 365. Witness's depositions read to refresh his
24 Ga. 506. When witness's memory cannot be refreshed, on the
trial of one defendant, by his evidence on trial of another defendant under
same indictment 28 Ga. 199. Certificate of a notary as to his past actions
60 Ga. 348.
Witness may refresh his memory from written memorandum, and then testify to facts
68 Ga. 322.
Witness's memory could not very well be refreshed by memorandum made
by another person 73 Ga. 583.
Witness may refer to memorandum, if he finally swears from recollection:
87 Ga. 393.
Plaintiff's refreshing memory from railroad time-card (his property) not
forfeit control of it during trial: 90 Ga. 265, 272.

memory:

:

:

:

§

5284

;;
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Entries in book admitted, party testifying he made them, that they were
correctly made, and that he does not recollect facts: 91 Ga. 167.

As

may

far and when witness may testify from books or memoranda. One
from books, not recollecting facts, when 92 Ga. 269; 97/241.

how

to

testify

:

Opinions of witness. Where the question under examination, and to be decided by the jury, is one of opinion, any
§5285. (3867.)

witness
for

;

may

but

if

swear to his opinion or

the issue

is

belief, giving his reasons there-

as to the existence of a fact, the opinions of

witnesses, generally, are inadmissible.

As to solvency of another, if give facts on which founded 6 Ga. 244. Where
witness gives the facts on which founded, admissible: 59 Ga. 146; 12/271;
20/480; 47/68; 10/513; 6/244. When impressions of witness admissible: 47 Ga.
24; 12/257. Also understanding of witness: 65 Ga. 139; 13/496; 27/207-210.
When not admissible where not based on facts: 64 Ga. 537; 65/201. Conclusions and opinion of witness in criminal case: 18 Ga. 218, 219. Opinion of witness as to intent of deceased in approaching slayer, not admissible 2 Ga. 173
25/210. An irrelevant opinion, even where the facts given on which founded,
not admissible: 24 Ga. 518, 524. An expert only may give evidence on facts,
but not on opinions stated by others 59 Ga. 738 53/535, 546 62/65 59/146,
473 28/237 30/418 47/528 56/113. One party putting another up as witness,
entitled to his belief as well as knowledge 29 Ga. 713. No proof of insanity
by family and neighborhood reputation 31 Ga. 424. Where opinion of subscribing witness to will, not given as to intention of testator: 36 Ga. 64, 71.
Should not allow opinion of witnesses as to amount of damages sustained by
location of road through land 47 Ga. 547 53/178. Opinions of sanity, provided
gives reasons therefor: 51 Ga. 27; 59/675. Opinion of witness experienced
in guns; as to how long it had been fired off: 57 Ga. 102. Opinion of witness as
to damages, as affecting verdict of jury, as to: 58 Ga. 107-110. Identity being
matter of opinion, subscribing witness may give his opinion that paper produced is the identical paper: 59 Ga. 473,483.
Understanding of witness as to what levied on and sold, not admissible without statement of facts: 65 Ga. 201.
Interrogatories rejected as asking conclusions of witness 67 Ga. 58.
On question of mesne profits, rent value of land shown by opinions of witnesses 67 Ga. 578.
Where expert's opinions admissible without reasons, the opinions of nonexperts admissible with reasons 68 Ga. 229.
Admissibility of testimony as to witness's understanding of transaction 68
Ga. 534 see also 10 Ga. 403 17/558 27/207.
Not competent to prove by witness intention of another person, without
giving facts as basis 68 Ga. 560.
Identification of person or thing permitted under this section 68 Ga. 819
:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

see also 59 Ga. 483

17/134 10/513.
Not competent to show opinions of witnesses as to whether "more or less"
covered deficiency of eight or nine feet in city lot, etc. 69 Ga. 506, 507.
Witness stated "he thought" certain admissions had been made to him, ad;

;

:

missible: 70 Ga. 87.

Witness

who testified

to facts closely connected with

homicide may give his

opinion as to cause of death 71 Ga. 284.
Witness may not give opinion that plaintiff, "with ordinary care," would
not have been injured. Or that conductor had no right to order brakeman
:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1543

5,

ARTICLE

§5285

3.

Of the examination of witnesses.

to

jump from moving

train.

Or that

if

he jumped he did so at his

own

risk:

71 Ga. 406.

Opinion as to facts, not admissible: 71 Ga. 407.
accident, after giving facts, could testify how much
injury diminished his capacity to labor: 73 Ga. 689.
After stating facts, witness could express opinion as to plaintiff's injury 89
Ga. 495 citing 66 Ga. 259.
Where witness, not an expert, having given facts, stated what he "supposed," he clearly meant to give an opinion this was competent: 73'Ga. 689.
Any eye-witness could give opinion as to what caused train to run off track,
stating his reasons 73 Ga. 705.
Plaintiff in railroad damage suit could not testify how much, in her opinion,
was her loss from inability to labor 73 Ga. 705.
Upon issue whether defendant's verbal undertaking to pay for goods furnished third party was purchase or contract of suretyship, vendor could testify
to whom credit was given, after fully stating all circumstances: 74 Ga. 454.
Value of any article shown by any one acquainted therewith, though he be
not an expert 74 Ga. 664.
Witness not permitted to testify to impressions produced by respondent's
sayings 75 Ga. 753.
Opinion as to character of accused, inadmissible where knowledge derived
solely from letter received by witness: 75 Ga. 842.
Conclusions of witnesses irrelevant on illegality to execution against defaulting county treasurer 77 Ga. 163.
Testimony of plaintiff as to cause of injury, admissible here 77 Ga. 429.
Opinion that one could easily trip over root on sidewalk, etc., not admissible here 77 Ga. 688.
Witnesses stating that they knew grantor, saw her, etc., could state opinions as to sanity 77 Ga. 725.
Conclusions and impressions of witness, incompetent: 78 Ga. 485.
Opinion of witness that instrument signed after date alleged, giving reasons
therefor, admissible, though instrument only introduced later: 80 Ga. 249.
In express company's suit on its messenger's bond, opinion of its division
superintendent in charge of suit as to who was thief, incompetent: 82 Ga. 34.
Whether objection to question as to brakeman giving signal to engineer had
right to have it observed, was properly sustained: 83 Ga. 539.
Opinion of witness, train operated carefully, inadmissible: 84 Ga. 420.
Plaintiff's testimony that he acted cautiously was a conclusion, not a fact,
and was inadmissible 87 Ga. 374.
Testimony that "engineer had time to blow whistle before deceased was
struck," incompetent conclusions are for jury 88 Ga. 726.
Plaintiff's understanding as to what protection due him, inadmissible 84
Ga. 711.
Opinion of defendant's agent that plaintiff's claim just, not admissible: 85
Ga. 498.
Person well acquainted with a river, may give opinion as to likelihood of
recovering body of person drowned therein 85 Ga. 753.
Reasons sufficient to support opinion here: 85 Ga. 753.
A declaration, though part of res gestse, which circumstances show expressed
an opinion only, not admissible to prove fact stated 85 Ga. 752.
Experience of shippers, as to best route to ship perishable goods, may be
admissible evidence 86 Ga. 686.
Opinion of witness that ferryman not careful, not admissible: 91 Ga. 423.

One injured by railway

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

,§5286, 5287
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3.

Of the examination of witnesses.

Witness's answer, "I suppose I would have seen it, if it had happened,"
93 Ga, 6.
Plaintiff having testified motorman of street-car could see him, permitted
to testify he supposed he would stop car: 93 Ga. 6.
Where doubtful what frightened horse, after stating facts, witness may
give opinion 93 Ga. 6.
Opinion of witness, without facts on which founded, that damage would not
have occurred, etc., inadmissible: 93 Ga. 284, 285.
In suit for damages, not competent for party injured to give opinion that
injury permanent, although giving reasons: 93 Ga. 462.
Non-expert cannot give opinion as to mental capacity, without stating facts
as basis 95 Ga. 244.
Mother cannot testify that deceased daughter insane, without giving facts:
95 Ga. 762.
legal

:

:

:

Ga.

693.

§5286. Market value, how proved.

Direct testimony as to market

One need not be an
expert or dealer in the article, but may testify as to value, if he has
had an opportunity for forming a correct opinion.
value

in the nature of opinion evidence.

is

New York market

value of fruit testified to by one

who had

received quota-

tions and accounts of sales: 86 Ga. 687.

on any question
of science, skill, trade, or like questions, are always admissible; and
such opinions may be given on the facts as proved by other witnesses.
§5287. (3868.) Experts.

The opinions

of experts

As to matter of science 10 Ga. 513. May give an opinion on facts as stated
by others 28 Ga. 237. Physicians, experts as to diseases, but not as to value
of property 26 Ga. 705. As to weight to be attached to opinions of experts
:

:

:

31 Ga. 425.

How far opinion

of a railroad superintendent, in nature of an ex-

As to race: 39 Ga. 232. Opinion of experts in
such matters, as to capacity of a millwright: 25 Ga. 24. Where not an expert
must give facts on which opinion based: 53 Ga. 178, 535, 536; 58/240, 64;
59/146, 473. Where should give his opinion on a hypothetical case, not being
familiar with the facts: 59 Ga. 738; 56/113; 47/528. On insanity: 47 Ga. 552.
Word "road" in contract between city and street-railroad company, not
technical, requiring explanation by experts: 66 Ga. 104.
Expert testimony not admitted to explain indorsement having a definite,
unambiguous legal import 87 Ga. 45.
On question whether engine could be stopped under circumstances, an engineer could testify what he did under more difficult circumstances 68 Ga. 228.
On question of engineer's negligence, in personal-injury case, engineer
allowed to testify as to his duty, etc. 68 Ga. 228.
Cited 69 Ga. 320 71/284.
pert, is of effect: 38 Ga. 410.

:

:

:

:

;

Not competent

to

show opinions

of witnesses as to

whether "more or less"

covered deficiency of eight or nine feet in city lot, etc. 69 Ga. 506, 507.
Not matter for expert testimony to show that railroad-hand is not required
to get off moving train, or that such order should not be obeyed: 71 Ga. 406.
See notes to preceding section.
Expert testimony, without facts, will not serve as basis of recovery for loss
of profits by hotel-keeper: 75 Ga. 584.
Opinion of experts that damage to goods was caused by negligence, not
admitted 76 Ga. 532.
:

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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ARTICLE

§§ 5288, 5289

8.

Of the examination of witnesses.

Medical evidence of condition, admissible to show nature and effects of
injury

77 Ga. 193.

:

Hypothetical question proper, when physician
87 Ga. 69.

knowledge

Rule as
roundings

is

not testifying from his

own

:

assumes that witness unacquainted with facts and suracquainted therewith, competent under section 5285: 78 Ga.

to experts
if

;

749.

Charge stating

fully

what was expert testimony, not erroneous
was offered as expert: 84 Ga. 73.

for not stat-

ing that certain witness

Employee

in

performance of duty, inspecting scene of accident three hours

before, error to exclude opinion as to apparent danger: 84 Ga. 351.

Party should not be allowed to testify as an expert, when
Witnesses testifying as experts in handwriting,
any appropriate way to test skill: 85 Ga. 755, 756.

:

85 Ga. 203.

may be cross-examined

in

Expert testimony not indispensable to show soundness of railway-track: 86
Ga.

5.

Testimony of attorneys practicing
law of that State 86 Ga. 676.

in

another State, admissible to prove

:

Hearsay evidence, as to market value of product, admissible
evidence

:

as

primary

86 Ga. 686.

Practicing physician presumptively competent as expert, touching probable
wounds described by other witnesses 92 Ga. 16.

effect of

As

:

to weight to be given opinion of engineer here, that train could

been stopped within 100 yards

have

93 Ga. 370.

:

Medical expert may give opinion as to curability of disease, although knowledge derived entirely from books 93 Ga. 662.
:

Non-expert cannot give opinion as to mental capacity, without stating facts
as basis

:

95 Ga. 244.

Opinions of experts not admissible, relative to such matters as are within
men rule stated 95 Ga. 302.

comprehension of ordinary

Books of science,

etc.,

;

:

not admissible to show opinions of experts:

95

Ga. 685.

A witness is relieved from Mgw, ||8i,
§5288. (3870.) Privilege of witnesses.
same matters hereinbefore specified in relation wMw-

testifying as to the

to a party

making

te+fo*~s&& £&,*.

discovery.

§5289. (3876.) State of feeling and relationship. The state of theS^and his relationship, may always

witness's feelings to the parties,

be proved for the consideration of the jury.
Should not inquire as to cause of witness's hostility
381.

Where

effect of

ill

witnesses are parties to the suit
will of the witness 59 Ga. 63-65.

:

:

9 Ga. 121

55 Ga. 450.

;

61/258, 380,

Jury to determine

:

That plaintiff furnished his witness with dinner because he had none, nor
any money wherewith to purchase one, not ground for new trial. Could only
go to witness's credit

:

83 Ga. 246.

:

SIXTH TITLE .—CHAPTER

§§ 5290, 5291

Impeachment

5,

ARTICLE

1546

4.

of witnesses.

ARTICLE

4.

IMPEACHMENT OF WITNESSES.
890 " 1

^.re!

'

A party may not impeach
§5290. (3869.) Impeaching own witness.
a witness voluntarily called by him, except where he can show to
the court that he has been entrapped by the witness by a previous
contradictory statement: Provided, that in the trial of all civil cases,
either plaintiff or defendant shall be permitted to

party, or

any one

for

whose immediate benefit such

make
suit

the opposite

is

prosecuted

or defended, a witness, with the privilege of subjecting such witness

and sifting examination, and with the further priviimpeachment, as though the witness had testified in his own
behalf, and was being cross-examined.
to a thorough
lege of

Cannot discredit own witness, but may show the

facts different

from what

65/678 16/593. Direct interrogatories read by party introducing witness, reading the cross-interrogatories of witness by other side does
not prevent impeaching his evidence: 45 Ga. 89-92. Putting up other party as
stated

:

59 Ga. 63

;

;

him by general reputation, but only as any other
witness 60 Ga. 582. Except when entrapped by own witness's previous contradictory statements: 53 Ga. 253. And there must be a surprise by his testimony 56 Ga. 277.
witness, cannot impeach
:

:

May

prove facts to be otherwise than as testified to by him

:

65 Ga. 678.

Party using adversary as witness, relying on former testimony,
peach him under this section 67 Ga. 589.

may

im-

:

§5291. (8871.) Impeached by disproving facts

may

testified to.

A

witness

be impeached by disproving the facts testified to by him.

Section cited 64 Ga. 348. State may bring in evidence to show facts stated
by discredited witness are true: 16 Ga. 200. Recalling and examining an impeached witness, leading questions affirmatory of what he before swore to: 22
Ga. 499. Question for jury as to whether they will believe impeached witness
22 Ga. 479; 49/31. May impeach by discrepancy between witness's testimony
orally and his evidence in answer to interrogatories 49 Ga. 520. May impeach
by proof of contradictory statements, when witness says he does not recollect
them: 1 Ga. 213. To impeach, witness's mind should be called to time and
:

:

place of contrary statements made 31 Ga. 688 7/348, 428 15/160. And reInadmissible evidence of witness on
jected unless this done: 33 Ga. 117.
former occasion, not to be introduced to impeach him: 11 Ga. 616. Letters
should be exhibited to witness, to contradict him as to: 12 Ga. 450. Where
:

;

;

impeaching evidence and sworn depositions, need not ask witness whether or
made the declaration intended to be proven 14 Ga. 186. Witness
may correct any mistaken misstatement he makes at any stage of the proceedings: 14 Ga. 242. Rule of no leading questions applies to cases of impeaching
testimony: 28 Ga. 395. Deposition of witness not impeached by proof of contradictory statements he had no opportunity to explain, and which stated they
were not true: 28 Ga. 507. Deposition of witness in different case may contradict his oral evidence 30 Ga. 731. Materiality of testimony sought to be
impeached should be announced for court to decide, and the impeaching testimony used for no other purpose than that: 7 Ga. 467. May not be impeached
not he has

:

:

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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Impeachment

ARTICLE

5,

§5292

4.

of witnesses.

by showing he made a statement not material to the issue 43 Ga. 368. Where
magistrate had no right to examine defendant to obtain contradictory evidence 54 Ga. 158. Where debtor a witness for claimant, his declarations previous to trial proved to impeach him, foundation being laid 59 Ga. 711. False
:

:

:

accounts of prisoner in evidence at coroner's inquest 60 Ga. 258. Contradictory testimony of a witness in a former trial 66 Ga. 584.
Deed properly admitted here, to contradict testimony as to advance for purchase of land 75 Ga. 366.
Where witness impeached in material matter, jury may nevertheless credit
him as to other matters 93 Ga. 488.
Plaintiff testifying that defendant remained silent when another charged
him with crime, and defendant and the other person swearing the contrary;
testimony of still another, corroborating plaintiff, admissible to impeach defendant's witness 81 Ga. 640; see also 69 Ga. 72, 73.
:

:

:

:

:

§5292. (3871,3872,8875.)

By

contradictory statements.

A

may

be impeached by contradictory statements previously

him

as to matters relevant to his testimony

and

contradictory statements can be proved against
written statements,

to the case.

him

witness

made by
Before

(unless they are

made under oath in connection with some judimind should be called with as much certainty

cial proceedings), his

and circumstances attending
the former statement; and if in writing, the same should be shown
to him, or read in his hearing, if in existence; and to lay this foundation, he may be recalled at any time. When thus impeached, he
may be sustained by proof of general good character, the effect of
the evidence to be determined by the jury.
as possible to the time, place, person,

Eule stated, as to first calling witness's attention to time, place, etc.: 15
Ga. 160; 13/253; 34/549; 33/24, 117; 7/348, 428.
But need not ask witness
whether he made the statements, where evidence to impeach him in his previously sworn depositions in same case 7 Ga. 467 13/253. Must exhibit the
letter to witness 12 Ga. 450.
When an affidavit could not be used to affect a
witness 57 Ga. 553. Evidence as to general good character where it is impeached 12 Ga. 450. The nature and extent of the corroborating testimony
establishing how far impeached witness restored 17 Ga. 465. Jury to determine how far belief of impeached and uncorroborated witness shall go 34
Ga. 339 31/557
Impeached by witness's own disclosure
22/479.
28/180
29 Ga. 268. Erroneous charge of the court as to effect of evidence of good
character restoring witness's credibility 64 Ga. 159. As to effect of absence
of supporting evidence to sustain impeached witness: 61 Ga. 310, 311.
Does not apply to testimony contradicting defendant's statement in criminal case 77 Ga. 734.
General good character admissible to rebut proof of specific immoral acts:
83 Ga. 507.
Impeached by testimony on former trial 66 Ga. 584.
Affidavit of witness dead at time of trial, inadmissible to show contradictory statements and explain testimony by depositions 66 Ga. 18, 30.
Agreed brief of evidence on former trial used to show contradictory statements 67 Ga. 589 see also 7 Ga. 471 61/46.
Witness is not estopped by former admissions in judicio from testifying differently his credit is for the jury 71 Ga. 497.
:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:
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4.
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Attorney cannot be impeached by
sworn to by another: 71 Ga. 177.

affidavit of illegality

drawn by him and

Impeached by showing that he has sworn differently or failed to state
material facts on former trial 71 Ga. 177.
Unusual practice to read testimony to impeach and then withdraw it, but
not cause for new trial: 71 Ga. 177.
To impeach witness, evidence on commitment trial proven as well by parol
as by court's memoranda: 76 Ga. 623.
Defendant in fi. fa., witness for claimant, impeached by contradictory statements 73 Ga. 386.
Defendant, sued on account, having introduced plaintiff's sworn schedule of
assets attached to former homestead application, wherein debt sued on did not
appear, plaintiff could explain that it was omitted because deemed uncollectible 73 Ga, 586.
Sayings of landlord as to dealings with tenants, etc., admissible to show
that his acts contradicted his statements 75 Ga. 710.
Irrelevant answers to interrogatories, though at variance with facts, not admissible to impeach witness as to relevant answers 76 Ga. 54.
Evidence of statements by witness, conflicting with testimony, admissible
to contradict 77 Ga. 781.
Declarations of witness may be used to impeach him, but not to establish
facts affirmed thereby 86 Ga. 392. Thus, that engine defective not established
by proof that engineer so stated soon after accident, though he now denies it:
90 Ga. 630.
Testimony of witness may be attacked by showing conduct in nature of inconsistent admissions 91 Ga, 125.
No reversible error here in charge on method of sustaining witness's character: 77 Ga. 563.
Witness interrogated as to a conversation, entitled to give whole of it so far
as pertinent: 82 Ga. 258.
Foundation laid with sufficient certainty here 90 Ga. 125.
Evidence to show contradictory statements, properly rejected where foundation not laid 77 Ga. 74 81/176.
Where affidavit or interrogatories in same case used to impeach, foundation
need not be laid 72 Ga. 539.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

$5159.

By proof of general bad character. A
be impeached as to his general bad character. The impeaching witness should be first asked as to his knowledge of the
general character of the witness, and next as to what that character
§5293. (3871,3873,3874.)

witness

is,

and

lieve

may

lastly he

him on

may be

his oath.

proof of character.

from that character, he would beThe witness may be sustained by similar

asked

if,

But the particular transactions, or the opinions

of single individuals, cannot be inquired of on either side, except

upon cross-examination

in seeking for the extent and. foundation of

the witness's knowledge.
Proof of being a common prostitute, to impeach credibility 3 Ga. 417. No
proof of general character where witness discredited as to a particular act: 12
Ga. 450. When not for this cause: 24 Ga. 461. Not by proof of being a gambler: 22 Ga. 40. Not that witness used laudanum, unless show witness's mind
impaired thereby and under its influence when testimony taken 26 Ga. 528.
Not by single act of bastardy 30 Ga. 888. Moral turpitude: 48 Ga. 193. But
:

:

:

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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§§5294, 5295

4.

of witnesses.

By general bad character, but not by special acts of adultery
What proper questions to ask 18 Ga. 17 12/591. Section referred
and construed 53 Ga. 324, 325. What admissible to sustain 16 Ga. 7. See

see 57 Ga. 284.
61 Ga. 305.

to

:

;

:

:

53 Ga. 324, 325 64/348.
Cannot sustain by proof of character
;

where witness impeached by disproving truth of his evidence 93 Ga. 480.
To prove conviction in another court, incomplete transcript not sufficient.
Exemplification of docket entry, plea of guilty, and judgment thereon, not
:

admissible to discredit witness as convict, without copy of indictment, or
proof of its contents if lost 79 Ga. 253.
Where sought to impeach witness by causing her to testify she had pleaded
guilty to assault and battery, competent to rebut by showing reason 68 Ga.
:

:

360.

Where character not involved in suit and no impeachment attempted, evidence of plaintiff's good character inadmissible 85 Ga. 752-756.
See notes to section 5159.
Not competent on direct examination to impeach chastity or credibility, by
evidence of particular statement made by relative 91 Ga. 254.
Witness may be discredited by proof of general bad character, but not by
:

:

specific acts of adultery

Evidence

79 Ga. 574; citing 60 Ga. 509.

:

bad character of witness not introduced, inadmissible: 72 Ga.

of

203.

Larceny

is

crimen falsi; record of conviction of larceny admissible to dis-

credit witness: 73 Ga. 251.

Evidence of good character inadmissible when no attack on witness: 72
Ga. 203.

Witness sustained by proof of a declaration 72 Ga. 539.
Particular transaction not shown on cross-examination, by hearsay: 77 Ga.
:

563.

Charge as to impeaching witness and sustaining
eral character

§5294.

:

by proof of gen-

his credit

91 Ga. 255.

The

Credibility of witnesses.

credibility of a witness

is a$$5i46,5i59.

matter to be determined by the jury under proper instructions from
the court.
See general note after section 5328, catchword "Witnesses" 68 Ga. 87.
Unless requested, court not bound to charge on weight to be given impeached
witness: 72 Ga. 539; nor on credibility of witnesses or mode of impeachment:
:

83 Ga. 207.

Bias goes to credit of witness, and question solely for jury 77 Ga. 576.
of all evidence is for jury, under court's instructions: 77 Ga. 87.
Credit of witnesses is for jury 91 Ga. 87.
No impeaching evidence, law presumes all witnesses who testify under oath
are worthy of belief, etc. 91 Ga. 278.
:

Weight

:

:

Weight

of testimony, proper charge as to

testifying, interest, opportunities, etc.

:

number

of witnesses,

manner

of

95 Ga. 68, 69.

impeached witness. When a witness is success- |j ^- 46|g
fully contradicted as to a material matter, his credit as to other 72 Ga 254
matters is for the jury.
But if a witness swear willfully and knowingly falsely, his testimony ought to be disregarded entirely, unless
§5295.

What

credit to

-

corroborated by circumstances, or other unimpeached evidence. It
is for the jury to determine the credit to be given his testimony

-

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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:

ARTICLE

5,

1550

5.

Public excluded when.

where impeached for general bad character or for contradictory
statements out of court.
Witness not sustainable by proof of other statements consistent with his
evidence

93 Ga. 456.

:

When impeached

witness not to be believed, unless corroborated by others
72 Ga. 254.
What testimony of impeached witness should be disregarded by jury, unless
witness sustained: 91 Ga. 255.or by circumstances

:

ARTICLE

5.

PUBLIC EXCLUDED WHEN.
ActsM.89o-i,
1895, p. 50.

When evidence vulgar, etc.
and all other courts and

§5296.
courts,

During the
trials

trials in the superior

occurring in this State, of

any case of seduction or divorce, or other case where the evidence is
vulgar and obscene, or relates to the improper acts of the sexes, and
tends to debauch the morals of the young, the presiding judge shall
have the right, in his discretion and on his own motion, or on motion
of plaintiffs or defendants, or their attorneys, to hear and try the
said case after clearing the court-room of all or any portion of the
audience.
Notes from Code of 1882
to

General Note on Examination op Witnesses. — Applicable, evidence ought
be, to some point made in the pleadings, to be admitted: 25 Ga. 714, 479.

Assumption, in question, that witness has made a statement which he says
he has not made, improper: 24 Ga. 583.
Attorney, where communications to, were not privileged: 47 Ga. 25.
Behavior of witness unbecoming, duty of court to reprove him 27 Ga. 288.
Belief, witness cannot state, without giving facts on which founded: 20 Ga.
:

600.

Character, party cannot support testimony of his own witness before attacked for want of: 28 Ga. 277.
Child, when examined by court and pronounced incompetent to testify, not
reversed, except for flagrant error: 47 Ga. 524.
Collateral fact, witness swearing falsely as to, what effect on his testimony
52 Ga. 633 see also 23 Ga. 576, 304.
Contradictory statements, party cannot support testimony of his own witness because of, before attacked 28 Ga. 277.
Conversation, that witness did not hear all of, no objection to stating what
he did hear: 45 Ga. 225.
Criminal cases, no evidence introduced in, against defendant after case has
been submitted to jury by both sides: 8 Ga. 177. As to introduction of evidence after statement by solicitor-general that evidence is closed 11 Ga. 92.
;

:

:

has been closed: 14 Ga.
145, 207
22/432 27/96 29/450. No limit, but as to introduction of testimony
by way of reply, etc. 19 Ga. 569. Reopening case after argument begun for
introduction of evidence: 10 Ga. 143; 23/191; 24/384; 25/576; 26/704; 30/121;
Disci*etion of court, reopening of case in, after
;

;

;

:

47/599.

it

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1551

5,

:;

ARTICLE

5.

§

Public excluded when.

Previous
Examination of witnesses, as to: See Rule 60 of superior court.
examination of witness, taken down by magistrate, when admissible as evidence 19 Ga. 402.
Feelings as to a party, witness may be interrogated as to 9 Ga. 121.
Impeaching witness, after testimony offered for purpose of, testimony may
Imbe introduced to establish truth of what witness testified to 16 Ga. 200.
A
peached witness may be recalled and asked leading questions 22 Ga. 499.
woman cannot be impeached as a witness by proving she is a common prosti:

:

:

:

tute 24 Ga. 461.
Introduction of evidence, order of, is for discretion of the court 17 Ga. 106.
Leading questions, asking, on direct examination is a matter for discretion
of the court 20 Ga. 155.
Mistake, witness may be allowed to correct, at any stage of the trial 14 Ga.
:

:

:

:

Honest, of party or counsel in omitting to introduce necessary evidence,
etc.
10 Ga. 143.
Nonsuit, almost a matter of course to let in evidence to save 25 Ga. 631.
Opinion, witness may give a reason for: 27 Ga. 288.
Expert can give, only
on facts proved, and not on the opinions of other witnesses: 28 Ga. 237.
Party a witness, and willing to answer questions of opposing counsel, right
to restrain him if his own counsel objects 39 Ga. 124.
Physical condition of witness such that he cannot speak audibly, sworn officer may communicate his testimony 25 Ga. 515.
Practice, rule of, as to examination of witnesses 14 Ga. 242 17/303.
Reason, witness may state as, why he is confident that he had stated same
thing to third party, etc. 40 Ga. 511.
Recalled, witness may be, to explain and affirm evidence 19 Ga. 228 20/156
22/499. Refusal to recall witness error, when 27 Ga. 382.
Reluctant witnesses, privilege of counsel and duty of court to propound
such questions to, as will strip them of subterfuge, etc. 19 Ga. 425.
Separation of witnesses in State cases, correct and salutary practice, etc.:
27Ga.288.
Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
Claim case, counsel for plaintiff and defendant both permitted to examine
witness in claim case 75 Ga. 800.
Credibility, no impeaching evidence, law presumes all witnesses who testify
under oath are worthy of belief, etc. 91 Ga. 278. See notes to sections 5294
242.

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

and

5295.

Discretion of court in allowing witness to explain his testimony, almost unlimited 77 Ga. 553. Allowing witness recalled after argument begun, in discretion of court 76 Ga. 220.
Where refusing to reopen case was no abuse of 78
Ga. 143. Court may, in its discretion, admit testimony not in rebuttal, after
defendant's testimony in 85 Ga. 373, 297. Discretionary with judge to reopen
case for more testimony after plaintiff closed and motion for nonsuit argued
92 Ga. 772. So also during concluding argument 79 Ga. 588 see also 75 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

;

Reopening case is entirely discretionary, not matter of right:
73 Ga. 788.
Especially where evidence offered cumulative 75 Ga. 762. See
notes above, and general note after section 4338.
Examination by judge of witness, proper, when necessary to bring out the

645; 68/229.

:

truth

:

95 Ga. 244.

Interrogatories, requirements as to nature of questions in, not applicable to
oral examination in court: 81 Ga. 94. General questions proper, whether witness a party or not 81 Ga. 94.
:

Law, answer

of witness to question,

erly disallowed; 86 Ga. 475.

propounding a proposition of law, prop-

5296

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5297

6,

Of interrogatories and depositions; commissions,

ARTICLE
how

1552

1.

issued and returned.

Eebuttal, where railroad, in defense, offered evidence to show general good
condition of its engines, plaintiff in rebuttal, allowed to show that on previous
occasions company's engines emitted sparks which were capable of producing
fires, as in this

case

:

90 Ga.

11.

CHAPTER

6.

OF INTERROGATORIES AND DEPOSITIONS.

ARTICLE
COMMISSIONS,

A

9

Cobb

265.

ISSUED AND RETURNED.

Who m,ay be examined on interrogatories. A witness
be examined on interrogatories, by commission, at the instance

§5297. (3877.)

may

$4132.

HOW

1.

of either party, in

when

any

civil

cause pending in any court in this State,

either of the following states of facts exists:

Does not apply to criminal cases 4 Ga. 335. May examine witness twice by
same party in same case 24 Ga. 518. Interrogatories should show on what
:

:

grounds the commission sought

Where

1.

4 Ga. 360.

:

the witness resides out of the county.

But not on

this ground, where witness in the county
be compelled by subpoena: 6 Ga. 178.
Interrogatories not excluded because certificate fails to state where evidence
taken, same appearing in caption: 76 Ga. 575.

Stated: 26 Ga. 293.

where

n

A
cobb

266

Act 1838
Cobb, 268.
Acts^i858,

suit

is,

and

his attendance

^' Where, from the condition of his health, from age or otherwise,
h e cannot attend the court, or, from the nature of his business or
occupation, it is not possible to secure his personal attendance without manifest inconvenience to the public or to third persons such
'

'

—

as postmasters, public carriers, physicians, school-teachers, etc.
Stated 26 Ga. 292. Where not within terms of this law on ground of sickness 9 Ga. 301. Where court required the presence of the witness, although
interrogatories taken under this section 53 Ga. 339.
:

:

:

3. Where the witness is about to remove from the county, or is
about to leave home on business, for a sojourn or a tour, which will
extend beyond the term of the court.

Not when
A

2

cobb

267

4.

liable to a subpoena

when

trial

comes on

:

6 Ga. 178.

All female witnesses.

See 41 Ga. 672.

Female witness not required to attend court: 77 Ga. 192.
Whatever reason was for examining colored female (alleged
acter) by interrogatories, court could have produced her for

83 Ga. 356

;

citing 77 Ga. 192, 198

;

82/719.

to be of bad chargood cause shown

2

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1553

6,

Of interrogatories and depositions; commissions,

Female witness may be compelled
son shown
5.

:

ARTICLE
how

issued

to attend court in person,

§§ 5298-5300

1.

and returned.

upon good rea-

85 Ga. 297.

Where he

is

the only witness to a material point in the case.

§5298. (8878.) If the facts cease

to exist,

^ct|

851

'

!

If the

depositions excluded.

on which the commission issued ceases to exist before
the trial of the cause, and the witness is then accessible by subpoena,
the testimony taken on interrogatories cannot be used.
state of facts

Stated

:

6 Ga. 178.

Error to permit interrogatories of non-resident to be read to jury, witness
being then in court, although at instance of other party 92 Ga. 187.
Depositions under section 5315 may, in court's discretion, be read in evidence, although witness at trial 95 Ga. 584.
:

:

Mode of obtaining commission. The party seeking ^^b^es.
examine a witness by commission must prepare written interrog- ^j^1 875

§5299. (3879.)
to

'

.

atories sufficiently explicit to

inform the other party of the nature

and expected, and yet not liable to the objection of being leading questions, which must also state the residence of the witness, and must serve a copy of such interrogatories
on the opposite party, or his attorney, with a notice of the time of
filing.
The original interrogatories shall then be filed in office and
there remain for ten days, during which time cross-interrogatories
may be filed. At the expiration of ten days a commission shall issue
by the clerk (or presiding judge, if no clerk), for the examination
of such witness upon the interrogatories.
of the testimony sought

Clerk's duty under Act of 1799: 5 Ga. 335. Where read, although different
case stated, at head of answer, from interrogatories and commissions: 24 Ga.

When filed and service acknowledged 31 Ga. 47. To be leading, must
suggest the answer: 33 Ga. 275. And whether leading, rests in sound discretion of the court 51 Ga. 410.
Interrogatories rejected as leading, asking conclusions of witness and seeking secondary evidence 67 Ga. 58.
Interrogatory need not show use party expects to make of- answer: 67 Ga.
384.

:

:

:

228.
If

residence of witness known,

it

should be stated in interrogatories: 68 Ga.

459.

Not objectionable because notice served

after interrogatories filed

:

77 Ga.

719.

Requirements

as to nature of questions, not applicable to oral examination
General questions proper, whether witness a party or not 81 Ga. 94.
Where interrogatory assumes existence of material fact and suggests answer, leading: 92 Ga. 285.
Direct interrogatory added without notice toother party, after interrogatories crossed, disregarded
92 Ga. 354.
in court.

:

:

§5300. (3880.)

Without

any case the opposite party
the court, or cannot be found, and is

service.

If in

beyond the jurisdiction of
not represented by attorney, a notice at the court-house door for ten
days of the filing of the interrogatories, shall authorize a commission
is

to issue.
98

^ 5663,

;

§§ 5301-5303

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

6,

Of interrogatories and depositions; commissions,
'

S528 2

-

*

ARTICLE
how

1554

1.

issued and returned.

If there ^are more than
§5301. (3881.) If there are several parties.
one party opposing, and they have not a joint interest, but several
independent interests are represented by different attorneys, copies
must be served upon each, and the right to file cross-interrogatories
belongs to each. In every case the court should see that the party
really to be affected by the evidence has an opportunity of crossexamination.

Relevant cross-interrogatories should be answered, or all the interrogatories
withheld from the jury 1 Ga. 551 7/348. Witness answering according to
reasonable understanding of cross-interrogatories, sufficient 8 Ga. 421. Where
party benefited by failure of witness to answer cross-interrogatories fully, he
cannot complain 14 Ga. 277. Substantial answering of cross-interrogatories
is sufficient: 14 Ga. 242; 41/117; 49/31.
Where discrepancy between answer
to direct and cross-interrogatory excluded both 19 Ga. 569. An immaterial
cross-question unanswered did not exclude the evidence 44 Ga. 266 32/546,
325.
Party cross-examining may withdraw his cross-question 6 Ga. 365
:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

53/546; 57/336.

Cross-interrogatory substantially answered by immediate response, or reference to answers to direct interrogatory, sufficient 66 Ga. 39 see also 68 Ga.
:

;

744; 17/558.

See notes to section 5314.

A
Cobb!269.
^ 5663,

Commissions shall
commissioners; but in any case the opposite party shall have the privilege
of naming two competent commissioners, whose names shall be inserted in the commission, and one of whom shall act in the execution thereof, unless a good and sufficient reason be shown for his
§5302. (3882.) Appointment of commissioners.

issue generally in blank, allowing the party to select his

failure.

Failure of commissioners to insert their names in the blank does not vitiate,
appearing in the return who are the commissioners 20 Ga. 108. Commissioners to take interrogatories are officers of court, and presumed they do their
duty, and may employ some third party to do their clerical work: 64 Ga. 780.
An attorney may be a commissioner, and all appearing in one handwriting did
not avoid it: 33 Ga. 117.
it

Acts

1868,

:

No person is competent to act as
§5303. (3883.) Who may act.
commissioner who would be incompetent as a juror on account of
relationship, or as a witness on account of interest, nor will the attorney of the party, or his clerk, or an agent paid to discharge this
duty, be a competent commissioner. A commissioner, like a judge,
should stand perfectly impartial between the parties. Reasonable
compensation may be paid to the commissioners, but not more than
two dollars per day shall be taxed as costs against the party cast in
the suit.
Clerk of counsel for party suing out the interrogatories, not competent: 5
Ga. 335. So is a student at law in an attorney's office incompetent to act as
commissioner: 5 Ga. 424. Neither can a son of the attorney for the party act:
19 Ga. 404. One unable to write is incompetent to act: 23 Ga. 4. An attor-

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1555

6,

Of interrogatories and depositions; commissions,

ARTICLE
how

issued

§§ 5304-5307

1.

and returned.

ney other than jounsel for parties, and not interested, may act: 33 Ga. 117;
Presence of counsel or parties avoids 8 Ga. 427. Where one commissioner may recover for fees of another 57 Ga. 384. Section referred to and
construed: 64 Ga. 782. Abbreviations in names of commissioners, sufficient:
28/188.

:

:

23 Ga. 17.

Objection to answer because commissioner was agent of defendant,
92 Ga. 265 see also section 5314.

late here

§5304.

etc., too

;

:

(3884.)

How

executed.

No

party, or his counsel, or his

agent, or other person on his behalf, should be present at the execu-

and everything attending the execution
should show a perfect impartiality and freedom from bias.
tion of the commission,

Questions put to witness and answered by attorney, vitiating: 8 Ga. 421.
Presence of an agent vitiating: 14 Ga. 70. Party seeking the interrogatories
in next room to where taken, with door open, avoids them 24 Ga. 384.
Same
rule if party in the room: 19 Ga. 630. Son of the attorney a commissioner,
avoids: 19 Ga. 404. Answers to cross-interrogatories as to who were present:
32 Ga. 507, 546. Does not apply where the witness is a party to the suit 41
Ga. 675.
Objection because party present at execution, too late when urged at trial,
without notice to opposite party 77 Ga. 584 see also section 5314.
Answers cannot be used where plaintiff was present at execution of commission: 67 Ga. 58.
:

:

:

;

§5305. (3885.) Compelling witnesses

to

answer.

If a witness refuses ^obt^tw

to appear before the commissioners, or to answer the interrogatories, Acobb4 269
upon the certificate of one of the commissioners, or the affidavit of

the party or his attorney to the fact, presented to a judge of the superior court, or the ordinary,
to the sheriff, his deputy, or

bring

him

it

shall be his duty to issue

any constable,

an order
and

to 'arrest the witness

before such judge or ordinary, and, after hearing his ex-

cuse and examining the interrogatories to see that the same are legal,

he shall order the said witness to be lodged in jail until he answers
the same. This provision shall extend to commissions sent from
the courts of other States or the United States.
Cited

:

91 Ga, 808.

No female witness shall be
§5306. (3886.) Where to be examined.
required to leave her home to appear before commissioners, nor shall
any witness be required to go out of the county, or more than ten
miles from his residence; and any witness leaving his home to be
examined shall have the fees of a witness subpoenaed and attending
the court.

Witnesses may write
out their own answers in the presence of the commissioners, and by
their consent, but in no other way shall they prepare the same; and
if the witnesses answer from written memoranda, such memoranda
shall be sent with the commission, and the fact certified by the
commissioners.
§5307. (3887.)

Writing out their own answers.

;

§

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5308

6,

ARTICLE
how

Of interrogatories and depositions; commissions,

1556

1.

issued and returned.

Caption in handwriting of party, but answers to interrogatories in witness's
handwriting, is sufficient: 17 Ga. 622. Commissioners may have other clerical
force to write out the answers 64 Ga. 782. Although the witness may not attach the memoranda used, it does not avoid all the answers 44 Ga. 278
:

:

41/231.

Interrogatories not ruled out because witness not attach merchant's books
not required to attach books 66 Ga. 446.
Failure to attach letter to answer, which would not have benefited objec-

of account, then in another State

;

:

not ground for rejecting answers 68 Ga. 341.
Failure to attach memoranda is an objection to the execution, and must be
made in writing and on notice before trial 70 Ga. 589.
Does not apply to affidavit read to witness, about which she was asked if
she did not make it, oral examination being had by counsel for both sides and
taken down by commissioner 79 Ga. 304.
Affidavit sworn to be true in depositions subsequently taken, not admissible unless attached thereto 85 Ga. 297.
tor,

:

:

:

:

Acts

1895,

The answers should be made
§5308. (3888.) Duty of commissioners.
under oath and certified to be so taken. They should be written
out plainly, and be full and explicit to all the direct and cross-interrogatories; they should be signed by the witness and attested officially by the commissioners named in the commission, and the place
of execution should also appear.
The interrogatories, answers, and
commissions should then be sealed up in an envelope with the names
of the commissioners written across the seal and directed to the
officer of the court whence the commission issued.
The package can
be sent by mail or express, or intrusted to the party, or some private
hand. The postmaster or agent of the express company receiving it
from the commissioner must certify to the fact; and the postmaster
delivering it to the court must certify to its reception by due course
and the agent of the express company delivering it to the
its reception by due course of express.
In case
the package is intrusted to the party or some private hand, the person receiving and delivering it in court must make affidavit of the
fact and of its freedom from alteration.
of mail,

court must certify to

Answer, when substantially to whole question, held sufficient: 26 Ga. 332;
To cross-interrogatories, not full enough and re-execution ordered 57 Ga. 336. Where not ruled out because question not fully answered
41/117; 49/31.
:

:

41 Ga. 232

;

45/416.

See Rule 36 of the superior court. Formerly the place where taken need not
be stated 23 Ga. 132. But the place where taken should be set forth 52 Ga.
Where answers added by witness under new jurat were ex126 53/162.
cluded 46 Ga. 602.
Cross-interrogatory substantially answered by immediate response, or reference to answers to direct interrogatory, sufficient 66 Ga. 39 see also 17 Ga.
:

:

;

:

:

;

558.

Answers of plaintiff's witness to direct interrogatories not rejected at instance of defendant because not full enough 68 Ga. 341.
:

Where answer

to cross-interrogatory

merely referred to answers to direct

interrogatories, held sufficient: 68 Ga. 744.

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1557

ARTICLE

6,

Of interrogatories and depositions; commissions,

how

1.

§§5309, 5310

issued and returned.

Exception to cross-interrogatory as insufficiently answered, must appear
taken in time and properly 81 Ga. 429 see also 89 Ga. 486 66/367 92/93. See
:

;

;

;

section 5314.

Place of execution not appearing, inadmissible 71 Ga. 632.
Place of execution stated, as "Georgia, Harris county," sufficient: 73
Ga. 386.
Court's ruling, rejecting interrogatories for omission of place of execution,
presumed correct 77 Ga. 176.
Failure to answer question expressly, not authorize suppression 77 Ga. 192.
Not presumed that wrong witness examined, though not recited that one
examined was one named in caption. Return need not have caption to answers though place of execution must appear, sufficient if ascertainable from
return with due certainty 79 Ga. 810.
Witness examined by interrogatories is prima facie competent evidence
pro and con. as to sanity, for jury 81 Ga. 76.
In suit for royalty on private prescription, secret of which was not asked
when royalty contracted for, plaintiff not compelled to disclose secret in answer
to interrogatory 81 Ga. 299.
Deputy-clerk may receive interrogatories 84 Ga. 519.
Misrecital in interrogatories, as to court from which commission issued, not
exclude, when 84 Ga. 519.
Interrogatories from city court, received by deputy-clerk thereof, not rejected though addressed to clerk superior court one person being clerk of both
84 Ga. 519.
Mistake of commissioners, in writing "of" where witness meant "off," required new trial 90 Ga. 4.
:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

§5309. (3889.) Reception and delivery of interrogatories. Whenever Acts 1882-3,
any package containing interrogatories or depositions shall be re-§ 566 ?.

ceived by mail, the postmaster of the office to which they are directed
shall immediately,

upon their receipt, indorse upon the package the
by due course of mail, and at once deliver the

fact of its reception

package to the clerk, or presiding judge, or justice of the court to

whom

it is

Construed

directed.
:

78 Ga. 749.

Where were

inadmissible because no proper custody of the interrogatories
them in open court 46 Ga. 146. Entry of clerk entered nunc
pro tunc, as to interrogatories received in open court 61 Ga. 120. Cited 71
Ga. 636.
or receiving of

:

:

§5310. By'

whom and how

received

and opened.

:

The clerk or

presid-

ing judge or justice of the court shall receive all such packages,
either in term time or vacation, indorsing thereon from whom received and the time of reception;

if

received in vacation,

the duty of said clerk, judge or justice to

file

the same

it

shall be

away with

the seal unbroken until the next regular term of the court.

Said
package may be opened at any time by consent in writing of counsel
for both sides.
Main purpose

of

Act of September 26th,

rogatories in clerk's office in vacation
stantial compliance

:

78 Ga. 749.

;

1883, to authorize deposit of inter-

delivery to clerk by mail-carrier, sub-

.

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§5811-5313

Waiver

of

6,

ARTICLE

1558

2.

commission.

Written consent of parties to opening interrogatories waived objections apparent on outside of package 78 Ga. 749.
:

The package thus
§5311. (3889.) How received and disposed of.
forwarded arid when thus received shall become an office paper, to
be used by either party under the direction of the court.
Where were

inadmissible because no proper custody of the interrogatories
them in open court: 46 Ga. 146. Entry of clerk entered nunc
pro tunc, as to interrogatories received in open court: 61 Ga. 120.
or receiving of

After commission executed and returned, interrogatories are
if lost, copy may be established instanter: 74 Ga. 664.

office

papers,

and,
§$5136,5665.

A commission once
§5312. (3890.) Failing to return, a contempt.
executed must be returned, and a party failing to return, or willfully abstracting such, shall be attached for contempt, and otherwise dealt with until the same is produced.
ARTICLE

2.

WAIVER OF COMMISSION.
5

83 '

Acts i873
p 40
-

-

Where any party
§5313. (3891.) Depositions without commission.
any court of this State shall desire to take the testimony

to a suit in

of a witness

by written interrogatories and depositions, and the oppo-

site party, or his attorney shall in writing waive commission, the
answer of the witness or witnesses may be taken in virtue of such
agreement, which shall operate in lieu of a commission, and the persons acting as commissioners thereunder shall be authorized to administer the usual oath to the witness or witnesses, upon which
perjury may be assigned and punished as under the penal laws of
A caption in substance as follows
this State governing the same.
shall be a sufficient return under said agreement, to wit:

County.
"State of Georgia,
"By virtue of an agreement between the
case of

vs.

,

pending in the

parties or counsel in the

(county or

court of

may be), the undersigned, acting as commishave caused A. B., a witness in said case, to come before us,
who, being duly sworn true answers to make to the annexed interrogatories, deposes and answers as follows:
"To first interrogatory, he answers, etc.
"To second interrogatory, he answers, etc.
"To first cross-interrogatory, he answers, etc.
"To second cross-interrogatory, he answers, etc.
"Answered, subscribed and sworn to before us, this
day of
18
"E. F., Commissioner, (seal.)
" G H Commissi ner (seal.)
o
*'
"A. B. Witness."
district, as the case

sioners,

,

—

*

-

:;

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1559

Exceptions

to

6,

ARTICLE

8.

§

5314

commissions.

And

a substantial compliance with the same shall be sufficient to
the answers go to the jury, if legal on other grounds, and to give
legal sanction to the oath administered as aforesaid.

let

Where taken by consent, without commission, the execution and return
are not controlled by usual provisions of the statute: 49 Ga. 31. And when
taken under this section, need not, without commission regularly sued out,
show the residence of the witness 55 Ga. 208.
Commission having issued, preamble to answers reciting that are taken by
agreement, none having been made, interrogatories inadmissible: 84 Ga. 519.
:

ARTICLE

3.

EXCEPTIONS TO COMMISSIONS.
§5314. (3892.) Exceptions, when taken.

cution and return of commissions must be
tice thereof

made

in writing,

given to the opposite party before the case

to the jury: Provided, the

same has been in the

twenty-four hours prior to the
trial shall

All exceptions to the exe-

trial.

is

Actsi854,

and no- §5666

submitted

clerk's office for

Depositions read on the

not be subject to formal exceptions on subsequent

first

trial.

first trial, when interrogatories read, a waiver of excepDelay in objecting: 18 Ga. 578; 14/242. That one of direct
interrogatories has not been answered, not ground of excepting of other side
19 Ga. 404. Notice, etc., directory only: 9 Ga. 446. Before case submitted to

Failing to except at

tions: 8 Ga. 421.

the jury: 23 Ga. 215; 29/443. Where exceptions that the cross-interrogatories
had not been fully answered were sustained, court may allow to withdraw and
re-execute: 13 Ga. 188. Delay for several years in objecting, and after trial
commenced, and two former trials 21 Ga. 576. Must be determined before the
case is submitted 31 Ga. 625. Waiver of all objections by attorney of the
party 32 Ga. 542 55/216. Case in last resort, objections on ground of irrelevancy 33 Ga. 49. Section referred to and construed 44 Ga. 458. This section
does not apply where answers brought into court by written consent: 60 Ga.
Stated 66 Ga. 367.
329, 332.
Leading questions See Rule 37 of superior court 44 Ga. 236, 229, 458 50/395
51/410-419; 49/31.
Witness not required to attach merchant's books to answers transcript
should be called for: 66 Ga. 446.
Failure to attach memoranda from which witness testifies, is an objection to
the execution 70 Ga. 589.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

Not admissible because rejected

for same reason on former trial. Although
no written objection, their rejection on a former trial was sufficient notice:

71 Ga. 635.

Necessity and objects of objection in writing, stated

it

:

71 Ga. 635.

Exceptions must be in writing, and notice given to opposite party, or else
must appear that commission was not in clerk's office twenty-four hours be-

fore trial

:

73 Ga. 386.

Objection because party present at execution, too late when urged at
without notice 77 Ga. 584.
:

trial,

'

-

|| 5815-5817

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

6,

ARTICLE

4.

1560

Evidence before court commissioner.

Record should show what written exceptions to interrogatories were taken

:

79 Ga. 274.

Must appear that notice of exceptions was given 79 Ga. 538.
Defect in execution of interrogatories partially known at trial, not fraud requiring new trial in equity, if testimony would have been same substantially
and anyhow 79 Ga. 620.
Exception to cross-interrogatory as insufficiently answered must appear
taken in time and properly 81 Ga. 429 citing 66 Ga. 367 64/684.
Written objection to interrogatories without commission, because of refusal to answer certain cross-interrogatories, not good, no notice to opposite
party appearing, nor that answers in office twenty-four hours: 89 Ga. 486.
Objections to interrogatories improperly executed, not made in time: 92
Ga. 93.
Objection to answer because commissioner was agent of defendant, etc., too
late here 92 Ga. 265.
:

:

:

;

;

:

ARTICLE

4.

EVIDENCE BEFORE COURT COMMISSIONER.
A Ct

894

§5315. (3893.) Commissioner in certain counties.

'

5ol

p

In all counties of

this State e^^asa^rt^L^lioiisandinli^bi tan ts-and-up wards, either party

litigant in any court of record in any such county may, without any
Dfir
'^^^7order or commission, take the depositions of any witness or witnesses
in said case, whether resident in the county or not, upon giving
the opposite party five days notice of the time and place with the

.

names

of the witnesses.

sworn to be true in depositions subsequently taken, not admisunless attached thereto: 85 Ga. 297.
Depositions may be read in evidence, in court's discretion, although witAffidavit,

sible,

ness at trial

A Ct
p

871 " 2
'

4o!

'

:

95 Ga. 584.

§5316. (3894.) Depositions, by

I

•

§5317.

"A. B.

1871 " 2
'

p#

47

Such depositions to be

taken.

_ taken before any commissioner appointed by the judge of the superior court of said county, for the purpose of taking such depositions,
and the appointment entered on the minutes.
(3895.)

Form

of caption, certificate, etc.

certificate of the return of

Ac t9

whom

such cases

The caption and

may be substantially

as follows:

)

vs.

>

C. D.

)

In the

"Depositions of

county, Georgia.

court of

(and

),

plaintiff (or defendant) in the

witness (or witnesses) for the

above case, taken upon notice, begin-

—

18
in the presence of the
day of
at
and defendant (either or both), in person or by attorney (as
the case may be). The said witness (or witnesses), being first duly
sworn, deposed as follows: (here stating each question, both direct and
cross, with the answer as delivered by the witness immediately after

ning on the

plaintiff

,

,

,

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1561

6,

ARTICLE

4.

§§51518-5821

Evidence before court commissioner.

and concluding as follows:) The foregoing depositions were taken

it,

before me, as stated in the caption, and the answers reduced to writ-

my presence, and I certify that I
not interested in the cause, nor of kin or counsel to either of the
parties." And signed by the commissioner.
ing by me, or by the witness in

am

and

how made and returned. All 4^ t|71871
motions or applications to postpone or adjourn the proceedings, and§5666
§5318. (3896.) Motions

objections,

"

2'

-

objections to the witnesses or proceedings, shall be made to the
commissioner, and if in writing, filed with the return, and if not in
writing, noted in and become part of the return, with the ruling of
the commissioner thereon, and the answer of the witnesses, whether
all

the objection be sustained or not.

The order and Acm87i-2,
§5319. (3897.) Order and scope of examination.
scope of the examination shall be had in conformity to the rules of
the superior court governing the examination of witnesses in trials
at law.
Party

may withdraw

them when

cross-interrogatories before read to jury, and object to

offered by the other side

oral examination

:

;

aliter, as to

answer to cross-question

in

which not mentioned

in

72 Ga. 714.

Answer attributing malaria

to four causes,

two

of

declaration, inadmissible; admission of causes declared on not cured by sub-

sequent agreement of defendant's counsel that whole might be read
Ga. 161.

§5320. (3898.) Depositions, hoiv returned.

When

:

87

the return shall

Actsi87i-2,

have been made up, and signed, as provided in the preceding sections, the same shall be, together with evidence of the service of the
notice, sealed up and directed to the clerk of the court where the
case is pending, and may be delivered either by the commissioner to
such clerk in person, or sent by the hand of any other person; and the
clerk is hereby authorized, whether the court be in session or not,
to administer the usual oath, and enter the same on the package,
with leave to open, as practiced in this State (as to interrogatories),
and the package may be thereupon opened and published without
further delay.
§5321. (3899.) Power and fees of commissioner. The commissioner
shall have the same power and authority to summon witnesses, and

compel their attendance to testify before him, as are now conferred
upon justices of the peace in this State to compel witnesses to
appear and testify in justices' courts; and the said commissioners
shall receive, from the party seeking the testimony of the witnesses
examined before him, the following fees, to wit: For the examination of each witness, two dollars; for certifying and returning the
testimony taken before him for the plaintiff or defendant, in each
case, fifty cents; for issuing each subpoena, twenty cents.

Acts

1872,

§

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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6,

ARTICLE

4.

1562

Evidence before court commissioner.
Acts^i872,

how executed. The attachments or orders, or other process issued by said commissioners, for
the purpose of compelling witnesses to appear and testify, shall be
§5322. (3900.) Commissioner

directed to, and

1

s

orders,

may

be executed by, the sheriff, his deputy, or any
constable of the county.

General Note on Interrogatories.
Notes from Code of 1882 :
Abbreviations of commissioners' names sufficient: 23 Ga. 17.
Affidavit of person delivering interrogatories to clerk not signed, and delivered in vacation, inadmissible: 46 Ga. 138.
Caption in handwriting of party, and answer in that of witness, may be
read: 17 Ga. 622. Case stated in, of interrogatories, need not be stated in
caption to answers 22 Ga. 541 24/384.
Commission, as to return of, when not regularly executed: See Eule 35
of superior court.
Commissioners are officers of court, and they may get disinterested persons
to do clerical work of transcribing answers, etc. 64 Ga. 780.
Compensation, commissioner may recover what his services are reasonably
worth, when, etc. 57 Ga. 384.
Consent, when answers taken by, without commission, execution and return not controlled by statutory provisions, etc. 49 Ga. 31 55/208.
English language, when witness did not understand, presumed commissioners understood language of witness 41 Ga. 660.
Female witness, as to reading deposition of, and oral examination of: 41
Ga, 660.
Form of commission See Rule 32 of superior court.
Hearsay, ambiguous answer ruled out as: 48 Ga. 580. Family conversation
held to be, in this case: 48 Ga. 588.
Impeaching witness, party not estopped from, by reading answers to his
cross-questions when party suing out interrogatories fails to do so: 45 Ga. 89.
:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

Jurat,

when

error to rule out answers for lack of words "answered, subFormal words of, may follow names of commis-

scribed," etc.: 18 Ga. 573.
sioners

:

35 Ga. 132.

Leading, interrogatories to be, must suggest the answer: 33 Ga. 275. Exception to written interrogatory on ground it is, must be filed before issuing
commissions Rule of Court, No. 37 44 Ga. 236, 229.
:

Mail, certificate

;

when

interrogatories returned by

:

See Rule 36 of superior

court.

Meaning, ordinary, to be given to words used by witness
Ga. 178,

in deposition: 6

189.

Mistake, witness not allowed to explain, where not in evidence: 12 Ga. 19.
witness examined as to, in former answers, not error to furnish him
copy of previous answers 26 Ga. 332.

When

:

Name, discrepancy in, of witness in interrogatories and to depositions, does
not exclude testimony, when 19 Ga. 569 26/183.
:

Parties,

;

when nominal, neglected

should not have been dismissed

:

or refused to answer interrogatories, case
20 Ga. 90.

Place, failure to state, of execution of commission, execution not void: 23

Ga. 132. Of execution of commission should appear otherwise such evidence
should be excluded 53 Ga. 162.
;

:

:

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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6,

5.

§

5323

In injunction and like cases.

Reading of deposition, when proper time to move to arrest: 6 Ga. 509. In
Either party
another case, between same parties, etc.: 7 Ga. 445 24/438.
may read interrogatories, etc. 14 Ga. 697.
Ruled out, when one set of interrogatories is, they cannot be read to impeach witness's answers to another set: 55 Ga. 208.- Where on defendant's objection part of answers were ruled out, and he subsequently introduced them,
no ground for new trial, etc. 66 Ga. 446. No ground for ruling out whole
testimony, that witness failed to answer pertinent question 44 Ga. 266.
Second examination of witness by commission, not objectionable: 24 Ga.
;

:

:

:

518.

Signatures of witness and commissioners seeming to be in same handwritOf witnesses, where commissioners should

ing, question for jury: 33 Ga. 117.
sign,

good: 43 Ga.

Time allowed

569.

for return of

commission

Will, original paper propounded as,

:

See Rule 34 of superior court.

may be presented, under direction of

the

court to witnesses residing out of the State by interrogatories 45 Ga. 416.
Withdrawal of interrogatories allowed where cross-questions not fully answered: 13 Ga. 188. On, of original, certified copy of interrogatories and answers ought to be left in office 13 Ga. 189.
Witness dead, disqualified, or inaccessible, when interrogatories of, may be
read in another case, substantially the same, between same parties 55 Ga. 604.
:

:

:

As

to

names

of witnesses

:

See Rule 33 of superior court.

Notes from decisions since Code of 188%
Answers, if intelligible without the questions, may be so read: 71 Ga. 177.
Commission, party not compelled to examine all witnesses he sues out com-

missions for: 68 Ga. 345.

Impeachment, though interrogatories had been crossed, executed, and returned, yet party could propound additional cross-interrogatories as foundation for impeachment, without making witness his own witness: 79 Ga. 236.
Leading, interrogatory in personal-injury case was, in assuming suffering
and loss of time 89 Ga. 495.
Partial admissibility, excluding whole of plaintiff's interrogatories when
Parts of answers to
part was admissible, error; harmless here: 83 Ga. 161.
interrogatories admissible, objection in solido overruled: 83 Ga. 338. Appearing that witness had personal knowledge of some of the facts, interrogatories
admitted over objection that witness derived his information from corre:

spondence

92 Ga. 320.
Variance, interrogatories for plaintiff not rendered inadmissible by mere
formal amendment as to name of defendant corporation 73 Ga. 513 citing 70
Ga. 502.
:

;

:

ARTICLE
IN INJUNCTION

§5323.

When any

5.

AND LIKE CASES.

Application for injunction,

etc.,

testimony,

hoiv

obtained,

1882 " 3 '

^fe
new^oo, 5481

party to an application for injunction, motion for
trials, or other case tried only on affidavits, is desirous of introducing in evidence the affidavit of any witness not a party to the record,
and the witness is unwilling to make affidavit, the party desiring to
use the same may apply to the clerk of the superior court where the

»
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6,

ARTICLE
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5.

In injunction and like cases.

suit

is

pending, for a subpoena to compel the attendance of such wit-

ness at the hearing, subject to the rules applicable to the case of or-

may be prepared by the party
and the witness shall answer the same in the
the judge, or of some person to be designated as commis-

dinary witnesses.

Written questions

desiring the evidence,

presence of

who may swear the witness to testify truly in
answer to the questions propounded, and such answers shall be written down, sworn to and subscribed by the witness at the hearing. If
however, the witness at the hearing will consent, an affidavit may be
prepared, containing the facts, and may then be sworn to by the
witness.
No cross-examination shall be allowed.
If the witness whose affida§5324. If ivitness resides out of county.
vit is desired resides out of the county, or falls within any of the
classes for whom interrogatories must be taken in ordinary cases,
the party desiring to use such witness's testimony in the cases resioner by the judge,

$5282.

^_ct

1882 " 8 '

|6

ferred to in the foregoing section,
elicit

may

prepare written questions to

the information he desires; and on application the clerk of the

superior court of the county where the witness resides, shall issue a

subpoena requiring the witness to attend before some officer of the
county named therein, authorized to administer oaths, on a day
therein fixed to answer the questions. The answers shall be reduced
to writing and sworn to before the officer, who shall forward or deliver the questions and answers to the clerk of the court where the
case is pending, as in cases of interrogatories.
§5325. Females, etc. If the witness is a female, or from the condition of his health or the nature of his business it is not possible to
secure his attendance without manifest inconvenience to the public
and to himself, the officer on the day named in the subpoena shall
proceed to the residence of the witness and take the answers to the
questions.
§5326. Fees. The fees of the officer shall be paid by the party desiring the testimony, and may be taxed against the party cast in the
suit
$$5255,5248.

on the

final trial.

§5327. Notices

to

pro'duce.

The provisions

of this

Code

in relation

to subpoena duces tecum and production of books under notice are
applicable to motions for injunction and other similar cases.
$5283.

§5328. Defaidting witness.

Any

summoned under
who fails or refuses

witness

the pro-

to obey
such subpoena, shall be liable to the penalties prescribed in case of
defaulting witnesses in the superior court.

visions of the preceding five sections,

General Note on Sixth

Title.
Notes from Code of 1882

:

Admissions, administrator and executor bound by: 18 Ga. 687.
Attorneys as witnesses formerly under Act of 1850, regulating testimony of:
32 Ga. 173.
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ARTICLE

6,

§5328

5.

In injunction and like cases.

Certificate of physicians not evidence of a fact to be proven 40 Ga. 530.
Circumstantial evidence, court may charge jury as to force and effect of: 23
Ga. 576.
Confessions made under threats, court may inquire what the threats were:
11 Ga. 123.
Conflicting testimony, as to, and what jury may look to 12 Ga. 229 24/252,
:

:

;

530; 30/361, 619, 423; 42/64.

Cross-examination, when witness is examined as to formal point, opposite
party has a right of general cross-examination 23 Ga. 154, 155.
Deed admissible in evidence on proof of handwriting of sole subscribing witness who is dead 32 Ga. 195.
Evidence, definition of: 10 Ga. 560.
Facts, witness must state, as to contract and not his "ideas" 56 Ga. 596.
Four years possession, evidence of, must be sufficient: 61 Ga. 46.
Gestures are an acted language, and no more admissible in a man's favor
than spoken words 29 Ga. 285.
Habits not admissible as evidence, when 24 Ga. 518.
Hearsay evidence inadmissible: 26 Ga. 332.
Illegal testimony admitted without objection at time, no ground for new
Jury bound to consider, if it goes to them without objection:
trial: 9 Ga. 9.
When new trial because of admission of 40 Ga. 529.
25 Ga. 137 20/600.
Immaterial testimony, new trial hardly awarded for admission of: 27 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

:

;

266.

of memory of witness to be by cross-examination 20 Ga. 600.
may be impeached, etc., but not by special acts of adultery: 61 Ga.

Impeachment
Witness

:

305.

Insolvency, recollection of sheriff

who made

search for property, admissible

for that purpose: 33 Ga. 372.

Interrogatories substantially answered, sufficient: 26 Ga. 332; 8/421. Failure to insert names of commissioners in blank commission does not invalidate
20 Ga. 108. Answers to, ought to be full: 20 Ga. 593! One unable to write, incapable as commissioner 23 Ga. 4. Wrongfully ruled out for failure to answer an immaterial question: 32 Ga. 546. Place of execution of commission
must appear: 53 Ga. 162. As to reason for reading interrogatories in one case
taken in another 55 Ga. 604.
Letter addressed to and read to or by defendant in criminal case, may be read
for jury to understand the reply, etc.
27 Ga. 648.
Non est factum, unless plea of, filed, execution of a paper, foundation of action need not be proved 65 Ga. 23.
Number of witnesses, jury not bound to believe according to: 10 Ga. 148.
Objections, specific, to evidence, considered a waiver of objections not
taken 20 Ga. 135.
Opinions of subscribing witness to will, and of physicians, admissible as to
sanity of testator 6 Ga. 324.
Papers introduced as evidence, as to relevancy of: 42 Ga. 625.
Party, as to credit of, as witness 30 Ga. 921 49/476 43/287.
Parol, that indorsement of a note was for a particular purpose, may be
shown by 22 Ga. 24. When not admissible 56 Ga. 605.
Perjured evidence, verdict not set aside for, when 25 Ga. 671.
Prisoner, escape of, put in evidence 25 Ga. 527.
Probability, charging jury to find according to weight of, error: 25 Ga. 577.
Proper evidence, any fact or circumstances serving to elucidate the issue,
etc., is: 18 Ga. 687.
Public officers, certificate of, cannot prove a fact: 21 Ga. 301.
:

:

:

:

:

,

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:
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6,

ARTICLE

1566

5.

In injunction and like eases.

Res

gestae,

sayings of a party delivering money, etc., were
were 32 Ga. 409.

ings of party on settlement of account

:

18 Ga. 495.

Say-

:

Sayings of defendant in fi. fa., when admissible in evidence against claimant 20 Ga. 210. Error to receive, of guardian in his own favor 29 Ga. 82.
Defendant in criminal case cannot give in his own 45 Ga. 225. Of tenant in
possession, not admissible against title of landlord 14 Ga. 174.
:

:

:

:

Secondary evidence, what necessary to prove, to admit, of contents of paper:
13/406. Given to jury by consent, etc. 20 Ga. 563.

6 Ga. 188

;

:

Sheriff, representations of, at sale, as evidence: 27 Ga. 167.

Solvency or insolvency, on question of, fi. fa. against party admissible: 32
Ga. 409 51/477, 478 21/244. Tax returns admissible 32 Ga. 575. Not provable by general reputation 13 Ga. 407 58/256. Opinion of 6 Ga. 244. Question for the jury 56 Ga. 369 59/79.
;

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

Tax-books evidence of assets against guardian as showing his returns: 56
Admissible in claim case, when 58 Ga. 446, 447. Admissible to show
ownership of property and value put thereon by owner 63 Ga. 509.
True value, administrator allowed to show that land brought 49 Ga. 95, 96.
Ga. 304.

:

:

:

Usury, as to evidence admissible

in plea of: 22

Ga. 193,

194.

Wife, evidence of reputed "second wife" of a bigamist, admissible in murder
him 61 Ga. 305.

case against

:

Will admissible in evidence when both parties claim under the testator
Ga. 519.

:

24

Witnesses, as to credibility of: 6 Ga. 324; 13/508; 20/156; 23/297, 576;
Previous examination of, for State, may be read when detained from court by procurement of defendant 19 Ga. 402. Fact of hostility
of, to .party, may be put in evidence, but not cause: 59 Ga. 63; 61/258-379;
9/121. Competency of 14 Ga. 55. Testifying incoherently and inconsistently
goes to his credit: 31 Ga. 71. Weight of evidence of, when specially called on
by the parties, etc. 31 Ga. 641.
29/266; 39/597.

:

:

:

Written evidence
ness, etc.

in criminal case, either party

may have

read over to wit-

12 Ga. 142.

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
one
cannot
object to deed to which he is stranger, because it was exDeed,
ecuted as basis of ejectment against him: 91 Ga. 578, 587. Objection to deed
as evidence, which concedes execution, overruled, unless deed would be inoperative for purpose offered 91 Ga. 578.
Executor, one suing as, testifying he was such, without objection, no further
proof necessary 92 Ga. 522.
Insolvency, not shown by nulla bona return of sheriff of county in which defendant is not shown ever to have resided or had property 79 Ga. 425.
Judge's intention, etc., evidence touching, refused, on motion to dissolve
:

:

:

injunction

:

75 Ga. 326.

Motion to rule out evidence, comprehending both admissible and inadmissible evidence, should be denied 94 Ga. 517.
Plat and grant, unsealed plat and grant not proven, evidence of loss of wax
and seal inadmissible 91 Ga. 562.
Protest, effort to, by holder of note, not conclusive that protest not waived
by indorser: 66 Ga. 701.
Similarity, plaintiff injured by breaking of car-axle; defendant's witness
not allowed to describe axle brought him, on defendant's statement he expected to prove the two axles broken alike 92 Ga. 425.
:

:

:

1567

SIXTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

6,

ARTICLE

5.

In injunction and like cases.

Supposition, witness's answer, "I suppose I would have seen it, if it had hap6.
See notes to section 5285. Plaintiff having testified
motorman of street-car could see him, permitted to testify he supposed he

pened," legal: 93 Ga.

would stop car: 93 Ga.

6.

Witnesses, correct charge as to weighing testimony of: 66 Ga. 584.

§5328

:

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5329

The verdict and judgment;

of the verdict

1,

ARTICLE

and

its

1568

1.

reception.

SEVENTH TITLE.
The Verdict and Judgment.

CHAPTER

1.

VERDICT AND JUDGMENT.

ARTICLE

1.

OF THE VERDICT AND ITS RECEPTION.
$$4850,4948.

The verdict must
must be for the plaintiff

Verdict must cover the issues.

§5329. (3559.)

cover the issues

made by

the pleadings, and

or defendant.

Where

the verdict did not cover the issues, and too late to amend 8 Ga.
cover the issues will be set aside: 14 Ga. 119. Must
cover the issues reasonable construction in favor of amendable in mere form
Where special verdict in equity would not be void as not dispos17 Ga. 361.
ing of the issues 46 Ga. 469. A void verdict where two jointly indicted in
criminal case 54 Ga. 249. Want of fullness in jury's finding, or failing to embrace material issues of fact, cause for new trial in equity causes 55 Ga. 667.
Where motion to set aside verdict under this section would have been admissible 55 Ga. 649. Section cited 58 Ga. 315. Where jury should state amount
in verdict: 51 Ga. 507-510. As to how jury may be governed in verdict by evidence, and duty in: 56 Ga. 294-297. Special verdict upon issues submitted to
jury in equity case 57 Ga. 267, 459. When new trial not granted because verdict does not cover the issues 58 Ga. 484. Assignment of error too indefinite
as to issues submitted to jury not being covered by the decree 58 Ga. 140.
Where a verdict setting aside an award, and going no farther, was incomplete
47 Ga. 10, 11. Where the verdict could be written off as to shares of two not
suing, and for whom the jury found: 60 Ga. 154. Acquiescence in a verdict
that did not cover the issues 60 Ga. 544.
Verdict here, not warranted by pleadings and inconsistent with itself: 65
Ga. 693.
"We, the jury, find for the plaintiff," in an ejectment case, held good verdict for premises in dispute 68 Ga. 825.
Verdict not void for failing to cover issues, no special issue as to fees being
made by the pleadings 71 Ga. 535.
In complaint for land, usury in title being pleaded, verdict for plaintiff, but
giving defendant six months to pay debt, illegal: 71 Ga. 698.
On trial of objection to homestead, verdict "in favor of homestead" means
the entire realty and personalty in issue 71 Ga. 707.
Verdict giving land to plaintiff, and defendant ninety days to redeem, in
ejectment on deed to secure debt, illegal under pleadings here 72 Ga. 864.
General verdict covers the issues on suit for general and special damages:
75 Ga. 340, 341.
:

If verdict fails to

208.

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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ARTICLE

and

its

§5330

1.

reception.

Separate judgments against different joint defendants not allowed

:

75 Ga.

358.

Verdict on exceptions to auditor's report, which

fails to find

"on each ex-

ception seriatim," fails to "cover the issues made by the pleadings" 78 Ga. 126.
Verdict here sufficiently certain to be executed; 80 Ga. 604. Where complainant tendered balance of purchase-money and asked court to take charge
:

unnecessary for jury to find as to same 80 Ga. 605.
Partnership sued, verdict against one partner, legal 82 Ga. 790; citing 75
Ga. 664.
In action against partnership, verdict may be against one partner, though
issue not made in pleadings 88 Ga. 740.
No special verdict in tort, though both justification and set-off pleaded 83
Ga. 234.
Declaration was in name of G. S. R., so was verdict judgment, in name of
G. R. R., execution G. S. R. Held, variance immaterial and amendable; and
levy does not fall 83 Ga. 332.
Rent not declared for, verdict not challengeable for not allowing rent 83
Ga. 695.
Verdict of jury upon question specially propounded, uncertain, grant of new
trial affirmed
86 Ga. 234.
Verdict not covering issue to be tried, duty of court to send jury back to
room, that same be passed upon 86 Ga. 458.
Verdict for more than pleadings claim, error; e. g., verdict in tort for alleged value of stock killed, and interest 87 Ga. 191.
Jury not bound to find verdict on issue not made by the pleadings, even
though evidence would uphold such verdict 88 Ga. 740.
Defense to ejectment being that deed was security for a debt since paid,
general verdict for plaintiff covered issues: 89 Ga. 330.
of

it,

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

several pleas filed

If there are
Must show upon what plea it is found.
by the defendant, a verdict for the defendant must

show upon which

of the pleas the verdict

§5330. (3560.)

may

render such verdict upon all the pleas,

do.

And

is

if

The jury
they see proper so to

rendered.

the judges of the superior courts of this State, upon request

of the jury, in the trial of all civil cases, shall furnish said jury with

written instructions as to the form of their verdict.

When the finding was sufficiently certain

Where jury should
jury found for defendant,
plea, should on request send jury to room until
they comply with this section: 61 Ga. 647; 62/757,764. Section referred to
and construed 64 Ga. 667.
Upon objection to general verdict, jury required to retire and specify on
what pleas based 66 Ga. 521 67/624.
New trial not granted, if recorded without objection 67 Ga. 624.
Where three pleas were in fact but one, general verdict was sufficient: 73
Ga. 534.
Verdict for defendant "on all the pleas," not set aside if evidence sufficient
to sustain it as to one plea 76 Ga. 93.
Verdict for defendant not set aside for failure to specify plea upon which
founded, counsel not objecting on trial: 75 Ga. 115.
Finding for plaintiff is, in effect, against all the pleas 75 Ga. 332.

amount due in verdict
but failed to show on what
state

:

:

51 Ga. 507-510.

47 Ga. 99, 116.

Where

:

:

;

:

:

:

Failure to specify plea can avail plaintiff nothing where he does not suggest
80 Ga. 472.
99

application of the rule

:

Act

880 " 1

^

'
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Where, to suit for malicious pi*osecution, general issue and justification
pleaded, verdict for defendant on former was contrary to law: 81 Ga. 669.
75

Ga.

715.

Where there

§5331. Direct verdict, when.

is

no

conflict in the evi-

dence, and that introduced with all reasonable deductions or inferences therefrom

demands a particular

verdict, the court

may

direct

the jury to find for the party entitled thereto.
Error here to direct verdict for defendant nonsuit was proper: 83 Ga. 441.
Court may direct verdict, where no conflict in evidence 77 Ga. 582.
Defense pleaded and proven, plainly insufficient, error to direct verdict for
;

:

defendant: 91 Ga. 298.
Better practice is to let jury retire, and not to direct verdict: 73 Ga. 791.
In money-rule case against attorney here, irregular to direct verdict finding
answer false verdict upheld 92 Ga. 537.
Where attachment issued on open account, submission to jury and refusing
nonsuit was proper, though the proof of the account was a writing: 73 Ga. 491.
No issuable defense having been filed, it was not error to direct vei'dicthere,
as amount of recovery was a penalty fixed by statute, and no evidence was necessary to show for what sum verdict should be 95 Ga. 806.
Plaintiff's case being fully made out, and no evidence being before jury to
support defendant's plea, it was not error to direct verdict for plaintiff 94 Ga.
:

;

:

:

105.

Striking plea for want of evidence was harmless irregularity: 94 Ga. 105.
"[Incontroverted evidence here clearly entitled plaintiff to recover, and there
was no error in directing verdict accordingly 94 Ga. 532.
:

Although evidence in behalf of defendant's theory of payment was slight, it
was sufficient to carry case to jury, and it was error to direct verdict for plaintiffs:

94 Ga. 688.

Error here for court to direct verdict for defendant, the parol evidence having been admitted without objection and statute of frauds not having been
pleaded it was not clear that plaintiffs were not entitled to nominal damages
;

at least

:

93 Ga. 566.

Evidence taken as a whole was sufficient to establish title in plaintiff as
against defendant, and there was no error in directing verdict accordingly 93
:

Ga. 335.
Treating excluded evidence as admitted, plaintiff's right in remainder was
cut off, and there was no error in directing verdict for defendants 93 Ga. 329.
Correct practice would have been to take verdict of jury here, yet judgment without jury was merely erroneous and not void 92 Ga. 815.
Case here, suit by second indorser against first indorser on promissory note,
was one for verdict by jury, and not for judgment by court, though no issuable defense on oath had been filed 92 Ga. 670.
Court erred here in holding that amendment admitted truth of plea, and in
directing verdict for defendant 92 Ga. 501.
Verdict being necessary consequence of the evidence, there was no error in
directing it 92 Ga. 432.
Directed without proof of account sued on, is error, unless case is in default
and there is personal service 92 Ga. 405.
Suit being based on promissory notes and an account, with personal service
on defendant, and case being in default, not error to direct verdict without
proof of account, notes and account being introduced by plaintiff: 91 Ga. 778.
:

:

:

:

:

:

Verdict directed, where plaintiffs could have taken nonsuit or dismissed
when not error: 91 Ga. 538.

their petition,
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No error in directing verdict which is the inevitable and only legal result of
pleadings and evidence 90 Ga. 287.
Where charge in writing to jury is requested, it is error to direct orally
verdict for plaintiff: 90 Ga. 217.
Where there are several pleas and court directs verdicts for some of defendants, direction should designate plea on which to base it omitting such designation not cause for new trial where verdict necessary result of the evidence:
89 Ga. 115.
Judgment directing verdict will not be reversed where verdict directed is
necessary result of the evidence, the same being sufficient and not conflicting:
88 Ga. 166.
Where whole case turns upon question of law, which is decisive of its merits,
court may direct verdict for defendant even if this be irregular, no cause for
new trial where recovery would be impossible 86 Ga. 756.
:

;

;

:

Kulings of court on pleas being correct, it was not error to direct verdict in
favor of plaintiffs 86 Ga. 182.
Whether John Mills was same person as John Mills, Jr., was question of
fact for jury and it was error to direct verdict for plaintiff: 85 Ga. 580.
Directed by judge on mere motion against party not responding to notice to
produce books, was error here: 85 Ga. 431.
Where evidence on controlling issue conflicting, it is error for judge to direct verdict in favor of one of the parties 80 Ga. 499.
In suit on promissory notes, where there is no plea of non est factum, no contradictory testimony, and nothing before jury but undisputed facts, it is duty
of court to tell them what law requires 75 Ga. 715.
Fact that court dismissed case on motion, instead of submitting it to jury
with instructions to find for defendant, not require reversal here 74 Ga. 47.
Court has no authority to direct verdict and if he does so, reversal will
result, unless case so plain that it would be useless to send it back: 73 Ga. 661.
In civil case, where upon the widest and most favorable view the evidence
presents no legal defense, court may so instruct jury as matter of law: 64 Ga.
:

;

:

:

:

;

445.

Not error to instruct jury to sign a decree in accordance with legal or equitable rights of the parties, no question of fact being in issue 29 Ga. 733.
:

Charge

"they must find for the plaintiff," is a strong
expression of the opinion of the court on the facts, and is error: 21 Ga. 301.
Motion for a verdict in his favor by a defendant, in such a case as this, is
not allowable, if it is allowable in any case: 15 Ga. 205.
Court erred here in withdrawing case from jury and dictating decree which
they should render 15 Ga. 175.
It is the right of the judge to express his opinion on the facts to the jury,
but not to direct their finding: 5 Ga. 441.
A charge "that under the facts of this case jury should allow interest to
plaintiff from time of receipt of money by Anderson," was an invasion of the
province of jury and was error: 2 Ga. 379.
of court to jury that

:

New trial will be granted for misdirection, if style of charge is such as to
mislead jury into mistaking it for direction in point of law, instead of mere
expression of opinion upon the facts 1 Ga. 475.
:

See general note after section 4338.

§5332. (3561.) Construction of verdicts.
Verdicts are to have a$48so.
reasonable intendment, and are to receive a reasonable construction,

and are not to be avoided unless from

necessity.
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Reasonable intendment of verdict should be arrived at: 36 Ga. 404; 42/184;
39/664 17/361, 341 9/508, 543. In a divorce case not necessarily vicious where
by consent: 24 Ga. 532; 20/120. A verdict for $9.80 88 meant $980.88: 40 Ga.
249, 252.
Where verdict in a criminal case was not void for uncertainty 54
Ga. 242 51/144. Where verdict found guilty of manslaughter meant highest
grade, namely, voluntary manslaughter: 50 Ga. 128. Verdict for $60.00 prin;

;

:

;

and

means

and costs: 58
construction may be understood, and legal
judgment entered thereon, sufficient: 57 Ga. 304. Verdict certain that can be
made certain 64 Ga. 207.
Uncertainty, verdict and judgment here not void for 65 Ga. 109.
Verdict not clear, but not void for uncertainty 66 Ga. 104.
Where several parcels of land levied on in one levy, and one claim filed, and
verdict finds certain parcels subject, balance not subject 68 Ga. 241.
Verdict not explicit in terms, intention apparent from pleadings and evidence, construed with reference thereto 68 Ga. 247.
Verdict should express principal and interest separately, but in this case
presumed no interest found 68 Ga. 398.
"We, the jury, find for the plaintiff," in an ejectment suit, held good verdict for premises in dispute 68 Ga. 825.
Cited, in holding that verdict in favor of one not a party could be amended
and new trial refused 70 Ga. 178.
"With legal interest," means twenty per cent, on rule against attorney failing to pay over money after demand 70 Ga. 350.
Cited, where special verdict that defendant owed plaintiff so much and
plaintiff owed defendant a less sum, the decree being for difference between
two amounts: 70 Ga. 418.
Verdict against principal and silent as to surety, error to decree against
surety: 71 Ga. 103.
On trial of objection to homestead, verdict "in favor of homestead," means
entire realty and personalty in issue: 71 Ga. 707.
All the pleadings not before Supreme Court, verdict cannot be declared too
vague and uncertain 73 Ga. 55.
Finding that evidence insufficient to establish copy of alleged lost will,
meant that paper propounded was not last will of the party 73 Ga. 130.
Verdict here, though informal, was plain enough 74 Ga. 791.
Will be amended, or illegal part written off, in order to uphold 75 Ga. 332.
Suit against partnership, verdict against one member, construed as finding
in favor of other member 75 Ga. 665.
Judge may examine entire pleadings, admissions, etc., in answer, in making
decree 75 Ga. 762, 763.
Verdict may be construed where it expresses jury's meaning in an informal
cipal, interest

costs,

$60.00 principal, with interests

Where by reasonable

Ga. 522.

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

manner court cannot supply

substantial omissions 71 Ga. 103.
Verdict on exceptions to auditor's report, failing to find on each exception
seriatim, substantially defective: 78 Ga. 126.
Verdict so much with interest, interest computed from maturity of contract declared on. When less principal found than last installment of contract,
interest, how computed
81 Ga. 94.
[the
"We, the jury, find one and 62/ioo dollars usury, and also find for
surety]," reasonably intelligible: 81 Ga. 692.
On issue made by distress warrant, verdict "We, the jury, find the warrant
proceed," good: 82 Ga. 757; see also 50 Ga. 215.
;

:

:

Intention of verdict clear from pleadings and evidence, construed with reference thereto 68 Ga. 247.
:

::
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__

ejectment for land in dispute, declaration fully de83 Ga. 246.
Incorrect and correct verdict being written, presumption latter substituted
for former: 84 Ga. 117.
Where two of three defendants sued as partners contested partnership,
verdict against all three by name was against them as partners 88 Ga. 57.
Recovery as to one of two defendants disclaimed, verdict for plaintiff read
in light of disclaimer: 89 Ga. 487.
Verdict subjecting part of railroad, void, and not amendable at subsequent
term of court 92 Ga. 249 see also 87 Ga. 241.
Since verdict for "$41.04 principal and interest," may have meant either
"besides interest," or "including interest," void for uncertainty. Curable in
the judgment, however, by disclaimer of interest: 94 Ga. 418.
Verdict against traverse by defendant, followed lower down by money verdict for plaintiff, and still lower by foreman's signature, whole was authenticated 94 Ga. 260.
Verdict for plaintiff

scribing

it,

in

sufficiently certain

:

:

:

;

:

It shall be within the power of SggJJ'ggSJ'
§5333. (3562.) Moulding verdicts.
the superior court, in proper case, to mould the verdict so as to do 4853,

and in the same manner
and the judgment and execution shall conform

full justice to the parties,

as a decree in

equity,

to the verdict.

Where under the Act of 1820, without resorting to forms of equity, superior
may mould verdict at law: 9 Ga. 65; 37/364; 35/84; 39/82. Where the
Act of 1820, deficiency supplied by Code 48 Ga. 622. Where juries may find
court

:

equitable verdict

40 Ga. 196, 197

:

;

44/179.

Section referred to and construed

46 Ga.383; 51/398, 399, 509, 510; 55/349, 350; 63/751; 56/212-224; 49/435,436.
Against a railroad 57 Ga. 340. Where an equitable plea in ejectment: 62 Ga.
401-404. Where this section, although claimed to, did not apply: 61 Ga. 326.
:

Excessive verdict written

off

by direction

of

Supreme Court

:

65 Ga. 380,

342.

In complaint for land, usury in title being pleaded, verdict for plaintiff, but
giving defendant?six months to pay the debt, illegal and set aside 71 Ga. 698.
:

Verdict here equivalent to a specific performance, and proper: 72 Ga. 708.
Under proper pleadings, verdict in ejectment on deed to secure debt, could
give defendant time to pay before land sold 72 Ga. 864.
Distinction between legal and equitable powers, very slight under our Code
73 Ga. 390.
:

In an action of trover the ver- $ 3920
diet may be in the alternative; that is, it must be for the value of
the property sued for, which may be discharged by the return of the
property within a given time specified in the verdict.
§5334.

(3563.)

Verdict in trover.

Practice as to alternative form of verdict jury may find highest value
proven or true value generally: 6 Ga. 287. Defendant must elect to deliver
the property or pay damages in money cannot deliver in part and pay in part
19 Ga. 579 31/110 22/290. Verdict for the specific property a proper finding
30 Ga. 646. When should be for that which both parties have acknowledged to
bean agreed substitute for the property itself: 30 Ga. 615. Section referred
to and construed 37 Ga. 340. As to rule of damages, and when entitled to interest 59 Ga. 395. Case of trover for a piano 61 Ga. 230.
Verdict for value of property with interest interest allowed from filing of
;

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

writ

:

67 Ga. 672.

-
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need not be proved, though alleged

:

71 Ga.

670.

After plaintiff elects to take verdict

in alternative, vei'dict

simply for prop-

erty, illegal: 82 Ga. 255.

Interest as such, not recoverable, and

conversion, not before
A ct S
P

1860,

§ 5385

43

:

(3564.) Plaintiff

-

if it

were, accrual would begin with

94 Ga. 658.

may

choose verdict.

It shall be at the op-

tion of the plaintiff, in an action to recover personal property, to

say upon the trial thereof whether he will accept an alternative verdict for the property or its value, or

damages alone, or

dict for the

whether he will demand a verand its hire,

for the property alone,

any; and it shall be the duty of the court to instruct the jury to
render the verdict as the plaintiff may thus elect.

if

Construed 54 Ga. 459 59/395 see also 61 Ga. 147.
Verdict for money to be discharged if property delivered within certain
time, is absolute money verdict, when: 65 Ga. 240.
Plaintiff may recover damages or property and hire, if any 67 Ga. 506.
Although plaintiff elect money verdict, title is the issue 67 Ga. 518.
Verdict for value of property and interest, sustained, although amount of
profits claimed not set out in declaration, etc. 67 Ga. 672.
Where court stated that he would allow no other verdict than for damages,
and plaintiffs adopted such direction as their own election, defendant could
not object 74 Ga. 233.
Money verdict does not dispossess defendant, but fixes superior lien on property 74 Ga. 233.
Verdict for property and hire, construed to mean hire until property delivered up 75 Ga. 283.
Dismissal of bail-trover by plaintiff replevying, entitles defendant to choice
of verdicts: 77 Ga. 21.
Measure of money verdict for defendant is sworn value in affidavit. Not
discharged by return of property: 77 Ga. 21.
Plaintiff's right to elect verdict, not abridged by bail-process 77 Ga. 281.
Where plaintiff in trover, holding title under conditional sale, elects property, bound to return purchase-money received, less reasonable rent: 85 Ga.
;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

741.

Measure

of

money

partly paid for,
82 Ga. 255

recovery, in trover for property sold conditionally and
unpaid balance and interest in lump 91 Ga. 121 see also

is

and judgment

;

:

74/791 61/147.
Plaintiff's election to take
;

;

:

money

verdict, sufficiently apparent

from verdict

93 Ga. 220.

§5336. (3567.)

Verdicts,

how

received.

Verdicts shall not be re-

ceived except in open court, unless by agreement of the parties.
Jury dispersing by consent after verdict, foreman to return it into court next
morning, if he return it not signed, proper to direct him to sign it: 74 Ga. 398.
Case fully submitted to jury before midnight Saturday, not error to receive
verdict on Sunday 84 Ga. 159.
Where jury brought in sealed verdict which was published in court next
morning, under facts verdict was substantially received in open court: 88
:

Ga. 169.
Verdict in absence of losing counsel, set aside here: 91 Ga.

29.

:
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on private knoivledge.

1.

§§5337, 5338

reception.

juror should not$j 1

act on his private knowledge respecting the facts, witnesses or parties,

92

^
Ga

-

266
154 -

-

65

unless sworn and examined as a witness in the case.

90 Ga. 266, overrules 66 Ga. 584
See also 94 Ga. 394.

67/326, 328

;

;

73/84

;

69/35

;

12/229, obiter.

Allowing counsel to confer with juror with view to making him a witness,
not error

:

78 Ga. 143.

§5338. Juries

may

The

sustain verdict.

affidavits of jurors

may

be 91Ga

taken to sustain, but not to impeach their verdict.

A

juror will not be heard to impeach his verdict: 91 Ga. 20; 94/135;
65/26 68/182 91/20, 256, 279
see also 17 Ga. 146
71/775
94/135
9/121; 49/622; 36/380; 37/195; 46/363; 12/500; 59/309,711; 60/215.
Much less will it be set aside on affidavit of party that some of jury told
him it was caused by mistake 65 Ga. 26. Yet conduct of jurors and circumstances of finding may indicate verdict illegal 65 Ga. 26.
But may be examined to uphold it 91 Ga. 154 90/791 78/75.
Public policy requires that none of the jurors be heard to impeach their
verdict, even in reply to those who have testified in its vindication 91 Ga. 154.
Affidavit by jurors or counsel as to their sayings after dispersing, not received 78 Ga. 260.
Jurors cannot impeach their verdict by depositions after their discharge, for
64/466

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

purpose of showing misunderstanding of answer to one of the questions submitted by the court 75 Ga. 63.
New trial not granted on juror's affidavit to the effect that Code was in
jury-room and was read by one juror to his fellows: 73 Ga. 596.
Jurors cannot impeach their finding by showing that verdict was not freely
and unconditionally agreed to by one of them and that it was made under
misapprehension, etc. 72 Ga. 206.
Improper expressions attributed to juror, denied by him and others, Supreme Court will not interfere: 70 Ga. 723.
:

:

General Note on Verdicts.
Notes from Code of 1882

Ambiguous, verdict not being, speaks for itself: 46 Ga. 361.
Where agreeverdict determined the question 50 Ga. 603.
Amendment of verdict, in civil case allowable at time of bringing it in: 52
Ga. 543. Verdict subject to, by separating principal and interest, though jury
have dispersed by consent: 57 Ga. 333.
Amount, verdict for a greater, than claimed in declaration, cured by remittitur: 8 Ga. 113.
When jury bound to find for some 16 Ga. 208. Verdict for
greater than evidence warrants, excess must be remitted or new trial granted

ment was,

:

:

31 Ga. 140.

Cause

by verdict: 55 Ga. 126.
granted 50 Ga. 395.
Consent, verdict by, not necessarily vicious: 20Ga. 120.
Construction, reasonable, verdicts are to have,etc. 9 Ga. 543.
Costs, verdict for, and nothing more, in trespass, etc. 11 Ga. 137.
of action, defectively set forth, cured

Certainty, want

of, in verdict,

new

trial

:

:

:

Counts, there being good and bad, in declaration, and a general verdict,
presumption is that jury found all good 12 Ga. 510.
:

Court may receive verdict
counsel, when: 58 Ga. 479.

in civil case in

absence of defendant and his

-

:
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Criminal cases, general verdict of guilty in, law presumes as intended as a
verdict of guilty of highest offense charged in the indictment: 43 Ga. 218;
Finding prisoner guilty of manslaughter in indictment for murder,
55/131.

was to find him guilty of highest grade of manslaughter 50 Ga. 128.
Recommending defendant to mercy of the court, in case not capital, not illegal
51 Ga. 136.
Finding prisoner "guilty of shooting not in his own defense," not
effect of,

:

void for uncertainty: 51 Ga. 144. Finding "the prisoner at the bar guilty,"
indicted and tried together, too uncertain 54 Ga. 249.
Finding "the prisoner guilty," when several were jointly indicted but severally
tried, sufficiently identified the defendant: 66 Ga. 591.
On indictment for
murder, finding prisoner guilty and that he be imprisoned, etc., at the mercy
of the court, good: 54 Ga. 242. Finding defendant "guilty of receiving stolen
goods," judgment arrested 55 Ga. 191. Verdict of murder, when charge was
based on an assumed state of facts, new trial: 58 Ga. 265.
"Guilty of an attempt to commit a larceny," sufficiently certain 58 Ga. 200.
"Guilty of the
offense of stabbing," held sufficient: 62 Ga. 167. Uttering a forged paper, verdict of guilty must show it was published as true, etc.: 28 Ga. 367; 56/604.
Unsigned, when names of jurors appear on the record, good 63 Ga. 281.
Damages, whether excessive or not, question for the discretion of the court:
10 Ga. 37; 20/428; 23/222; 29/294; 42/271.
Decretal verdict, sufficiently certain when court can execute it 24 Ga. 591.

when two were

:

:

:

:

:

Deduction,

when

make some, from

verdict should

price agreed on

:

30 Ga.

418.

when verdict so defective as to be void, mistrial: 49 Ga. 458.
Defendant, verdict for one, against another, void 58 Ga. 315.
Divorce, party to, may move to set aside first verdict: 31 Ga. 625. Two verdicts finding proof to authorize total, with no decree thereon, null: 64 Ga. 662.
Ejectment, verdict in, may be for part of the premises claimed 14 Ga. 384.
For moiety, on death of one joint lessor: 21 Ga. 401. Under Jones's form verdict ought to be for or against all the plaintiffs: 17 Ga. 361. Verdict too uncertain to enable court to award judgment, void 30 Ga. 608.
Equitable verdict, jury may find 44 Ga. 179.
Error, in assignment of, too general that complains that issues were not
submitted to the jury, etc. 58 Ga. 140.
In calculation, in verdict, corrected,
in Supreme Court 64 Ga. 506.
Evidence, when there is sufficient to support verdict, new trial will not be
granted: 30 Ga. 112; 60/319,603.
Circumstantial, etc., verdict should stand:
63 Ga. 90. Objection to verdict as, that it does not show it was rendered by a
full jury, not good
40 Ga. 423. Perjured, only affects verdict when material:
25 Ga. 671.
Illegal, verdict is, when jury pass on issues not before them: 51 Ga. 320.
Imperfect verdict rendered by jury, error for court, four days after, to reassemble the jury and let them amend 8 Ga. 201.
To send out jury to perfect
verdict, not error: 24 Ga. 485.
Informal verdicts may be amended: 17 Ga. 361.
Injunction, against verdict inadvertently rendered: 26 Ga. 352.
Interest, question of, arising under form of verdict: 54 Ga. 542.
Intoxication of juror, ground for setting aside verdict: 40 Ga. 150.
Issues, verdict must comprehend all, submitted to the jury 17 Ga. 361. In
equity cause, motion for new trial, because verdict did not cover the issues,
must specify, etc. 66 Ga. 18.
Judgment, reversal, if plaintiff would not write off a portion of the verdict:
37 Ga. 341.
Of court, rendered without verdict, when should be set aside: 46
Ga. 398.
Defective,

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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Jury, too late after verdict to raise question whether jury was taken from
63 Ga. 216.
Justice, when finding of jury is against, new trial will be granted: 33 Ga.
495.
When verdict did substantial, not disturbed 45 Ga. 94; 50/124.
Legatees, four suing when there were six, and verdict for amount due all,
two shares written off: 60 Ga. 154.
Liquidated demand, verdict for, jury should give interest on it: 19 Ga. 537.
Mistake in verdict will be relieved against: 30 Ga. 191.
New trial, granted, if verdict be against the evidence 24 Ga. 591. Or so uncertain it cannot be executed 27 Ga. 469. Refused, on ground verdict did not
cover all issues submitted 58 Ga. 484.
Nunc pro tunc verdict entered on the minutes, rendered years previously 45
Ga. 117.
Pleas, where there were three issuable, verdict for plaintiff is a finding
against defendant on all 60 Ga. 131.
Principal and interest, when verdict was for, on suit on two notes, sufficiently certain 14 Ga. 691. Meaning of: 19 Ga. 298 20/50.
Publication of verdict, what is, and no action dismissed after: 7 Ga. 191;

grand or petit jury

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

34/575.

Release,

when

a party may, a part of finding in his favor: 22 Ga. 313.

Sabbath day, verdict rendered on, illegal and a nullity: 49 Ga. 436.
Set aside, verdict was, in claim case, where plaintiff in execution had been
dead for years, and estate unrepresented 9 Ga. 325.
Not, where it was such
as case warrants: 22 Ga. 283.
Will be, when there is no evidence to warrant
it: 29 Ga. 200.
Was, when sheriff told jury that judge would take them to another county if they did not agree 31 Ga. 625.
Judgment of judge in will
case, without verdict, should be, when 46 Ga. 398.
Signature of foreman to verdict, good 9 Ga. 501. Verdict returned without,
held good 14 Ga. 18 24/72.
:

:

:

:

:

;

Special verdict, chancellor may direct jury to find, in equity case, etc.
Ga. 459.
Transfer of verdict when written on wrong paper: 58 Ga. 186 62/316.

:

57

;

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882:
Attachment, verdict for plaintiff against defendant for specific sum, suf66 Ga. 575.
Average, jurors' agreement to severally name a sum and strike average, not
vitiate verdict, if result adopted independently of such agreement 83 Ga. 512.
Evidence, verdict must be founded on; if no evidence, defendant cannot
take verdict 66 Ga. 169.
Former verdict, upon request, court should detach or conceal former verdict before declaration is handed to jury 86 Ga. 295 see also 91 Ga. 65 97/408.
Interest, no verdict for, prior to filing suit, declaration nor evidence showing when account became due 92 Ga. 405.
Joint defendants, verdict for gross sum against two defendants, liability of
each is several as well as joint for whole sum 83 Ga. 358.
Jury, that several of jury, polled, said they consented to verdict reluctantly,
will not vitiate it: 78 Ga. 480. All evidence in support of illegality ruled out,
submission to jury improper: 81 Ga. 162. Certain acts of jurors and bailiff,
after jury retired, held not to vitiate verdict: 91 Ga. 279, 280. Verdict not
vitiated because juror requested bailiff to deliver message to his son as to
work at home, son overhearing: 91 Ga. 279.
ficient

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

Justice court, verdict in, written elsewhere than on affidavit of illegality,
irregularity 84 Ga. 117.

mere

:

:

§§5389-5841
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Of entering judgment.

Mistake, verdict rendered under misapprehension of jury as to which party
not error to allow them to correct verdict, though since signing they
had mingled with the people 80 Ga. 722.
Partnership sued, verdict against one partner legal: 82 Ga. 790; citing 75
Ga. 664. In action against partnership, verdict may be against one partner,
though issue not made in pleadings 88 Ga. 740.
Pleadings, verdict here not warranted by pleadings, and inconsistent with
itself: 65 Ga. 693.
Set aside, court cannot, of its own motion without notice, set aside verdict
rendered at previous term, etc. Notice to attorney establishing copy judgment on verdict, not sufficient, when 92 Ga. 379.
Surety, where only surety defends and verdict is only against principal, this
is finding in favor of surety
91 Ga. 319.
plaintiff,

:

:

:

:

ARTICLE

2.

OF ENTERING JUDGMENT.
A
9
Cobb 494

§5339. (3568.) Judgment, hoiv and when signed up.

when

$4851.

In

a verdict shall be rendered, the party in whose favor

all cases
it

may

be,

up judgment
the adjournment of the

or his attorney, shall be allowed to enter and sign

thereon at any time within four days after

court at which such judgment was rendered, for the

amount

thereof

and all costs recoverable thereon, and no execution shall issue on
any verdict until such judgment shall be entered up and signed by
the party or his attorney.

Four days

:

63 Ga. 423

5/64
verdict that it

ment on second

;

;

52/556. Presumption from absence of judgwas arrested, etc. 49 Ga. 242. Judgment en:

When judge should not permit a
tered nunc pro tunc, etc. 54 Ga. 542.
judgment entered on the verdict he has set aside: 59 Ga. 12. Where it was
duty of plaintiff to enter up judgment: 52 Ga. 556. Judgment should be entered up and signed before execution issues on it 62 Ga. 103-106. When entered up on verdict and signed by counsel, need not be spread on the minutes
63 Ga. 417, 423.
:

:

Attorney may enter judgment on damage verdict, in four days after adjournment, notwithstanding death of plaintiff 77 Ga. 136.
:

$4470.

§5340. (3569.) Appeal suspends judgment.

If a

judgment be enand such ap-

tered within the time allowed for entering an appeal,

peal be entered, the judgment will be suspended.
See 8 Ga.
of the

Code

121.
:

Construed, as to a purchaser, with reference to section 5355

47 Ga. 97.

Effect of appeal

Judgment
whether
1

^johb :^
$2882.

is

to suspend

judgment

77 Ga.

6.

court not become dormant while appeal undisposed
dismissed or not 84 Ga. 751.

in justice

finally

:

of,

:

In all cases
§5341. (3570.) Judgment for principal and interest.
where judgment may be obtained, such judgment shall be entered
up for the principal sum due, with interest: Provided, the claim upon

:
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gg 5342-5£45

Of entering judgment.

but no part of such judgment
shall bear interest except the principal which may be due on the

which

was obtained draws

it

interest;

original debt.

Act of 1814 does not apply where the recovery is in damages: 6 Ga. 303.
Jury finding for plaintiff principal, interest and costs in suit on note with

was not sufficiently certain 40 Ga. 150. Refers also to confessions of
judgment 52 Ga. 586, 587. Judgment entered up nunc pro tunc, with interest
credits,

:

:

54 Ga. 542.

Defendant cannot object that judgment entered up for too

little interest:

67 Ga. 725, 727.

Principal and interest not separated, fatal defect, on mortgage foreclosure:
77 Ga. 426.

>

Verdict for gross sum, including principal and interest not segregated, set
aside unless interest written off 95 Ga. 705 see also 94 Ga. 418.
:

;

§5342. (3571.) Judgment on appeals.

In

all cases of

appeal, where

security has been given, the plaintiff, or his attorney, may enter up
judgment against the principal and surety, jointly and severally,
and execution shall issue accordingly, and proceed against either or

both, at the option of the plaintiff, until his debt
See 6 Ga. 416
supersedeas

Where defendant

57/68.

;

bond given

:

is satisfied.

carries case to

Supreme Court and

45 Ga. 81, 82.

In all judgments ^1845,
exchange, promissory note, A 3 t ^5 00

§5343. (3572.) Against sureties and indorsers.

against sureties or indorsers on any bill

of.

g'

(

or other instrument in writing, the plaintiff, or his attorney, shall ^tlgj^l1,
designate and identify the relation of the parties under the contract

on which such judgment

is

rendered, and execution shall issue ac-

cordingly.
Omission to describe contract of indorsement on affidavit of illegality, judg27 Ga. 363. This section was intended for the protection of
the surety or indorser 48 Ga. 420, 421. No ground of illegality that the judgment irregular in failing to describe one as indorser: 54 Ga. 494. Also where
judgment not void in failing to describe one as surety, it was amendable: 56
Ga. 174. Stated: 69 Ga. 289. Section referred to and construed: 59 Ga. 848,

ment amendable

:

:

849.

§5344. (3574.) Judgment for costs against executors, etc. When the $ 4464
verdict of a jury is against an executor or administrator, or other
trustee, in his representative character, a

be entered against

him

in the

judgment for

-

costs should

same character.

Stated 17 Ga. 289. What fi. fa. for costs could be levied on 16 Ga. 190,
not liable for costs when plaintiffs, upon a nonsuit or verdict: 20 Ga.
:

:

When
847.

All judgments entered against Act 1847,
§5345. (3575.) Judgment on bonds.
the obligors of any bond, whether official or voluntary, shall be f or §§8795,'264.'

the amount of damnification found by the verdict of the jury, and
not for the penalty thereof.
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When

sureties for sheriff, after recoveries against

him

to

amount

of their

bond, can defend at law against suits: 8 Ga. 569. When surety not liable on
bond for more than the penalty and interest 59 Ga. 204, 205.
Estate forfeited and sold for rent due, tenant entitled to overplus after rent
paid 71 Ga. 392.
:

:

^2627

8 ' 5010 '

Judgments
§5346. (3576.) Judgments in favor of or against firms.
entered up, or executions issued, in favor of or against copartners,

when the partnership style is used therein instead of the individual
names of such persons composing said firm, shall be good.
Decree against partners good, although name of partners transposed

name:

When judgment

31 Ga. 140.

in firm

in favor of partnership as creditor of de-

ceased against administrator, should be de bojiis testatoris: 54 Ga. 538.
On judgment against two partners, liability of each is several, as well as
joint, as to whole sum
83 Ga. 358.
:

6

69

Ga

619

85

Ga'

420'

§5347. Nonsuit, when granted.

A nonsuit

is

not granted merely be-

But if

cause the court would not allow a verdict for plaintiff to stand.

make out

admitting all
the facts proved and all reasonable deductions from them, the plaintiff ought not to recover, a nonsuit will be granted.
A judgment of
nonsuit is no bar to a subsequent action for the same cause brought
in due time;
the plaintiff fails to

a prima facie case, or

if,

See notes to section 4995.
Nonsuit does not bar second suit for same cause of action, nor conclude parties on questions of evidence decided
91 Ga. 196.
:

ARTICLE

3.

OF THE EFFECT AND LIEN OF JUDGMENTB.
$$8741,5283,
5095.

....

§5348. (3577.) Conclusiveness of judgments.
The judgment of a
court of competent jurisdiction is conclusive between parties and
privies, as to the facts which it decides, until reversed or set aside.
Notes from Code of 1882

.

.

:

Stated: 2 Ga. 325; 36/257; 9/117; 49/47. When mere error of law will not
vitiate 20 Ga. 798 9/244.
And cannot be collaterally attacked by third persons, except for fraud and collusion in the procurement 6 Ga. 178. Third person is not bound by a judgment to which he was not a party or privy 13 Ga.
:

;

:

:

Binds parties and privies: 25 Ga. 193. Is evidence as between
the parties to it and their privies: 16 Ga. 487. In a claim case: 7 Ga. 380.
Presumed that decisions of court of competent jurisdiction are well founded
and regular 19 Ga. 279. How far a judgment is an estoppel 19-Ga. 413 49/412.
Judgment propounding a will for probate does not bind an heir not a party to
it: 23 Ga. 332.
Same rule as to judgment establishing a copy deed, not conclusive against those claiming as devisees, not parties thereto 34 Ga. 167. Does
not determine when record shows the question could not have been adjudicated 27 Ga. 372. Judgment a nullity whei'e there has been no service: 26
Ga. 140. Where judgment on demurrer was final and conclusive: 34 Ga. 47.
269; 30/700.

:

:

;

:

:

:
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judgments of Supreme Court being final 38 Ga. 195. Judgment of DisCourt of United States conclusive in the State court, but may be attacked
for want of jurisdiction 48 Ga. 50. Judgment in ejectment binding only on
the defendant to the action 54 Ga. 597. And plaintiff to the action 58 Ga.
When judgment of commissioners of police conclusive as to policemen,
261.

As

to

:

trict

:

:

until reversed

:

59 Ga. 318.

Same

:

judgment against

rule as to

city clerk as to

60 Ga. 110. When judgment at law conclusive in equity
When cestui que trust would be concluded by a decree 61 Ga. 599.

his salary
630.

:

:

:

55 Ga.

Where

decree would be binding on devisees in remainder, represented by executor:
61 Ga. 382. Where judgment against a married woman would be conclusive:
Decree foreclosing a mortgage is conclusive upon the defendant
61 Ga. 512.
and any purchaser after the decree 62 Ga. 20. Section referred to and construed 63 Ga. 628.
:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

by amendment charge of fraud already adjudicated
and unprofitable 80 Ga. 742.
Bailment, owner of horse here not barred, in trover against purchaser from
bailee, by judgment in action against bailee 91 Ga. 440.
Bankruptcy, discharge in, is good plea to suit on foreign judgment, when
bankruptcy was not pleaded aliter, if plea of bankruptcy was withdrawn and
judgment confessed in the foreign suit: 70 Ga. 362. Judgment, after discharge, on debt provable in bankruptcy, conclusive on bankrupt and all claiming under him 71 Ga. 705.
Bill of review, dismissal of writ of error operates as affirmance of decree, and
76 Ga. 337.
bill of review will not lie

Amendment,

is

to repeat

idle

:

:

;

:

:

Cited, as also 17 Ga. 110; 40/199; 62/604; 68/113.
Claim, adverse finding, on claim to property levied on under chattel-mortgage fi. fa., not debar illegality, when 66 Ga. 236. Prevailing against levy on
:

dam and

water-power, levy on bottom of stream not barred 67 Ga. 648. Dismissal by court of levy in claim case, not bar another levy and trial on merits:
69 Ga. 685. Judgment against claimant does not conclude defendant in fi. fa.,
though claimant was his wife and he employed counsel to prosecute the claim
71 Ga. 71. In action of trespass for levying on property in hands of outside
party, judgment in claim case finding the property not subject, conclusive on
the point 80 Ga. 508. Where all questions in claim case were previously decided against claimant on his illegality to execution, judgment dismissing
illegality on demurrer concluded him 83 Ga. 255.
Amendable defects in
pleadings were cured by judgment 83 Ga. 255.
Collateral attack, decree not attacked collaterally 82 Ga. 168 citing 81 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

;

308; 64/670.

Consent verdict

is

within the principle of

res judicata: 93

Ga. 279.

Consideration of note, too late after judgment to urge that same illegal 83
Ga. 1.
Corporation, judgment against de facto, estops from denying the incorporation 70 Ga. 637.
County affairs, county treasurer not authorized to go behind ordinary's
order approving bills pursuant to special statute for building court-house:
78 Ga. 760.
Deed, decree annulling deed against grantee, conclusive against one who
claims that grantee was his agent and trustee, the equitable interest being in
him: 71 Ga. 705.
:

:

Demurrer, judgment on, is a bar to second suit between same parties about
same subject-matter, though some of the facts were defectively pleaded^ in

5348
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70 Ga. 552. As to demurrer to bill for want of equity 67 Ga. 247, 53.
Overruling general demurrer to bill before return term and interlocutory
grant of injunction, not res judicata; demurrer may still be insisted on in
term: 74 Ga. 201. Dismissal of bill on demurrer did not adjudicate title involved, as against vendees of defendant taking before bill filed 92 Ga. 787.
first suit

:

:

:

Dismissal, suit for damages dismissed on promise of defendant to remedy
same, not res judicata: 84 Ga. 61. Dismissal for want of evidence does not bar
subsequent suit for same cause of action 92 Ga. 522. Judgment of, on demurrer, not set aside and case reinstated upon motion after the term 95 Ga. 35.
:

:

Dormant judgment revived, fi. fa. levied, and claim filed question of dormancy res judicata, and fi. fa. admissible against claimant: 68 Ga. 63. Also
on motion to distribute money from sale of defendant's property 57 Ga. 609.
;

:

Ejectment, warrantor appearing and defending against warrantee, bound by
judgment therein: 75 Ga. 300. Parties to consent verdict in, could not go behind it: 78 Ga. 142.
Erroneous judgment, judgment of court having jurisdiction, whether right
or not, binding: 77 Ga. 340. Though erroneous, binding on parties not excepting thereto: 77 Ga. 484. Unreversed judgment declaring declaration amended
in time to save dismissal under remittitur from Supreme Court, binding, although erroneously granted 93 Ga. 736, 740.
Estoppel, judgment unreversed is an estoppel: 71 Ga. 384. Former decision
as an estoppel 72 Ga. 320.
Evidence, for plea of res judicata to avail, declaration, verdict and judgment
must be in evidence attaching copies insufficient 84 Ga. 69.
Fi. fa., judgment holding a judgment valid, not conclusive as to fi. fa.
:

:

:

;

issued thereon: 70 Ga. 547.

Foreign judgment, issues passed upon in probate of will in Alabama are res
same parties in Georgia 76 Ga. 384.
Garnishment, debtor may recover money due him for wages by rule against
justice of the peace after judgment against garnishee 76 Ga. 98. Judgment
on merits of garnishee's answer, conclusive: 77 Ga. 436. Garnishee having
paid money into court, magistrate's disallowance of defendant's claim of exemption was res judicata thereafter 88 Ga. 26.
Homestead, judgment of ordinary against executor, on settlement, not
binding on beneficiaries of homestead out of property of executor: 66 Ga. 324.
Refusal to enjoin levy of execution on homestead concluded complainant as to
its superiority thereto
74 Ga. 49. Wife's claim on homestead decided against
her, claim by husband based on same homestead, barred 93 Ga. 279.
Indorser, on trial against maker, judgment having gone against indorser,
latter not estopped from testifying that debt paid 91 Ga. 125.
Illegality, upon trial of illegality, immaterial to defendant whether plaintiff in fi fa. dead or alive; "all he wanted was a responsible party to settle
with": 74 Ga. 752.
Issues, defendant must set up every defense, legal or equitable, which he
may have to action; judgment concludes him, except when: 69 Ga. 754.
Judgment conclusive between the parties, as to all matters put in issue, or
which might have been put in issue: 70 Ga. 475; 69/671 but see 69 Ga. 697.
Judgment not conclusive as to questions not presented before: 77 Ga. 234.
Judgment of competent court binding as to matter adjudicated: 77 Ga. 289.
Judgment is conclusive as to all material matters that, by the exercise of
proper diligence, could have been ascertained and pleaded on the trial: 80 Ga.
Former judgment not conclusive unless point in issue in later case neces11.
sarily passed upon: 80 Ga. 479.
Question not actually litigated, judgment

judicata between

:

:

:

:

:

:

;
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not res judicata as to property not involved in first trial, though might have
been: 84 Ga. 171.
Judgment, generally judgment must be entered before res judicata can be
invoked how waived 93 Ga. 278.
Lis pendens, purchaser pendente lite of land in dispute is bound by decree,
and such decree not void because it declares the title to be in such purchaser
who is not a party to record 94 Ga. 51.
Married woman bound by judgment like other people having had day in
court, too late to set up suretyship or that debt was husband's: 73 Ga. 477;
citing 63 Ga. 542 60/189 see also 79 Ga. 655.
Marshaling assets, in bill by administrator to marshal assets and determine priorities, etc., court will inquire into justice of claims though in judgment: 68 Ga. 209.
Mortgage foreclosure, conclusive between parties and privies: 67 Ga. 744.
Was res judicata between the parties here 76 Ga. 835. After judgment of
foreclosure, mortgagor could not collaterally attack mortgage for usury, no
fraud, accident, or mistake in procuring it being suggested, nor that usury
unknown before judgment: 83 Ga. 177; distinguishing 77 Ga. 343.
Motion for new trial made and overruled, and similar motion presented
later, proper for court to dismiss same as res judicata: 76 Ga. 41.
Nonsuit, judgment of Supreme Court on motion to nonsuit, conclusive on
next trial: 72 Ga. 48. Does not bar second suit for same cause of action, nor
conclude parties on questions of evidence decided 91 Ga. 196 see also sec:

;

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

tion 5347.

Parties and privies, conclusive only on
72 Ga. 796. Judgment on suit
against certain persons for material and to foreclose lien on property owned
:

by them as joint-stock company, held good: 66 Ga. 466. Not an estoppel in
favor of one who sues account to judgment in name of owner, without his consent, having no interest: 93 Ga. 653.

exceptions, motion overruled, excepted to pendente lite and not
renewable 78 Ga. 553.
Real party bound, obligee in bond for titles who transferred purchase-money
note by indorsement, and who, when holder sued maker and failure of consid-

Pendente

lite

finally disposed of, not

:

eration was pleaded, took up note and prosecuted action for his
bound though not party 78 Ga. 265.

own

benefit,

:

Removal

policeman by municipality judicially, by regular

of

trial: 69

Ga.

165.

Res judicata, plea of, controlled this case: 69 Ga. 698. Suit to recover lands,
properly withdrawn from jury and dismissed by court, as res judicata: 93 Ga.
364.

Rule, to attachment nisi issued term after rule absolute against sheriff to
pay over money, he cannot plead same grounds as to the rule 71 Ga. 861.
:

defendant in

not proper party, he should defend
before judgment making him party 68 Ga. 399.
Several suits, judgment in one of several suits by discharged employee,
with same defense, controls others 73 Ga. 347 citing 61 Ga. 64.
Sheriff's sale, decree setting aside, restores parties to rights they had before
sale 72 Ga. 301.
Subject-matter, there must be not only identity of parties, but also of subject-matter 69 Ga. 692.
Scire facias,

if

scire facias
:

:

;

:

:

Supreme Court, verdict
bill

of jury contrary to former

judgment

of, in

same

Will not readjudicate questions covered by former
of exceptions; 77 Ga. 7.
Having ruled on question of diligence, party

case, set aside

:

75 Ga. 202.

:
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cannot traverse ruling

in superior court

by amendment setting up diligence:

80 Ga. 742.
Sureties in replevy bond of defendant cannot attack

judgment against de-

fendant by illegality to judgment against themselves: 80 Ga. 709.
Trover, second transferee of vendor's rights, under conditional sale, bound
by prior judgment in trover in favor of first transferee 75 Ga. 345.
:

Usury, judgment confessed on debt concludes debtor from setting up security-deed, void for usury: 66 Ga. 102. Debtor's wife who has obtained homestead since security-deed made, also concluded: 66 Ga. 102; 95/712; see also
83 Ga. 297 84/609. Judgment concludes all questions as to usury in debt sued
on: 74 Ga. 465. Attacking judgment not usurious on its face, by evidence
tending to void homestead waiver in note sued on for usury, not allowed: 83
Ga. 300 see also 66 Ga. 102.
;

;

Void judgment, if judgment a nullity,
may be attacked as such: 68 Ga. 435.
void for want of jurisdiction 76 Ga. 769.
it

from face

as appears

of proceedings,

Parties not estopped by

judgment

:

A
CobiM97.
3761

$

'

5378?'

§5349. (3578.) Judgments at same term of equal date. All judgments
signed on verdicts rendered at the same term of the court shall be
considered, held and taken to be of equal date, and no execution
shall be entitled to

any preference by reason

the hands of the levying

Formerly the judgment

first

signed had priority: 17 Ga. 593

;

26/287.

A
§5350. (3579.) Rank of judgments affirmed by Supreme Court.
judgment in the superior court, which is taken to the Supreme Court
and affirmed, loses no lien or priority by the proceeding in the Supreme Court, but takes effect from the first judgment.

$5598.

Has
there

A

of being first placed in

officer.

is

as

much

one

:

operation and effect where there

is

no supersedeas as where

16 Ga. 446.

§5351. (3580.) Dignity and binding effect of judgments. All judgof this State
^oobb^k men t 8 obtained in the superior, justices' or other courts
$4157.
shall be of equal dignity, and shall bind all the property of the de9

CobD

494

fendant, both real and personal, from the date of such judgment,

except as otherwise provided in this Code.

On

the Act of 1810, which was intended to place judgments on the same footGa. 269. Binds all the property 5 Ga. 153. So does a decree for money
57 Ga. 73. Binds interest in partnership property 20 Ga. 386. From the signing of the judgment: 17 Ga. 593; 26/283. From the date: 37 Ga. 660; 39/66.
Lien of, does not attach to property sold under a younger judgment: 9 Ga.
164.
The oldest lien having priority 8 Ga. 194 4/356 52/358. Where judgment against sheriff for deputy's misconduct, conclusive in action against deputy by sheriff for reimbursement 10 Ga. 158. When lands vesting in defendant in^. fa. subsequent to date of judgment against, subject to lien of the
judgment: 32 Ga. 453. When distributive share of heir in reversion, subject:
54 Ga. 602. Judgment against administrator on debt of intestate not binding
the estate where, having fully administered, he has turned over the effects to
heir on final settlement: 55 Ga. 12. When judgment against guardian did not
bind property taken in his name, but bought with funds of the ward: 54 Ga.
ing

:

1

:

:

:

;

;

:

690.

When

bankruptcy did not

affect the lien of a

judgment prior

to bank-

:
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55 Ga. 579. When lien of a judgment creditor on land in husband's
possession superior to claim of secret equity of the wife 56 Ga. 79. Judgment
against executor on debt of testator does not bind property turned over to leg-

ruptcy

:

:

58 Ga. 305. Land belonging to an estate levied on before
by administrator, is bound by such levy 58 Ga. 451. Judgment junior to
a mortgage illegally recorded, has priority of lien 59 Ga. 466. Section referred
to, and a judgment held binding against an executor after his bankruptcy
60
Ga. 532-534. When sale by assignee in bankruptcy did not divest lien of judgment from State court: 63 Ga. 231-234. Junior judgment and execution in
sheriff's hands at time of sale, having precedence over older one not in his
hands until afterwards 31 Ga. 393.
That property sold under decree instead of earlier common-law judgment
between same parties, not protect one purchasing pendente lite: 65 Ga. 461.
Lien attaches to share of heir in estate, when set apart by commissioners,
and return made to ordinary 65 Ga. 302.
Decree for permanent alimony continues after husband's death, and takes
precedence of prior judgment 73 Ga. 303 distinguishing 52 Ga. 394 62/392.
As to effect of discharge and bankruptcy upon lien of judgment rendered
prior thereto, but not proven in bankruptcy 69 Ga. 548.

atee beforehand

:

sold

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

Judgment

in favor of heir of estate, against administrator, for his share of

proceeds of administrator's sale to himself, not superior to other judgments:
69 Ga. 605.

Judgment against one w ho has conveyed lands by absolute deed to secure
debt, has no enforceable lien on such lands until redeemed 62 Ga. 623 69/614
92/798. Such land subject to levy and sale under judgment against vendee
T

:

;

;

82 Ga. 364.

Wife obtaining decree against husband's creditor who received her money
payment of husband's debt and invested it in land, has special lien on the
land, and general lien on other property of defendant: 70 Ga. 180.
Property sold conditionally to defendant after judgment, not bound, though
in

contract of sale unrecorded 71 Ga. 93.
Interest of obligor in bond for title, bound by judgment against him: 71
Ga. 264.
No lien on land aliened before its rendition 72 Ga. 469.
Judgment against husband, after record of voluntary conveyance to wife,
has no lien 72 Ga. 752.
At common law, if party died after judgment, but before execution issued,
scire facias to make decedent's representatives party to the judgment was
necessary. With judiciary Act of 1799, reason of rule ceased: 73 Ga. 104.
Where property sold after judgment rendered against vendor, and afterwards sold under judgment, vendee entitled to proceeds, against judgments
rendered after sale 76 Ga. 792.
Judgment on forthcoming bond takes money paid by surety, in preference
to his intermediate distress warrant 77 Ga. 57.
Lien of judgment against property held under bond for title, not divested
by rescission between vendor and vendee.: 84 Ga. 177.
Whatever one can enjoy himself as property may be sold for his debts, unless exempted, etc.
92 Ga. 306.
Executor taking one-third interest under will withdraws so much, no part
of estate subject to judgment against him 92 Ga. 329.
Mortgage simultaneous with purchase, superior to existing judgments
against mortgagor: 79 Ga. 703.
No difference in principle that part paid cash, and mortgage only for balance: 94 Ga. 175.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

100

:
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§5352. (3581.) First judgment prevents alienation in cases of appeal.
In all cases where a judgment shall be rendered and an appeal shall

^Cobb^be

be entered from such judgment, the property of the defendant shall
not be bound by the first judgment, except so far as to prevent the
alienation by the defendant of his property between the signing of
the first judgment and the signing of the judgment on the appeal,
but shall be bound from the signing of such judgment on the appeal.
See 8 Ga. 121. What is such alienation in the case of a mortgage 18 Ga. 466.
Property so alienated bound for damages assessed for frivolous appeals: 19
Ga. 298. When purchaser of realty not protected by section 5367, pending appeal from first verdict 47 Ga. 97. Law of this section referred to and construed 50 Ga. 145.
:

:

:

A judgment
§5353. (3582.) Judgments do not bind choses in action.
has no lien upon promissory notes in the hands of the defendant,
nor are choses in action liable to be seized and sold under execution,

$3077.

unless

made

so specially

by

statute.

Stated: 6 Ga. 550. Choses in action in hands of receiver, legal assets, and
the judgments entitled to the fund 55 Ga. 177.
:

Lien of State depository's bond extends to choses in action

:

66 Ga. 609.

Applied to contests over funds in hands of receiver, where creditors who
sued before receivership, but obtained judgment afterwards, claimed priority
94 Ga. 465.
Plaintiff in fi. fa. could make defendant's administrator a party
facias, 'so as to reach assets inaccessible by levy 83 Ga. 716.

by

scire

:

In contest between judgment creditor and assignees of money demand,
the money having been paid into court, the assignment took priority although
made after the judgment: 88 Ga. 145.
Actsisso-i,

§5354. (3582 a.)

Toll-cotton

not

subject,

The

when.

toll-cotton

received by persons in this State as a compensation for ginning the

cotton of another, shall not be subject to seizure or sale under any
judgment, mortgage, lien, decree or other process against the person
owning or having such cotton ginned, existing prior to or at the
time it was ginned: Provided, the toll so exempted shall not exceed
one-fifteenth of the

A

2

§5355.
cobb 497
A Ct 801 2 charged.
238
"

'

p

$$3592, 2779.

amount ginned.

(3583.) Lien of judgment on transferred property, how dis-

When any

person has bona fide, and for a valuable consideration, purchased real or personal property, and has been in the
possession of such real property for four years, or of such personal
property two years, the same shall be discharged from the lien of

any judgment against the person from

whom

he purchased.

Formerly seven years: 7 Ga. 163; 9/400; 15/336; 27/341. Act of 1852 not
intended to be retrospective: 15 Ga. 496. Section referred to and construed:
39 Ga. 349. Two years possession of bales of cotton: 39 Ga. 421. What bona
fide purchaser of realty with four years possession should state, to protect himself against a sale under execution against former owner
47 Ga. 125. As to
being parts of the statute of limitations and suspended by various acts from
:

:;
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1860 to 1865 49 Ga. 59. Although levied on before purchase, yet holding the
land for four years when no steps to enforce the levy, relieves it 56 Ga. 595
55/399, 402. When possession of land by family as a homestead for four years
did not protect* it from an execution: 54 Ga. 36-38. Only lien of judgments
Susagainst the vendor discharged by four years possession 54 Ga. 81-84.
pended during the war 50 Ga. 164. Homestead possession not tacked to subsequent possession to make out the four years: 51 Ga. 570. Mortgage fi. fa.
not governed by 53 Ga. 328 51/279-282 54/498. No notice of levy, and protected by the four years possession 51 Ga. 372-374. Suspended from November 30th, 1860, until the close of the war: 49 Ga. 51; 51/556. Purchase after
judgment and no possession four years before levy 48 Ga. 410. Surety not released by the failure of the principal judgment creditor to levy for four years
55 Ga. 374. A bona fide purchaser with four years possession, obtaining land
free from execution against his vendor 55 Ga. 224. Must be actual possession
and not from deed only 55 Ga. 44. Not a bona fide possession by claimant 55
Ga. 559-561. And is not, where had actual notice: 42 Ga. 250; 64/706-708.
Where cannot tack possession before levy, to make out the four years 53 Ga.
330.
Notice must be given by the sheriff in five days of the levy, to stop the
four years limitation 54 Ga. 588. Discharges only from the lien of judgments
against the vendor: 54 Ga. 81. Four years possession does not protect where
there is actual knowledge 56 Ga. 617 55/560. No notice and seven years possession was held good against a mortgage not recorded in time 57 Ga. 204.
Where there was no four years possession, there was no protection against the
fi.fa., although sheriff failed to levy on personal property pointed out: 59 Ga.
595.
Where defendant in fi. fa. holding as tenant of the purchaser four years
before levy of the fi. fa., the land was not subject: 59 Ga. 443. Possession
must have been notorious and bona fide: 61 Ga. 46. Where no deed made except for selling the land for the purchase-money, and there was no four years
possession after that 62 Ga. 530. Section referred to and construed 62 Ga.
462.
Code omits the word "peaceably" found in Acts of 1822 and 1851-2;
and when cannot tack other levies together to prevent the four years bar: 65
Ga. 89.
Although grantee had knowledge of judgment, four years possession discharged lien, when 67 Ga. 334.
Good faith of purchaser for value presumed, and onus of showing notice of
judgment on him asserting: 67 Ga. 529.
Seven years adverse possession of lands under color of title, divests lien of
judgment against vendor, when 67 Ga. 528, 529.
As to effect of levy before four years possession, and sale after: 67 Ga. 588.
Possession must be open, notoi'ous, exclusive and in good faith, and in the
right of claimant 67 Ga. 588.
Purchaser of land with notice of judgment, not bona fide: 67 Ga. 588.
Notice of judgment to purchaser is only prima facie evidence of mala fides;
bona fides is question for jury 69 Ga. 712 see also 64 Ga. 706.
Purchaser with notice of judgment may be bona fide; notice is prima facie
evidence of mala fides: 71 Ga. 218; 72/463.
Son in possession of land by parol gift from father, is not bona fide purchaser
for value. This section does not apply to donee in possession when judgment
rendered 70 Ga. 273.
Where claimant of land bought before "judgment," error to charge this
section in his favor he could not have had notice 70 Ga. 719.
:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

Actual possession necessary to discharge land from lien of judgment: 70
Ga. 713.

:

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§ 5356-5358

1,

ARTICLE

1588

3.

Of the effect and lien of judgments.

Purchaser protected though no deed taken up to time of levy

Homestead having ceased, land
for four years bars

judgments

:

sold

:

80 Ga. 409.

by father to son, possession by

latter

85 Ga. 646.

Where claimant contended that defendant's possession was his, yet defendwas as much for himself as for claimant, and judgment against

ant's possession

defendant was not defeated

:

88 Ga. 186.

Partner to whom copartners conveyed assets in trust to pay firm debts, not
bona fide purchaser, no accounting appearing whereby trust feature eliminated: 89 Ga. 101.
Wife's possession for four years under decree against husband divested
judgments against him: 93 Ga. 419.

liens of
Acts

789

'

1889'

^olf

a

106
1

5349

'

§5356. (3583.) Lien against defendant not resident of county Where
shall be rendered against any defendant who, at
.

i43

mone y judgment

the time suit

'

is

begun, does not reside in the county where

stituted, the property of such non-resident defendant,

it is

which

is

in-

situ-

ated, at the date of the judgment, without such county, shall, so far

as affects bona fide purchasers for value, without actual notice of
the judgment, not be bound by such judgment, unless the owner of

such judgment shall, within thirty days from the final rendition of
the judgment, have his fieri facias entered upon the execution-docket
in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county where
such defendant resided at the date of the judgment. If any such
judgment is so docketed after the thirty days, these provisions shall
not apply to purchases made after such docketing.
Provision as to docketing fi. fa. in county of defendant's residence refers to
general judgments, not judgments in rem: 75 Ga. 818.

§5357. (3584.) Lien of judgment on property removed from the State.
a judgment lien has attached on personal property which is

When

removed
State

to another State

it will

and

sold, if

brought back again to this

be subject to the judgment lien.

When it may be levied on and sold after being brought back in this State
Ga. 356. The four years possession will not give title as against a judgment
where the personal property removed from this State before enforced: 17 Ga.
7

491.

A

3

cobb

^S

4

'

499

When a
§5358. (3585.) Effect of judgments in trover and trespass.
damages shall be rendered in favor of a plaintiff in trover

3W0 vei*dict for
'

and a judgment signed thereon, the said verdict and
have the effect to change the property which is
the subject-matter of the suit, or to vest the same in the defendant
in said suit, until after the damages and costs recovered by the plaintiff in such action are paid off and discharged, except so far as to
subject such property to be sold under and by virtue of an execution
issuing from such judgment in such action of trespass or trover, and
to make the same liable to the payment of the damages and costs
recovered in said action, in preference to any other judgment, order
or trespass,

judgment

shall not

:

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1589

ARTICLE

1,

4.

§§ 5359-5361

Of confession of judgment.

or decree against the said defendant in said action of trespass or
trover.
Alternative verdict proper: 6 Ga. 287. Law of this section referred to and
construed 28 Ga. 483.
Upon alternative judgment, not error for clerk to issue execution against
defendants generally and property sued for specifically 80 Ga. 482.
:

:

ARTICLE

4.

OF CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT.
Confession of judgment, where and when allowed. No A
confession of judgment shall be entered up but in the county where

the defendant resided at the

commencement

of the action, except

expressly provided for by law, nor unless the cause has been regularly

sued out and docketed as in other cases.
Should it appear on the minutes ? 1 Ga. 559. Where confesses judgment
under mistake, may retract before it is recorded 9 Ga. 419. Where attorney
had no authority to confess judgment for defendant 24 Ga. 415. A judgment
must be entered up on a confession of judgment: 52 Ga. 585.
:

:

See general note hereafter.
By attorney for "defendants," includes only such as were served 67 Ga. 584.
Attorney not heard to invalidate his confession of judgment for defendants,
but may testify not intended to embrace all defendants 67 Ga. 584 see also
:

;

:

59 Ga. 327.

Confession of judgment by attorney for defendants, not attacked collatertraversed and proved unauthorized 67 Ga. 585 see also 57 Ga. 489.
Judgment confessed for more than declaration on note asked for, not good
67 Ga. 770.
ally

—

:

§5360. (3601.) Judge

may

;

in his

Stated

:

own

awn

confess judgment in his

of the superior court, or justice of the peace,

ment

may

court.

A judge $4045.

confess a judg-

court.

11 Ga. 460

;

60/298.

§5361. (3602.) Right of confession and appeal.
Either party has a
judgment without the consent of his adversary,

right to confess a

and appeal from such confession without reserving the right so to do,
is allowed by law.

in cases where an appeal

Stated: 5 Ga. 298.
Might appeal from it, although no juries attending on
the court at which confession made 29 Ga. 536 1/275. Might appeal without
reserving the right 30 Ga. 503. Judgment confessed by attorney, not void but
voidable 36 Ga. 108. When conclusive 57 Ga. 491, 492.
In suit for amount over $50.00, appeal from confession of judgment before
:

;

:

:

justice

may be

9

^^

§5359. (3600.)

:

taken either to jury or to superior court

:

94 Ga. 450.

^'

95

;
:

.

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5362

How

ARTICLE

1,

1590

5.

attacked, and herein of motion in arrest of judgment.

ARTICLE
HOW ATTACKED, AND HEREIN

5.

OF MOTION IN ARREST OF JUDGMENT.

When a judgment
§5362. (3587.) Motion in arrest of judgment.
has been rendered, either party may move in arrest thereof, or to set
it

aside for

any defect not amendable which appears on the face

of

the record or pleadings.
Section referred to and construed 40 Ga. 129 50/270 55/154. Where there
in refusing to reinstate a case
50 Ga. 293. Where it was made
for a mistake, and was equivalent to a motion for a new trial: 30 Ga. 191.
When cannot by bill in equity review and correct errors on face of a commonlaw judgment: 52 Ga. 350, 351. Justice court cannot set aside a judgment:
54 Ga. 584 55/410. This section fully discussed and explained 54 Ga. 479.
Where dismissal of affidavit of illegality was no bar to motion to set aside a
judgment: 54 Ga. 338. Where one motion to set aside a judgment, passed on
and unrevoked, bars any other such motion: 54 Ga. 154. Notice should be
given to adverse party of motion to set aside a judgment: 55 Ga. 274. Setting
aside a verdict in a criminal case 55 Ga. 521-526. When court could not annul the order arresting the judgment: 61 Ga. 642. Cannot set aside a decree
in equity by motion 55 Ga. 189.
Where judgment against trust property
should have been set aside 56 Ga. 138. Where want of diligence and lapse of
time constituted an equitable bar to reinstatement of a case 57 Ga. 60. Where
rule nisi by a defendant to set aside a judgment did not protect the sheriff in
not levying the fi. fa.: 57 Ga. 24. Where one motion to vacate dismissal was
no bar to another motion to vacate a judgment 57 Ga. 323. New trial granted
and no verdict to base judgment to be arrested 59 Ga. 11. Although motion
to set aside denied, yet motion for new trial may be made 59 Ga. 105. When
motion to set aside a judgment by security in attachment, sustained: 60 Ga.
When resort must be had to equity, and a motion at common law
112, 113.
not sustained 60 Ga. 353. Where on appeal defendant made motion to dismiss distress for rent because county court had no jurisdiction, refused: 60
Ga. 623, 624. When mere irregularities not sufficient to set aside a judgment
61 Ga. 293. Nor where defect in judgment amendable: 61 Ga. 135. Motion in
arrest of judgment should be based on what is apparent on the face of the rec:

was no error

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

I

:

:

:

:

:

ord or proceedings: 62 Ga. 154. Parties to the judgment only can move to
set aside judgment: 62 Ga. 244. Refused where judgment distributing money
because of mistake of counsel 64 Ga. 446.
:

and reinstate case, not determined by any fixed
Motion to set aside not granted that defendant may plead
matters determined against him in former litigation 66 Ga. 296.
Judgment against administrator set aside for defect not on face of record,
Motion to set

aside, etc.,

rule: 66 Ga. 296.

:

etc.

:

67 Ga. 604.

Must be predicated on some defect appearing

in face of

record

:

71 Ga. 598

69/539.

Judgment not ousted on ground that verdict did not cover issue as to
reformation of contract, where such issue not made by pleadings: 69 Ga. 689.
Lies only for defects not amendable on face of pleadings 70 Ga. 578.
Cannot be based on documentary proof, not being part of the record: 70
Ga. 751
Entries on bench-docket, no part of the record 71 Ga. 598.
:

:

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1591

How attacked, and herein

of

1,

motion in arrest

ARTICLE
of

5.

§

5363

judgment.

Motion overruled where record in attachment showed acknowledgment of
service by attorney, and consent by administrator to become party: 71 Ga.
742.

in arrest unknown to courts of equity 72 Ga. 173.
declaration against trust estate for necessaries was defective but not
fatally so, and verdict cured it 74 Ga. 462.
Consolidated judgment, on appeal from justice court, set aside as to two
cases not within its jurisdiction 75 Ga. 504.
Suit against partnership, verdict against one member only, judgment not

Motion

:

Where

:

:

75 Ga. 668.
notes sued on, one due, other not, judgment by court on both because
no defense filed (section 5076), arrested: 78 Ga. 467. Amendment allowable,
writing off amount of note not due; if no such made, whole arrested: 78
Ga. 467.
Third person not party to record cannot move to set aside judgment that
is not against him
80 Ga. 624. Error for court to entertain motion of garnishee to set aside judgment against defendant: 80 Ga. 624.

arrested

:

Two

:

judgment must be accompanied by some show-

Motion to vacate a default
ing as to merits 83 Ga. 103.
:

Judgment not set aside but purged, when 84 Ga.
Judgment not arrested for uncertainty in verdict,
:

52.

finding certain

sums

less

no freight being involved in controversy 86 Ga. 499.
Absence of counsel in legislature and failure of clerk to mark his name for
defense upon request, not ground to set aside judgment 86 Ga. 809.
Superior court may, ex mero motu, set aside improper exparte order establishing copy judgment alleged rendered at previous term 92 Ga. 379.
Presence of attorney on whose motion improper order was granted, dispenses
with notice to party of intention to vacate it 92 Ga. 379.
No abuse of discretion here, that court revoked order discharging garnishee
and allowed answer traversed 92 Ga. 437.
freight,

:

:

:

:

:

Judgment on verdict not set aside for cause not appearing on face of record,
etc., where no motion for new trial: 92 Ga. 440.
Judgment not set aside because petition designated city court of Atlanta as
city court of Fulton county, when: 93 Ga. 219.
Trover judgment not set aside because petition vaguely described property,
etc.,

or for inaccuracies in bail-bond: 93 Ga. 220.

Judgment

of dismissal on

motion after the term

:

demurrer, not set aside and case reinstated upon

95 Ga. 35.

Suit filed, etc., to January term, process returnable to March term, judgin December set aside because case assigned for trial ahead of regular

ment

order

:

95 Ga. 519.

§5363. (3588.) Nature of such motion.

A

motion in arrest of judg- $$3764, 5478.

ment differs from a motion for a new trial in this: The former
must be predicated on some defect which appears on the face of the
record or pleadings, while the latter must be predicated on some
from a motion to
The motion in arrest of judgment
set aside a judgment in this:
must be made during the term at which such judgment was obtained,
while a motion to set it aside may be made at any time within the
extrinsic matter not so appearing.

statute of limitations.

It also differs

::

§5B6B

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
How

1,

ARTICLE

1592

5.

attacked, and herein of motion in arrest of judgment.

Motion to arrest a judgment should be for something appearing on the face
21 Ga. 159 22/281 29/522. For intrinsic defects in the record
21 Ga. 271. When a motion for new trial entertained after motion in arrest
of judgment 23 Ga. 493. When on motion in arrest of judgment cannot disprove the recitals in indictment that the grand jury were sworn: 9 Ga. 58.
Motion in arrest of judgment any time before adjournment of court 4 Ga. 101.
Motion in arrest of judgment when indictment showed on its face that it was
barred by statute of limitations: 4 Ga. 335. When may move in arrest of
judgment on foreclosure of steamboat lien 1 Ga. 317. No irregularity merely
good in arrest of judgment in a criminal case 22 Ga. 75. So also in civil case
61 Ga. 293. When a motion for a new trial will be treated as a motion in arrest of judgment: 48 Ga. 541. Cannot vacate a judgment for matters that
should have been taken advantage of beforehand 29 Ga. 418. Section referred
to and construed 50 Ga. 275, 292, 582-584. Where a motion to set aside a
judgment and enter a judgment nunc pro tunc should have been denied 51 Ga.
455, 456. It is within the discretion of the court to review a judgment made
at that term: 53 Ga. 91, 55. Where motion by security on recognizance in a
criminal case to vacate the judgment was refused 53 Ga. 166. As to motion
to set aside a verdict when prisoner on criminal charge was not present when
delivered 53 Ga. 137. Notice of motion to set aside a judgment should be
given to the adverse party: 55 Ga. 274. When motion to set aside, and when
motion in arrest of judgment is the remedy 55 Ga. 154. Section referred to
when a judgment against a garnishee will not be set aside 58 Ga. 262-264.
Where court would not entertain a motion to set aside order of removal of attorney, because of delay of movant: 64 Ga. 535. Should not delay in motion
of the record

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

61 Ga. 295, 296.
Doctrine of this section applied 71 Ga. 598.
Entries on bench-docket no part of record 71 Ga. 598.
That it does not conform to verdict is ground to set aside or move in arrest,
not for new trial 71 Ga. 707.
Distinction recognized, but motion to open default judgment is neither: 72
Ga. 198.
Cited, as to motion to set aside judgment of nonsuit: 72 Ga. 436.

to set aside

:

:

:

:

Distinction between motion for new trial, and motion to reinstate, is clear
and obvious 73 Ga. 51 see also 30 Ga. 191 42/435 55/521.
Claimant may move to dismiss levy for invalidity of judgment, although too
late for defendant to have judgment set aside 75 Ga. 602, 605.
Equity will not aid one guilty of laches in setting aside judgment of court of
competent jurisdiction 76 Ga. 734.
Motion to set aside judgment dismissing appeal is addressed to discretion of
court, and, under facts here, refusal not error: 76 Ga. 816.
Judgment will not be set aside for new matter that, by use of proper diligence, could be ascertained and pleaded on the trial: 80 Ga. 11. Motion to
set aside judgment dismissing case for want of prosecution when counsel had
leave of absence, proper.
That to reinstate case would affect rights of bona
80 Ga. 676.
fide purchaser of property sold under such judgment, no objection
That counsel thought he had leave of absence will not authorize setting
aside of judgment granted in his absence 79 Ga. 532.
:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

Where counsel had
to set aside

was error

leave of absence on account of sickness, denial of motion
:

87 Ga. 478.

Case reinstatable at term at which dismissed 89 Ga. 725.
Under facts here, especially delay to move, court should have refused motion to set aside judgment, etc. 93 Ga. 792.
:

:

::

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1593

How

i,

ARTICLE

5.

§§5364-5366

attacked, and herein of motion in arrest of judgment.

Orders and judgments are in breast of court, daring term when rendered
them, whole term considered one day: 92 Ga. 379.
Motion to vacate a default judgment must be accompanied by some showing
as to merits: 83 Ga. 103. To set aside judgment for defendant's providential
absence, such cause must be shown, also inability at time to notify court, also
meritorious defense generally, must make it appear that recovery by plaintiff
doubtful 83 Ga. 566.
;

as to modifying or vacating

;

:

§5364. (3589.) For defects in the pleadings.

If the pleadings are so

$4947.

defective that no legal judgment can be rendered, the judgment will
be arrested or set aside.
66 Ga. 575.

Motion

in arrest of

sheriff, is too late

:

50 Ga. 583, 584, 270

judgment

after verdict, for uncertainty in rule against

18 Ga. 361. Stated
;

54/479.

Motion

:

35 Ga, 173.
in arrest of

Section cited and construed
for fatal defect in

judgment

affidavit: 60 Ga. 112.
Same rule as to an affidavit to eject an intruder 60 Ga. 524.
Cited 72 Ga. 436.
Must be so defective that legal judgment cannot be rendered 70 Ga. 579.

attachment
:

:

:

(3590.) Amendable defects, no ground

§5365.

to arrest.

A

judgment $4947.

cannot be arrested or set aside for any defect in the pleadings or
record that is aided by verdict, or amendable as matter of form.
Amendable defects cured by verdict, no ground for arrest of judgment: 3
Ga. 79. Contra, as to defects not amendable 13 Ga. 218. Non-joinder of a party
defendant, amendable and cured by verdict 23 Ga. 600. A mere irregularity
previous to judgment, amendable, and no ground to attack the judgment: 45
Ga. 97.
See 95 Ga. 675.
Judgment on attachment not set aside for amendable defects in affidavit
and bond 66 Ga. 552.
Not set aside for failure to attach bill of particulars to declaration 66 Ga.
:

:

:

:

575.

Cited and applied 70 Ga. 578.
Suit against partnership, verdict against one
arrested 75 Ga. 668.
:

member

only,

judgment not

:

In considering motion for new trial, Supreme Court will look to case made
by evidence, where no point made on defects in pleadings in court below: 80

Ga. 660.
Declaration was in
R. R. execution, G.
;

name
S.

R.

of G. S. R., so

was verdict; judgment

in

name

Held, variance immaterial and amendable

:

G.

83 Ga.

332.

Judgment against surety on bond not set aside for defective affidavit and
show bond sheriff's return showing that bond was taken

failure of record to

;

89 Ga. 361.

AnyActi833.
§5366. (3591.) Judgments obtained by perjury will be set aside
judgment, or verdict, rule, or order of court, which may have been
obtained, or entered up, shall be set aside and be of no effect, if it
shall appear that the same was entered up in consequence of corrupt
and willful perjury; and it shall be the duty of the court in which
sucn verdict, judgment, rule, or order was obtained or entered up,
.

;

§§ 5367, 5368

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
How attacked, and herein

to cause the

same

verse party; but

5*

1594

motion in arrest of judgment.

of

to be set aside

it

ARTICLE

1,

upon motion and notice to the ad-

shall not be lawful for the said court to do so,

unless the person charged with such perjury shall have been thereof

duly convicted, and unless it shall appear to the said court that the
said verdict, judgment, rule, or order could not have been obtained
and entered up without the evidence of such perjured person, saving
always to third persons innocent of such perjury the right which
they may lawfully have acquired under such verdict, judgment, rule,
or order, before the same shall have been actually vacated and set
aside.

Not set aside for perjured evidence, unless verdict could not have been obtained without it: 25 Ga. 671 see also 30 Ga. 300.
Affidavit of illegality on this ground should allege conviction of perjurer,
and that judgment could not have been obtained without his evidence 70 Ga.
;

:

646.

That witness after
Ga.

trial

contradicted his evidence, not work

new

trial: 78

62.

Evidence merely showing that witness must have committed perjury,
sufficient

:

in-

78 Ga. 127.

§5367. (3592.) Jurisdiction of the.motion

All motions to

to arrest.

judgment must be made to the court by whom
such judgment was rendered, and of which motion the opposite party
must have reasonable notice.
arrest or set aside a

Cannot give jurisdiction
as to affect third persons

Motion

in arrest

as to the person or subject-matter

4 Ga. 48

:

unknown

;

14/589.

Section cited

to courts of equity

Equity will not aid one guilty of laches
of competent jurisdiction 76 Ga. 734.

by consent, so

47 Ga. 588.

:

72 Ga. 173.

:

in setting aside

judgment

of court

:

$5373 -

The judgment

§5368. (3593.) Judgments, hoiv attacked.

of a court

of competent jurisdiction cannot be collaterally attacked in

any

other court for irregularity, but shall be taken and held as a valid

judgment until

it is

reversed or set aside.

67 Ga. 195.
Stated 20 Ga. 581 16/578 36/403 9/117, 247 14/323. Stated, in reference
to judgment of court of ordinary: 1 Ga. 475; 7/559; 13/2; 7/362.
Where a
party might waive jurisdiction 4 Ga. 47. Where a decree could not be impeached by extrinsic evidence 6 Ga. 119. Judgment of a court without jurisdiction is void, but not so where court merely proceeds erroneously 8 Ga. 143.
A judgment at law cannot be impeached collaterally in equity 10 Ga. 311
24/279. Courts of general jurisdiction presumed to have acted within their
jurisdiction: 10 Ga. 371; 13/2; 25/479. Ex parte order of court may become
binding by acquiescence and ratification 11 Ga. 66. Order of ordinary appointing administrator, not collaterally impeached: 14 Ga. 186. When confession of judgment of one for both, not collaterally attacked 15 Ga. 557. When
not attacked for an error of law, unappealed from 9 Ga. 244. When judgment
of commissioners appointed by the legislature, conclusive: 9 Ga. 367. As to
judgments of dismissal by the ordinary: 18 Ga. 346. A legal judgment still
remains so, although the court assigns a wrong reason for it: 20 Ga. 689. An
:

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1595

How attacked, and herein

of

1,

ARTICLE

§5369

5.

motion in arrest of judgment.

erroneous judgment unvacated is not void if court had jurisdiction: 24 Ga.
335.
When rule absolute on foreclosure of mortgage conclusive 38 Ga. 597602.
When claimant may attack a judgment: 47 Ga. 588. Section referred to
and construed 49 Ga. 50 64/675.
:

:

;

may attack judgment of ordinary
against head of family, on settlement as executor, for defects on face: 66 Ga.
Beneficiaries of homestead claiming,

324.

Judgment

of court of ordinary, granting letters of administration, not col-

laterally attacked because applicant non-resident of Georgia: 67 Ga. 103.

Grant of letters testamentary not collaterally attacked for non-residence of
decedent: 65 Ga. 412.
Confession of judgment by attorney for defendants, not attacked collaterally, traversed and proved unauthorized
67 Ga. 585 see also 57 Ga. 489.
Judgment of court of ordinary, admitting will to record, binding until set
aside or reversed 68 Ga. 435.
Judgment of court of ordinary, granting administrator leave to sell land,
cannot be collaterally attacked except for fraud, nor vacated, except when:
68 Ga. 735 see also 16 Ga. 67 47/195 56/430 89/35.
Every presumption in favor of judgment of ordinary setting aside year's
support, and it cannot be collaterally attacked 68 Ga. 641.
Jurisdiction of commissioners of pilotage to license pilot appearing, testimony to support grant of license, if valid, presumed 68 Ga. 514.
Appointment of administrator by court of ordinary, not collaterally attacked for irregularities 72 Ga. 725.
Judgment not disturbed where important rights have vested and parties
cannot be put in statu quo: 72 Ga. 725.
Where judgment based upon insufficient attachment affidavit, claimant
may move to dismiss levy. Eule of this section restricted to irregularities in
judgment, does not apply where judgment void: 75 Ga. 602.
Attachment a mere writ, not judgment with proper order behind it, sufficiency of testimony moving judge to grant it, not examinable collaterally 78
Ga. 504.
Plaintiff born after decree, bound by it could not attack it collaterally 81
Ga. 314.
Judgment allowing homestead was not void but merely erroneous 81 Ga.
:

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

370.

Chancellor's order directing sale, not attacked collaterally: 82 Ga. 523.
Order to turn over assets to receiver, and attachment for disobedience
thereto, not open to attack in habeas corpus proceedings brought to test legality
of imprisonment: 83 Ga. 499 see also 59/528.
Money of principal improperly distributed under erroneous judgment,
surety not released 84 Ga. 291.
Unless claimant holds under mortgagor, directly or indirectly, he cannot
attack judgment of foreclosure regular on its face 88 Ga. 717.
Where judgment in forcible entry, awarding possession, not collaterally
attacked or enjoined 87 Ga. 20.
;

:

:

:

The judgment of a court
§5369. (3594.) Judgments, when void.
having no jurisdiction of the person and subject-matter, or void for
any other cause, is a mere nullity, and may be so held in any court
when it becomes material to the interest of the parties to consider it.
Where judgment
as to subsequent

against defendant out of county of his residence was void

judgment creditors:

5 Ga. 527.

Void where court without

:

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§5370

How attacked, and

ARTICLE

1,

1596

5.

herein of motion in arrest of judgment.

jurisdiction: 32 Ga. 653; 48/648; 9/130,247, 441;

11/453-

8/143; 34/178, 253;

But where court has jurisdiction, not void for error of law: 20 Ga. 798;
Judgment in justice court where no service 12 Ga.
19/397; 9/244; 24/397.

455.

:

Probate of will of personalty without witnesses under Act of 1852, void
18 Ga. 471. As to judgment against an infant without service, etc.
27 Ga.
555.
A judgment does not conclude any one not a party and without notice
34 Ga. 172. When judgment of ordinary allowing widow twelve months support, void against creditors 45 Ga. 460. Not void for an irregularity or defect,
amendable 45 Ga. 98 46/529-533. Where ordinary did not have jurisdiction
to enter judgment against a guardian 48 Ga. 491. Section referred to and
construed 50 Ga. 271, 289 54/482. Mortgage foreclosure should be in county
where land lies 53 Ga. 285, 286. Judgment against insurance company, valid
55 Ga. 103. Superior courts cannot establish copies of lost wills 55 Ga. 601.
Proceedings on resignation of executor showing no proper notice given,
judgment rejected as evidence as nullity 67 Ga. 227, 228.
Attacked anywhere if void for want of service 67 Ga. 585.
Applied to bill to cancel sheriff's deed on complainant's title because court
rendering judgment without jurisdiction and sale void: 68 Ga. 354.
Judgment by court having no jurisdiction of defendant is void, unless jurisdiction waived, etc. 68 Ga. 354.
Resident of another State brought here by requisition, and served in civil
suit, bound by judgment, when custody by an officer not shown, and jurisdiction not pleaded 70 Ga. 409.
Judgment of justice against defendant and security on bond dissolving
garnishment, void where no summons was issued: 72 Ga. 135.
Justice-court judgment for amount exceeding $100, not validated by amendment striking excess 73 Ga. 122.
Where judgment based upon insufficient attachment affidavit, claimant may
move to dismiss levy 75 Ga. 602.
Judgment void, defendant acknowledging service and facilitating execution
sale, estopped from recovering property sold
78 Ga. 54; see also 63 Ga. 32.
Allegation that plaintiff believes collusive judgment will be rendered, not
ground for injunction 78 Ga. 654.
Signing replevy bond in attachment makes sureties parties to attachment
proceedings, and they are bound by judgment against defendant 80 Ga. 710.
Want of service not clearly appearing, presumed that court had evidence
of service. Whenever question of jurisdiction one of fact, court's decision
taking jurisdiction, final: 81 Ga. 315.
424.

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

No service, judgment a nullity. Service irregular or defective, judgment
voidable only 83 Ga. 12.
Court having no jurisdiction of subject-matter, judgment a nullity and
open to attack anywhere 84 Ga. 408.
In any case admitting of doubt, question of superior court rendering judgment without jury is one not of jurisdiction but of proper exercise thereof,
and improper decision not void, but merely erroneous 87 Ga. 751.
:

:

:

remove case from State to Federal court upon
prejudice under any statute of the United States. State court

Citizen of England cannot

ground of

local

will treat such an order of

removal as a nullity

Judgment, in suit on account, against
was rightly so declared 94 Ga. 484.

:

88 Ga. 339.

specific realty, is pro tanto void,

and

:

S

7,4032

'

§5370. (3595.) Equity

may

set

aside judgments.

a court of competent jurisdiction

may

The judgment

of

be set aside by a decree in

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1597

How

attacked,

and herein

of

1,

ARTICLE

motion in arrest

of

5.

§§ 5371-5373

judgment.

chancery, for fraud, accident, or mistake, or the acts of the adverse
party unmixed with the negligence or fault of the complainant.
Equity will not give relief unless defendant in judgment ignorant of deand without fault or neglect: 2 Ga. 275; 4/519; 9/247; 23/366; 54/361.
Generally, jurisdiction of law not interfered with, unless special circumstances
Equity will relieve against fraud in a judgment: 30
call for it: 16 Ga. 399.
Ga. 300. Where equity would not interfere, no fraud being shown 50 Ga. 97103.
Where equity interfered in a matter of a judgment against an executor:
55 Ga. 129. But will not assist an administrator against a judgment at law
where without proper excuse 55 Ga. 263. Section cited 62 Ga. 351, 352.
See notes to section 3988.
fense,

:

:

§5371. (3596.) Judgments

:

may

Cred-

be attacked by creditors, etc.

$$4565, 2689,

may attack a judgment for any defect
appearing on the face of the record or pleadings, or for fraud or
collusion, whenever and wherever it interferes with their rights,
either at law or in equity.
itors or bona fide purchasers

Creditors may sometimes attack either at law or in equity: 6 Ga. 178. Proceeding to reverse a judgment discharging administrator by the court of ordinary, for fraud 9 Ga. 247. When a judgment cannot be attacked collaterally
Where plaintiff in execution may impeach judgment and mort9 Ga. 117.
gage through which claimant claims 7 Ga. 377. Foreign judgment can be
attacked for fraud 31 Ga. 34. Section referred to and construed 45 Ga. 98,
465; 47/588; 49/50. Mortgage^, fa. excluded on motion of counsel for claimant, not foreclosed in county where land was: 53 Ga. 285.
Cited: 68 Ga. 411.
Bona fide purchaser of land may attack judgment and fi. fa. under which
land was sold to another 70 Ga. 548.
Order taken nunc pro tunc without notice, establishing muniment of title for
ejectment pending in another court, is such fraud as opens the order to collateral attack 70 Ga. 783.
Justice-court judgment for amount exceeding $100, not validated by amendment striking excess decided on money rule against sheriff: 73 Ga. 122.
Claimants were not creditors, and bona, fides of their alleged purchase was
fairly submitted and found against them 73 Ga. 124.
Claimant may move to dismiss levy for invalidity of judgment, although
too late for defendant to attack validity 75 Ga. 602, 605.
Judgment of foreclosure in favor of one creditor, not set aside by another,
except for fraud 77 Ga. 118.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

§5372. (3827.) Judgments in rem.
sive

A

judgment

in rem

is

conclu-

upon everybody.

Where citizens of another State not concluded by judgment in personam
without their consent: 5 Ga. 497. Judgment on mechanic's lien under Acts
of 1834-7, not in rem: 45 Ga. 74. Of mortgage foreclosure 61 Ga. 303 59/78
62/20. In claim case 55 Ga. 399.
Judgment in suit for partition is not in rem, and cotenants not bound who
were not parties: 72 Ga. 791.
:

;

;

:

§5373. (3828.) Hoiv attacked.

A

judgment that

may

be $5368.
other cases judgis

void

attacked in any court, and by anybody. In all
ments cannot be impeached collaterally, but must be set aside by
the court rendering them.

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5374

1,

ARTICLE

1598

6.

Of the transfer of judgments.

In justice court: 55 Ga. 410.
Where court has no jurisdiction, void 55 Ga. 601.
See notes to section 5368.
Judgment of court of ordinary granting letters testamentary cannot be
collaterally attacked for non-residence of decedent: 65 Ga. 412.
Judgment on return of partitioners, not collaterally attacked because proceedings not properly recorded and only one parti tion.er went on land 66 Ga.
:

:

131.

Beneficiaries of homestead claiming, may attack the judgment of ordinary
against head of family, on settlement as executor, for defects on face: 66 Ga.
324.

Judgment

of court of ordinary granting letters of administration not collat-

erally attacked because applicant non-resident of Georgia: 67 Ga. 103.

Proceedings on resignation of executor showing no proper notice given,
as evidence as nullity: 67 Ga. 227, 228.
Attacked anywhere, if void for want of service: 67 Ga. 585.
If judgment a nullity, as appears from face of proceedings, it may be attacked as such 68 Ga. 435.
Jurisdiction of commissioners of pilotage to license pilot appearing, testimony to support grant of license, if valid, presumed: 68 Ga. 514.
Judgment of court of ordinary, granting administrator leave to sell lands,
cannot be collaterally attacked except for fraud, nor vacated except when 68
Ga. 735 see also 47 Ga. 195.
Order taken nunc pro tunc without notice, establishing muniment of title
for ejectment pending in another court, is such fraud as opens the order to
collateral attack 70 Ga. 783.
Cited, and judgment of justice held void for lack of summons 72 Ga. 135.
Judgment of ordinary not subject to collateral attack for irregularities 72
Ga. 725*.
Justice-court judgment for amount exceeding $100, not validated by amendment striking excess decided on money rule against sheriff: 73 Ga. 122.
Failure, in lien foreclosure proceeding, to show due demand, rendered proceeding voidable only on rule for not collecting fi. fa., sheriff could not urge
this 73 Ga. 235.
Where judgment based upon insufficient attachment affidavit, claimant
may move to dismiss levy 75 Ga. 602.
Attachment a mere writ, not judgment order behind it proper, sufficiency
of evidence moving issuance, not examinable collaterally 78 Ga. 504.
Court having no jurisdiction of subject-matter, judgment a nullity and
open to attack anywhere 84 Ga. 408.

judgment rejected

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

ARTICLE

6.

OF THE TRANSFER OF JUDGMENTS.
2
A
Cohb 49»

^K!

2 ' 374 ^'

§5374. (3597.) Judgments

may

be

transferred.

Any

plaintiff

or

transferee may bona fide, and for a valuable consideration, transfer
any judgment or execution to a third person, and in all cases the
transferee of any judgment or execution shall have the same rights,
and be liable to the same equities, and subject to the same defenses
as the original plaintiff in judgment was.

:

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1599

1,

ARTICLE

6.

§§5375, 5376

Of the transfer of judgments.

An assignment
dorser, on

ment:

of a

payment

of

judgment against first indorser to the subsequent indebt by him, is not an extinguishment of the judg-

Assignee

subject to equities of original plaintiff:
But does not acquire right to sue for
fraud against original plaintiff 4 Ga. 284. Exemplification of record of case
Under Act of 1829, are
as evidence necessary to prove the transfer: 3 Ga. 298.
negotiable as promissory notes payable to order 5 Ga. 364. Assignments of
should be in writing: 6 Ga. 515; 9/510. As to reviving a judgment assigned
1

Ga. 205.

of,

takes

it

2 Ga. 155; 27/432; 32/302; 56/206, 207.
:

:

has become dormant: 7 Ga. 204. Transfer of note in suit giving injudgment: 9 Ga. 510. Where claim interposed and assignee of
judgment should sue out writ of error: 15 Ga. 89. Sheriff may take an assignment of execution from the plaintiff: 20 Ga. 637. Priority of transferred^.
Where party holds fi.fas. in pawn 24 Ga. 183. Transfer
fas.: 23 Ga. 473, 474.
of fi. fa. prior to Act of 1829 was no satisfaction of the debt 24 Ga. 434. Evidence in suit against assignee of execution by defendant, to recover back
money paid on it 28 Ga. 242. The assignment of judgment did not convey
away plaintiff's interest in money sheriff had previously collected on it: 30 Ga.
818.
Transfer of execution under Act of 1829, so that the transferee could enforce the same by levy and sale as the plaintiff could 53 Ga. 78. Also of tax
execution under Act of 1872, with same powers: 48 Ga. 177. Judgment and
executions while negotiable by indorsement, yet not strictly commercial negotiable paper 63 Ga. 354.
Letter to attorney by owner, that was property of another and authorizing
payment to him, sufficient assignment of fi.. fa.: 84 Ga. 732.
Not error to refuse to charge that transfer of judgment must be in writing,
where issue is whether it had been paid 71 Ga. 497.
Where plaintiff gives an order on his attorney to pay the proceeds to a person who thereupon receives the proceeds, it is a payment of the fi. fa.: 71 Ga.

where

it

terest in the

:

:

:

:

:

:

497.

Judgment on

tort not assignable until entered up, although verdict returned

80 Ga. 595.

Section contemplates only equities between parties, not those in favor of
strangers to record 90 Ga. 339.
:

§5375. (3598.)

Transfer by attorney.

The

transfer of a

judgment $4417

-

by the attorney of record shall be good to pass the title
thereto as against every person, except the plaintiff, or his assignee
or execution

without notice. The ratification by the plaintiff shall estop him
also from denying the transfer.
The receiving of the money shall
be such a ratification.
Transfer by plaintiff's attorney 30 Ga. 433.
strued 59 Ga. 328. When the receiving of the
64 Ga. 267, 268.
:

:

§5376. (3599.) Joint debtors

may

control

Section referred to and con-

money would be a

fi.

fa., when.

ratification

When

:

judg-

ments have been obtained against several persons and one or more
them has paid more than his just proportion of the same, he or
they may, by having such payment entered on the fi. fa. issued to
enforce said judgment, have full power to control and use said fi.
fa. as securities in fi. fa. control the same against principal or cosecurities, and shall not be compelled, as heretofore, to sue the
codebtors for the excess of payment on such judgment.
of

Actei87i-2,

SEVENTH TITLE .—CHAPTER

§§5377-5381

ARTICLE

1,

1600

7.

Of dormant judgments and revival thereof.

Applied where one of joint defendants paid fi. fa., had it transferred to him,
and was seeking to have it revived for his use 69 Ga. 603.
Doubtful whether this section embraces case of execution against copart:

ners

:

73 Ga. 406.

of creditor, in placing property of codebtor beyond reach of one who
has paid his full share, operates as discharge 76 Ga. 246.
Joint contractor paying senior judgment, entitled to control same against
other, to exclusion of junior judgment creditors 84 Ga. 134.

Fraud

:

:

ARTICLE

7.

OF DORMANT JUDGMENTS AND REVIVAL THEREOF.
^obblfo

§5377. (3603.) Need not
newed on the court roll.

$3761.

§5378. (3604.) Dormant judgments

ment obtained
the same

may

Judgments need not be

be renewed.

may

be revived.

re-

When any judg-

in any court of this State is or shall become dormant,
be renewed by an action, or scire facias, at the option

of the plaintiff.

May be renewed by action of debt 7 Ga. 393. Need not prove execution
issued in suit to revive dormant judgment: 20 Ga. 225. Decree in equity embraced in dormant judgment Act 8 Ga. 32. May be revived by scire facias or
debt 39 Ga. 386. Pendency of bill of exceptions not pleaded in abatement to
:

:

:

scire facias to

dormant judgment 50 Ga. 378. When equity will rejudgment of revival of dormant judgment as evidence of

revive a

strain the using of a

:

assets to charge administrator with devastavit:
to

fi.

52 Ga. 347.

Section referred

and construed 59 Ga. 619, 620.
Proceedings by scire facias barred after ten years from judgment, where no
:

fa. issued, etc.

:

65 Ga. 245.

Cited: 70 Ga. 635.

an action
must be brought in the county where the defendant

§5379. (3605.) Debt on judgments, where

be adopted,

it

resides at the

See
$$5028,4930.

7

Ga. 393.

commencement
Cited

:

brought.

If

of the action.

70 Ga. 635.

§5380. (3606.) Scire facias

ment

to be

to revive.

Scire facias to revive a judg-

not an original action, but the continuation of the suit in
which the judgment was obtained.
is

Stated

:

10 Ga. 557.

Where

it

was a

lien only

from the date

of the revival:

57 Ga. 609.
Scire facias

is

not a suit, and former scire facias cannot be pleaded in abatealso 68 Ga. 400, 401 74/515.

ment: 70 Ga. 633; see
$$5010,5028.
•

;

from. A scire facias to revive a dormant judgment in the superior courts must issue
from and be returnable to the court of the county in which the judg§5381. (3607.) Scire facias

to revive,

where

to issue

ment was obtained, shall be directed to all and singular the sheriffs
of this State, and signed by the clerk of such court, who shall make

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1601

1,

ARTICLE

7.

§§5382-5384

Of dormant judgments and revival thereof.

out copies thereof, which shall be served by the sheriff of the county
in which the party to be notified may reside, twenty days before the
sitting of the court to which it is made returnable, and the original
returned to the clerk of the court from which it issued; and an original and copy shall issue in each county in which any party to be

may

notified

reside.

Stated: 10 Ga. 557.

May

and no order necessary

:

issue in vacation on parol application of plaintiff,
An undisposed of levy is no reason for

52 Ga. 92.

dismissal of a scire facias : 52 Ga. 92; 50/381. Where the execution becomes
dormant pending the scire facias proceeding: 53 Ga. 563. Judgment against
administrator reviving a dormant judgment against intestate, is evidence of
56 Ga. 286. Lien from date of revival only 57 Ga. 609.
order of court necessary to authorize issuance of: 65 Ga. 245.
Scire facias is in nature of suit, and defendant must plead to it before judgment: 68 Ga. 400,401.
See 70 Ga. 633, 635.
Should be brought in court where judgment rendered 74 Ga. 515.
Service on all parties to judgment, including service on non-residents by
publication, essential: 74 Ga. 515.
Service less than twenty days before court, nullity. Service of order continuing case to perfect service will not suffice in lieu of service of scire facias;
such order itself was too late after lapse of three years 79 Ga. 763.
assets

:

:

No

:

:

If the ^oobtfs.te
§5382. (3608.) Revival of judgments against non-residents.
defendant, or party to be notified, resides out of this State, a dor- ^g 7 4978
mant judgment may be revived against such defendant, or his repre'

by such process as is now issued in cases where the defendant resides in this State: Provided, the defendant or party to be
notified be served with scire facias, by publication in some public
gazette of this State twice a month for two months previous to the
term of the court at which it is intended to revive said judgment;
which service shall be as effectual in all cases as if the defendant or
person to be notified had been personally served.
§5383. (3609.) Judgment of revival, when taken. In all cases of
scire facias to revive a judgment, when service has been perfected as
herein provided, such judgment may be revived, on motion, at the
first term, without the intervention of a jury, unless the defendant
shall put in an issuable plea, under oath, in which case the defendant shall be entitled to a trial by a jury, as in other cases.
sentative,

§5384. (3610.)

Scire facias in favor of assignee.

when the judgment has been

The

scire

transferred, shall issue in the

facias,^ 027

name

of

the original plaintiff for the use of the transferee.
Stated

:

69 Ga. 603.

General Note on Judgments.
Notes from Code

of 1882

:

Acquiescence, after, of twelve years, too late to move to vacate judgment,
where no fraud 22 Ga. 377.
Administration, judgments obtained against intestate stand next to debt
due the public: 5 Ga. 274. Judgment against administrator ranks no higher
:

101

-

'

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5384

1,

ARTICLE

1602

7.

Of dormant judgments and revival thereof.

than debt

founded on

it is

:

Judgment against administrator

5 Ga. 275.

after

distribution collected ratably: 20 Ga. 145-147. Sale of land by administrator,
in manner prescribed by law, divests lien of judgment 45 Ga. 585. Judgment
:

when

against administrator or executor,

hands

of, etc., to

Agreement

be administered"

:

sufficient

without the words "in the

48 Ga. 419.

of plaintiff never to enforce, operates as discharge of

but consent not to enforce for a limited time, does not: 4 Ga.

judgment,

185.

Amendment, after proper order for, of judgment and fi. fa., not necessary
new judgment or issue new fi. fa.: 56 Ga. 178. When made, relates
back: 56 Ga. 178. Judgment against administrator, which does not provide
to enter

for collection out of property of intestate,

ment not

set aside

when amendable

:

is

amendable

pro tunc, to supply signature 62 Ga. 103.
for not amending 62 Ga. 103.
:

:

Judg-

57 Ga. 136.

Judgment amendable nunc

61 Ga. 135.

Bankruptcy of defendant no cause

:

Amount, judgment

greater than declared for, irregular: 64 Ga. 769.

for,

Arrest of judgment, as to matters not good in, in declaration or process Rule
28 of superior court. Motion in, may be made any time before adjournment of
the court: 4 Ga. 101. Exception to declaration, etc., which would not be good
in, overruled
5 Ga. 239. Misjoinder of improper plaintiffs, as well as distinct
causes of action, ground of: 12 Ga. 189. Defect, good in, no ground for setting
14 Ga. 589. Cause of demurrer may or may not be
it aside eleven years after
sufficient to support motion for: 17 Ga. 96. Defect of process of the court,
ground of: 20 Ga. 398. Non-joinder of party, not good cause of: 23 Ga. 600;
40/127. Motion in, when case came up from county court on ground that face
of note was over $100, overruled 36 Ga. 599.
:

:

:

:

Assignment, judgment obtained subsequent

to,

takes no priority, etc.

:

37

Ga. 611.

may be rendered

Attachment, general judgment
or acknowledges service of notice

:

Bankruptcy, when discharge of defendant

ment

in, if

defendant replevies,

64 Ga. 769.
in,

does not divest Hen of judg-

39 Ga. 64 55/579.
Bill of exceptions, when time should be allowed for
;

:

judgment

making

out, before

carried into effect: 19 Ga. 588-590.
Collateral security, taking of, does not preclude levy 4 Ga. 185.
Confession of judgment, for costs when a nullity: 8 Ga. 463.
is

:

May be reGa. 419. By a party in a particular character, estops him
from denying that character: 11 Ga. 460. By one defendant for both: 15 Ga.
Amended on motion: 19 Ga. 31. By attorney, may be set aside, when:
557.
39 Ga. 394; 22/127. By attorney, not void, but voidable: 36 Ga. 108; 57/491,
492.
In blank, creates no lien 40 Ga. 56.
Copy deed, establishment of, not conclusive against the parties, etc. 34 Ga.
tracted,

when:

9

:

:

167.

judgment for, in blank, may be amended 59 Ga. 350.
Decree of chancellor reversed, and verdict of jury affirmed: 45 Ga. 189.
Should conform to verdict: 46 Ga. 361, 383. Bill of review proper proceeding
to set aside 55 Ga. 189. As to, on special verdict, etc. 57 Ga. 267. Not harmonizing with verdict, set aside 57 Ga. 466. Against defendant with "executor," binds personal goods: 51 Ga. 482. Purporting to be by consent, has the
verity of record: 51 Ga. 132.
Embraced within dormant judgment Act of
Costs,

:

:

:

:

1823

:

8 Ga. 32.

Discretion, a
29 Ga, 490.

judgment

in

matter

of,

not disturbed without strong reason:

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1603

1,

ARTICLE

§5384

7.

Of dormant judgments and revival thereof.

Dismissing

suit,

judgment not giving good

legal reason for, not void

:

50 Ga.

293.

Dormant, judgment presumed to be, without return, etc., every seven years
on execution: 2 Ga. 252. Judgment does not become, if execution issues in
two years, and entries by sheriff follow one another at intervals of less than
seven years: 17 Ga. 187. Entry by sheriff of any county sufficient: 7 Ga. 187.
Judgment was, when rendered in May, 1866, and execution did not issue till
June, 1873: 58 Ga. 278. When litigation or death of one of the parties will not
prevent dormancy: 63 Ga. 236. Surety paying judgment that appears to be,
entitled to control, etc. 5 Ga. 580. Only on renewal of dormant judgment
could alias fi. fa. issue: 11 Ga. 637. Dormant judgment classed with "bonds
and other obligations" in administration of assets: 21 Ga. 509. Garnishment
22 Ga. 53. Sale under, void 24 Ga. 445. On trial of scire facias
lies in suit on
to revive, evidence to prove payment, etc., before judgment, rejected: 40 Ga.
148.
Bill filed to revive, dismissed because of ample remedy at law: 43 Ga.
:

:

:

537.

Dower, right

of,

postpones the lien of judgment 37 Ga. 490.
of, will enjoin a judgment at law: Code, §4915; 56 Ga.
:

when court

Equity,
222.

Erroneous judgment not void

if court had jurisdiction: 24 Ga. 335.
Evidence, as a general rule a judgment is, between parties and privies: 16
Ga. 487.
Facts, whether a judgment is right or not, depends on whether it is warranted by 20 Ga. 762.
Foreign judgment, action on, not amendable by inserting count on original
cause of indebtedness: 3 Ga. 426. Contents of, cannot be proved by parol: 29
Ga. 684. Cannot be contradicted by parol 60 Ga. 70. Against garnishee in
this State, protects him: 30 Ga. 440.
Conclusive as to certain questions: 31
Ga. 34.
Form, prescribed, for judgment by the court, directory only: 57 Ga. 79;
:

:

60/406.

Fund

in court, two sets of judgment creditors claiming
16 Ga. 164.
Garnishment, junior judgment bringing money into court under, entitled to
:

expenses: 41 Ga. 320.
Guardian, as to prior lien of judgment against: 1 Ga. 267.
Judgment
against, void when by ordinary without jurisdiction: 48 Ga. 491.
Incorporated company, judgment against, no lien on land not property of the
company 19 Ga. 427.
Irregularity in judgment, because of failure to sign, when too late to take
advantage of it 63 Ga. 224.
Joint defendants, judgment against, and one dead at time, reversed as to
all: 3 Ga. 104. Residing in different counties, when judgment against one illegal: 51. Ga. 467.
Judge, act giving power to, to render judgment without jury, not retroactive 57 Ga. 354.
Justice court, judgment in, may be revived: 15 Ga. 435.
:

:

:

Levy, postponed indefinitely, effect of: 9 Ga. 400.
Dismissed and shown
unproductive, does not destroy lien of judgment: 36 Ga. 511.

judgment in, quashed because of defective affidavit: 1 Ga.
Of judgment, binds all property owned by defendant at date, and all subsequently acquired: 5 Ga. 153. Has precedence over lien of factor: 5 Ga. 153.
Specific, obtained by suit in equity on equitable estate: 5 Ga. 437. Not affected
by levy g Ga. 194,. IJoes not attach to property gold by sheriff under a
Lien, steamboat,

317.

:

::

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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1,

ARTICLE

1604

7.

Of dormant judgments and revival thereof.

younger judgment:

9 Ga. 164; 10/148. Voluntarily waived by filing bill: 10
there is none, of judgment rendered after land sold under
bond for title 32 Ga. 417. Judgment is, on land held under bond for title and
purchase-money paid 32 Ga. 453 55/348. Purchaser at sheriff's sale subrogated to rights of judgment creditor, as to: 33 Ga. 153-158. Of judgment, constitutes only a right to levy and sell: 42 Ga. 251. Land discharged from, by

Ga. 274.

When
:

;

:

four years bona fide possession 55 Ga. 399. Lien of revived judgment relates
back 40 Ga. 63. Of judgment dormant and revived, dates from revival only
57 Ga. 609. As to, of mortgage judgment: 59 Ga. 78. Of judgment, may relate
back, when 62 Ga. 626. Judgment, to have special, on specific property, ought
to describe the property 63 Ga. 477.
Lunatic, judgment against, not void but voidable: 23 Ga. 168.
Married woman, judgment against, conclusive as against other suitors: 61
:

:

:

:

Ga. 512.

Mortgage, judgment on foreclosure of, not within the Act of 1823:
Lien of, illegally recorded, inferior to judgment, when 59 Ga. 466.

7

Ga,

495.

:

Non-residents, as to suits and judgments against, in this State: 5 Ga. 497;
40/302.

Notice, exceptions to general rule that defendant

ment:
Nul

must have, before judg-

5 Ga. 194.
tiel

record, as to plea of, in suit on

Nunc pro
19 Ga. 586.

judgment

11 Ga. 460.
:

:

judgment 56 Ga. 245 58/365.
Payment of judgment, no presumption
:

:

motion by defendant to enter different judgment, overruled
Judgment entered 54 Ga. 542. Evidence necessary for entry of

tunc,

;

of, arises till

statutory bar attaches

54 Ga. 337.

Principal and interest, required to state separately in judgment, does not
apply to recovery in damages 6 Ga. 303.
Privy in estate, when not affected by judgment adverse to predecessor's
title 55 Ga. 399.
Purchase-money, what necessary to get special judgment for: 59 Ga. 105.
Release of property levied on did not postpone lien 44 Ga. 654.
Of one
defendant by plaintiff acts as release of others: 60 Ga. 70.
Relief Act of 1868, motion to reduce judgment under: 54 Ga. 476.
Renewed, judgment obtained prior to 1822 need not be: 24 Ga. 434.
Repealed statute, no judgment can be rendered on: 12 Ga. 475.
Reversed, where judgment is, for any cause, it can have no legal effect: 4
Ga. 202. Money paid on judgment before, recoverable: 14 Ga. 89. When judgment is, case stands for trial de novo: 14 Ga. 653. Main judgment reversed,
subsequent one dependent thereon is vacated 15 Ga. 91. Judgment reversing
another judgment being itself reversed, first final: 24 Ga. 397.
Reversed by consent: 43 Ga. 178. Judgment will not be, if right on any
ground apparent in the record 44 Ga. 16.
:

:

:

:

:

Rule absolute against sheriff has no lien on his property 24 Ga. 146.
Satisfaction of judgment, when payment of one by surety was pro tanto of
:

another against principal: 2 Ga. 63. Discharge of principal is, as to surety,
24 Ga. 288. Absence of execution unaccounted for, no evidence of: 36
Ga. 404.

when

:

Scire facias, to revive judgment, no order of court necessary to authorize
issuance: 65 Ga. 245. Proceedings by, barred after ten years, when: 65 Ga.
245.

Second original, judgment not set aside for irregularity
291.

in,

when: 53 Ga.

::

SEVENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1605

1,

ARTICLE

§5384

7.

Of dormant judgments and revival thereof.

Security, as to lien in favor of, taking control of judgment paid for principal
Judgment arrested as to, etc., when attachment was void: 60 Ga,

4 Ga. 123.
112.

judgment when no service on defendant: 63 Ga. 163.
one judgment may be, against another, though parties not the same,
when: 2 Ga. 155. One judgment can be, against another on motion when
Service, no valid

Set-off,

36 Ga. 402.
Statute of limitations, of 1876, motion to set aside decree barred by

equitable

:

:

64 Ga.

497.

Suit on judgment, what pleas are not proper replies to: 31 Ga. 34.
Supreme Court, where judgment of, reversing judgment of the court below,

applied rather to an order than the decision of the lower court 26 Ga. 390.
of, is final and conclusive between the parties, etc.
38 Ga. 195.
:

Judgment

:

Trust estate, judgment against, binds the corpus : 28 Ga. 525.
United States courts, execution issuing from, can claim money

in State

courts: 27 Ga. 181.

Usury, where judgment was affected by 4 Ga. 221. Effect of agreement to
forbear collection of judgment in consideration of: 9 Ga. 30. Equity will not
relieve against judgment at law on ground of 49 Ga. 48.
Vacated, when judgment is, of defective proceedings not cured 13 Ga. 218.
Judgment cannot be, on ground which could have been taken before judgment: 29 Ga. 418. Judgment may be, on motion, for fraud, accident or mistake 60 Ga. 353.
Verdict, judgment good without, can be enforced, although it purports to be
founded on a verdict: 28 Ga. 345.
Void, judgment is, when there is no pi'ocess nor waiver of process: 20 Ga.
225.
When judgment is, party against whom it exists has a right to have it set
aside: 47 Ga. 476. Judgment not, when court had jurisdiction, although proceedings were irregular: 48 Ga. 648. Judgment is, prima facie, where record
of the court does not show the swearing and impaneling of a jury 53 Ga. 139.
Writ of error lies only to a final judgment 9 Ga. 286. Pending of, does not
impair or affect judgment of superior court 9 Ga. 286.
Year's support, judgment of ordinary granting, attacked by judgment creditor: 45 Ga. 459.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

:

Amount

greater than declaration on note asked for, not good, although
judgment confessed 67 Ga. 770.
Court's control over judgments, to vacate, etc., during term rendered, and
after; judgments classified: 95 Ga. 36, 37.
Dies non juridicus, fourth of July is not judgment rendered thereon, valid
81 Ga. 289.
:

;

Joint defendants, on

judgment against two partners,

several, as well as joint, for

whole sum

:

liability of

each

is

83 Ga. 358.

Surety, verdict against principal only, judgment discharging surety irregubut good in substance 91 Ga. 319.

lar,

:

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5385, 5386

Of costs in

civil cases;

who

1,

ARTICLE

1606

1.

liable for costs.

EIGHTH TITLE.
Costs in Civil Cases.

CHAPTER

1.

OF COSTS IN CIVIL CASES.

ARTICLE
WHO
$4850.

Who

§5385. (3675.)

shall

1.

LIABLE FOR COSTS.

pay

costs.

In

all civil cases in

any

of

the courts of this State (except as provided for by this Code), the
who shall discontinue, fail, or be cast in such suit, shall be

party

liable for the costs thereof.

When do not include attorney's fees: 56 Ga. 264. Where parties proceeding for abatement of a mill-dam as a nuisance were thrown in the costs by the
verdict of the jury 41 Ga. 135, 136. Party who fails has to pay costs generWhere no costs allowed against defendant in error complying
ally 41 Ga. 81.
:

:

with writing off of portion of the verdict: 46 Ga. 454. Making motion for new
trial by plaintiff, and withdrawing it to save attorney's fees, does not protect
him from costs: 58 Ga. 267. Judgment for costs against adverse party where
appellant from justice to superior court gains the case 60 Ga. 218.
Costs awarded against parties offering to propound paper as testamentary,
and failing on appeal to superior court: 66 Ga. 131.
Costs not entered against legatees of will who aided propounder in unsuc:

up will 68 Ga. 829.
whether costs of unsuccessful effort

cessful effort to set

As

to

:

to set

up will should

fall

on estate

68 Ga. 829.

"Costs" defined 73 Ga. 105 see also 33 Ga. 531.
Error to tax costs against claimant where property
:

;

in

dispute found not

subject: 75 Ga. 285.
Question of costs not settled here by judgment on illegality 77 Ga. 389.
In absence of motion to apportion entire costs on unsuccessful caveator,
:

including probate costs that would have accrued anyhow: 79 Ga. 672.
Where half of property claimed found subject to levy, costs equally apportioned between plaintiff and claimant: 80 Ga. 680.
As to costs in claim case where part of property found not subject 93 Ga.
:

275, 276.

Act

1799,

§5386. (3076.) Attorney liable for

$$44i8,'58«6, tin'
559]

shall be nonsuited, or cast,

costs ivhcn negligent

by reason of the

.

Ifanyplain-

willful neglect or

misconduct of his attorney, such attorney shall be liable for the costs

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1607

Of costs in

civil cases

who

;

ARTICLE

1,

1.

§§5887-5891

liable for costs.

which may have accrued in such case; and in like manner, if any
defendant shall be cast by reason of the willful neglect or misconduct of his attorney, such attorney shall be liable for the costs
thereof.

Attorney liable when client

§5387. (3677.)

is

When ^^blbs

non-resident.

any attorney shall institute a suit in any of the courts of this State ^jyfgfo
for any person who resides out of this State, such attorney shall be
liable to pay all costs of the officers of court in case such suit shall
be dismissed, or the plaintiff be cast in his suit.

Where attorney liable for costs for non-resident client
Where attorney was incompetent as witness for

33/516.

being liable for costs

:

:

15 Ga. 402 32/388
non-resident client,
;

;

30 Ga. 822.

when recovery is less than fifty dollars. When Acobb!505.
any action ex contractu shall be brought to the superior court, and
the verdict of the jury, unreduced by matter of set-off or payment
pending the action, shall be for a sum under fifty dollars, the defendant shall not be charged with more costs than would have necessarily
accrued if such case had been before a justice of the peace; and the remainder of the court charges shall be paid by the plaintiff, and may
be retained out of the sum recovered by the plaintiff, and, if that is
insufficient, judgment shall be entered by the court against such
§5388.

(3678.)

Costs

plaintiff for the balance.
Liability of defendant for costs

An

:

19 Ga. 549.

where this section did not apply 88 Ga. 236.
$25.00 "and costs of suit," justice-court costs taxed against de-

action in tort,

:

Verdict for
fendants, and balance taken out of recovery

:

65 Ga. 459.

§5389. (3679.) Costs payable in advance, when.

and

When

the plaintiffs 5393

-

his attorney both reside outside of the limits of this State, the

proper

officers

may demand

their full costs before they shall be

bound to perform any service in any cause about to be commenced
by such non-resident attorney or plaintiff.
In all actions ^obb?5()4.
§5390. (3680.) No more costs than damages, when.
upon the case for slanderous words, in any court having jurisdicif the jury shall render a verdict under ten dollars,
then the plaintiff in such action shall have and recover no more costs
than damages.

tion of the same,

Verdict for "ten cents and costs," no more costs than damages: 5 Ga. 452;
see also 10 Ga. 500.

In actions of assault and
battery, and in all other personal actions, wherein the jury upon the
trial thereof shall find the damages to be less than ten dollars, the
§5391. (3681.) Costs in personal actions.

no more costs than damages, unless the judge,
at the trial thereof, shall find and certify on the record that an aggravated assault and battery was proved.

plaintiff shall recover

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§5392-5394

How

1,

ARTICLE

1608

2.

taxed and collected.

As to actions for injuries to personal property being within provisions
and 23 Charles II. 11 Ga. 137.
Cited, and rule stated 93 Ga. 824.

of 22

:

:

A

9

Cobb

277

$5261.

§5392. (3682.) Costs of witnesses of adverse party. No party plaintifif or defendant shall be liable for the costs of any witness of the

adverse party, unless such witness was subpoenaed, sworn, and examined on the trial of said cause (or the plaintiff voluntarily dismisses his cause before trial); and no party shall be liable for the
more than two witnesses to the same point, unless the court

costs of

shall certify that the question at issue was of such a character as
rendered a greater number of witnesses necessary to a single point.

No costs for witness unless sworn 10 Ga. 443. Witness rejected for incompetency, costs collected from party subpoenaing him: 27 Ga. 346. Where
nunc pro tunc judgment for costs refused 42 Ga. 187.
Convicted criminal taxable, as costs, with fees of two witnesses for each
material point, whether resident or not: 86 Ga. 375.
:

:

ARTICLE
HOW TAXED AND

2.

COLLECTED.

1834,
§5393. (3684.) Costs, when payable. The manner of collecting costs
K^^l\ n in all civil cases in any of the courts of this State (except as otherr
J
\

Act

Cobb,507.

$|4959, 5389,

w ige

provided in this Code) shall be as follows: The several officers
of court are hereby prohibited from demanding the costs in any civil
case, or any part thereof, until after judgment in the same, except
as provided in the case of non-resident plaintiffs

When
Where

clerk entitled to costs out of fund in receiver's hands: 55 Ga. 547.

solicitor only entitled to costs

Clerk entitled to six dollars in
Ga. 294.
Acts

mo,

$$5261, 5615.

and attorneys.

full

up to time prisoner escaped 57 Ga. 332.
where case prosecuted to judgment: 53

§5394. (3685.) Costs, how taxed.

:

When

a case

is

disposed

of,

the

costs of the same, including fees of witnesses, shall be. included in

the judgment against the party dismissing, being nonsuited or cast;

and it shall be the duty of the clerk of any court in this State, and
of any justice of the peace, or other officer who may issue an execution, to indorse on said execution, at the time

it is

issued, the date

and amount of the judgment, the items of the bill of cost (written
and the amount of each item distinctly stated in figures;
and no costs, or items of costs, shall in any case be demanded
by any such officer, which are not itemized and indorsed as herein

in words)

provided.

Not one dollar to clerk for entering case on motion-docket: 30 Ga. 938, 939.
Not all on defendant on refusal of motion to dissolve an injunction: 30 Ga.
Section referred to: 58 Ga. 267.
Cited 70 Ga. 716.

506.

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1609

ARTICLE

1,

2.

§§ 5395, 5896

How taxed and collected.
As to costs

in

claim case where part of property found not subject

:

93

Ga. 275, 276.

Property levied on under process afterwards quashed, court cannot order
property sold and necessary expenses of custody paid sheriff: 95 Ga. 103, 108.
If the plain- A^*^|'07

§5395. (3686.) Plaintiff pays on return of nulla bona.
tiff should recover a judgment against the defendant,

and execution

and the executing officer shall return the same, "No
property to be found," mfi.fa. may issue against such plaintiff for
the purpose of making said cost out of him; and if the plaintiff resides out of the State, the fi. fa. shall issue against the attorney
issues thereon,

also.

Where cost fi. fas. against administrator could not be levied on distributive
share in hands of legatee 16 Ga. 190. Where the party complaining of error
should pay costs up to time of filing his exceptions 21 Ga. 381. Where money
in hands of sheriff for one firm, not to be appropriated for costs due by another
firm : 27 Ga. 496.
Where sheriff might enter up judgment for costs against
plaintiff without an action: 37 Ga. 604.
Where sheriff not liable for executing fi. fas. for costs, apparently regular: 37 Ga. 636; see also 33 Ga. 516, 517.
As to cost fi. fas. issued by ordinary, see Acts of 1855-6, p. 147, and of 1858,
:

:

,

p. 57.

§5396. (3687.) Execution against attorney for

which

it is

made

to appear that

an attorney

costs.
is

In

all cases in

liable for costs

by

the provisions of this Code, the court shall, on motion, order a judg-

ment and execution against him

for the same.

—

General Note. Where plaintiff liable to pay costs of sheriff's imprisonment: 6 Ga. 575. Where writ of error in Supreme Court not dismissed because record does not show costs have been paid below 6 Ga. 587. Clerk of
:

superior court not entitled to demand costs before transmitting record to Supreme Court: 12 Ga. 618; 65/169, 170; and see 21 Ga. 381. Party cast in Supreme Court liable for costs in that court, and succeeding in superior court,
cannot recover them back 25 Ga. 604. A retaxing of costs ordered by superior
court of its clerk 25 Ga. 604.
As to costs in divorce cases 29 Ga. 283, 284.
Costs awarded by Supreme Court: 32 Ga. 499-501. Costs not collectible in
criminal cases until after conviction 33 Ga. 338.
Plaintiff in error still pays
costs where defendant in error writes off from the verdict 46 Ga. 454. As to
costs in Supreme Court 56 Ga. 456 59/196 25/604.
Costs due ordinary to
be paid before creditors, and before estate distributed 64 Ga. 729.
:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

$5386.

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5397

2,

ARTICLE

1610

1.

Fees of officers of court; fees of clerk of superior court.

CHAPTER

2.

FEES OF OFFICERS OF COURT.

ARTICLE

1.

FEES OF CLERK OF SUPERIOR COURT.
^1792,
35
A

t'

iorw

p-5i.

Acts

1880-1,
pp. 87, 88,

89

-

The clerks of the
§5397. (3695.) Fees of clerks of superior courts.
superior courts of this State shall be entitled to charge and collect
the following fees for official duties performed by them, to wit:

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

and docketing
$
° suit
copying and issuing process
each copy after first copy
entering verdict or judgment on minutes
filing all pleas in any case
recording proceedings in civil cases, per hundred words
filing
°

2 00

m

2 00

50
2 00
50-

15

50
25

issuing fi. fa
entering^, fa. on execution-docket
each subpoena issued
writ of partition of land and recording proceedings in

15

5 00

the case

For exemplification of .record, per hundred words
For recording articles of partnership under law regulating

5 00

limited partnership

For recording incorporation of joint-stock or any other
corporated company
For proceedings to forfeit charter
For furnishing and certifying any process, order,

in-

5 00

10 00
etc.,

for

publication

For recording liens and mortgages and deeds, per hundred
words
For trials of nuisances and recording proceedings
For issuing commissions to examine witness
For recording any instrument of writing not specified, per
one hundred words
For recording each homestead of personalty, per one hundred words
For recording each petition of realty and personalty, per
one hundred words
For recording plat of homestead
For each certificate of record of homestead
For every foreclosure of mortgage on personalty, whole
service

15

1

00
15

5 00
1

00
15
15

15
1

00
50

3 00

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1611

Fees of officers of court

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

ARTICLE

§5898

1.

fees of clerk of superior court.

;

every foreclosure of mortgage on realty, whole service $
every claim case

6 00

every illegality case

8 00

every certiorari case
docketing each motion

3 00

3 00

50

recording motions, per hundred words

every rule versus sheriff or other

whole service

officer,

3 00

.

3 00

.

'one

1

and bills of exceptions to the Supreme Court, per
hundred words

3 00

entering remittitur from Supreme Court
certificate

and

.

1

.

each

seal,

make

facias to

50

15

issuing writ of injunction in equity

scire

-

15

every appeal case, whole service
every appeal case, settled before verdict
recording and copying proceedings in equitable proceedings

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

2,

parties

1

each copy
recording order on minutes, each
issuing jury scrip, each

1

00
50
50
00
75

.

10

.

inspection of books, when their aid is required
each day's service in attending upon the court
change of name, recording proceedings
examination of record and abstract of result

25
3 00

5 00
1

50

declaration of intention to become a citizen of the

United States
For recording and taking oath to become a

2 50
citizen,

minutes, including certificate of naturalization

upon

....

2 50

Not entitled to more than
51 Ga. 393.
judgment, which includes recording of the
proceeding: 53 Ga. 294.
Appeal cases consolidated by consent in superior
court, clerk entitled to costs in each case 61 Ga. 95.
Section referred to and construed

:

$6.00 costs in suit prosecuted to

:

Although one ground of dismissal
script, not presumed that clerk failed
not forfeit his costs

Where
titled

:

in

Supreme Court was tardiness

in

duty

;

and

in

of tran-

absence of proof he does

73 Ga. 105.

becomes necessary, in equity proceedings, to copy
to 15 cents per hundred words for each copy 83 Ga. 196.
it

bill,

clerk en-

:

85398. Deposit of

costs

.

The clerks of the Acts 1890-1,
p. ioo.
any divorce case or pro-

required in divorce cases.
.

superior court shall not be required to

file

ceeding, until six dollars shall have been deposited with the clerk on

account of costs, which shall be divided pro rata between the clerk
and sheriff, according to the duties performed by each before the deposit is exhausted.
If the proceeding be dismissed, after paying the
clerk and sheriff, if any of the sum remains in the hands of the
clerk, it shall be repaid.

2

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§5399-5401

2,

ARTICLE

1612

2.

Fees of sheriff.

A

889 '

§5399. Non-resident plaintiff must deposit

p ^ol

superior

^

and

The clerks of the
any proceeding

costs.

city courts shall not be required to. file

in which the plaintiff is a non-resident, until ten dollars shall have
been deposited with the clerk on account of costs. The court, at
any stage of such cause, on motion of the clerk, shall require such
additional deposit as the case may require. If the case be withdrawn or dismissed, or. if, upon final judgment, the deposit exceeds
the amount of the costs taxable by law, the clerk shall refund to

the depositor the excess.

Can obtain judgment for transmitting record to Supreme Court.
a clerk transmits a record to the Supreme Court, except in

§5400.

When

pay cost is filed, he may make
out a bill of costs for such transcript, and when presented to the
judge of the court and by him found to be correct, the judge shall
award, either in term time or vacation, judgment in favor of the
clerk for such cost.
cases where affidavit of inability to

ARTICLE

2.

FEES OF SHERIFF.
A

§ 5401

cobh?35o.

-

(

3696 -) Fees of

A
4
°titled to charge
Cobb 362 e

A ct

and

The

sheriff.

sheriffs of this State shall be

collect the following fees for official duties

performed by them, to wit:

1857 '

p 52
1866, p. 24.
$4385.

,

•

.

.

.

,

For serving copy of a process and returning original per copy $
If suit from another county, to be paid in advance ....
,

A

9

Cobb

-^ or

35o

for right of

50
trial to assess

damages

way

5 00

services in every case before a jury

1

each levy on fi. fa
search and return of nulla bona
serving summons of garnishment, or rule against gar.

.

.

nishee
If

A Ct

18>1
'

p

2o

A Ct
p

«o!

88 ° 1
'

2 00

summoning each witness

For summoning jury and attending
For
For
For
For

~~
2 00

more than

summoning jury to try case of nuisance
For summoning juries at each term of superior court ...
For commissions on sales of property, on sums of fifty dol-

-^ or

lars or less, 5 per cent.

On

UP

fifty dollars,

all

1

to five

sums exceeding

excess, 1£ per cent.

unless property

is

excess above fifty dollars

2£ per cent. For
hundred and fifty dollars, on
No commissions shall be charged

hundred and

five

actually sold.

00

00
00
3 50
10 00
1

one, for each additional copy

25

2 00

1

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1613

2,

ARTICLE

2.

§5401

.

Fees of sheriff.

For making out and executing titles to land
$
by purchaser
For executing bill of sale to personal property, when demanded by purchaser
For forthcoming bonds
For executing process against tenant holding over, or intruder upon land to dispossess him
For taking and returning counter-affidavit when summary
If presented

1

00

1

00
00

1

3 50

...

2 00

settling each execution in his hands, settled without sale

2 00

process to dispossess tenant or intruder

For
For
For
For
For
For
For

3 50

settling execution

from

justice's court

is

resisted

00
50

1

.

keeping a horse or mule, per day
keeping each head of cattle, per day
keeping each head of sheep, hogs, or goats, per day

15
.

05
2 00

.

levying an attachment
following property out of county with attachment, for

every mile going and returning
For attendance on superior courts, not to exceed twenty
days per annum, per day
For each day more than twenty

05
5 00
2 00

For attendance on courts of ordinary, per day
2 00
For attendance at elections as required by law, each day
2 00
The -per diem for attendance on courts and elections, and service
in summoning jurors, shall be paid by the county.
.

Only entitled to regular

.

although brings product of labor of property
Commission of sheriff for levy and sale was
regulated by amount of the execution 2 Ga. 268. Was not by amount of sale:
19 Ga. 165.
levied on into court

:

fees,

29 Ga. 142.

:

General Note on this Section. — Not authorized to charge railroad fare as
where arrests criminal only can charge mileage 9 Ga. 109. Where
judgment may be entered against plaintiff for sheriff's cost, without a suit:
costs

:

;

37 Ga. 604.

Where

sheriff

from defendant: 44 Ga.

not entitled to costs on tax fi. fas. unless collected

601.

Sheriff not entitled to recover

commissions for

sale,

under facts here

:

65

Ga. 535.

As

and expenses for guarding property levied on,
property left with him 67 Ga. 452.

to sheriff's right to fees

and defendant's right

to, if

:

County not chargeable with hack-hire of sheriff in executing lunacy warrant issued by ordinary authority to incur and pay such expenses is in ordi;

nary

:

No

82 Ga. 783

;

see also 55 Ga. 252.

lien or right against property levied on, in favor of sheriff for

expenses

where process supporting levy quashed: 95 Ga. 103, 107, 108.
No compensation allowed public officer unless justified by indubitable

of custody,

utory authority

:

95 Ga. 107.

stat-

§§ 5402, 5403

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
Compensation

of officers

when no

2,

fees fixed.

ARTICLE

ARTICLES

1614

3, 4.

Fees of justices.

3.

COMPENSATION OF OFFICERS WHEN NO FEES FIXED.
Actsisso-i,

how allowed. The ordina°^ ^is State, who by law are vested with the management of the
county business, and for whom no compensation is now provided,
§5402. (3697.)

Compensation

to

officers,

P
r * es
^4385 '5904

and clerks of the superior courts, for public services
in relation to which existing laws provide no compensation, shall be
compensated as follows, to wit: Such officers shall state their respective claims in aaating, and make affidavit of the correctness and
justice thereof, wn^cn so made out and verified shall be submitted
and the

sheriffs

to the grand juries of the superior courts of the respective counties

and

may, in their discretion,
and correctness of said claims, and
when satisfied that such claims are just and correct, may allow the
sum claimed, or so much thereof as they may deem right and proper;
and when so allowed, the ordinary of such county, or other authorat the spring term,

said grand juries

require other proof of the justice

ity levying

county taxes, shall assess so much with the other county

taxes as will pay the same, which,

when

and paid over to
be paid by him to the

collected

the county treasurer of such county, shall

parties entitled thereto, without further order, he taking a proper
receipt therefor.

The compensation provided

shall be in full of all

compensation of said

for in this section

officers for

such services.

This compensation requiring imposition of special tax cannot be charged
upon general funds of county 94 Ga. 657 see also 53 Ga. 393.
:

;

ARTICLE

4.

FEES OF JUSTICES.
$4i6i.

Act

l

1877 '

The following
§5403. (3699.) Fees of justices of the peace, etc.
shall be the fees for justices of the peace, and notaries public:
For each original summons
$
For affidavit and bond to obtain attachment, and issuing
the attachment
or
^ eQ tering up judgment in each case
For trial of case when same is litigated
For issuing each execution
For affidavit to obtain possessory warrant and making out
the same
For trying same
For making out interrogatories and certifying same ....
For making out recognizance and returning same to court
.

35
1

70
35
35
35

1

25

2 00
1

25
35

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1615

2,

ARTICLE

§5403

4.

Fees of justices.

For
For
For
For
For

each subpoena for witness
each search-warrant issued
each affidavit when there is no cause pending
answering every writ of certiorari to superior court

.

75
30
50

.

presiding at a trial of forcible entry or detainer, or

both

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

15

$

—each

trial

1

presiding at a trial for right of

way

1

issuing a rule to establish lost papers

trying the same
presiding at trial of nuisance

1

witnessing any paper
affidavit

issuing

and bond

summons

^

JV"*

to obtain garnishment

.......

75
30

of garnishment

each additional copy of garnishment
settling cases before

10

judgment

25
50
35

claim affidavit and bond
trying same

.

certifying transcript,

same

fee as clerk.

50

entering an appeal to the superior court

each distress warrant
taking testimony in criminal cases
issuing order to sell perishable property
each lien foreclosed and placed on docket

1

75
25

1

25
00

.

30 ^fgl878
30
30

entering appeal

drawing jury and making out list
each case tried by said jury
issuing commissions to take interrogatories
bail-trover affidavit,

summons, and

trial

1

backing fi. fa
rule nisi vs. officer

trying the same

judgment on same
attachment for contempt against officer of court for
failure to comply with any lawful order or process of
the court

00
00
35
35
00

50 ^fs1887
25
35
35
35
35

See 53 Ga. 675

^nof
1

;

28/462.

9'

'

50

.

For issuing warrant to dispossess intruders or tenants holding over

"

75

2 3'

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5404

2,

ARTICLE

1616

5.

Fees of constables.

ARTICLE

5.
t"

FEES OF CONSTABLES.
Ac*!/877

§ 5404

(3700.) Fees of constables.
as follows:

'

-

The

fees of constables shall be

For serving a warrant, summons, or attachment
For serving each additional copy
For copying and serving each original summons
For summoning each witness
For attending court, for each judgment rendered by a

35
80
85
30

$

justice

of the peace or notary public

For attending each trial on a day different from regular
court day
For levying^, fa., and advertising
For settlement of fi.fa. when property is not sold
For return of nulla bona
For summoning jury on inquest
For collecting execution issued by coroner
For keeping a horse, mule, ass, or ox, per day
For each head of neat cattle, per day
For each head of sheep, goats, or hogs, per day
For all sales made by him, amount on sales
For attending grand jury, per day
For serving warrant in criminal cases
For keeping and maintaining prisoner before examination,
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
Act

878 " 9
i&i

'

^ or
For

Acts

1882-3, jr

or

not exceeding twenty-four hours
serving rule to establish lost papers
every additional copy
following property with attachments out of county,
going aiad returning per mile
levying each distress warrant
taking bori&l|i civil cases
taking bond^m criminal cases
executing search-warrant
serving garnishee
each additional copy
summoning jury
attending trial on appeal
executing warrants against intruders or tenants holding
over

Note.

— Sections 5405-5407 included in sections 5403 and 5404.

35
35

1

35
30
30
00
75

25
05
04
6^
1
1

00
25
75
35

30

1

05
50
50
00
75
35
25

50
30
1

25

.

1617

.

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

2,

ARTICLE

6.

§§5408-5412

Miscellaneous provisions.

ARTICLE

6.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

None of the fees here§5408. (3705.) Fees, how charged to State.
inbefore expressed shall be charged to the State for failure to collect
out of the person charged, unless otherwise expressly declared, or in
their nature must necessarily be so paid.
Every public Act 1792,
§5409. (3706.) Statement of fees to be given, when.
officer and person herein mentioned, their deputy, or agent, shall,

when

demanded, and a receipt
any person paying any lawful or pretended fees of

required, give a statement of the fees

for the same, to

on pain of ten dollars for every such neglect or refusal, to be
sued for within twelve months, and recovered by the person paying

office,

the fees and

making the demand.

such officer or^?^9 |'56
person shall take or demand any greater fee than the law allows, or
fee for services not performed, he forfeits fifty dollars, to be sued
for and recovered as prescribed in the preceding section.
§5410. (3707.) Forfeiture for excessive charges.

§5411. (3708.)

Table of fees

must constantly keep,

to be

kept in

office.

If

Every public

officer

A

^^|

57

in a conspicuous place in his office or place

where he usually executes the business thereof, a table of his fees,
in fair words and figures, and on failure to do so, he forfeits one
dollar per day for every day he so neglects, to be recovered at the
suit of any informer, to whom the whole recovery shall go: Provided, Acts 7
g| ^
that every public officer
office or

of the

who may

keep, in a conspicuous place in his

place where he usually executes the business thereof, a copy

Code

of Georgia, shall be held

and construed

to

have complied

with the requirements of this section.
§5412. (3709.) Treble costs payable, when. Wh6n public officers are A
sued on account of the provisions of this -Chapter, and there is a
verdict in their favor, the persons suing sitall pay three times the
ordinary costs.

q^%

102

7

.

§§ 5413, 5414

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1,

ARTICLE

Of executions and sales thereunder; different kinds of executions;

1618

1.

when and how

issued and returned.

NINTH TITLE.
Of Executions and Sales Thereunder.

CHAPTER

1.

OF different kinds of executions.

ARTICLE
WHEN AND HOW
9

^obb

5io.

$

1.

ISSUED AND RETURNED.

§5413. (3632.) Executions, how issued, directed and levied.

Execuby the clerks
or> the several courts in which judgment shall be obtained, and bear
test in the name of the judge of such court, and shall bear date from
the time of their issuing, and (except as hereinafter provided) shall
be directed "To all and singular the sheriffs of this State and their
lawful deputies," and may be levied on all the estate, real and personal,, of the defendant, subject to levy and sale.
tions (except as hereinafter provided) shall be issued

488o°(4)!'

4854
'

5034!

Construed 37 Ga. 638.
Directed to "all and singular the sheriffs of said State," amendable: 69 Ga.
:

533.

Execution not invalid because issued in name of judge of circuit instead of
judge pro hac vice who tried case 75 Ga. 215.
:

Tax

sale not void here,

executed

:

where execution improperly directed, but properly

75 Ga. 516.

Coroner could not execute, when directed as
defendant: 72 Ga. 96.

in this section, sheriff

being

Wild land tax fi. fa. directed to sheriffs of State instead of sheriff of the
county, not void where latter in fact made the levy: 89 Ga. 793; citing 63
Ga. 428.
4
A
Cobb 5i7

§5414.(3633.) When

sheriff is a party, hoiv directed'and executed.

All

executions, orders, decrees, attachments for contempt, and final proc-

be issued by the clerks of the superior courts in favor of or
against any sheriff of this State, shall be directed to the coroner of
the county in which said sheriff may reside, and to all and singular
ess, to

the sheriffs of the State except the sheriff of the county in which

may reside, which may be levied, served and
returned by the coroner, or other sheriff, or constable of the county,
at the option of the plaintiff, or the party seeking the remedy.
the interested sheriff

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1619

ARTICLE

1,

Of executions and sales thereunder; different kinds of executions;

Where

§§5415-5417

1.

when and how

issued

and returned.

levying officer appears on the face of the padismissed on motion of claimant 60 Ga. 489.
sheriff not directed rightly, levy made by his successor

plaintiff's disability as

pers, the levy

may be

Although

fa. vs.

fi.

:

not dismissed 67 Ga. 446.
Coroner could not execute, when sheriff was defendant a,r\dfi.fa. directed
as in section 5413, there being no affidavit under section 496: 72 Ga. 96.
Where sheriff and wife were usees in a judgment, he could not levy the execution founded thereon 79 Ga. 55. Parol evidence that at date of levy they
were divorced (leaving her sole usee), not admissible to vary judgment: 82
Ga. 96.
Sheriff competent to levy cost fi. fa., though interested 86 Ga. 127.
:

:

:

§5415. (3634.) Fi. fa. may issue at any time, but appeal suspends it.
Afi. fa. may issue at any time after a verdict is rendered and. judg-

ment entered thereon; but

issued before the expiration of the

if it is

time allowed for entering an appeal, the same will be suspended on
the entering of an appeal by either party.
See 5 Ga.

64.

How returnable

§5416. (3635.)

provided by this Code, shall be

All executions, except as otherwise § 5683

.

made

returnable to the next term of

the court from which they issued respectively.
Distress warrant, returnable to next justice court, etc., sufficient without

naming day

65 Ga. 739.

:

Returnable to next term after money can be lawfully made 68 Ga. 346.
Execution made returnable to "next regular term said in January, 1880,"
:

sufficient to

show that same was returnable

80 Ga. 99.

:

§5417. (3636.) Must follow the judgment.

All executions

must

fol-

low the judgment from which they issued, and describe the parties
thereto as described in such judgment.
Immaterial discrepancy

must follow the award

:

:

19 Ga. 579

44 Ga. 616

;

;

Where execution on an award
Execution will be quashed for a

60/539.

45/612.

Execution failing to follow judgment as to the
excluded on trial of a claim case: 52 Ga. 585; 57/190. If
execution varying from judgment, and is amended, the levy falls: 57 Ga. 190,
Variance between execution and a judgment against a corporation 58
69.
Ga. 280, 281. As to executions against trust estates: 56 Ga. 138. Alteration
in fi. fa. hot material where the judgment in evidence: 60 Ga. 407.
Executions are presumed to follow the judgments 59 Ga. 706, 707 61/605.
Execution illegal because parties not described as in judgment: 65 Ga. 366.
Where execution for amount found due followed decree 65 Ga. 542.
Mortgage fi. fa. should follow judgment, which should follow mortgage fi.
fa. here did not follow mortgage as to description 67 Ga. 398.
Where judgment against partnership, and execution against partnership
and members as individuals, variance fatal: 68 Ga. 27.
Judgment against "A. & Co., and A., B., & C, individual members of said
firm," and execution against "A. & Co., and A., B., & C," there was no matematerial variance

amount and

:

39 Ga. 565.

parties,

:

:

;

:

;

:

rial

variance

:

94 Ga. 529.

Illegality not lie unless variance material

Judgment

for

fi.fa. in favor of

:

M. & N., surviving executors,

M.&

68 Ga. 158.

etc., for the use of another,
N., for use, etc., variance not material: 68 Ga. 207.

and

-

:

§§5418, 5419

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

Of executions and sales thereunder

ARTICLE

different kinds of executions

;

Immaterial variance, that
for $261.03

1,

fi.

;

1620

1.

when and how

fa. stated interest as $261,

issued

and returned.

judgment

calling

68 Ga. 831.

:

That./?, fa. described one defendant as surety, while judgment did not, was
But fi. fa. admissible on motion to revive
a material variance 69 Ga. 290.
judgment, to show that it had been transferred to such surety 69 Ga. 603.
Judgment recovered by B., administrator of E., and execution in favor of
B., administrator, variance immaterial, "administrator of E." merely descriptive: 69 Ga. 290; see also 68 Ga. 208; 5/60, 61.
Execution should show on whose property it is to be levied 70 Ga. 569.
General execution for money presumed to follow judgment: 71 Ga. 641.
Judgment put costs on plaintiff, execution on defendant; levy and claim;
execution quashed and levy dismissed 73 Ga. 105.
Execution need not name term at which judgment rendered 75 Ga. 215.
Decree being for certain parties for the use of their attorneys, who were also
parties, fi. fa. in favor of attorneys sustained: 75 Ga. 819.
Upon alternative judgment in trover not error for clerk to issue execution
against defendants, generally and property sued for, specifically: 80 Ga. 482.
Execution properly against personalty only, not vitiated by words "lands
and tenements," inserted by clerk in issuing it: 82 Ga. 105; distinguishing 65
Ga. 123.
Declaration was in name of G. S. R., so was verdict; judgment, in name
of G. R. R. execution, G. S. R. Held variance immaterial and amendable: 83
Ga. 332.
Execution follows judgment for costs, in favor of officers of court, though
includes witness fees, etc. 86 Ga. 127.
Where magistrate's judgment was rendered at December term, and execution recited rendition of judgment December 20th, no variance: 88 Ga. 296.
Ambiguity in justice-court judgment solved by execution itself: 94 Ga. 460.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

§5418. (3637.)

Writ of possession in ejectment.

When

a verdict in

ejectment shall be rendered in favor of the plaintiff, and a judgment
entered thereon, the clerk of such court shall issue a writ of possession, in which the clerk shall incorporate a clause directing the
sheriff to collect, by levy and sale of the defendant's property, all
such sums of money as, by the finding of the jury, shall have been
awarded to such plaintiff in ejectment as mesne profits and costs.
Supreme Court will not give direction, in advance of trial court, as to execution of this writ: 71 Ga. 627.
^oob^ii
$5451.

The writ of
§5419. (3638.) Against whom writs of possession issue.
possession shall not issue against third persons not known in the suit
on which such writ of possession is founded, nor put in possession
by, nor claiming under or by virtue of, any conveyance from the
defendant in such suit.
Sheriff should not receive counter-affidavit to the writ, of a third person not
a party thereto 49 Ga. 291. Where under this writ may turn out not only the
tenant but the landlord also 53 Ga. 94. Where only the defendant to the suit
could be turned out of possession by this writ of possession: 54 Ga. 597-599.
Section referred to and construed 63 Ga. 518, 519.
:

:

:

Court cannot order
70 Ga. 542.

sheriff to dispossess

one holding adversely to defendant

;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1621

Of

bond

Sheriff liable on

fi.

fas.,

1,

ARTICLE

how levied, and proceedings

whom

to third person

'

§§5420, 5421

2.

thereon.

he removes

illegally

:

81 Ga.

716.

may frame

The judge of any $|*|f 5|^3
superior court may frame and cause to be issued by the clerk any 4785
writ of execution, to carry into effect any lawful judgment or decree
The judge

§5420. (3639.)

executions.

-

rendered in his court.

Where the execution against a corporation should
See also, referring to this section, 48 Ga. 336.
General Note. When sale under fi. fa. will be enjoined 1 Ga. 12. When
not: 38 Ga. 191; 30/933; 37/396. When injunction not granted against exWhen notice to produce fi. fa. will not admit
ecution: 30 Ga. 664; 32/25.
secondary evidence title of purchaser at sheriff's sale depends on sheriff's authority to sell 23 Ga. 356 12/431. An examined copy as evidence of execution from another State 25 Ga. 203. Execution from United States Court
claiming money in State court 27 Ga. 181. Defendant may recover back money
paid on execution which he was not liable to pay: 28 Ga. 242. Affidavit of
illegality against the execution, although issued legally, proceeding illegally:
17 Ga. 211.
When no new grounds under such affidavit: 8 Ga. 317; 40/423.
When afi.fd. admissible as color of title: 19 Ga. 8. Proceedings vacating the
judgment also vacate the execution 13 Ga. 218. State court cannot enjoin
execution issuing from the United States Court 30 Ga. 579. Where the exemplification of a record of a suit from another State should set out a copy of
the execution 35 Ga. 66. Distribution of money under sale under fi. fas.:
45 Ga. 517 48/25.
Section cited

be moulded

:

:

63 Ga. 751.

57 Ga. 340.

—

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

ARTICLE
OF

PI. FAS.,

HOW

Form

§5421. (3640.)

2.

LEVIED, AND PROCEEDINGS THEREON.
of levy.

The

making a levy

officer

shall

always enter the same on the process by virtue of which such levy is
made, and in such entry shall plainly describe the property levied
on, and the amount of the interest of defendant therein.

A levy on an undivided interest, held sufficiently definite
may amend

:

27 Ga. 200.

Sheriff

by adding his signature: 53 Ga. 138, 139,454;
50/208-210. Where a levy by a marshal of a city was not sufficiently definite 50
his entry of levy

:

Ga. 419. Interest of the person in property levied on, not sufficiently set forth
Eequisites of a levy 53 Ga. 142, 454-456
in the sheriff's levy 51 Ga. 433-436.
59/714, 715. Failing to specify the property of which one of defendants levied
on 53 Ga. 189. Levy sufficient under this section 59 Ga. 849, 850. Sale of
undivided half of lot under levy on the whole 59 Ga. 415. Sheriff cannot sell
a larger estate than embraced in his levy 62 Ga. 551. When levy too vague:
When not too vague 59 Ga. 711. How levy made 46 Ga.
61 Ga. 390 62/447.
310 50/418 56/462 14/528 29/710. On homestead property, affidavit 57 Ga.
218.
When levy not stale 55 Ga. 11. Nunc pro tunc entry that no personal
property found 55 Ga. 145.
See general note hereafter.
Eecitals in illegal levy bind no one: 82 Ga. 96.
On objection before sale levy held insufficient, but after sale sufficiency
should be left to jury 65 Ga. 201.
:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

'

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5421

Of

fi.

fas.,

1,

ARTICLE

how levied, and proceedings

1622

2.

thereon.

Entry should state who is in possession and is evidence on this point, but is
not evidence as to who died in possession 65 Ga. 201.
Eecital in sheriff's levy, that property is at specified railroad depot, does
not negative possession by defendant 94 Ga. 260.
Levy on intestate's land as "in the hands of" administrator, not import possession by said administrator: 90 Ga. 113.
That levy does not state property levied on to be property of defendant, no
ground for illegality 65 Ga. 328.
Levy on property as defendant's, defendant owning only life-estate, enjoined
only as to sale of remainder 68 Ga. 175.
Fee levied on, claimed, and appearing defendant had life-estate, this much
held subject 92 Ga. 306.
There being four defendants, entry failing to state on whose property made,
not sufficient 68 Ga. 493 see also 53 Ga. 189.
Entry, where officer could not write, written at his instance and in his presence, signed with mark, good 66 Ga. 62.
Levy signed by illiterate constable by cross-mark sustained, when: 78 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

297.

Entry showing land in one county levied on by sheriff of another, levy void
no sheriff in county where land lay, entry should show fact 69 Ga. 684.
Levy referring to invoice of goods attached, and none attached, cured by
;

if

:

parol

:

66 Ga. 575.

Levy on

"all the crops on the Ball place," held sufficiently specific to prevent dismissal: 65 Ga. 644.
Very indefinite description here, held sufficient: 66 Ga. 753.
Levy here sufficiently described property 65 Ga. 165 description too uncertain here 65 Ga. 360.
Description of land in mortgage fi. fa. and levy, insufficient: 67 Ga. 398.
Description by county, number of acres, lots and district, held sufficient:
68 Ga. 158.
Description held sufficient, reference being made to record 69 Ga. 429.
Eights of purchaser having intervened, sufficiency of description for jury:
69 Ga. 429.
Land described by lot numbers, without giving county and district, levy
void, and not cured by deed with proper description. Such levy and deed inadmissible, even with proof to locate and identify the land 70 Ga. 756.
Levy on "seven hundred acres of land more or less," void for uncertainty
72 Ga. 475.
Land described as lot 110, originally of Habersham, now Rabun county, sufficient here 75 Ga. 347.
Levy describing specific items and embracing all other goods in certain
house, sufficient: 75 Ga. 529.
Not void for uncertainty here 77 Ga. 589.
Mistake in number of lot immaterial if land could be readily identified by
description in levy 78 Ga. 539.
Levy defective in describing boundaries on but two sides. Not sufficient
that purchaser knew boundaries should be so described that world may know
them: 81 Ga. 41.
A levy held sufficiently certain as to description 82 Ga. 238.
A sufficiently certain levy on a sawmill, etc., and a lot of land 82 Ga. 592.
A levy upon "a certain and all the interest" of a person in a lot of land, void
for uncertainty 84 Ga. 116.
Levy upon one-fourth of land lot, sufficiently definite, being construed as
meaning an undivided one-fourth interest 86 Ga. 379.
;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1623

Of

fi.

fas.,

how levied, and

1,

ARTICLE

§§5422, 5423

2.

proceedings thereon.

Levy describing property as in decree, though description loose, not void for
uncertainty 86 Ga. 500.
Description in levy of attachment otherwise definite, mere omission to set
out number of feet frontage on certain street, not prevent doctrine of lis pendens from applying: 87 Ga. 743.
Description of lands in levy, held sufficient: 93 Ga. 20.
Chattel-mortgage^, fa. not quashed, or excluded from evidence, because of
improper description in levy on some of articles mortgaged 93 Ga. 717.
Levy on "west half of city lot number 79, on the corner of Broad street in
the city of Albany," sufficiently certain 90 Ga. 287.
Return of officer construed most favorably to his having discharged his duty
90 Ga. 767.
Levy on lot in a named street or ward, reciting that lot contained one-half
acre more or less, setting forth lot number and describing tract as adjoining
property of three persons named, sufficient, though tract adjoined only one of
them 94 Ga. 50.
Only where description manifestly too meager for identification, that insufficient as matter of law ordinarily sufficiency is for jury 94 Ga. 474.
A description of two acres applicable to various acres other than those
which officer intended to seize, insufficient: 94 Ga. 641.
In aid of levy which did not mention county, it was competent to show by
parol evidence that a mill-creek referred to was in said county 94 Ga. 692.
:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

§5422. (4436.) Fraudulent
lently cause
levied on

any

any

levies.

Any

person

who

shall fraudu-

process, attachment, distress or execution to be

real or personal property,

knowing the same not to be

subject to such process, shall be punished as prescribed in the Penal

Code.

When

a de-^*^n,
fendant in fi. fa. shall point out any property on which to levy the ^i 3
execution, such property being in the hands or possession of a per-

On what

§5423. (3641.)

property

first

levied, right of.

^

son not a party to the judgment from which such execution issued,
the sheriff or other officer shall not levy thereon, but shall proceed
to levy on such property as may be found in the hands and possession of the defendant, who shall nevertheless be at liberty to point
out what part of his property he may think proper, which the sheriff
or other officer shall be bound to take and sell first, if the same is,
in the opinion of such levying officer, sufficient to satisfy such judg-

ment and

costs.

Pointed out by one joint tenant 12 Ga. 431. Plaintiff in fi. fa. pointing out
property to sheriff on indemnity to sheriff: 29 Ga. 706; 13/389. On the Act of
14 Ga.
1811, as to pointing out property for benefit of plaintiffs in execution
When attorney at law not responsible for directing a levy: 28 Ga. 297
79.
but see 12 Ga. 613. Evidence by sheriff's entries as to the property being
pointed out on which to levy 30 Ga. 361. Levying on portion of an entire lot,
the officer should divide so as not to wantonly and grossly destroy the nature
When may proceed against property of either
of the property 52 Ga. 164.
principal or surety 57 Ga. 68.
Sheriff's duty where defendant points out property for levy, and where
plaintiff points it out not limited to property in defendant's hands pointing
out not essential 69 Ga. 190.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

8'

:

.

?§5424, 5425

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
Of

fi.

fas.,

1,

ARTICLE

how levied, and proceedings

2.

1624

thereon.

Officer bound to levy and sell only to extent necessary to pay fi. fa. As to
levying on equity of redemption where property mortgaged 69 Ga. 194.
:

Doubtful whether sheriff's failing to levy on property pointed out by defendant is ground to stop^. fa.; sheriff liable for oppression: 73 Ga. 127.
Failure to levy on land pointed out by defendant, held by
ground for illegality: 73 Ga. 127.

him under bond

for title, not

Officer liable to defendant, specially, for refusal to levy

out: 77 Ga.

on property pointed

83.

Pointing out property for tax sale, governed by section 898, not by this sec86 Ga. 379.

tion

:

Conduct
levied on

:

of plaintiff's attorney here equivalent to pointing out property

92 Ga. 529, 530.

Officer levying on property in apparent possession of defendant, with notice
that her children are owners, liable in damages. So is plaintiff in execution,
who with like notice causes levy to be made 94 Ga. 623.
:

85

Ga. 443.

§5424. Sale of separate parcels subject to lien. Where property is
subject to a lien and part of it is sold by the debtor, the part re-

maining in him should be first applied to the payment of the lien. If
the property subject to such lien is sold in several parcels at different times, the parcels should be charged in the inverse order of their
alienation.

A
oobb!!k
$313]

Growing crop to be sold, how. No sheriff or other
officer shall levy on any growing crop of corn, wheat, oats, rye,
rice, cotton, potatoes, or any other crop usually raised or cultivated
by the planters or farmers of this State, nor sell the same, until such
crop shall be matured and fit to be gathered: Provided, this provision shall not prevent any levying officer from levying on and selling
crops as heretofore practiced in cases where the debtor absconds or
removes from the county or State, or from selling growing crops
with the land.
§5425. (3642.)

After crop laid by and before maturity, passes to the purchaser of the land
Cotton in the field not matured as early as the 28th of July, is
not the subject of levy and sale 65 Ga. 339.
6 Ga. 452-455.

:

Growing crop passes with land levied on and

sold, although sheriff announces that rent of current year reserved 65 Ga. 15.
Cotton in field, not matured, not subject to levy and sale, but could be sold
by owner as growing crop 65 Ga. 339.
Levied on under distress warrant, when not mature, and debtor not ab:

:

sconding, etc., void: 72 Ga. 35.
Such ground for levying must appear in the process, or in the levy 72
Ga. 35.
Fi. fa. levied on seed-cotton takes precedence of bill of sale of "five bales
of cotton,
of first pickings of crop now planted and growing": 76
Ga. 10.
:

Judgment, levied on matured crop, takes precedence of unrecorded bill of
growing crop, given to secure debt for supplies 86 Ga. 360.
Reading entry of levy, on distress warrant, including, among other things,
"growing crop of cotton," to jury, no ground for new trial: 86 Ga. 725.
sale to

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1625

Of

fl.

fas.,

how

levied,

1,

ARTICLE

2.

§§5426-5429

and proceedings thereon,

§5426. (8643.) Notice of levy on land. The officer levying on land "c^Koq
under an execution shall, within five days thereafter, leave a written $ 5434
notice of such levy with the tenant in possession of the land, if any,
or with the defendant if in the county, or transmit such notice by
mail to the defendant within the time aforesaid.
-

This is directory only, and does not affect a title acquired by a bona fide purchaser at sheriff's sale: 37 Ga. 251. Under this section levy before notice,
although notice necessary to make levy complete 48 Ga. 314, 315. Must be
levy with notice, to defeat the rights accruing by four years possession 51
Ga. 372. Section referred to and construed 54 Ga. 590, 591 53/142. No notice
on levy of an attachment 58 Ga. 290.
:

:

:

;

:

This provision directory, failure to give notice not ipso facto render levy
void 66 Ga. 62.
:

Courts have full power over^8
making execution sales, and whenever satisfied that a

§5427. Setting aside execution
their officers
sale

made under

process

is

sale.

^

638

infected with fraud, irregularity, or error

to the injury of either party, the sale will be set aside.

A sheriff ^obb°!'o9
§5428. (3644.) Officer not to sell land out of his county.
or other levying officer shall not sell land out of the county in^^Iie
which he

is

sheriff or such officer, except

ecution shall

own

when the defendant

in ex-

a tract or tracts of land divided by the line of the

county of his residence, in which case it may be sold in the county
of his residence; or if such tract of land is in other than that of the
defendant's residence, it may be levied on and sold in either county.
In all cases of levying on land, written notice of such levy must be
given to the tenant in possession, and to the defendant if not in
possession.

deed to land out of his county, void 23 Ga. 132. Section referred
and construed: 51 Ga. 373. Where land lies in two counties, sheriff of
county of defendant's residence may seize and sell the whole tract 58 Ga. 520.
Sheriff's

:

to

:

§5429.

(3645.)

Constable

may

levy

on land, when.

No

constable $ 4167

(except as provided by this Code) shall be authorized to levy on any
real estate, unless there is no personal estate to be found sufficient
to satisfy the debt, or such real estate, being in the possession of the

defendant, was pointed out by such defendant, which he has a right
to do, and then such constable is authorized to levy on such real

found in his county, and deliver over the execution
of the county, with a return of the property levied

estate, if to be

to the sheriff

upon, who shall proceed to advertise and
levies

made by

sell

the same as in case of

himself.

Marshal of a town need make no entry of "no personal property" before he
can levy on realty 40 Ga. 39. "Where the levying officer knows the fact, the
entry of "no personal property" made nunc pro tunc: 55 Ga. 145. Where sheriff
levying tax^f. fa. of less than $100, need make no entry of "no personal property" before levying on realty: 65 Ga. 64.
:

-

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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1,
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how levied, and proceedings

Constable permitted to

though land sold under fi.

1626

2.

thereon.

make entry
fa.,

of "no personalty" nunc pro tunc, aland question arose in ejectment based thereon

68 Ga. 585.
Sheriff's

conveys no
office

:

deed based on,/?, fa., without entry of "no personalty," is void and
title.
Such entry could be made nunc pro tunc, if same officer in

71 Ga. 526.

Where execution

credited with amount of defendant's secured note, his
consent that assignee (surety on note) enforce for amount of note also, invalid
in contest with other executions. Attestation by plaintiff's attorney of such
agreement did not validate it 81 Ga. 316.
:

Return of "no personalty" not prerequisite to levy by constable on land
county taxes: 83 Ga. 198.

for

A

Shares in a bank or other corpora§5430. (2626.) Levy on stock.
CoE'n.
890 1
tibn may be levied on and sold, either under attachment or fi. fa.,
^re*
an y c °u n ty where the corporation does business notice of such
§§4168^4535.
levy being given to the defendant, if his residence be known, and
also the officers or agent of the corporation in the county where the
levy is made. Upon demand by any sheriff, constable, or other
levying officer of this State, having in his hands any execution or
attachment against any person who is the owner of any shares or
"

'

—

m

stock of said bank or joint-stock company, upon the president, su-

perintendent, manager, or other officer of any corporation or joint-

company having access to the books thereof, said president,
superintendent, manager, or other officer aforesaid shall disclose to
said levying officer the number of shares and the par value thereof

stock

owned by the defendant

and on recontempt of court and punished

in said execution or attachment,

fusal to do so, shall be considered in

accordingly.
Purchaser of stock at sheriff's sale with notice of lien, purchases such inhad 1 Ga. 43. Changes the law as was decided in 16
Ga. 437. Where no title to stock purchased during the late war under confiscation proceedings, and as to transfers of: 37 Ga. 515. Sale of stock under an
attachment, and mandamus against president of corporation refusing to make
proper transfer 38 Ga. 259.
terest as corporator

:

:

:

§5431.

How

his deputy,

sold.

Such

sale shall be

made only by

the sheriff or

and constables levying thereon shall turn over such
Only one share shall be sold at once. The

levies to the sheriff.

sheriff shall give the purchaser a certificate of his purchase, which,

on presentation to the

officers of

transfer of the stock to him.

the corporation, shall authorize a

Transfers of stock after levy of an at-

tachment, or after judgment, and with notice to the corporation of
the levy or judgment, are absolutely void.

If the shares be in a

company, they maybe
any county through which the same passes.

railroad, canal, turnpike, or £>lank-road

on and sold
Proper

in

officer of

so sold, and

corporation

may be compelled

is

to

levied

pro hac vice a public officer to transfer stock

do so by mandamus: 38 Ga. 259

;

66/699.

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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Of

fi.

fas.,

how levied, and

1,

ARTICLE

§5431

2.

proceedings thereon.

Transfer is complete, except as to the company, without transfer upon the
books 40 Ga. 411.
:

General Note on Executions.
Notes from Code of 1882

:

Administrator and executor, execution against, must be de bonis, etc.: 44
Ga. 616; 45/610; 54/538; 57/159; 59/706; 60/500; 61/602.
Agreement between purchasers and defendant at time of sale 10 Ga. 148.
Alias fi. fa., judge may establish in term time or vacation., etc. 58 Ga. 555.
When motion to quash came too late 58 Ga. 555.
Attorney may control fi. fa. for fees: 53 Ga. 43.
Backing justice-court fi. fa., presumption as to: 39 Ga. 328.
Bankruptcy, plaintiff in execution not proving debt in, subjected land sold
by defendant prior to bankruptcy proceedings 52 Ga. 593.
Bond for titles, land held under, not subject to levy and sale: 49 Ga. 52.
When claimant had, and no money paid, and levy for vendor's debt: 58 Ga.
295.
Equity of vendee under bond for title when land is sold under execution
against vendor 59 Ga. 493.
Claim of personal property levied on, does not preclude relevy of fi. fa.
pending the claim: 8 Ga. 327. But leave of court necessary to withdraw the
54/587. As to possession of personal property when claimed
fi. fa.: 19 Ga. 161
by another than the defendant: 15 Ga. 518. Where successive claimants interpose and equity will interfere 30 Ga. 79. Upon trial of, an execution that
failed to follow the judgment, either in amount or as to parties, properly
excluded: 52 Ga. 585; 57/190.
After claim, but before papers have been
returned into court, plaintiff in fi. fa. may have new levy made on other property, without order of court: 66 Ga. 727. But not after return of papers into
court 65 Ga. 256.
Collateral security, taking of, does not prevent levy of execution 4 Ga. 185.
One holding ^/L/tt. as, must collect pro rata share of, in funds, etc. 55 Ga. 164.
Criminal case, execution issued for fine and costs 48 Ga. 335.
Crop, growing, before maturity, passes to purchaser of land under execution
6 Ga. 452.
Decree in equity, simply affirming and adopting the verdict of the jury for
a specific sum of money, though informal, not illegal 57 Ga. 378.
Defendant, money paid on execution discharges 3 Ga. 1. When possession
of personal property levied on is left with 13 Ga. 185.
Dismissal of levy, while it might not operate as a discharge of the execution
as between plaintiff and defendant, effect might be different as to third parties.
Satisfactorily accounted for, and execution authorized to proceed 8 Ga.
As to dismissal of levy on the appeal 10 Ga. 370. In claim case, and
327.
subsequent levy 31 Ga. 684.
Distributive share of heir in reversion of land devised to tenant for life,
subject to levy and sale 54 Ga. 602.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Entry on execution, to prevent dormancy 2 Ga. 252. As to presumption of:
Of levy on cattle "as they now run," etc., not such as the
law contemplates: 14 Ga. 528. Return of sheriff on fi. fa. not conclusive
against a claimant: 20 Ga. 204. "No personal property," one entry of, on jus:

6 Ga. 188; 24/434.

fi. fa. sufficient to authorize levy on land: 27 Ga. 341.
costs received from plaintiff, sufficient to keep judgment from

tice's

mant: 42 Ga.

By

sheriff, of

becoming dorprevents dormancy:

Of receipt for collection by sheriff,
this fi. fa. on a house and lot of defendant, situated in the
eastern part of the city of Americus," etc., not sufficiently certain 50 Ga. 418.
"Where the defendant now resides," too uncertain where there are two de-

49 Ga. 576.

213.

"Levied

:

::;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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1,

1628

2.

and proceedings thereon.

Levy on land consists in the entry 53 Ga. 190. Of levy
due time on property of one defendant when there are two, prevents dormancy, etc. 56 Ga. 174. Of "received this fi. fa. for collection," prevents dormancy of judgment 49 Ga. 576. Nunc pro tunc entry allowed, when
55 Ga. 145. Official action on the public dockets that prevents dormancy 56
Ga. 537. Agreement of parties entered on fi. fa. when prevents dormancy:
58 Ga. 119. Although more than seven years have elapsed between entries on
execution, dormancy prevented by litigation 59 Ga. 385. "One house and lot
in Georgetown known as the Oates place," sufficiently certain as a levy: 59
Ga. 711. Affidavit showing last entry on fi. fa. more than seven years previous, not demurrable: 61 Ga. 16. "No property pointed out on which to levy
this fi. fa.," sufficient entry on fi. fa., to prevent dormancy, etc. 61 Ga. 362.
Return of nulla bona, by marshal of Blackshear, on execution from justice
court, does not prevent dormancy 62 Ga. 176. Sheriff's receipt to plaintiff on
fi. fa. for costs, return of nulla bona and a levy, all within seven successive
years, will prevent dormancy: 63 Ga. 417.
Estate forfeited by breach of condition subsequent, when subject to execufendants

by

:

53 Ga. 190.

:

sheriff in

:

:

:

:

:

:

tion against grantor: 56 Ga. 461.

Excessive levy, defendant waives, by consent to postponement of sale: 60
Ga. 260. Illegality not remedy for: 57 Ga. 68. Is a trespass: 42 Ga. 251. Not
a material question where lots sold separately: 53 Ga. 221.
Garnishment must be tried before plaintiff in execution goes into equity
10 Ga. 229. Younger,/?, fa. bringing money into court and older taking it, expenses including reasonable counsel fees should be paid, etc. 57 Ga. 522.
Grant, before issue of, land not subject to levy and sale, etc.: 12 Ga. 340;
:

25/193,

9.

and the judge held judgment dormant for want of
entry op the execution, etc., and bill of exceptions axid.fi. fa. to revive: 50 Ga.
To tax execution for municipal taxes 60 Ga. 93. Not a remedy for ex378.
cessive levy: 57 Ga. 68. When motion to dismiss levy proper, instead of: 34
Ga. 427.
Indorsement of "no property," etc., not prima facie evidence that execution
was returned same day 11 Ga. 459.
Installment, levy of execution on failure to pay, according to agreement: 3
Ga. 94.
Interest in property, possession of land by tenant in dower, or as a codistributee of an estate, is such as may be sold under execution 6 Ga. 452. Undivided interest in personal property may be sold under execution 2 Ga. 73
Legacy not sub37/12. Equitable interest of husband not subject: 3 Ga. 345.
ject until executor has assented to it, etc. 20 Ga. 100. Life-estate of husband
Undivided interest of tenant in common
in plantation, levied on: 54 Ga. 196.
levied on and sold, when 57 Ga. 32, 36. Half-interest in city lot sold when
whole had been advertised and half claimed 59 Ga. 414.
Judgment cannot be collaterally attacked by attacking the fi. fa. : 10 Ga. 371.
The execution must follow the judgment: 56 Ga. 138; 57/190; 58/280. Presumption as to 57 Ga. 159 59/707 60/505 61/605 63/565.
Levy, seizure of property, and taking it under control, necessary to constitute 29 Ga. 710. On property without seizing it, at instance of defendant, held
good 19 Ga. 149. On personal property sufficient to pay debt, is r\ot per se an
extinguishment of the debt 8 Ga. 327. May be on any property sold by defendant, subject to lien of the execution, where he has sold all his property 37 Ga.
660.
Amendable when sheriff failed to sign 50 Ga. 208 53/138. On property
of defendant in county other than that of his residence, does not compel deIllegality to execution,

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

:
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how
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1,

ARTICLE

§5431

2.

and proceedings thereon.

fendant to litigate in county of levy, etc. 7 Ga. 238. By agent, who sued out
a distress warrant as special bailiff, void 52 Ga. 341. When defendant has
sold his property: 3 Ga. 460; 18/476 21/349. When fi. fa. is three times the
amount of the property levied on, relevy before sale: 13 Ga. 185. On land,
consists in the entry 46 Ga. 310 53/190. Falls when execution is amended
53 Ga. 58 54/68 57/68, 190 58/154 60/52.
:

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

Lien of older judgment and execution does not attach to property sold under
Attaches to after-acquired lands of defendant, etc.: 32
Ga. 453.
junior: 10 Ga. 148.

Life-estate of

husband

in a plantation, levied

on

:

54 Ga. 196.

Misdescription of defendant that rendered execution illegal: 57 Ga. 68.
Mistake in given names of defendants in execution, amendable: 63 Ga. 563.
Quashed, not stating owner of property, etc. 61 Ga. 390.
Motion to dismiss levy, when proper in place of illegality 34 Ga. 427.
Notice necessary to make levy on land complete: 46 Ga. 314; 51/372-374.
To whom given, etc. 53 Ga. 52.
Nulla bona, when return of, necessary to reach equitable assets 59 Ga. 706.
Officers of court, execution for use of, erroneous issue of: 37 Ga. 636.
Omission of execution to describe defendants as makers and indorsers
:

:

:

:

respectively, amendable: 63 Ga. 417.

Payment
Ga. 628

to sheriff voluntary

58/208

;

;

Plaintiff in execution

for his bid before relevy

:

49 Ga. 428.

buying defendant's land at

By

third party

:

50

Principal and surety,

sheriff's sale,

must account

20 Ga. 401.

:

Presumption, where there
Ga. 565.
174.

without levy

59/350.

is,

that

fi.

fa. is

based on proper judgment: 63

amendment of execution to show facts as to: 56 Ga.
may proceed against either, etc. 57 Ga. 68. Dis-

Plaintiff in execution

:

missal of levy against principal's land, no obstacle to enforcing execution
against property of surety 57 Ga. 68.
Promise by plaintiff in execution to third person, not to levy on property
bought by said third person, void 3 Ga. 112.
Possessory warrant not sustained against public officer, to recover possession
of property levied on 36 Ga. 93.
Railroad, query, as to whether subject to levy and sale at law 9 Ga. 377.
Release of property by plaintiff in fi. fa. for value, before purchase of other
property by the claimant from defendant in fi. fa., will not discharge the property so purchased from lien of the judgment: 58 Ga. 443. But see, as to purchasers and creditors 57 Ga. 304.
Schoolhouse belonging to town of Jonesboro not subject to levy and sale
62 Ga. 328.
Sheriff liable for money collected by his deputy on execution, etc. 3 Ga. 1.
Has no authority to collect money from a defendant who is sued, until commanded by an execution 25 Ga. 646. Holding several^, fas. against same defendant, not excused, by claim interposed against one, from proceeding with
the rest 30 Ga. 878. Liable for money due on fi. fa. if he fails to levy on property pointed out by plaintiff, unless he objects for want of indemnity, etc. 29
Ga. 710. Had no authority formerly to levy tax execution under $150.00: 60
Ga. 466.
Liable to plaintiff in fi. fa. for failure to discharge his duty: 65
Ga. 268. Sheriff levying being a party defendant, claimant may dismiss levy
on motion 60 Ga. 489.
Stock in corporation was not subject to levy under attachment: 16 Ga. 437.
Tax-collector's sale must be in county where the property is 20 Ga. 639.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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officer, prior to 1872, to transfer, etc.

:

48 Ga.

177.

an execution, there must be an indorsement, or an
60 Ga. 599.
Trespass,, levy of execution against one on property in possession of another
is, unless, etc.
12 Ga. 613 36/93. As to levy on negroes 27 Ga. 300. Not so
as to levy of mortgage fi. fa. on mortgage property: 13 Ga. 389. Excessive
levy is 42 Ga. 251. Levy of void fi. fas. is, though others valid are also levied
Title, to pass legal, of

assignment

in writing

:

:

;

:

:

When levy is, not cured by subsequent actions: 57 Ga. 217.
Trust property, where not subject to levy and sale 48 Ga. 365. Where levy
on, will be enjoined: 51 Ga. 433. When usufruct of, not subject: 57 Ga. 211.
Variance, verbal, between execution and judgment, immaterial when legal
effect is the same
11 Ga. 460.
When claimant may take advantage of such
variance: 58 Ga. 280.
Wife, secret equity of, and legal title in husband, land subject to execution
against husband 56 Ga. 79.
Withdrawal of execution by plaintiff, when entitled to a fund, and equities
of others affected thereby 22 Ga. 34.
53 Ga. 561.

:

:

:

:

Writ

of error dismissed,

where

plaintiff in

fi.

fa.

was dead before levy: 63

Ga. 172.
Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
Administrators and executors, levy on property as property of administratrix, under yL fa. against intestate's property in her hands to be administered,
held good 92 Ga. 531 see also 90 Ga. 756. Plaintiff in fi. fa. could make defendant's administrator a party by scire facias, so as to reach assets inaccessible by levy: 83 Ga. 716.
Bankruptcy, possession and legal title in officer making levy for purpose of
satisfying fi. fa.; bankruptcy proceedings by defendant does not divest this
right, when 69 Ga. 92, 97, 98.
Claim to land levied on under mortgage fi. fa., plaintiff must show title in
defendant at date of mortgage, or possession at that time, etc. 67 Ga. 398.
Damages, character thereof recoverable of plaintiff whose attorney directed
levy on property not defendant's subject considered fully 92 Ga. 530.
Death of plaintiff in fi. fa. will not prevent levy. If claim filed, representative must be made party 73 Ga. 386.
Dismissal of levy on one defendant's property and levy on another's, not
:

;

:

:

:

;

:

ground for

illegality

:

91 Ga. 64.

Entry. -where officer could not write, written at his instance and in his presence, signed with mark, good: 66 Ga. 62. Entry on execution marked "December 22, '88," means date of entry was December 22d, 1888: 92 Ga. 780.
Excessive levy, not presumed void from fact that property did not bring full
value at tax sale: 65 Ga. 366. Sheriff can raise only money enough to pay the
writ; if land capable of division, it should be discreetly divided: 72 Ga. 638.
When two adjoining lots, each worth more than tax, levied upon under tax
execution, sale thereunder void 75 Ga. 169. Lands levied on and described
in small parcels, levy not excessive: 75 Ga. 233.
Sale under tax fi. fa. for
$3.60, of land worth $1,200, voidable at landowner's option deed showing such
excessive levy, void on its face: 81 Ga. 40. Where land sold as property of lifetenant, both under general tax fi. fa. against him, and also under common-law
fi. fas., value of life-estate, not of fee, is test for excessive levy: 81 Ga. 247.
Defendant at sale and offering no objection, sheriff not enjoined from putting
purchaser in possession 92 Ga. 570.
Interest in property, whatever one can enjoy himself as property, may be
sold for his debts, unless exempted, etc. 92 Ga. 306.
:

,

;

:

:
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where defendant has not
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legal title.

Interest leviable, none in widow, under will here, title being in executor
to another legatee in settlement 95 Ga. 202.
Land and water, claimant prevailing against levy on dam and water-power,
levy on bottom of stream not barred. Servient fee, leviable sold subject to

who conveyed

:

;

water over the land 67 Ga. 651 see also 62 Ga. 455.
Levy, without sale, does not affect title 72 Ga. 830. Nor does sale without
levy seizure is necessary sale without seizure, property not at place of sale,
is void: 81 Ga. 340. Levy on personalty, held good, where inventoried and left
in possession of defendant corporation by agreement with president 95 Ga. 61.
Life-estate of beneficiary of executory trust not leviable 59 Ga. 718. Equity
will appropriate income to pay debts 75 Ga. 695. Life-estate subject to levy
and sale 84 Ga. 786.
Kemainder, interest undivided, subject to levy during life-tenancy: 88 Ga.

dominant easement

of

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

Remainder

184.

interest vested, subject to levy

tions of bequest

:

77 Ga. 353.

upon fulfillment

Sheriff allowing defendant to

of condi-

keep property

seized under fi. fa., does so at his risk, even though mortgage,/?, fa.: 67 Ga.
452.

ARTICLE

3.

LEVY AND BALE WHERE DEFENDANT HAS NOT LEGAL TITLE.
§5432. (3586, 3654, 1970.) Levy, when contract of purchase or bond Acts 1894
In cases where a contract to purchase has been made, or $$2771, 2776.
Jfor title made.
»

'

3235 2823
'

bond

made, or the purchase-money has been partly paid, or
where
in cases
a deed to secure a debt has been executed, and the
purchase-money or secured debt has been reduced to judgment by the
for title

payee, assignee, or holder of said debt, the holder of the legal
or, if

court,

title,

dead, his executor or administrator, shall, without order of any

make and execute

to said defendant in

fi.

to his executor or administrator, a quitclaim

fa., or, if

he be dead,

conveyance to such

and file and have the same recorded in the
and thereupon the same may be levied upon and sold
as other property of said defendant, and the proceeds shall be applied to the payment of such judgment, or if there be conflicting
claims, then the same shall be applied as determined in proceedings
had for that purpose.
real or personal property,

clerk's office;

Excess only claimed by creditors after payment of purchase-money 25 Ga.
When purchaser, with notice at sheriff's sale of a mortgage, took subject
to it: 25 Ga. 216. Filing of a deed by obligor in title-bond, to subject land to
purchase-money 22 Ga. 116 48/394 48/62. When land not subject to lien
against mortgagor of bond for titles, where notes for purchase-money trans:

42.

:

;

;

Wife's secret equity as against the pur40 Ga. 259. Where lien for the purchase-money was superior
to claims of creditors: 47 Ga. 215. See 48 Ga. 394; 51/604. When injunction
refused as against sale of land for purchase-money 32 Ga. 669 51/594. Where
deed should be filed and recorded where land sold for purchase-money 53 Ga.
ferred to bona fide holder: 32 Ga. 417.

chase-money

:

:

;

:

621-624.

Ga.

18.

Ejectment by vendor where vendee

fails to

pay purchase-money

:

53

Assignee of land, same rights as assignor as to enforcing purchase-

4538.

'
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legal title.

money: 53 Ga. 581; 56/165. Where vendee, resisting payment of purchasemoney, should show paramount title in third person: 55 Ga. 152. Where
older fi. fas. had precedence of younger ones for the purchase-money: 58 Ga.
343.
When partial failure of consideration set up against notes for purchasemoney by vendee 59 Ga. 493. Special judgment for purchase-money 59 Ga.
105.
Where subject to the purchase-money without any conveyance filed and
:

:

60 Ga. 388. Where the four years possession did not protect as
against the lien of judgment for the purchase-money 62 Ga. 530.

recorded

:

:

Proceeding under this section not prevented by a subsequent homestead
62 Ga. 659-662. Judgment under this section
ought to describe the property 63 Ga. 480. Section referred to 64 Ga. 612.
See notes to sections in margin and section 5433.
Mere option on land, no part of purchase-money having been paid, is not a
leviable interest: 87 Ga. 303.
Where vendor of land takes purchase-money notes, reserving title to land
as security, and afterwards transfers the notes without recourse, vendee acquires complete equity in the land, the transferee being an ordinary unsecured
creditor 80 Ga. 746 78/173 60/389
32/417
19/569 56/165 88/793 86/464.
Deed absolute made to secure debt, contract to relinquish title upon payment, made at different time from deed, foreclosed in equity only 65 Ga. 271.
Deed to secure debt passes title, and creditor may bring ejectment for the
land. Defendant has burden of showing agreement to reconvey. Equity of
debtor is to have land sold and proceeds applied to debt 72 Ga. 863.
Verdict giving land to plaintiff, and defendant ninety days to redeem, illeright, in the absence of fraud

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

gal

72 Ga. 864.

:

Remedy

of allowing mortgagee to enter and work out debt, does not exist in
Georgia: 72 Ga, 864.
Cases holding that judgment should set up special lien, describing property 59 Ga. 105 62/183 63/477. Declared to be more regular to set up special
lien in
74 Ga. 465.
Decided not necessary to set up special lien in judgment 76 Ga. 688 88/177.
Lien in contract not judgment 84 Ga. 295.
Deed filed with clerk hereunder, was mere escrow, and passed no title to
grantee except for purposes of levy and sale, unless he tendered purchasemoney 73 Ga. 644 see also 67 Ga. 502.
Better practice is to file deed back and obtain special judgment. Where
enforcing security under section 2771 made no difference here 74 Ga. 465.
Suing claim to judgment not waiver of right to claim title to property,
where title reserved to secure purchase-money: 75 Ga. 786,788.
Suing secured debt to judgment and filing deed back does not bar ejectment 67 Ga. 607 see also 67 Ga. 502.
Vendee's judgment prior to other judgments, though same did not set forth
specific lien 76 Ga. 687.
Deed may be filed without court's direction 77 Ga. 228.
Levy made before deed filed and recorded, sale void 80 Ga. 56.
Vendee buying at sale gets indefeasible title 81 Ga. 14.
As to security-deed, formerly remedy was only applicable where bond to
reconvey was executed 93 Ga. 671, 672 see also 59 Ga. 500.
Transfer of deed written thereon, not pass title to transferee so as to enable
him to convey land back under this section. Such transferee not entitled to
special judgment against lands, except conditionally 93 Ga. 668.
Judgment not enforced by levy on lands, until plaintiff has filed deed of
reconveyance to debtor: 93 Ga. 236.
:

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1633

Levy and

sale

1,

ARTICLE

where defendant has not

§543E

3.

legal title.

Sale, under levy, of whole tract covered by security-deed, not enjoined to
prevent sacrifice, that land may be divided and sold in parcels: 95 Ga. 402.
Bona fide purchaser of lands from one holding only bond for titles, paying
off purchase-money judgment and taking transfer, may enforce it against vendor: 68 Ga. 619.
Obligor may pursue this remedy, or bring ejectment for lands, or take possession of them, if vacant. If he takes possession, he rescinds trade and is
liable to obligee for purchase-money paid, less loss: 69 Ga. 434; see also 73
Ga. 118.
This remedy not available to assignee of purchase-money note together with
assignor's "rights, etc., to secure same by virtue of bond for titles," remedies

stated

:

69 Ga. 793.

Where bond
for levy,

for titles given, judgment for purchase-money, and deed filed
homestead not defeat judgment. Plaintiff need not file affidavit to

levy 92 Ga. 780.
Declaration and judgment need not show that debt for purchase-money, but
same proven aliunde in contest over fund 75 Ga. 61.
Entry of sheriff as to advertisement, and of clerk as to registry, admissible
:

:

show same 75 Ga. 62.
Eespective rights of vendor and vendee, under bond for title, defined: 75
Ga. 555.
Equitable plea here to ejectment, praying rescission of contract and recovery of purchase-money paid, good 75 Ga. 684.
Where bond for titles and default in notes, vendor may rescind, re-entering
and tendering vendee fair portion of money paid 91 Ga. 33:
After levy, purchaser from vendee cannot complain that notes were barred
by limitation when suit brought 93 Ga. 108.
This remedy good against one holding under vendee, and without regard to
equities between latter: 93 Ga. 108.
Where some of purchase-money notes not due, equity will impound surplus,
and apply it to them as they mature 94 Ga. 178.
to

:

:

:

:

:

Partnership issuing bond for titles, executor of deceased partner buying copartner's interest; executor's deed to obligee held good and sufficient. Warranty was executor's personal undertaking: 94 Ga. 469.

Land must be reconveyed

to debtor, before valid levy can be

made:

90

Ga. 114.

Where another than vendor, etc., has judgment. Acts 1894,
Where any person other than the vendor, or other than the holder §$2788, 2741.
or assignee of the purchase-money or secured debt, shall have any
judgment against a defendant in^. fa. who does not hold legal title
to property but has an interest or equity therein, such plaintiff in
fi. fa. may take up the debt necessary to be paid by the defendant
in order to give such defendant legal title to the property, by paying
such debt with interest to date, if due, and interest to maturity if
not due; and thereupon a conveyance to the defendant in fi. fa., or,
if he be dead, to his executor or administrator, shall be made by the
vendor or holder of title given to secure the debt, or, if dead, by
the executor or administrator thereof; and when such conveyance
has been filed and recorded, the said property may be levied on and
sold as property of the defendant.
The proceeds shall be applied,
§5433.

103

(3654.)

:;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§5484

Levy and

to the

first,

plaintiff in

payment
fi.

fi.

ARTICLE

where defendant has not

1634

3.

legal title.

up by the
advanced by

of liens superior to the claims taken

fa.; next, to the

said plaintiff in

payment

of principal

fa. to put title in defendant, with interest to date

and the balance to the execution under which said property
and to other liens according to priority, to be determined as

of sale;
is

sale

1,

sold,

in other cases of

money

rules.

When judgment creditors of the vendee, having paid part of the purchasemoney, entitled to proceeds of sale of land in preference to vendor: 10 Ga. 117.
Property sold under fi. fa. against vendee, proceeds go first to payment of balance of purchase-money, and any remainder goes to the creditors: 55 Ga. 348,
See 49 Ga. 60-67; 48/62, 396; 53/52-56.

349; 25/42; 38/191.

Where the pur-

chase-money must be paid before the wife could seek to establish her claim
56 Ga. 22 62/102.
Where a proceeding by vendee's creditors was enjoined
and a receiver should be appointed: 56 Ga. 579. Where oldest judgments
against defendant in fi. fa. had priority over junior judgments in favor of the
vendors for the purchase-money 58 Ga. 343.
;

:

See notes to section 5432.
Judgment against grantor in security-deed, rendered after deed made, cannot be enforced by levy and sale of the land, until title redeemed 62 Ga. 623
:

65/689

;

69/552, 614.

Purchaser at sheriff's sale under judgment against
gets no interest except terhaps equity of redemption

maker
:

of security-deed,

91 Ga. 138.

Notice of levy, as pres. "ibed by old law, not necessary under circumstances
69 Ga. 793.
Lien of judgment against property held under bond for title, not divested
by rescission between vendor and vendee 84 Ga. 177.
Rescission made before levy, and purchaser dead, excuses notice to him as
holder of bond for title: 84 Ga. 177.
Land held under bond for title not subject to levy and sale, if no part of
purchase-money paid 85 Ga. 474.
Payment of interest, on purchase-money notes is not a payment of any part
of purchase-money 85 Ga. 474.
Vendor entitled to fund over fi. fa. against vendee for money borrowed to
pay part of purchase price 65 Ga. 417.
Property subject to sale under judgment against obligor: 65 Ga. 761.
Judgment creditor claiming fund, can dispute title of maker of bond, when
84 Ga, 245.
Purchaser under fi. fa. against vendor, on judgment after bond for titles,
gets only vendor's rights and interest: 68 Ga. 678; see also 71 Ga. 264; 75/457.
of this case

:

:

:

:

:

:

Act

894
foi

'

Notice of levy and sale must be given.
In all such cases noof the levy and time of sale shall be given by the levying officer

§5434.

#2788, 5426. tice

to the vendor or holder of the
known, and also to the defendant
legal representatives.

title

in

fi.

given to secure the debt,
fa.,

and

if

in case of death, their

Depositing a letter in the post-office, properly

addressed and stamped, shall be deemed sufficient notice under this
section.

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1635

§§ 5435-5437

2.

Of forthcoming bonds.

CHAPTER

2.

OF FORTHCOMING BONDS.

When forthcoming bond may be given. When an execution shall be levied on personal property, and an illegality filed
thereto as provided by this Code, and the party filing such illegality
§5435. (3672.)

desires to take or keep possession of such property, he shall deliver

bond payable to the levying
with good security, in a sum equal to double the value of the
property so levied upon, to be judged of by the levying officer, conditioned for the delivery of the property levied upon at the time and
place of sale, in the event that such illegality shall be dismissed by
to the sheriff, or other levying officer, a

officer,

the court or withdrawn, which bond shall be recoverable in any

court having cognizance thereof.

When

not necessary on foreclosure of factor's lien, unless to replevy the
52 Ga. 396. When not necessary under sections 4736 and 5435, unless to keep possession of the property 53 Ga. 43.
That failure of, to give
replevy or forthcoming bond, no ground to dismiss illegality 53 Ga. 569. Evidence under suit on forthcoming bond 54 Ga. 581. Section cited 63 Ga. 520.
Replevy bond vacates forthcoming bond 84 Ga. 52.
Defendant reciting^, fa. and giving forthcoming bond, estopped to deny
fact of levy 84 Ga. 117.
Forthcoming bond accepted, though becoming insolvent, sheriff has no authority, without breach, to reseize: 84 Ga. 601.
Action for damages for deterioration, cannot be maintained by plaintiff, on
forthcoming bond in illegality case 85 Ga. 136.
Substitute surety on forthcoming bond, signing with knowledge that condition already broken, not relieved of liability because thereof: 85 Ga. 460.
If property not forthcoming on day of sale, bond is broken though claim and
claim bond be duly filed on that day 87 Ga. 566.
property

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Recovery on forthcoming bond held to await result of claim, and not hindered because suit brought for use of plaintiff in execution, being merely an
indemnity to sheriff: 87 Ga. 566.
§5436. (3673.) Bonds taken by

officers,

valid.

All bonds taken

^

by ^Hl29

the sheriffs or other executing officers, from the defendants in execution, for the delivery of property (on the day of sale or any-other

may have

by virtue of any fi. fa., or
other legal process from any court, shall be good and valid in law,
and recoverable in any court in this State having jurisdiction thereof.
time) which they

Forthcoming bond

levied on

for property levied on, discharged

by taking homestead

72 Ga. 478.

in^g ^

§5437. (3674.) Rights of plaintiffs not affected.
No bond taken
conformity with the previous section shall in any case prejudice or
affect the rights of plaintiffs in execution,

but shall relate to and

have effect alone between the officer to whom it is given and the defendant in execution; and such officer shall in no case excuse him-

2

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§5438

1636

2.

Of forthcoming bonds.

not having made the money on an execution, by having taken
such bond, but shall be liable to be ruled as now prescribed by law.
self for

Though forthcoming bond forfeited, plaintiff not precluded' from selling
property levied on, if found 85 Ga. 550.
:

^m

898
'

§5438. Measure of damages on forthcoming bond. Whenever pergonal
property is levied upon under any judicial process from the courts
of this State, and a forthcoming bond is given for the same, the
measure of damages to be recovered upon such bond shall be the
value of the property at the time of its delivery under the bond,
with interest thereon; and if the property shall deteriorate in value
by reason of being used by the person giving the bond, or otherwise,
and shall then be delivered up to the officer making the seizure, such
officer or the plaintiff may recover on the bond the difference between
the value at the time of the delivery of the property under the boud
and its value when turned over to the officer making the levy, with
interest thereon.
The amount of damages shall in no case exceed
the amount due on the execution levied.

No fraud or deceit alleged, plaintiff's attorney not liable to defendant's
surety for drawing replevy instead of forthcoming bond 84 Ga. 12.
:

General Note.

—

In action on forthcoming bond, need not prove personal demand 6 Ga. 260. A plea of tender of property on day of sale, in suit on this
bond 9 Ga. 42. As to bond by agent for forthcoming of property 9 Ga. 208.
Where not excused, under the forthcoming bond, from producing a slave who
ran away 17 Ga. 72. Under an attachment proceeding, to produce the property 25 Ga. 381. Where might sue on the bond and show mistake in the name
26 Ga. 228. The execution on which levy made, indispensable evidence in suit
on the bond, and as to variance 29 Ga. 427. Forfeited unless the property
delivered on day of sale within sale hours: 29 Ga. 110. In case of trover: 25
Ga. 361. Where forthcoming bond by claimant dispenses with readvertisement when claim dismissed 55 Ga. 606. Where replevy of property attached
was notice and service, but did not bind one to appear and plead out of his
county 54 Ga. 576.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Judgment on forthcoming bond takes money paid by
his intermediate distress

surety, in preference to

warrant against defendant 77 Ga. 57.
Levy describing specific items, and embracing all other goods in certain
house, bond covers all goods therein 75 Ga. 529.
In suit on bond here, perishable goods estimated at value when seized. Delivery of mere skeleton of goods at sale, will not satisfy bond 75 Ga. 529.
Attachment, levy of which is recited in bond sued on, not indispensable evidence, if fi. fa. from judgment with return of nulla bona introduced. Recital
of seizure would import, prima facie, legal seizure 90 Ga. 188.
As to breach of bond when sheriff's sale restrained, and when restraining
order revoked and property readvertised measure of damages 91 Ga. 132.
Homestead application by defendant, not excuse maker and surety on forthcoming bond from producing property, etc. 91 Ga. 132.
No defense to suit on forthcoming bond that property heavy and expensive
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

to

move

:

91 Ga. 488, 489.

Agent claiming for principal may execute forthcoming bond, whether agency
created by writing or parol 92 Ga. 548.
:

;
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Of the stay of executions.

§§5439-5442

3, 4.

Of the satisfaction of executions.

CHAPTER

3.

OF THE STAY OF EXECUTIONS.
In all cases in the AQ*^9 ^'e4
superior court where a verdict or judgment shall be rendered, the
party against whom the same may be, may, either in open court or

may

§5439. (3661.) Defendant

in the clerk's office,

stay execution.

within four days after the adjournment thereof,
and sufficient security, for the payment

enter into bond, with good

judgment and

of such verdict or

A

costs, within sixty days.

stay bond binds the property of the security from the date of the execu-

tion

:

57 Ga. 378.

§5440.

(3662.) Execution, how stayed.

Bond and

security being

given as provided in the preceding section, the verdict and judgment, or the execution thereon, shall be suspended for the said sixty
days, and if the party shall fail to pay the said verdict or judgment
within that time, execution shall then issue against such party and
his security, without further proceedings thereon.
Section cited

:

45 Ga. 82

;

61/257.

§5441. (3663.) Security
off

to

The security paying Act 1826,

have control, ivhen.

such judgment or execution shall have control thereof.

CHAPTER

$2986.

4.

OF THE SATISFACTION OF EXECUTIONS.

sonal property sufficient to

A

upon per-^5443,
pay the debt, unaccounted for, is prima

§5442. (3657.) Levy on personalty unexplained.

facie evidence of satisfaction to the extent of the

levy

value of such prop-

erty,

and the dismissal

ment

of the lien so far as third persons are concerned.

Stated

:

6 Ga. 392

Not

;

8/327

of such levy, unexplained,

;

so with a levy

13/185.

As applicable

to a

an abandon-

is

mortgaged/a.;

19 Ga.

on real estate 6 Ga. 410 22/385 14/77 20/676
39/347 68/493 57/68. Levy on land and personalty at same time and land
alone sold, the execution is not prima facie satisfied: 10 Ga. 148. When levies
on personalty must be satisfactorily accounted for: 11 Ga. 277; 38/559. How
the presumption of satisfaction by seizure of sufficient property, rebutted: 20
Ga. 210. Where unproductive levy on personal property sufficiently accounted
for to authorize to proceed with the collection 59 Ga. 736; 52/594; 36/511;
30/433. Dismission of previous levy by order of plaintiff accounting for the
levy 31 Ga. 684. When title to land not prejudiced by entry of dismissal of
levy on personal property: 26 Ga. 182. Dismissal of levy on personal property
by principal debtor, as affecting the surety 59 Ga. 733.
When dismissal of
levy on personalty is no satisfaction of execution 52 Ga. 593 44/656. When
a levy on personalty is a, prima facie satisfaction or payment: 45 Ga. 213.
Plaintiff in execution may dismiss levy, though issue pending thereon: 65
537, 540.
;

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

Ga. 627.

;

;

NINTH TITLE .—CHAPTER

§§ 5443-5445

1638

4.

Of the satisfaction of executions.
$$5442,3715.

§5443. (3658.) Release of property subject. If the plaintiff in execution, for a valuable consideration, releases property which is subject thereto, it

is

a satisfaction of such execution to the extent of

the value of the property so released, so far as purchasers and creditors are concerned.

Should be a consideration for a release 30 Ga. 731 20/676. Plaintiff in execution releasing property for a consideration, is a satisfaction, of it pro tanto:
57 Ga. 304, 310. When release for value by plaintiff in fi. fa. did not discharge
property from lien of a judgment 58 Ga. 443. Section referred to and construed 60 Ga. 54.
:

;

:

:

Where one

two tracts

sold

of land, giving second purchaser

against & fi.fa., both tracts relieved by transfer of

fi.

indemnity bond
on bond

fa. to sureties

:

68 Ga. 507.

§5444. (3659.) Allowing fund applied

to

younger

lien.

an execu-

If

tion creditor, having the older lien on a fund in the hands of the

such fund by his consent to be applied

sheriff, or other officer, allows

to a younger fi. fa., it shall be considered an extinguishment pro tanto
of such creditor's lien so far as third persons may be concerned.
11 Ga. 637 30/110, 111. The law appropriating fund in hands of
where two executions against defendant 4 Ga. 356. Where the application to the younger yL fa. would discharge the surety pro tanto: 56 Ga. 606.
Section referred to and construed 57 Ga. 310.
Section applied; mule not subject to levy and sale under fi.fa. here: 74

Stated

:

;

sheriff

:

:

Ga. 820.
Sale under general./?, fa., lien for tax not divested 84 Ga. 34.
Mortgagee may follow property sold under general judgment, though mort:

gage foreclosed and execution issued, when 85 Ga. 452.
Surety in both senior and junior judgment, not released because principal's property sold and proceeds applied to junior one: 85 Ga. 463.
:

$$3714,3076.

§5445. (3660.) Contract not

to

enforce judgment.

An agreement

for

a valuable consideration, never to enforce a judgment or execution,
releases the
Stated

judgment or execution.

4 Ga. 185.

:

—

General Note. No injunction on ground./?, fa. satisfied: 1 Ga. 12. Where
there was no satisfaction of, assignees of a judgment could enforce it with
execution 1 Ga. 205. Where payment of an execution without stipulating it
Money paid to
is to be kept open, operates as a satisfaction of it: 2 Ga. 53.
:

deputy, discharging defendant: 3 Ga. 1. Taking collateral secujudgment does not preclude from levying the execution 4 Ga. 185.
Parol satisfaction 3 Ga. 210. As to proof by claimant of satisfaction 6 Ga.
sheriff or his

rity for

:

:

:

Contract by plaintiff in ft. fa. to release insolvent defendant in fi. fa.: 3
Ga. 112. Where no authority to enter credits on fi. fa.: 5 Ga. 449. As to dismissal of levy on personalty being a satisfaction of it: 6 Ga. 392; 11/277.
When claimant could not move to have fi. fa. entered satisfied: 12 Ga. 212.
Resort to equity in reference to payment of fi.fa.: 17 Ga. 46. Where presumpWhen verbal order by plaintiff
tion of satisfaction from seizure: 50 Ga. 210.
in fi. fa. to justice of peace to dismiss judgment in his favor: 22 Ga. 588.
When fictitious entry of satisfaction by plaintiff in execution not admitted in
evidence 26 Ga. 684. When satisfaction of execution was not to be presumed

515.

:

:

NINTH TITLE .—CHAPTER

1639

Of

title

by judicial

5.

§

sale.

Presumption where sheriff collects
Entry of payment on execution held as satisfaction of it: 30 Ga. 86. Agreement to receive less amount than fi.fa. calls for,
to be binding, must be for a consideration 30 Ga. 731. Absence of execution
unaccounted for is not evidence of its payment: 36 Ga. 404. Payment to clerk
of superior court on execution is not good payment as against plaintiff: 31 Ga.
359.
When payment of execution in Confederate money a satisfaction: 39
Ga. 72. When not: 40 Ga. 169. Where payment by garnishee to the older
judgment and execution is a satisfaction 41 Ga. 691.
against purchaser at sale: 26 Ga. 354.

money on fi. fa.:

29 Ga. 67.

:

:

CHAPTER

5.

OF TITLE BY JUDICIAL SALE.
§5446. (2619.) Judicial sale passes
virtue of judicial process issuing

A

title.

of

diction, shall convey the title as effectually as if

by the person against

whom

made by
competent juristhe sale was made

sale regularly

from a court

the process issues.

Purchaser of stock with notice of lien on it gets such title only as was in
corporator: 1 Ga. 43. In sale of undivided interest of personal property, purchaser tenant in common with the other tenants 2 Ga. 73. Where purchaser
buys subject to a lease older than the judgment under which is the sale 6
Ga. 423. Purchaser under judgment against vendor or vendee of land gets but
the interest debtor could encumber or part with 10" Ga. 117. Purchaser at
12 Ga. 431.
sheriff's sale buys the title and interest of defendant in execution
What title purchaser obtains under judgment assigned after judgment 15 Ga.
336.
Purchaser in another State presumed to get all title defendant in judgment had 16 Ga. 487. Purchaser gets no title if sheriff had no authority to
sell
23 Ga. 356. Purchaser's title depends on lien of the judgment 24 Ga. 40.
Where a sale by consent of creditors with sheriff, without formalities required in judicial sale, was no such sale: 13 Ga. 485. If lien of judgment
creditor be superior to wife's equity, so is purchaser's title 33 Ga. 153. Sheriff
not liable generally for title or soundness of property sold at public sale 8
Ga. 236. Bill to set aside sheriff's sale for fraud of purchaser: 5 Ga. 400. Because of the consideration for debt on which judgment founded 43 Ga. 203.
Such estate as creditors can sell purchasers can buy as to notice of an equity
54 Ga. 543-547. Plaintiff purchasing under his execution without notice, not
affected by irregularities in bringing to sale: 59 Ga. 649. Where purchaser
without notice of an equity, purchases free from it: 55 Ga. 81. Mere inadequacy of price does not affect purchaser's title purchasing at sheriff's sale 53
Ga. 221. Sales by commissioner or master in chancery subject to conformation
or rejection by chancellor: 61 Ga. 267.
Sale by commissioner in equity under final decree needed no confirmation
65 Ga. 461.
Sale of Macon and Brunswick Railroad binding on State,, although regulations for conducting sale not complied with certainly private parties could not
interfere 68 Ga. 539.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

Two

persons

may

lawfully join interests and bona fide purchase in common
combine to reduce price or number of bidders: 68

at sheriff's sale; cannot

Ga. 585.

5446

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5447-5449

Of
Sheriff's

title

by judicial

1640

5.

sale.

deed alone not sufficient to show title in purchaser defendant in
must be shown, or that he was in possession after judgment: 68
;

fi.fa.'s title

Ga. 738, 453.
Sheriff's deed, though unaccompanied by judgment or fi.fa., color of title:
68 Ga. 767 see also 22 Ga. 56.
Sale under void process passes no title 70 Ga. 542.
Where defendant only had life-estate, sale passed no more 71 Ga. 196.
Sale under fi.fa. of mortgaged property passes only equity of redemption:
72 Ga. 831.
Vested remainder of second life-tenant, sold under execution here: 75
Ga. 448.
Internal revenue officer's certificate of tax sale (see Revised Statutes United
States, sections 3198 and 3199) neither passed title, nor evidenced that title
had ceased to be where it was before 83 Ga. 79.
Sale under general,/?, fa., lien for tax not divested 84 Ga. 34.
Purchaser at sheriff's sale of life-estate, though taking subject to equities
between defendant's grantor and defendant, not affected by remainder-man's
claim, when 94 Ga. 664.
;

:

:

:

:

:

$3625.

§5447. (2620.) Such

title

is

original.

In

all controversies in

the

courts of this State, the purchaser at such a sale shall not be required

show

back of his purchase, unless it be necessary for
his case to show good title in the person whose interest he purchased.

to

title-deeds

Stated: 10 Ga. 74; 13/18. Where possessory warrant will not lie against a
purchaser at judicial sale under forms of law: 54 Ga. 501.
Sheriff's deed, with proof of title in defendant in fi. fa., or of possession in
him after judgment, will change onus: 68 Ga. 453, 738.
Record not showing to whom deed or sale made, not error to rule out deed
and fi.fa.: 72 Ga. 190.

^CoVbsu.
Act

853 " 4
'

|6^
3555
'

sail?'

§5448. (2621.) Memorandum unnecessary No note or memorandum
n wr iting shall be necessary to charge any person at a judicial sale.
The purchaser
§5449. (2622.) Caveat emptor, fraud, warranty.
.

$$2693, 3527.

j

mus t

title and soundness of all property
Actual fraud or misrepresentation by
the officer or his agent may bind him personally. No covenant of
warranty binds him individually, unless made with that intention
and for a valuable consideration.

look for himself as to the

sold under judicial process.

Stated 8 Ga. 236, 300. Where administrator's warranty only bound him11 Ga. 1.
Caveat emptor applying at sheriff's sale 18 Ga. 551-553. When
no warranty and no fraud in executor's sale, and purchaser must pay: 37 Ga.
558.
Where trustee's warranty did not bind him individually, and a private
sale under order of court was lawful 54 Ga. 350. Administrator's sale, public
or private, the rule is caveat emptor: 61 Ga. 478. Section cited: 60 Ga. 39;
:

self

:

:

:

64/503.

Caveat emptor applicable to administrator's sale where no fraud, etc., purchaser cannot repudiate because of bad title, nor enjoin resale at his risk: 67
Ga. 484.
What purchaser must show to avoid sale. If he has equal opportunity with
executor to know contents of lot, not entitled to relief: 69 Ga. 507.
Executor's oral statement to inquirer that intestate had good title,
amounted to nothing; purchaser took subject to rule caveat emptor: 81 Ga. 194.
;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1641

Of

title

by judicial

§§ 5450-5454

5.

sale.

In light of this section proceeds of sheriff's sale are property of defendant in
Junior mortgagee, purchasing at sale under his mortfi. fa., not of purchaser.
gage, not subrogated to liens superior to senior mortgage: 83 Ga. 320.

Proceedings regular, not fraud in sheriff to sell under tax fi. fa. land
already sold under general fi. fa. Nor in purchaser, with notice of first
sale 84 Ga. 34.
Caveat emptor applies to the title to land, but not to boundaries of tract,
where administrator undertook to point them out: 94 Ga. 113.
Purchaser of life-estate, though taking subject to equities between defendant's grantor and defendant, not affected by remainder-man's claim, when:
94 Ga. 664.
:

The§36i2.
§5450. (2623.) Purchaser has covenants running with land.
purchaser at judicial sales may enforce any covenants of warranty
running with the land which may be incorporated in the previous

title-deeds.

Assignee under

sheriff's sale is assignee of original

party

is

by
J any
J

sold

10 Ga. 311.

Whenever a present Act 1823,

§5451. (2624.) Purchaser shall have possession.
interest in land

:

judicial officer, it shall be his
J

duty $§5oo8,'438o

J
.'
to place the purchaser or his agent in possession of the land, and to
.

this

end he

may

dispossess the defendant in the process, his heirs

(6). 5419,

907,5468.

and

younger date than the judgment upon which the process issues; but he may not dispossess other
tenants claiming under an independent title.
his tenants, or his lessees or vendees of

When

no injunction granted against placing purchaser at sheriff's sale in
Who has the right to collect a rent note, where land
8 Ga. 119.
sold as that of the landlord, and tenant evicted 59 Ga. 758. Section cited and
construed 63 Ga. 518, 519.
Cannot put purchaser in possession where fi. fa. is void 70 Ga. 542.
Sheriff cannot dispossess one holding adversely to defendant 70 Ga. 542.
possession

:

:

:

:

:

§5452. (2625.) Seizure of personalty. To authorize a sale of personal property, there must be an actual or constructive seizure. A

future interest in personalty cannot be seized
of

judgments

and

sold,

but the lien

will attach thereto, so far as to prevent alienation, be-

fore the right to present possession accrues.

Lien of judgment not attach to property held by conditional sale, although
the contract be unrecorded 71 Ga. 93.
Cited, in holding that growing crop cannot generally be levied on 72 Ga. 37.
:

:

Levy on personalty held good, whei*e inventoried and left in possession
defendant corporation by agreement with president: 95 Ga. 61.
§5453. (2627.) Titles

made by

successor

.

If a sheriff fails to

a purchaser, his successor in office

titles to

same manner

as

if

may make them

of

^"

make A
in

he had sold the property.

Stated 7 Ga. 264. Where application by purchaser for order from judge of
superior court for sheriff to make him a deed: 51 Ga. 126.
:

§5454. (2628.) Purchaser need not trace funds.
judicial sales

is

The purchaser at

not bound to look to the appropriation of the promade by the officer, nor is he

ceeds of the sale, nor to the returns

'

5 76

the*4380 ^ 6 )-

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§5455

Of sales under execution

;

6,

ARTICLE

1642

1.

when and where made.

required to see that the officer has complied fully with all those regulations prescribed in such cases. All such irregularities create
questions and liabilities between the officer and parties interested in

The innocent purchaser is bound only to see that the
has competent authority to sell, and that he is apparently
proceeding to sell under the prescribed forms.
the sale.
officer

When

purchaser not compelled to see proper application of purchase-money
1 Ga. 324.
Doctrine of market overt, and. rule of caveat emptor
applies to judicial sales: 8 Ga. 236. Authority of sheriff to sell, and title in
defendant protects innocent purchaser: 11 Ga. 294; 37/251. Purchaser's title
only depends on the judgment, the levy and the deed: 11 Ga. 423. Every presumption as to compliance with the law, in favor of innocent purchaser: 24
Ga. 434-437. Beyond the decree, the purchaser is not bound to look: 13 Ga.
14/325. Want of authority of sheriff to sell, may invalidate purchaser's
18
title
23 Ga. 356. Sale must be apparently under prescribed forms 40 Ga. 370.
What is directory only, as advertisement to sheriff, and does not affect title of
purchaser 31 Ga. 601 28/353 27/167. Purchasers in good faith at administrator's sale protected, if sale substantially according to forms of law: 47 Ga.
195.
Irregularity in levy of the marshal did not affect title of purchaser 48
Ga. 101.
Sale of Macon and Brunswick Railroad binding on State, although regulations for conducting sale not complied, with certainly private parties could
not interfere: 68 Ga. 539.
Courts have full power to correct wrongs, errors and frauds in sale under
process 72 Ga. 638.
Purchaser not bona fide who knows levy is grossly excessive, or has reason
to suspect fraud 72 Ga. 638.
Purchaser at tax sale legally made, without notice, not affected by contemplated fraud of selling officer 86 Ga. 379.
General Note. Purchaser at tax sale gets no title where levy excessive
and description incomplete 75 Ga. 169.
Sheriff's deed conforms to levy, and admissible as evidence of title: 77 Ga.

by executor:

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

—

:

589.

Defendant voluntarily bringing his property to place of sale, witnessing sale
and making no objection, estopped from attacking officer's authority to sell
83 Ga. 161

;

see also 78 Ga. 54.

CHAPTER

6.

OF SALES UNDER EXECUTION.

ARTICLE

1.

WHEN AND WHERE MADE.
A

No sales shall be
§5455. (3646.) Place, time, and manner of sales.
sheriffs or coroners, of property taken under exe-

9

coi!b

r>'o9

A
21
Cobb f)'ii
Act

^

1871 " 2

ma( l N by the
(

where such levy was
Tuesday in each month, between the hours of

-eution, but at the court-house of the county

^:iir>o, 4i6«.

made, on the

first

;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1643

6,

Advertisement of judicial

10 a. m. and 4

where any

p. m.,

ARTICLE

2.

§§5456, 5457

sales.

and at public outcry: Provided, that

in all cases

other levying officer shall levy any

sheriff, coroner, or

execution or other legal process, upon any corn, lumber, timber of any
kind, bricks, machinery, or other articles difficult and expensive to

may

property without carrying and
exposing the same at the court-house door on the day of sale. But
the levying officer shall give a full description of the property, and
the place where it is located, in the advertisement of the sale.
transport, said officer

sell said

Inadequacy of price does not affect the validity of these sales where made
according to terms of this section 53 Ga. 221-224. Where sold at a subsequent sheriff's sale day, without new advertisement, not sufficient 49 Ga. 530
59/414, 415. Purchases at sheriff's sale should be for cash: 61 Ga. 330.
Sale here good, made in grove near burnt court-house, court being temporarily held in a school-house: 65 Ga. 165.
As to sale pending application for homestead, with notice to purchaser: 68
Ga. 327.
Contract with defendant in fi. fa. to buy his lands at sheriff's sale upon certain terms, if he would not have price run up, not illegal: 68 Ga. 521.
Two persons may join interests, and bona fide purchase in common at sheriff's sale
cannot combine to reduce price or number of bidders 68 Ga. 585.
Constable's levy on land good, where entry of "no personalty," although
subsequent to said entry, horse was levied on 68 Ga. 738.
Sale without seizure, property not at place of sale, void 81 Ga. 340.
In matter of law, sun time, not standard time, controls: 84 Ga. 160.
Sheriff bound to keep control and custody of article, not removed because
difficult and expensive 86 Ga. 662.
Provision as to moving heavy property, etc., not for benefit of persons who
have signed forthcoming bonds: 91 Ga. 489.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

§5456. (3646 a.) Sale

may

may

continue from day

to

It shall

day.

be lawful for any sheriff, coroner, constable,

and Acts 1851-2,

tax-collector,

a43

-

guardian, trustee, or any other officer of this State, when selling
property at public sale by virtue of any law of this State, to con-

time such sale from day to day
Ana when any trustee or other

until such sale

may

be completed.

officer shall desire to

from day to day by virtue of

continue his

duty to
give notice of such intended continuance in the advertisement of
sale

such

this section, it shall be his

sale.

ARTICLE

2.

ADVERTISEMENT OF JUDICIAL SALES.
§5457. (3647.) Sales, how advertised.
shall publish weekly, for four weeks, in
in their counties respectively

lished in

— and

if

The sheriffs and coroners ^^"^
some newspaper published Acobif 58o

there be do such paper pub-

Acts

1851-2,

the county, then in the nearest newspaper having theJ||^Pg^-

largest or a general circulation in such county

— notice of

all sales of 4380(3).

land and other property executed by him; in which advertisement he

;:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§5458

Advertisement

6,

ARTICLE

1644

2.

of judicial sales.

and complete description of the property to be sold,
making known the name of the plaintiff and defendant, and the

shall give a full

person

who may be

in the possession of

may be

such property, except horses,

any time by the consent of the
defendant; in which case it shall be the duty of such officer to give
the plaintiff ten days notice thereof, and also to advertise the same
at three or more public places in the county where such property
hogs, and cattle, which

sold at

may be, at least ten days before the sale.
How proof of advertisement made by the paper or a copy
30/696.

Where

6 Ga. 530 54/581
special act authorizes a sheriff to advertise in paper published
:

;

Rule as to foreclosure of. a mortgage requiring pub42.
newspaper: 19 Ga. 153. Advertisement by the sheriff directory,
and his failure does not affect title of purchaser, but may make him liable in
damages: 11 Ga. 424: 28/353; 31/601; 37/251. Should be full description in
advertisement by sheriff: 12 Ga. 440. Where sale by consent of parties by
13 Ga. 485. As to resale of property, terms
sheriff not a regular sheriff's sale
of bid not being complied with 27 Ga. 167 56/442 59/649. Plaintiff in fi. fa.
purchasing without notice of irregularities of not advertising for four weeks,
Advertisement in nearest paper of largest circuetc., protected: 59 Ga. 649.
lation, where was no newspaper in county where land levied on lies: 50 Ga.
Twenty-eight days must elapse between the first advertisement and
207, 208.
the sale 58 Ga. 208-210 59/602. Section referred to and construed 59 Ga.
in

the county: 9 Ga.

lication in a

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

715.

Advertisement published
67 Ga. 675

Sunday

;

see also 2 Ga. 92

is

dies

illegal, a-nd sale

in
;

paper

is

best evidence of legal advertisement

6/530.

non juridicus, and advertisement of sale

void

:

in a

Sunday paper

72 Ga. 290.

Stranger to title, not in possession nor in privity with owners, etc., cannot
attack tax sale for excessive levy, illegal advertisement, etc. 93 Ga. 715.
:

contained no copies of the issue of a given
date, not conclusive that paper did not issue on that date: 94 Ga. 283.

That

^m

8901

P '"'
$J394.

'

files at

newspaper

office

§5458. (2628 a.) Notices published once a ivcek for four weeks.

In

all

cases where the law of force on October 21st, 1891, required citations,
notices,

or advertisements,

by ordinaries,

clerks, sheriffs,

county

bailiffs, administrators, executors, guardians, trustees or others, to
be published in a newspaper for thirty days, or for four weeks, or
once a week for four weeks, it shall be sufficient and legal to publish
the same once a week for four weeks (that is, one insertion each
week for each of the four weeks) immediately preceding the term or
day when the order is to be granted, or the sale is to take place; and
the number of days between the date of the first publication, and

when the order
whether more or less than

the term or day

is

place,

thirty days, shall not in

to be granted or the sale to take

any man-

ner invalidate or render irregular the said notice, citation, advertisement, or order or sale.
vs. Burgenstein, March, 1897.
non juridicus, and advertisement of sale in a Sunday paper
illegal, and sale void
72 Ga. 290.

Construed: Bird

Sunday

is

dies

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1645

Advertisement

6,

ARTICLE

2.

§§5459-5462

of judicial sales.

No sheriff Ap tf21872,
§5459. (3649.) Advertising fee paid in advance, when.
or deputy-sheriff in this State shall be required to advertise the
property of any defendant in fi. fa. for sale, until the cost of such
advertisement shall have been first paid by the plaintiff in^. fa., his
agent or attorney: Provided, that when any such party plaintiff, or
his agent or attorney for him, shall make and file an affidavit in
writing, that owing to his poverty he is unable to pay such cost,

then

now

it

shall be the

duty of said

sheriff or his

deputy to proceed as

required by law.

County not
execution

:

liable to suit for advertising fees in sales

by

sheriff

under tax

80 Ga. 672.

A
§5460. (3650.) Notice of change must be given. No sheriff, coroner, cobS?8o.
or other officer shall change the advertising connected with his office ^ 4380(3)
-

from one paper

to another, without first giving notice of his inten-

tion to do so, in the paper in which his advertisements

may have

been published.

No mandamus

sheriff, although he gave no notice
which he formerly advertised 61 Ga. 15.

allowed against

tion of changing paper in

of inten-

:

§5461. (3704 a.) Fees for advertising

.

The

rates to be allowed to

1878 " 9

^fi

'

publishers for publishing legal advertisements in this State, shall be
as follows:

For each one hundred words the sum of seventy-five cents

for each insertion for the first four insertions; for each subsequent
insertion, the

sum

hundred words. In all
at the same rates; and it

of thirty-five cents per

cases fractional parts shall be charged for

any ordinary, sheriff, coroner, clerk, marshal,
receive or collect from parties, plaintiff or defend-

shall not be lawful for

or other officer to

ant, other or greater rates than herein set forth.

County not liable to suit for advertising fees in sales by sheriff under tax
execution: 80 Ga. 672.
Newspaper has right
§5462. (3704 c.)
or other officer

is

to

demand

Officer to

fees in

make

advance

contracts.

:

80 Ga. 672.

If the ordinary, sheriff

,

unable to procure the advertisements at the rates

herein prescribed, in the newspaper published in the county, then he

authorized to have said advertisements published in any newspaper in this State having the largest general circulation in the
county: Provided, said rates are agreed upon: Provided further, if
contracts cannot be made with newspapers at the rates aforesaid,
then the sheriff and ordinary, or other advertising officers, shall
post their advertisements at the court-house and in a public place
in each militia district in the county for the length of time required
by law for advertising in newspapers.
is

^f^
„.

878 " 9 '

§§5463, 5464

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

6,

ARTICLE

3.

1646

Sale of perishable property.

ARTICLE

3.

SALE OF PERISHABLE PROPERTY.
A ct

1873
'

P 48

i^

1'

p

-

60
-

§5463. (3648.) Sale of perishable property. Whenever any personal
property of a perishable nature, or liable to deteriorate from keeping, or there is expense attending the keeping of the same, shall be
levied on by virtue of emjfi. fa., attachment, or other process, and
the defendant fails to replevy the same, and the same remains in
the hands of the levying officer, upon the facts being made plainly to
appear to the judge of the court from which such process issued, or
to the judge of the superior court of the county, or to the ordinary
of the county in which the levy is made, during the absence of the
judge of the superior court, it shall be the duty of the judge of the
court to which the process is returnable or from which it issued, or
judge of the superior court of the county, or ordinary in his absence,
to order a sale of the property.
Such sale shall be at the usual
place of holding sheriff's sales for the county where the property
may be, except that when the^. fa. is returnable to a justice's court
the sale shall be at the usual place of constable's sales of the district where the property may be, or at such other place as the magistrate ordering the sale may direct.
§5464. (3648.)

$4607.

How

The time and place of holding such
and at two other public
take place, at least ten days before the day

sold.

sale shall be advertised at the court-house

when the sale is to
sale; and when the fi. fa.

places

of
is returnable to a justice's court, it shall
be advertised at the court-house door of the district in which said
levy is made; and the money arising from said sale shall be held by

the officer

making the same, subject

to the order of the court having

jurisdiction of the same: Provided, that the judge, ordinary or justice

may

order a sale of live stock, fruit or other personal property

in a perishable condition, after three days notice:

Provided further,

that no judicial officer shall grant any order for the sale of personal
property, where the defendant in

fi.

fa. or other process, or his attor-

ney, has not had at least two days notice of applicant's intention
to apply for such order,

and

of hearing;

which notice shall specify the time and place
attachment for purchase-money falling

in cases of

within this section, like notice shall be furnished the plaintiff or his
attorney, and in no case shall such notice be dispensed with, except

where it shall be made to appear that it is impracticable to have
such notice perfected, or the case is an urgent one; in which latter
event the court may, in the exercise of a sound discretion, grant
such order without notice.

Where
of

sale,

defendant

:

under order of court,
53 Ga. 64.

of property levied

on before bankruptcy

::

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1647

6,

ARTICLE

4.

§§5465, 5466

Liability of bidder at public sale.

Sale of corn under mortgage,/?, fa. as perishable property 64 Ga. 444.
Sale under this section divests all liens on the goods, which thereupon
attach to the money raised by the sale 71 Ga. 388.
Proceeds of sale under this section, may be claimed by a mortgage of the
:

:

goods, whether foreclosed or not 71 Ga. 388.
Notice to defendant presumed after sale, in favor of purchaser: 72 Ga. 660.
Order of sale by justice need not recite notice to defendant or facts author:

izing sale: 72 Ga. 660.

Mule

levied on and claimed, but not replevied, properly sold by the justice

72 Ga. 660.

Where two attachments were

same property, order

levied on

perishable property did not operate as consolidation

Order to

sell

:

to sell

it

as

79 Ga. 718.

perishable personal property, revocable in term only: 84 Ga.

495.

Property sold and attachment afterwards dismissed for fatal defect, money
hand garnished by plaintiff under second attachment: 92 Ga. 409.
Judge superior court being absent, order by judge of another circuit, void
95 Ga. 50.
Must affirmatively appear that the two days notice given, unless within
exception 95 Ga. 50.
in sheriff's

:

Sale of perishable property under tax fi. fas., etc.
Whenever a tax^. fa. or county court fi. fa. has been levied on property of a perishable nature, or that is liable to deteriorate in value

§5465. (3648a.)

from keeping, or that is attended with expense in keeping, the same
may be sold under the provisions of the preceding sections, except
that in the case of county court fi. fas. the county judge shall order
the sale.

ARTICLE

4.

LIABILITY OF BIDDER AT PUBLIC SALE.

Any person who may become ^^flu
§5466. (3655.) Purchaser's liability
2
the purchaser of any real or personal estate at any sale which may be
^j^'J^
made at public outcry by any executor, administrator, or guardian,
.

by any

under and by virtue of any execuand shall fail or refuse to comply with
the terms of such sale when requested so to do, shall be liable for
the amount of such purchase-money, and it shall be at the option
or

sheriff or other officer

tion or other legal process,

of such sheriff or other officer, either to proceed against such pur-

chaser for the full

amount

of the purchase-money, or to resell such

and then proceed against the
the deficiency arising from such sale.

real or personal estate

for

first

When

purchaser

equity will not interfere, but leave party to his remedy under Act of
Mistake of law as a defense to suit by sheriff for defendant
in execution, against purchaser at first sale 31 Ga. 117. Liability of purchaser
at first sale for difference of amount on second sale 5 Ga. 298 27/167. That
part of Act of 1831 as applicable to sales by executors, administrators or guard1831: 5 Ga. 400.

:

:

;

'

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5467

6,

ARTICLE

1648

4.

Liability of bidder at public sale.

ians 53 Ga. 87 54/353. Measure of damages in suit by administrator against
purchaser: 54 Ga. 200.
Administrator should sell as soon as practicable, on
failure of purchaser to comply with bid sheriff may sell the property on same
day, within legal hours, without further advertisement: 59 Ga. 649; 56/442.
Sheriff's sale should be for cash 61 Ga. 330-336.
:

;

;

:

Caveat emptor applicable to administrator's sale, and where no fraud, etc.,
purchaser cannot repudiate because of bad title, nor enjoin resale at his risk:
67 Ga. 484.

Stated

:

68 Ga. 148.

Purchaser at executor's sale defended suit for bid because land lacked several feet of amount specified in advertisement as so much "more or less" 69
Ga. 506.
Purchaser refusing to pay, sheriff may sue for entire purchase price, or
resell and sue for deficiency
73 Ga. 14.
Where sheriff knew that bidder at sale purchased as agent, right of action
on bid was against principal 73 Ga. 8 citing 62 Ga. 753.
It is the failure "to comply with the terms" which gives right of action;
material deviation from terms by sheriff defeats action by him, or by persons
standing in his shoes: 73 Ga. 8.
If sheriff was not liable because (as alleged) of having exceeded his authority
by deviating from statutory course, then purchaser was not. If sheriff liable
:

:

;

:

remedy was rule or suit, not bill in equity against purchaser: 73 Ga. 9.
Applicable to administrator's sales: 74 Ga. 676; see also 53 Ga. 87; 54/200.
Second sale delayed by agreement of bidder, not discharge him from liability
74 Ga. 676 see also 56 Ga. 442.
Where bidder at second sale bought for original bidder and failed to pay,
and third sale made, original purchaser liable for difference between first and
last sales.
First sale being partly on time, and last sale for cash, original bidder liable for difference all of first bid being due at last sale 74 Ga. 676.
at all,

:

;

;

:

Bidder at first sale liable for difference between his bid and selling price at
third sale, second purchaser not taking: 76 Ga. 28.
Where defendant in execution could not recover difference in price from one
purchasing at both sales under different executions 80 Ga. 9.
Sheriff may make deed to one to whom purchaser transfers his bid 81 Ga.
:

:

254.

Right to resell lost, if possession given before receipt of money 84 Ga. 360.
Surety bidding in, refusing to take, no resale, not liable to his principal 84
:

:

Ga. 731.

Purchaser not complying with bid at auction
his risk,

must give notice

;

Purchaser not liable for

ment
$$4939,3645.

that selling

§5467.

measure
deficit,

unencumbered

(3656.)

Form

of

damages

owner, before reselling at
such case: 92 Ga. 647.

sale,
in

being misled by administrator's announce95 Ga. 543, 544.

title, etc.

:

of action against purchaser.

The action

pro-

vided for in the preceding section may be brought in the name of
the sheriff or other officer making the sale, for the use of the plaintiff or defendant in execution, or any other person in interest, as
the case

may

be.

Where defendant could

sue, and sheriff

would be merely a nominal party:

61 Ga. 335.

Sheriff

usees

:

is

plaintiff

68 Ga. 148.

and

all

parties interested in fund are properly joined as

.

;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

1649

6,

ARTICLE

§§ 5468, 5469

5.

Writ of possession and rights of purchaser.

execution have precisely same right hereunder.
terms, and resale occurred, equity will not
compel specific performance, but leaves party to statutory remedy 73 Ga. 14.
Plaintiff

and defendant

Where purchaser

in

refused to

fulfill

:

ARTICLE

5.

WRIT OF POSSESSION AND RIGHTS OF PURCHASER.
§5468. (3651.)

other

sheriff, or

Officer shall

officer,

When any ^ohbiio
by virtue of and AqI^%2

put purchaser in possession.

shall sell

any

real estate

be the duty of such sheriff, or other ^jug)949
levying officer, upon application, to put the purchaser, his agent or 5453,5451,
attorney, in possession of the real estate sold: Provided, that the
provisions of this Code shall not authorize the officer to turn out

under any execution,

it -shall

any other person than the defendant,
assignees since the judgment

'

his heirs, or their tenants, or

When no injunction against sheriff dispossessing one who is not a tenant of
defendant 5 Ga. 576 11/294 8/119. May dispossess a claimant where title
decided in claim case: 17 Ga. 277; 52/630. Only to purchaser at sheriff's sale
against defendant in execution and those claiming under him 23 Ga. 318.
When defendant dispossessed for failure to comply with an injunction, was afterwards refused without proper showing to be placed in possession 34 Ga.
:

;

;

:

:

306.

When

Where

injunction refused as against a writ of possession 39 Ga. 664.
superior court would not order marshal of Atlanta to place purchaser
:

lands 40 Ga. 49. Where sheriff could not place purchaser
under sale from mortgage fi. fa. in possession 44 Ga. 266. Who sheriff can
turn out under this section: 45 Ga 201-203 Section .cited: 53 Ga. 142. Where
the United States marshal could not have turned out complainants, and as to
injunction in such cases: 57 Ga. 474. Where one of two persons in joint possession of land, not affected by a writ of possession because the other liable to
it: 54 Ga. 597.
Assignee since judgment may be dispossessed, but not one
before judgment: 63 Ga. 518, 519.
Cannot put purchaser in possession where fi. fa: is void. Sheriff cannot dispossess one holding adversely to defendant 70 Ga. 542.
Not enjoined from putting purchaser in possession because levy excessive
defendant at sale and offering no objection 92 Ga. 570.
One not evicted where land sold under tax fi. fa. against another, unless
in possession of

:

:

:

:

privy in estate, etc.

:

95 Ga. 60.

§5469. (3652.) Possession, how obtained.

If the

purchaser of real**

under execution, shall fail to make
application for possession thereof until the next term of the superior
court after such sale takes place, or until the officer making such
sale goes out of office, such possession can only be obtained under an
estate, at sheriff's

and other

sales

order of said superior court.
Stated, and as to agreement by purchaser with defendant

fered to remain in possession: 4 Ga. 193.

That

marshal of Atlanta for tax due city: 40 Ga.
off

the land
104

:

20 Ga. 401.

51.

whereby he

is

suf-

this section does not apply to

When

plaintiff in

fi.

fa.

bids

4817 4828
'

-

;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5470-5472

ARTICLE

6,

1650

5.

Writ of possession and rights of purchaser.

§5470. (3653.)

Widow and

lessee

The widow
manolder than the judgment under

cannot be dispossessed.

of the defendant, claiming dower, cannot be dispossessed of the

nor can a lessee, whose lease is
which the sale was made, be dispossessed under the provisions of the
two preceding sections.
sion;

Widow may

retain possession before assignment of dower, as against heirs

and purchasers:
Ga.200.

3

Buys subject

Ga. 207.

§5471. Purchaser at void mortgage

to existing lease: 6 Ga. 423.
sale.

A

purchaser at a void or

irregular judicial sale under foreclosure of a mortgage, succeeds to
all of
Ga.

i.

the interests of the mortgagee.

§5472. Defendant, where bound by void

Where property

sale.

is

sold

under void process and the proceeds are applied to valid liens against
the defendant, or he receives the benefit thereof, he is bound thereby,
if present and not objecting to the sale.
General Note on Sales under Execution.
Notes from Code of 1882

Agreement between purchaser

:

and defendant, that purchaser should
hold for benefit of defendant: 31 Ga. 150. Between the defendant and third
party, for latter to buy at sale, with privilege to defendant to buy back, not
void: 14 Ga. 238 see also 29 Ga. 67. Between mortgagor and mortgagee who
is indorser for mortgagor, for mortgagee to buy in property at undervalue,
not illegal 16 Ga. 416. Between debtor and creditor, sheriff selling property
by, without advertisement, not a judicial sale: 13 Ga. 485 43/400.
of land

;

:

;

Attachment, plaintiff in, enjoined from selling attached property, violated
injunction by being present at the sale by levying officer, etc. 21 Ga. 127.
:

Bankruptcy

of defendant,

no excuse for failure of

sheriff to sell property,

when 40 Ga. 257.
Bond for titles, to make valid sale of land held by, for purchase-money, deed
to vendee must be made, filed, and recorded, etc. 53 Ga. 621 22/116 47/214
:

:

;

;

48/394.

Crop, sale of land levied on carries the crop growing on it, and sheriff cannot limit the sale by announcement that the rent of the current year is reserved 65 Ga. 15.
Defendant in fi. fa. not entitled to money raised at sheriff's sale (in January,
1868), while there were judgment creditors claiming it: 38 Ga. 240.
Dormant judgment, sale under, void: 24 Ga. 445.
Executor, sale on judgment against, de bonis testatoris, purchaser gets good
title
8 Ga. 234.
Forthcoming bond, failure to deliver property, etc., is a forfeiture of: 29
Ga. 110.
Fraud, bill to set aside sheriff's sale because of, on part of purchaser, must
specify particular acts of fraud: 5 Ga. 4$0; 38/512. Bill charging, in sale, and
purchase, under execution, by defendant, of complainant's property, what admissible as proof, etc. 9 Ga. 137.
Fraudulent sale by sheriff, and ejectment brought for the property: 42 Ga.
:

:

:

198.

Fund in court, arising from sale, in distribution of, court is governed by
principles of equity: 4 Ga. 161-170; 8/194, 195; 15/557. Given to oldest lien:
27 Ga. 273; 40/171, 172; 43/475.

;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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6,

ARTICLE

5.

§

Writ of possession and rights of purchaser.

Grant, purchaser of land sold by sheriff before, gets no title: 12 Ga. 340;
25/179.

Half-interest, undivided, in city lots old

when whole had been advertised:

59 Ga. 414.

Injunction, staying sale under execution, not granted on ground judgment
satisfied, because of adequate remedy at law, but otherwise when
payment was made by third party to oppress complainant, etc. 1 Ga. 12.

had been

:

Should be granted to stay sale under execution only when facts alleged in the
30 Ga. 664. Sale
bill would not constitute a defense to the orignal suit on, etc.
under execution not enjoined because of claims that will cause property to go
at reduced price 30 Ga. 933. Plaintiff in execution not restrained from collecting his money out of one of defendants, although a security only on original
debt: 32 Ga. 25. Bill for injunction to restrain sale of land bought by trustee
with trust fund and mortgaged 37 Ga. 392-396. Bill for injunction by vendee
to prevent sale of land for debts of vendor: 38 Ga. 191.
When equity will not
interfere by, with purchaser at sheriff's sale, at suit of purchaser from another
claiming adversely 31 Ga. 54.
Intestate, execution on judgment obtained against, in his lifetime, not restrained for the twelve months: 10 Ga. 568.
Joint account, purchase at sheriff's sale on, by three, did not vitiate the
sale by the agreement entered into 30 Ga. 653.
Lease, purchaser of land buys subject to, when older than the judgment:
:

:

:

:

:

6 Ga. 423.

Liability of sheriff parting with property without cash

:

8

Ga. 153

;

19/298

30/653.

Lunatic, sale of property

of,

under judgment against, not void but voidable

:

23 Ga. 168.
Officers' cost, sale

when

joined,

under execution

for,

and insolvent purchaser under, en-

37 Ga. 636.

:

under original fi. fa. that which was
must- account for bid on other
property before claiming money in court: 20 Ga. 401. Negligent and fraudulent failure of, to place fi. fa. in hands of sheriff: 31 Ga. 393. Bound by his
statements on day of sale 38 Ga. 458.
Possession by mortgagor after mortgage sale and purchase by mortgagee,
badge of fraud 6 Ga. 365. To put purchaser at sheriff's sale in, the officer is
not justified in turning out any one but defendant in execution, his heirs or
Plaintiff in

fi.

fa. purchasing land sold

enjoined, gets no

title, etc.

19 Ga. 527.

:

When

:

:

tenants: 8 Ga. 119.
Presumption that seizure of property sufficient to satisfy /L fa. has satisfied
it, etc.
20 Ga. 210. Is, when sheriff collects money on fi. fa., that the plaintiff
got it 29 Ga. 67.
Property not levied on, sale of, by sheriff, illegal: 17 Ga. 187.
Publication, as to, of sale by sheriff: 50 Ga. 207.
Purchaser refusing to comply with terms of sale, etc., equity will not compel specific performance 5 Ga. 400. Gets no title, if sheriff had no power to
sell: 23 Ga. 366.
Bill by, against sheriff and defendant in fi. fa. and plaintiff
in fi.fa., after failure of title
18 Ga. 551. Of mortgaged property, has no right
to compel mortgagee to resort first to that part of property remaining in mortgagor's hands 18 Ga. 476.
Rescission of sale ordered where sheriff by mistake proclaimed sale for purchase-money 25 Ga. 89. Ordered where sheriff divided lots so as to cause
wanton and gross injury to defendant's property 52 Ga. 164.
Set aside, sale by sheriff was, when he fraudulently refused to cry a bid and
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

knocked

off

property at a lower bid

:

21 Ga. 363-365.

5472

::

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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6,

ARTICLE

1652

5.

Writ of possession and rights of purchaser.
Sheriff's deed, property
etc.

must be described in, with reasonable certainty,
same preference as if bought directly from
To purchaser, paying money and receiving it, matthe execution be imperfect, or not made at all, etc.

First recorded, has

10 Ga. 74.

:

debtor himself 10 Ga. 253.
ters not whether return of
11 Ga. 423.
Difference between, and administrator's deed, etc.: 11 Ga. 427.
Recorded in time, holder of, affected by possession of land held adversely,
although deed is not recorded in time 19 Ga. 335.
:

:

Title, sheriff
title

cannot bind executor, debtor,

etc.,

nor

sheriff liable for the

is

or soundness of property sold, in absence or warranty or fraud

Of purchaser at sheriff's
purchased 24 Ga. 40.

sale,

depends on

lien of

:

8 Ga. 236.

judgment on the property

:

Trover, pending action of, the property was sold under fi.fa. against the defendant, plaintiff recovered, sale void: 28 Ga. 482. Will lie for property of
stranger sold under execution by United States marshal 35 Ga. 136.
:

Trustee buying in land at undervalue, compelled to convey to
on terms 30 Ga. 954.

cestui que trust

:

Vendee
is

encumbered with judgment,
judgment 28 Ga. 252.

of land

sold to satisfy the

entitled to surplus

when land

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

:

Plaintiff in fi.fa, purchasing and then ejected because fi. fa. void, not maintain bill here against older fi. fa. holder who got the money, et al.: 66 Ga. 11.
Sheriff's deed,
title

:

68 Ga. 767

Purchaser at

;

though unaccompanied by judgment or

fi.

fa.,

good color of

see also 22 Ga. 56.

sheriff's sale

must show good levy

muniment

as

of title

:

69

Ga. 684.
Sale set aside where sheriff colluded and discouraged bidding selling to sonin-law at grossly inadequate price, and abusing process by improper division
of lands-. Courts have full power to correct wrongs, errors and fraud in sale
;

under process
Order that

:

72 Ga. 638.

under fi,. fa. or decree be reported to chancellor for conConfirmation at sale necessary, where order of court so
provides, and purchaser has notice 70 Ga. 309.
Sheriff's deed not admissible in evidence, where no judgment or execution
on which predicated 75 Ga. 375.
Sale under satisfied execution, fraudulent and void: 79 Ga. 758. Sale proclaimed by purchaser to be subject to homestead right of defendant in execution, void, if purchaser afterwards procured sheriff's deed in fee: 79 Ga. 758.
sale

firmation, valid.

:

:

fa.

Sale under two fi.. fas. at once (common-law and tax fi.fa.), not void. Tax fi.
dominates character of sale, and land redeemable by refunding whole

amount paid by purchaser: 81 Ga. 247.
Where dower not reserved in levy, but reserved

in sale and sheriff's deed,
reversion effectually conveyed 81 Ga. 254.
Sale without seizure, property not at place of sale, void 81 Ga. 340.
Where homestead applied for, sheriff sells subject to homestead if granted
:

:

See "Homesteads."
Proceeds of sheriff's sale awarded to older judgment here, although younger
based on debt secured by deed under section 2771 91 Ga. 137.
Purchaser at sheriff's sale under judgment against maker of security-deed,
gets no interest except, perhaps, equity of redemption 91 Ga. 138.
Judgment against grantor in security-deed, rendered after deed made, not
enforceable by levy and sale of the land, until title redeemed: 62 Ga. 623;
91 Ga. 132.

:

:

65/689

;

69/552, 614.

1653
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ARTICLE

5.

Writ of possession and rights of purchaser.

Demurrer sustained
interest in rescission

:

to sheriff's petition to rescind sale, sheriff

showing no

91 Ga. 338.

Plaintiff's agreement to postpone sale, communicated to sheriff and to purchaser after lands knocked down, not affect purchaser's title: 91 Ga. 367, 368.
Purchaser at sheriff's sale had good title against claimant, after seven years
adverse possession, although sheriff's deed obtained by fraudulent promise: 91
Ga. 368.
Land sold under general judgment is subject to older mortgage, but not to
general judgment on mortgage debt 92 Ga. 683.
Execution sale, which would pass no title and would further complicate the
relations of parties, enjoined 92 Ga. 683.
:

:

§ 5472

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

5478, 5474

New

trials

;

by whom and for what causes allowed.

TENTH
k
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1.

TITLE.

t

'

New

9

Trials.

CHAPTER

1

BY WHOM AND FOR WHAT CAUSES ALLOWED.
A

9

Cobt> 503
$

3 ' 5847

5705

'

For notes on new

trials

:

set aside

judgment has been denied

And not

6 Ga. 174.

Justice court cannot grant

but

may

treat void

can be granted

trials

from criminal cases see section 1055

Code.
Stated

too late because

new

judgment

made

et

Penal

seq., of

motion to

after previous

59 Ga. 105.

:

trial

69 Ga. 844.

:

Justice of the peace cannot set aside his

$$4334,5705.

New

§5473. (3711.) What courts can grant.
ky the superior and city courts only.

as nullity

may

§5474. (3712.) Superior court

own judgment and grant new

68 Ga. 455

:

;

trial,

see also 55 Ga. 410.

correct errors, etc.

The

several

superior courts of this State shall have power to correct errors and

grant new

trials in

any cause or

collateral issue depending in

any

of

the said courts, in such manner and under such rules and regulations as they

may

establish according to law

and the usages and

cus-

toms of courts.
Where

be controlled by Supreme Court 31 Ga. 365. Secand construed 49 Ga. 343. Where new trial properly granted,

this authority will

tion referred to

:

:

verdict contrary to charge of court

:

49 Ga. 622.

verdict without brief of evidence being filed

New

trial

:

Where could not

granted on terms, and court holding that party had not complied,

should have granted further time here: 67 Ga. 731,

May
new

grant

trial

:

set aside

50 Ga. 595.

new

$8 Ga.

trial

on terms, or

732.

terms refused

in

advance,

may

refuse

12.

new trial, with
when 94 Ga. 30.

Conditional grant of
stated sum, error,

if

down

alternative to write verdict

to a

:

Not competent to correct error in decree by motion for new trial 76 Ga. 36.
Power to correct its errors and grant new trials, inherent in superior court:
:

75 Ga. 280.

Ordered that decree be amended, or new trial granted, where jury found
more rent than evidence warranted 76 Ga. 46.

$100

:

In claim case, court erroneously dismissing levy,
instating case at

same term:

86 Ga. 777.

may

correct error, by re-

;

.

TENTH TITLE .—CHAPTER

1655

New trials by whom and for what causes
;

§§ 5475-5477

1

allowed.

After term, judge cannot correct patently erroneous decree rendered without jury on agreed facts 91 Ga. 127.
Plaintiff's deed held forgery, and main case nonsuited; new trial granted
on issue of forgery, and judgment of nonsuit set aside 95 Ga. 730.
:

:

(3723.) Rides nisi must be served.

§5475.

new

trial the opposite

nisi,

unless such copy

In all applications for a

ct

^

878 " 9

^

party shall be served with a copy
waived. The clerks of the superior courts
of this State shall not be required, except by order of the presiding
judge, to enter upon the minutes of said courts motions for new
trials in cases tried therein, but said .motions shall be filed in office
as other papers, and shall be recorded together with the other pleadings in said cases

of the rule

is

when the same

now

are finally disposed of, as

required by law.

As to hearing by consent and the twenty days notice 21 Ga. 216 30/677.
Section referred to and construed 51 Ga. 198, 199. As to the rule nisi: 56 Ga.
468; 55/458.
Notice only necessary where nisi returnable in vacation or subsequent term
69 Ga. 782.
:

;

:

:

Service of nisi inferred from appearance of party or counsel, etc.

:

69 Ga.

782.

Absence of rule nisi cannot be urged for first time in Supreme Court. Rule
waived where respondent served with motion and took part in the hear-

nisi

ing

:

70 Ga. 717.

motion as not filed, where judge himself handed it
But where movand knew that the default was the clerk'
ant sought for delay through default of the clerk, dismissal oroper 73 Ga. 119.
Rule nisi not necessarily separate from motior, nor £ ,ned by judge, especially where service acknowledged 82 Ga. 54.
It

was error

to dismiss

to clerk for filing

;.

:

:

A

§5476. (3724.)

supersedeas, when.

A mis

nisi for

anew

trial

$5552.

shall not operate as a supersedeas, unless so or ^red by the court, in
which case the court may demand bond and security for the eventual
condemnation-money, when the exigency of the case requires it.

See 4 Ga.
47 Ga. 369.

102.

As

When

§5477. (3713.)

when the

to the granting of a supersedeas being a

no supersedeas: 20 Ga.

When

new

trial before

For verdicts

for

is

:

In any case

verdict is contrary to evidence.

verdict of a jury

principles of justice

matter of course

14.

found contrary

to

evidence and the

and equity, the presiding judge may grant a

another jury.
damages sustained, or

set aside as excessive, see

"Damages,"

both under "Torts" and under "Contracts."
Section cited and construed: 45 Ga. 543. New trial not granted in criminal
law violated, or no evidence to support verdict 1 Ga. 610 2/1
22/499 35/75 60/258. Discretion controlled where verdict supported by law
and evidence: 43 Ga. 231, 395. When discretion of court in granting or refusing new trial, not controlled: 2 Ga. 173; 53/579; 43/12-80; 34/375; 7/436;
40/455. New trial where no evidence, or verdict clearly against the evidence:
4Ga. 428; 9/9; 13/320; 10/389; 11/461; 41/94. Conflicting evidence, a mere

case, unless the
;

:

;

;

preponderance of evidence, against the verdict, not sufficient for new

trial

:

14

Act

1799,

>

;

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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New

trials

by

;

1656

1.

whom and for what causes allowed.

Ga. 41; 8/306; 29/365; 10/350; 12/229,235. Where verdict contrary to law
of the court, new trial awarded: 9 Ga. 408; 4/193; 19/575. Where
contrary to law and evidence: 22 Ga. 194,499; 30/1. Where verdict so contrary to weight of evidence as to show bias of jury, and demands a new trial:
11 Ga. 461
15/565 32/464 13/444. When discretion of court as to where preponderance of evidence not controlled 43 Ga. 530 16/27-30. Verdict of jury
contrary to the only evidence on the point to which their finding had reference 14 Ga. 118. AVhen evidence too slight and unsatisfactory to authorize
Where verdict strongly and decidedly
verdict: 17 Ga. 228; 29/75; 24/428.
against weight of evidence, new trial granted: 40 Ga. 91 24/412; 20/652;
When not 32 Ga. 474. New
19/157, 417 18/367 36/362, 56 26/438 25/577.
trial when verdict not supported by the evidence: 38 Ga. 264, 574, 293 21/314
19/432, 575 20/411 31/737. Justice of the peace's court 22 Ga. 103. Verdict
contrary to evidence new trial awarded 24 Ga. 591 21/69 26/438 30/285,
116; 22/582; 20/135, 671 28/491. Where damages greater than warranted by
the evidence: 31 Ga. 309. Where there was sufficient evidence for vindictive
damages 54 Ga. 224.
See notes to section 5482, and general note hereafter.

and charge

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

:

Certiorari, evidence in justice court conflicting, not error for superior court

new

to sustain certiorari and grant first

trial

76 Ga. 723.

:

not reverse judgment refusing certiorari, unless
that verdict of jury was contrary to law: 80 Ga.

it

Supreme Court

will

should affirmatively appear

105.

Conditional refusal, where recovery against three joint contractors, cannot
refuse new trial on condition that plaintiff release judgment as to one defendant, etc. 68 Ga. 605.
:

Court reluctant, rule that Supreme Court reluctant to interfere with verdict
and evidence, not applicable where approved by judge who

as contrary to law

did not try case: 68 Ga. 835.

Damage suit, verdict for plaintiff was contrary to evidence in railroad damage case, here: 91 Ga. 598-600; see "Damages" under "Torts."
Decree, if verdict right, errors in decree not necessitate
should be excepted to and corrected 67 Ga. 43.

new

trial

;

errors

:

Discretion,

where judge below refused new trial on this ground, discretion
Supreme Court, because different judge presided at the

interfered with by

Ga. 534. No abuse of, in refusing new trial, evidence conflicting: 76
Ga. 590, 602, 669. No abuse of, in granting new trial, where under evidence
verdict might be either way 80 Ga. 593. In refusing new trial, evidence conflicting, not interfered with
85 Ga. 867, 869.
Ejectment, verdict for plaintiff who showed no possession of land against
defendant showing prescriptive title, contrary to evidence 71 Ga. 865.
Evidence conflicting, verdict supported by evidence, though conflicting, and
approved by presiding judge, new trial refused by Supreme Court: 76 Ga. 630;
see also 80 Ga. 202, 360, 364, 604, 771. Not granted where sufficient evidence to
support finding, though conflicting: 77 Ga. 99, 87; 80/145, 266, 291, 297, 425,
Where evidence conflicting and law properly charged,
438, 524, 534, 591, 764.
new trial not granted: 80 Ga. 212. Evidence conflicting, but sufficient, verdict
not disturbed: 84 Ga. 73, 142, 174, 420,452,459, 558, 513, 759; 76/44, 93, 319.
Though weight apparently against verdict 76 Ga. 96 77/99. Mere conflict
of evidence is for jury 91 Ga. 158 76/101. Credit to be given conflicting testimony is for jury 66 Ga. 254.
Evidence insufficient to support verdict: 91 Ga. 752, 760.

trial: 68

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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New

trials

by

;

whom and for what

§5477

1.

causes allowed.

Exceptions, that jury found contrary to specific charges of court, are included in ground that verdict contrary to law, and it is unnecessary to specify
80 Ga. 291, 692.
Excessive verdict, as to setting aside verdict for damages as excessive: 68
Ga. 219. See notes to sections 3907 and 3803.
First grant, where evidence conflicting and court granted first new trial,
Supreme Court will not interfere 80 Ga. 344, 736. See notes to section 5483.
"General countenance" of case may be looked to in considering motion for
new trial 69 Ga. 535.
Granted, where verdict contrary to law and evidence: 69 Ga. 78; 80/631.
Or unsupported by evidence: 76 Ga. 532. Because verdict contrary to evidence, and ends of justice promoted: 69 Ga. 297, 311, 355. Where testimony
wholly fails to make out case stated in declaration, new trial granted defendant: 80 Ga. 629, 807. Special contract for shipment valid, and jury having
found upon basis of general liability, verdict contrary to law and evidence 91
Ga. 377. Granted as to one, and refused as to another, under the evidence 91
Ga. 786. Grant was error, here 76 Ga. 709.
Improper judgment, on a proper verdict, no ground for new trial; judgment should be excepted to: 70 Ga. 350.
Jury, question of fact here properly submitted, and finding not disturbed:
80 Ga. 343.
Motion for new trial, question whether verdict supported by evidence can
be made only by motion for new trial 69 Ga. 725 76/342 84/217 85/235, 109.
Party not hurt, not granted at instance of defendant because verdict too
small 69 Ga. 754, 772. Not heard to complain of verdict 76 Ga. 19.
Preponderance, error for court to grant new trial where preponderance of
evidence sustains verdict 80 Ga. 302.
Presumption, that officer took proper bonds in claim case, supported by his
evidence, not overcome by evidence of plaintiff's attorney to contrary: 80 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

669.

Refusal error, verdict wholly without evidence to support it, new trial improperly refused: 75 Ga. 149. Verdict wrong under evidence, refusal of new
trial is error: 84 Ga. 456.
Refusal of new trial not controlled, if sufficient evidence on which to base
verdict: 77 Ga. 270, 488, 312.
Refused, where judge did not abuse discretion in refusing new trial on
ground that verdict contrary to law and evidence: 69 Ga. 535. Not granted
where evidence on which verdict could be based: 77 Ga. 176. Not granted
when evidence demanded the verdict 93 Ga. 515.
Second verdict, verdict set aside as contrary to evidence, though second
verdict for same party 85 Ga. 212. Second verdict considered more favorably
by reviewing court than first 81 Ga. 336 79/635. Error to grant new trial
after two concurrent verdicts on conflicting evidence and no error in court's
rulings: 76 Ga. 838. Refusal of new trial not interfered with after second
verdict for plaintiff upon sufficient evidence 76 Ga. 107. Although two verdicts for defendant, new trial granted where verdict clearly contrary to evidence: 80 Ga. 343. Where two concurrent verdicts on question of fraud, evidence taken most strongly in favor of prevailing party 80 Ga. 408. New trial
properly granted here, though two successive verdicts: 77 Ga. 301.
Special verdict, where verdict is special, objection to it should be specific:
71 Ga. 544.
Suit against administrator, verdict for plaintiff not required, for balance
due, because plaintiff's receipt on account, stating balance, found in decedant's pocket-book, etc. 69 Ga. 288.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;
:

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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1.

causes allowed.

Third verdict, controversy being on facts alone, third verdict for plaintiff
not disturbed, if not unsupported by the evidence: 86 Ga. 229.
Trover, verdict set aside for want of evidence in trover suit for money, proceeds of cottonseed sale 92 Ga. 686.
Verdict proper, where verdict in accordance with law and evidence 80 Ga.
:

:

644, 667, 767.

Act
|6
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'

The superior courts may

§5478. (3714.) Illegal evidence a ground.

grant new trials in all cases when any material evidence may be
admitted to, or illegally withheld from, the jury against
the demand of the applicant.

illegally

admitted at instance of excepting party 63 Ga. 616 39/119
admitted 58 Ga. 545 61/392
new trial for illegal evidence where sufficient testimony out-

Illegal evidence

59/812.

Not

:

for immaterial evidence refused or

No

27/207, 266.

;

:

;

side of that to authorize verdict: 39 Ga. 119; 23/292; 22/307; 11/331; 1/574;
14/43; 20/1, 581; 10/209, 253; 30/857; 60/258, 547. Where material testimony

excluded: 30 Ga. 220; 6/325; 11/195; 47/492. New trial for illegal evidence
admitted: 18 Ga. 702; 44/124; 43/601; 42/265; 40/529; 8/201.
New trial not
generally granted because irrelevant testimony admitted 16 Ga. 368. Illegal
question asked, yet if answer unexceptionable, judgment will not be reversed
11 Ga. 124.
Not for illegal evidence suffered to go before jury without objections: 25 Ga. 144; 23/57; 51/470; 53/168-170; 9/9,121; 55/416; 61/402; 19/294;
33/4 26/465 54/208 39/708. Where immaterial legal evidence omitted or admitted, no ground for new trial 27 Ga. 266 14/657 30/968 33/459.
Admissible for some purposes, where testimony is, but not for others, admitted generally, and judge granted new trial, not disturbed: 69 Ga. 756.
Admitted erroneously, declarations of former owner of land, made after parting with title, being admitted, new trial granted 72 Ga. 117.
Admitted without objection, and such evidence showing several liability,
verdict against one of two partners sued, not set aside 68 Ga. 258. Not granted
for admission of letters objected to when first offered and ruled out, but when
offered again not objected to 75 Ga. 874. Evidence objectionable as not supported by pleadings, objection should be made when evidence offered: 91 Ga.
590, 591. Admission of evidence not cause for new trial unless objected to: 92
Ga. 394. Exceptions to admission of evidence not considered, unless they
show that objection made thereto: 76 Ga. 102. Must appear that objection
made in court below 80 Ga. 408, 644. Objection to evidence at time not shown,
new trial refused 84 Ga. 638. New trial not granted because irrelevant letters admitted, where no objection at trial 91 Ga. 90. Evidence admitted without objection, party may afterwards move to rule it out: 95 Ga. 182. Illegal
evidence admitted without objection, general objection thereafter to all such
evidence, no new trial 95 Ga. 321.
Brief of evidence, rejected evidence not part of, but must be shown in motion or bill 77 Ga. 176 94/436, 463 97/375, 452.
Clerical omission in declaration, not basis of objection to admissibility of
evidence 84 Ga. 279.
Erroneous reason, evidence properly rejected, though for a wrong reason,
no new trial 72 Ga. 539.
Evidence excluded, upon objection, but afterwards let in, counsel understanding his objection to continue and court the contrary, new trial: 66 Ga.
:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

543.

Ground
Ga.

shown, not considered 84
Exception as to admission of testimony

of objection to admission of evidence not

69, 234.

See

notes to section 5527.

:

;:

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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by

whom and for what

§5478

1.

causes allowed.

not considered by Supreme Court where ground not stated 68 Ga. 832. Objection to evidence must specify grounds 69 Ga. 82, 330 70/168 70/344, 385, 588
:

;

:

;

Not sufficient to
71/506; 75/532; 77/181, 90; 79/11; 85/835; 86/108, 430, 443.
say, in assigning error, that testimony irrelevant: 80 Ga. 644. Must specify
grounds presented when objections made: 83 Ga.207.

Harmless error, not granted because testimony illegally rejected, where
same testimony was substantially before jury any way: 69 Ga. 317. Admission of evidence immaterial or harmless, no new trial: 70 Ga. 39. Deed unstamped and unrecorded, admitted and afterwards withdrawn, harmless: 70
Ga. 168. Admission of illegal evidence, in support of what is conclusively
proved by objecting party's previous evidence, not work new trial 73 Ga. 750.
Not granted where admission of irrelevant testimony not shown to have hurt
movant 75 Ga. 63. Refusal to allow counsel to withdraw evidence read to
jury, if error, immaterial, where other side might introduce it 75 Ga. 178. Error
in admitting illegal evidence, immaterial, where same fact proven by legal testimony 75 Ga. 258. No reversal for harmless error: 77 Ga. 263. Harmless error
in admitting certain letters in evidence, not work reversal 92 Ga. 319, 338. Verdict plainly not predicated upon illegally admitted evidence, new trial not
granted because thereof 86 Ga. 351. Neither rejection nor admission of immate:

:

:

:

:

:

evidence cause for new trial: 77 Ga. 693; 80/549. Irrelevant evidence, injuring neither party, will not warrant 77 Ga. 42. Refusal to admit evidence that
railroad employed minor against consent of parent, immaterial, when 85 Ga.
195.
Erroneous admission of evidence not sufficient to change result, new trial
not granted: 86 Ga. 108,531, 797. Error in admitting copy, cured by subsequent introduction of original by opposite party 86 Ga. 729. Not granted for
erroneous admission of parol, as to contents of bill of lading, true issue being
effect of indorsing to third person 92 Ga. 105. Not granted at instance of plaintiff, for error in rejecting evidence, it appearing that plaintiff's cause of action
barred: 92 Ga. 124. Where evidence admissible at some stage of case, not
good ground that inadmissible "at that stage" 80 Ga. 644.
rial

:

:

:

:

:

Letters,

new

trial

granted here because of rejection of letters testamentary

:

80 Ga. 506.

Motion to rule out evidence, comprehending both admissible and inadmisshould be denied 94 Ga. 517.
Objection bad, no error to admit evidence where valid objection not made:
75 Ga. 175. Though declarations not res gestse, admission not work new trial,
unless objected to on proper ground 83 Ga. 83. Not granted for admission of
irrelevant evidence not objected to on this ground, but upon another without
sible evidence,

:

:

merit 91 Ga. 193.
Objecting party, testimony responsive to question of, properly admitted 77
Ga. 181.
Objection withdrawn, to admission of testimony, no exception can be taken
68 Ga. 260.
Part admissible, objection to whole matter offered in evidence, properly
overruled, though parts of it might have been excluded 85 Ga. 159. Rejection
of some competent evidence will not necessarily work new trial 81 Ga. 94.
Specifying evidence, part of testimony objected to, should be specified in
motion or bill 77 Ga. 193,90. Complaints as to admission or refusal to admit evidence, record not containing evidence, not considered 86 Ga. 574.
Verdict right, though admissibility of evidence doubtful, new trial refused
where admission not sufficient to work reversal: 80 Ga. 527. Not granted for
admission of illegal evidence where verdict undoubtedly right: 91 Ga. 591.
Though propriety of rejection of testimony doubtful, verdict right, not set
:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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1.

allowed.

Not granted, though confession improperly admitted,
demanded 77 Ga. 768.

if,

:

Who may complain, party, at whose instance primary evidence rejected and
secondary admitted, cannot complain: 85 Ga. 687.
Withdrawn, by the court, not inferred in civil case that party injured by
illegal evidence subsequently ruled out: 77 Ga. 350.
Withdrawal of evidence
illegally admitted, cures the error sufficiently: 79 Ga*. 2.
Illegal testimony
admitted and withdrawn, with caution to jury not to regard it, new trial refused 72 Ga, 770.
:

Ct 18584
46

^8

1

'

7

p

.

i56.

8 ' 4319

^4334

'

to jury, etc.
A new trial may
when the presiding judge may deliver an

§5479. (8715.) For erroneous charge
De granted in all cases

erroneous charge to the jury against such applicant on a material
point, or refuse to give a pertinent legal charge in the language re-

when the charge so requested is submitted in writing. And
any of the courts of this State, either party
or his counsel may make a written request to the court to charge the
jury, at any time before the jury retires to consider of their verdict,
and without submitting the same to the counsel of the opposite party.
Requests to the court to charge the jury in writing may be made in
any case, and at any time before beginning the charge.
quested,

in the trial of causes in

Notes from Code of 1882 :
remarks of court, effect of: 14 Ga. 137-142. As affecting jury
25 Ga. 184. Must show injury to the party 32 Ga. 640, 390.
Argument of court as to a fact in criminal case, error: 33 Ga. 287. Charge
should'not be argumentative 58 Ga. 36.
Aspects of case, duty of court to charge as to both, etc.: 44 Ga. 129, 174;

Ambiguity

in

:

:

19/285.

Counsel, court can

Damages,

comment on legal positions of: 4 Ga. 294.
when charge as to, was error: 41 Ga.

special, in slander,

538.

Data, when sufficient basis of charge: 57 Ga. 37.
Decisions of Supreme Court read by counsel, and charge that is law, not
error: 40 Ga. 107. When error not to charge in words of, in writing: 44 Ga.
383.
When reading from, wrong: 65 Ga, 506. When not: 12 Ga. 271.
Doubt, error to intimate, as to competency of legal testimony: 5 Ga. 86.
Reasonable, erroneous charge as to: 10 Ga. 101.
Duress, charge as to, not error in this case 14 Ga. 403.
Error, slight, no new trial for, etc. 57 Ga. 479, 444 50/143 55/634 60/138
Must be specially set forth, etc.: 53 Ga, 682; 60/82; 62/158;
29/136; 9/539.
24/604. In one particular, yet verdict right: 41 Ga. 187 57/479.
:

;

:

;

;

;

;

Exceptions, to charge by party to whom it was more favorable than the law
warrants, overruled 15 Ga. 205. To extra charge, no new trial unless charge
wrong as a whole: 62 Ga, 158.
:

Evidence, charge sustained if justified by: 21 Ga. 221; 22/418; 44/46.
too late to ask court to charge as to testimony illegally admitted 9
Ga. 359. As to discrimination as to proof in summing up 16 Ga. 38 18/697.
Restriction of jury to part of testimony only, error: 11 Ga. 286. Error for
court to charge there is conflict of evidence when that is denied: 30 Ga. 361.
Materia] evidence, error to charge so as to exclude: 38 Ga. 252. Circumstantial, defined
57 Ga. 102. Charge that the law-writers say "a chain of circumstances cannot lie, but a witness may," error 54 Ga. 157- Judge should state

When

:

:

:

:

;

;;;
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May charge
shift onus, rather than when it is shifted 64 Ga. 662.
on secondary, when not objected to 20 Ga. 600. As to charge when there is
Charge sustained if some evidence sustains
conflict of: 13 Ga. 54, 46 45/138.
it
18 Ga. 13. Charge unauthorized by the evidence 36 Ga. 63.
Facts, charge as to, that did not exist, error: 3 Ga. 256; 6/451; 7/496;
what would

:

:

;

:

:

8/114, 178; 9/310; 10/218, 362; 11/286; 14/135, 137, 216; 20/203; 21/271; 22/47,

98; 29/207,405, 743; 30/271, 714; 32/396; 36/371; 44/28; 45/108; 46/308; 47/24,

73

;

48/44

55/288

;

;

60/78, 264, 284, 327, 368

charge not warranted by

:

13 Ga. 315, 407

;

Not error

63/456.

;

15/205

17/420, 575

;

to decline giving
;

18/411

19/203

;

26/472; 30/22, 137; 32/453,458; 34/330; 35/241;
Misapprehension of, by court, calls for correction 11 Ga. 338. Imma-

22/237, 385, 399; 24/445, 454;
37/497.

:

on which there is no issue, statement of the court not
Error for judge to charge on an assumed state of: 44 Ga.

terial or admitted,

error: 30 Ga. 426.
28; 61/359.

Homicide, erroneous charge as to grades of: 10 Ga. 101.
Hypothetical charge, when injurious, error: 30 Ga. 944.
Judge giving,
must include all that might be important to defense, etc. 32 Ga. 515.
Irrelevant, charge on point that is, when not error: 52 Ga. 531. When portion of Code charged is 63 Ga. 427. As to law that is irrelevant 32 Ga. 370
:

:

:

33/50 36/635.
Issue made by pleadings, law applicable to, should be given 12 Ga. 100.
Error to so charge jury as to lead their minds from 15 Ga. 277.
Jury, if style of charge is such as to mislead, new trial: 1 Ga. 475; 30/241.
Not misled, though law not applicable, no new trial: 41 Ga. 263; 33/207.
;

:

:

Charge defective that keeps jury from giving due weight to circumstances,
etc.
17 Ga. 498.
Charge erroneous that draws evidence on which party relies
from jury 24 Ga. 506. Duty of court to reinstruct jury when they say they
are in doubt 55 Ga. 697. To tell jury they should not differ from court, error:
25 Ga. 527. Charge to grand jury in petit jury's presence: 59 Ga. 189. That
jury must find for plaintiff, error 21 Ga. 302. Charge must actually mislead
jury, to be ground for new trial 1 Ga. 475 10/429'; 19/335 30/133.
Law of the case, where charge and refusal misconceive: 44 Ga. 251. Judge
should charge, whether asked or not 17 Ga. 444.
Law-book, court need not read to jury when handed him 58 Ga. 78 62/337.
Libelous, to charge words alleged in declaration are not, error: 44 Ga. 383.
Mistake, charge of court being, must be corrected 30 Ga. 721.
New trial granted by superior court because of failure to present certain
law to jury, and reversed by Supreme Court 44 Ga. 139. New trial granted
where jury found against charge: 52 Ga. 408; 9/408. No new trial: 32 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

135, 420

;

55/634, 44.

Omission to charge on main point, ground for new trial: 30 Ga. 102. Accidental, when not: 37 Ga. 102. Charge not full, but right as far as it went: 18
Ga. 693. When not full enough, additional should be asked 10 Ga. 253 13/34
:

;

44/593; 48/545; 62/260.
Opinion, judge should not express, on

what has been proven: 54 Ga. 229;
ordered: 56 Ga. 527.
Preliminary remarks, not affecting merits of cause, no new trial for: 7
Ga. 139.
Presumption that charge was erroneous, when 56 Ga. 596. Is that charge
was correct, when no exception 57 Ga. 92.
Part performance, erroneous charge as to: 43 Ga. 576.
Recharging jury in criminal case must be in presence of prisoner 41 Ga.
When court should recharge 55 Ga. 697. Need not repeat
484; 51/567.
charge 17 Ga. 351 58/500.
Having expressed, new

56/365.

trial

:

:

:

:

:

;

;:
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Eequest to charge must be in writing: 44 Ga. 593; 56/554, 555; 57/102;
66/189. As to reading to jury 19 Ga. 404 44/46 38/304.
Refused
because not pertinent: 42 Ga. 290. Specially on material fact relied on by
party, should be complied with 30 Ga. 55 20/523 17/205 9/151. Should be
granted formally, when 44 Ga. 46. As to requests 9 Ga. 151 12/294 32/310
Refusal of, on ground of no evidence to support it
60/319; 63/522; 62/306.
when there was, error: 30 Ga. 891. Proper practice not to read to jury such
62/260

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

56 Ga. 352. In inapt words, should be modified
15 Ga. 223
"If testator might have seen" attestation, refusal of, error in this case
36 Ga. 625. Refusal of written, no ground for new trial: 58 Ga. 606. No request made on trial to charge jury as to "notice," no reason for granting new
as are refused

:

:

54/70.

:

Not shown

and court charges substantially
Refused, should not be read to jury: 60
Ga. 484; 57/362; 56/352. Oral request refused, when: 28 Ga. 200; 38/304;
Written, should charge substance of: 14 Ga. 286; 17/304;
54/231; 47/101.
44/209, 638 48/293. When should have been given without qualification 37
Ga. 289; 10/101. When not: 15 Ga. 223; 12/294; 66/446. Withdrawal of request: 24 Ga. 530. Counsel's duty to request charges on material points: 44
Ga. 593. Request to charge in writing should be made before argument is begun 54 Ga. 231. Request to charge should not be read aloud where refused
56 Ga. 503 57/448. Judge not bound to read marked extracts from law-books
58 Ga. 79; see also 62 Ga. 337. Must be in writing if requested stenographic
report does not dispense with the rule 61 Ga. 401. Court may make written
addition to request and read both 63 Ga. 456. No oral additions 57 Ga. 285
55/208 60/484. After argument on law, court may read what he proposes to
charge: 64 Ga. 773. Written charge, when delivered, becomes an office paper:
65 Ga. 756. Need not be given in writing unless requested: 65 Ga. 756.
Supreme Court, allusions to, as "jury could be corrected," improper: 8
Ga. 258. So, "if the court errs, there is a higher tribunal" 24 Ga. 161.
Surprise expressed at attempt to acquit, objectionable: 7 Ga. 190.
Verdict being in conformity with erroneous charge, new trial: 26 Ga. 701.
That verdict is contrary to charge, and charge not sent up, that ground not
considered: 28 Ga. 186. Not affected by erroneous charge, no new trial: 41
Ga. 675. When verdict in accordance with charge, and charge on controlling
question right, affirmed: 33 Ga. Sup. 98.
Verification of charge, etc., must be by the court: 66 Ga. 189.
Withdraw a charge, court may, at instance of party in whose favor made: 24
Ga. 530.
Witnesses, credibility of, charge as to, correct: 48 Ga. 66. As to calling
names of, in summing up 61 Ga. 322.
trial

:

38 Ga. 631.

to be in writing,

as requested, not error: 62 Ga. 306.

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
Abstract principle, set forth in request, too general to aid jury, refused

:

74

Ga. 63.
Admissions, request to charge that "admissions of parties must be closely
scanned and received with care," erroneously refused: 69 Ga. 438. Request to
charge that although party might not have proved full payment, yet if other
several times acknowledged payment, it was equivalent proof, refused 69 Ga.
Charge proper stating that admissions should be scanned with care: 86
636.
Charge correct as to certain written admissions of parties, not conGa. 729.
strued as ruling upon admissions elsewhere made in pleadings or evidence: 86
Ga. 50.
Approval of charge, alleged charges and refusal to charge not verified by
court, how far considered 66 Ga. 190. What court charged or failed to charge
:

:

:
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must be authenticated by judge, not by affidavits of other persons: 91 Ga. 164.
Argumentative charge was error here 75 Ga. 167.
Assume conflict in evidence, charge should not, where none exists 92 Ga.
:

:

77.

Bankruptcy, charge concerning proceedings in bankrupt court, erroneous
where court's jurisdiction ended leaving parties in same position as if no proceedings were had 76 Ga. 219. Not granted for refusal to charge that bankrupt could not withdraw illegality without assignee's consent, there being no
:

evidence to warrant charge 69 Ga. 284.
Charge, exceptions to portions construed with entire charge: 66 Ga. 659,
660.
Charge taken alone seeming objectionable, no new trial if proper with
context 66 Ga. 447. Some instances where new trial will be granted on account of charge 69 Ga. 440. New trial granted for erroneous charge on material point 80 Ga. 308.
Charge allowing improper interest, corrected by
writing off excess, no new trial 67 Ga. 600. Charge proper, as to effect of evidence admitted without objection, which was not admissible without amendment of pleadings 69 Ga. 252. Whether failure to make charge more explicit
was error, depends on legality as given 67 Ga. 624. Not granted at defendant's instance, for erroneous charge not hurtful to defendant: 67 Ga. 697.
Charge here covered the law, and verdict right, new trial refused 69 Ga. 137.
Charge correct in abstract, but not applicable to facts, or misleading, new
trial granted
69 Ga. 507. Referring to what was said in argument, in a way
tending to indorse it, bad practice, but not cause for new trial here: 70 Ga.
714.
Summing up evidence, circumstances supporting one theory appearing
more numerous than those supporting the other, no new trial, the facts justifying: 75 Ga. 800. Charge was unexceptionable here: 76 Ga. 41. Charge here
in language of Code, correct: 80 Ga. 266.
After charging correct principle
under which plaintiff might recover, error to add "unless other good defense
was established by the evidence," etc. 76 Ga. 219. Charge tending to withdraw consideration from main question and substituting others, error: 76 Ga.
246. Instruction to try case by evidence, not by what counsel said in argument,
proper and sufficient here 82 Ga. 740. Charge proper as to burden of proof,
preponderance of evidence, weight to be given testimony of witnesses, etc.
95 Ga. 61, 68. Contentions of both sides properly charged on: 85 Ga. 678.
Construing charge, particular part of charge excepted to must be taken in
connection with context 65 Ga. 756.
Ordinarily general charge may be invoked to cure defect in special branch of charge not so here: 68 Ga. 745.
Where extract from charge erroneous when considered alone, but perfectly
fair when taken in connection with other parts
76 Ga. 700 see also 70 Ga.
435.
One part explained by adding "I mean so and so," or "in other words"
75 Ga. 675, 676. If entire charge taken together be sound and full, that parts
of it are objectionable, not require new trial: 79 Ga. 1. Charge that might
have effect of excluding facts throwing light on disputed question of fraud,
error: 76 Ga. 712. See also "Issues," and "Sufficiency of Charge," infra.
Contentions, judge's charge, stating what parties insist upon, means what
they contend for, as parties, not what, the evidence shows 86 Ga. 50. Facts
closely contested, charge should state theory of each side with equal explicitness and fairness: 74 Ga. 318. Charge detailing facts favorable to plaintiff
should not merely use general terms as to defendant: 87 Ga. 402.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

—

:

;

:

:

"Contrary to charge," objection that verdict was, amounts to no more than
contrary to law: 72 Ga. 173.
Contributory negligence, charge on,

Charge on, not authorized here

:

in

suit against railroad: 85 Ga. 297.

75 Ga. 719.

r

:
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"Impeachment," infra), charging on rules
not requested: 88 Ga. 421.
Custom, charge as to binding custom, reversible error, when no evidence of
such custom: 69 Ga. 341.
Doubt, charge "if you have any doubt whether plaintiff's case made out,
defendant entitled to verdict," etc., erroneous: 84 Ga. 592.
Encomium on law requiring extraordinary diligence from carriers, improper,
though not reversible error 76 Ga. 772.
Erroneous charge, resulting in verdict excessive in ascertained amount,
new trial refused if excess written off: 86 Ga. 50.
Evidence admitted without objection, charged on, though inadmissible under the pleadings: 74 Ga. 534; 69/251, 252.
Exceptions to entire charge not considered unless charge wrong as a whole:
65 Ga. 571.
Errors must be specified: 70 Ga. 87.
Exceptions must be specific: 72 Ga. 480; see also notes to section 5527. Exception that "charge as a whole
is not a full and fair presentation of the law of the case," not sufficiently specific: 80 Ga. 642.
Assignment that whole charge error, not sustained, unless
wholly illegal and wrong: 66 Ga. 81. Exception to failure to charge fully on
certain point, and neither what was given nor omitted appearing, exception
not considered 68 Ga. 455. Exceptions did not specifically point out errors in
charge: 76 Ga. 421.
When judge certifies that requests were covered, and
charge is not in the record, Supreme Court refuses new trial: 71 Ga. 254.
Where whole charge not sent up, presumed correct as to express warranty,
and no error to refuse charge as to implied warranty 71 Ga. 470. Whole
charge not sent up, presumed correct in other respects than one excepted to
71 Ga. 619
80/408. Improper to except to extract from charge isolated from
context, etc. 90 Ga. 470 92/296. Ground of motion for new trial complaining of charge, not considered where alleged error not specified: 76 Ga. 602.
Where long extract excepted to and error not specified, new trial not granted
if part of extract correct
76 Ga. 664.
Expert, charge stating fully what was expert testimony, not erroneous for
not stating that a certain witness was offered as expert 84 Ga. 73.
Failure to charge (see also "Requests," infra), new trial not granted for
failure to charge pertinent legal principle, unless court's attention was called
to omission and charge refused 80 Ga. 24, 591. Failure to charge, not ground
for new trial where no written request: 91 Ga. 204. Failure to charge appropriate law, where no written request, and omissions harmless, no new trial:
91 Ga. 356.
Flagrantly illegal charge, authorized new trial, though evidence sustained
verdict 80 Ga. 542, 543.
Fraud, charge on issue of, in language of statutes, authorized and proper
here: 75 Ga. 532. Charging, "inadequacy of consideration, circumstance to
show fraud," under facts, not error: 84 Ga. 73. Fraud in assignment, charge
on law of, authorized by facts here: 77 Ga. 781.
General charge covering law, not error to charge specially: 84 Ga. 488.
General charge as affecting requests, see "Requests to Charge," infra.
Gift, deed appearing to be of bargain and sale, and no allegation one of
gift, not error to refuse to charge upon latter
84 Ga. 73.
Harmless error, though court committed errors, new trial refused where
evidence required verdict 65 Ga. 482 80/428. New trial not granted for failure to charge request that could not affect verdict: 65 Ga. 543. A refusal to
charge, not injurious, no ground for new trial: 86 Ga. 525. Request to charge,
not specifically given, no new trial if result would have been same: 75 Ga.
875.
Charge badly worded, but not misleading, no new trial: 70 Ga. 13<
Credibility of witnesses (see also

as to, not essential

if

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;
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Charge expressly withdrawing certain defenses from consideration, cured all
New trial not
error in admitting evidence supporting them: 82 Ga. 675.
granted for error in charge, when evidence demands the verdict: 71 Ga. 218.
Incorrect charge as to measure of damages, where evidence not warrant recovery of damages, harmless: 68 Ga. 341. Charge as to special damages harm71 Ga. 408. Charge not warranted
less, where the jury found no such damages
by the evidence is error 71 Ga. 427. Erroneous charge that exemplary damages might be found, not cause new trial where verdict did not exceed actual
damage: 72 Ga. 217. Though improper measure of damages given in charge,
if verdict less than damages would amount to, properly measured, new trial
refused 80 Ga. 661. Charge erroneous, not ground for reversal at instance
of party in whose favor it was given 72 Ga. 347 77/242. Erroneous charge
Charges not materially
in favor of movant, not work new trial: 67 Ga. 97.
:

:

:

:

;

affecting the result, not cause new trial: 72 Ga. 777; 80/428, 691. Objectionable portion of charge will not work reversal if it helped, rather than hurt
Plaintiff, when injured, standing among several
plaintiff in error: 74 Ga. 113.
who were using tools, ready to assist, charge as if he himself was using them

did not hurt defendant: 90 Ga. 657.
Party not heard to complain of erroneous charge, where verdict shows he was not hurt thereby 76 Ga. 19 see also
86 Ga. 51 84/279 80/526, 549, 540. Errors in charge not closely scrutinized
where verdict demanded by the evidence: 76 Ga. 299; 77/598; 66/81; 77/101.
Error in charge corrected afterwards, harmless: 77 Ga. 204. Charge here,
considered as a whole, was harmless: 77 Ga. 61. If verdict right, errors in
charge immaterial: 84 Ga. 211, 219, 333; and erroneous charge not cause new
trial: 85 Ga. 444, 635 86/166,258; 68/164; 82/723; 87/217; 95/362,363; 93/484;
91/617 92/480, 481. Irrelevant charge, hurtful alike to both parties, no cause
for new trial 86 Ga. 50. Charge inaccurate as to rule for estimating damages
by mortality-tables, but verdict not affected, no new trial: 91 Ga. 208, 209.
Harmless error in charge will not work reversal 91 Ga. 389. Not granted because court failed to tell jury that plaintiff could not recover if wholly uninjured: 92 Ga. 95. Not granted here because judge submitted some inappropriate questions 92 Ga. 338. Charge correct on controlling elements, harmless
errors not cause for new trial: 92 Ga. 338, 339. Charge erroneous as to rules
for working elevator, no new trial here: 92 Ga. 497. Charge erroneous upon
immaterial matter, not warrant new trial 92 Ga. 688. Where case has had
right result on merits, new trial not granted for misdirection of court: 93 Ga.
414.
Judge reading Code section not strictly pertinent, which did not probably mislead jury, harmless: 95 Ga. 88. Charge not clear and full on important
distinction, verdict being right, etc., no new trial: 95 Ga. 138. Charge, not
strictly pertinent in some particulars, but new trial refused: 95 Ga. 172.
Charge erroneous in the abstract, but under the facts of case harmless, no new
trial: 95 Ga. 236.
Charge inappropriate to issue, but harmless, no new trial:
95 Ga. 430.
Homicide, error to fix rule by which jury should calculate value of life of
man killed by railroad 76 Ga. 772.
Hypothetical facts, charge based on, not warranted by evidence, error: 75
Ga. 149. Request based on, properly refused here: 66 Ga. 656.
Illustrations, not error for court to use, in charging jury 80 Ga. 526.
Impeachment, unless requested, court need not charge on credibility of
witnesses, or mode of impeachment: 83 Ga. 207; 92/394; 91/168; 72/539. Nor
as to contradictory statements of a witness: 91 Ga. 272. Nor as to weight to
be given impeached witness 72 Ga. 539.
:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Issues, see also "Contentions," supra,

Instructions should be confined to issues
105

and "Sufficiency

made by defense

of

set

Charge," infra.
up in pleadings:
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Charge sufficient, when it confines plaintiff to acts of negligence
alleged; "alleged," either originally or by amendment: 82 Ga. 109; distin75 Ga. 583.

guishing 76 Ga. 501. Court not bound to charge on wider case than that made
by the bill, though evidence might warrant it were bill amended 79 Ga. 254
Error that judge made no allusion to the issues, nor to any defense under
the evidence: 93 Ga. 458. Charge did not submit true issues here, new trial
granted 95 Ga. 406. Request to charge, good law in abstract, but limiting
jury unduly as to issues, not error to refuse: 95 Ga. 701. New trial granted
for charge withdrawing consideration of jury from material issue in the case:
76 Ga, 254.
New trial properly granted, presumed court will correct its own errors: 84
Ga. 308; 72/214.
Partially erroneous, not granted where clause of charge, taken alone, is objectionable, but charge as whole is fair, etc. 67 Ga. 345. That whole charge
error, not considered it appearing part not error: 84 Ga. 503.
Personal injury, charge of court correctly stating measure of damages for
personal injury by carrier: 76 Ga. 311. Not granted here because court erred
in charging as to mortality-tables, etc., in personal-injury case: 91 Ga. 676.
Pertinency of charge, where charge does not conform in language to testimony, but does in legal effect, sufficient: 69 Ga. 263. Charge to jury inappropriate on point not adequately supported by evidence: 91 Ga. 423. Charge
that partnership note may be shown unauthorized, under general issue, erroneous, neither evidence nor plea raising question 85 Ga. 564. Granted because
charge, though good law, not pertinent: 91 Ga. 514. Charge should be applicable to facts, etc. 68 Ga. 805. Where no evidence to show that a grant was
spurious or forged, error to submit such question to jury 71 Ga. 866. Should
not charge on matter not properly entering into case 75 Ga. 583. To authorize charge on a given topic, direct testimony not essential; inference from
sworn facts enough: 79 Ga. 1. Court properly refused request to charge law
inapplicable to case: 91 Ga. 676. Positive and negative testimony, charge on,
not required, where evidence conflicts but is all positive; 86 Ga. 22.
Province of jury, not error to charge jury should take law from court because court's errors could be corrected easily, while it was difficult to correct
jury's errors: 66 Ga. 72. The question of fraudulent intent here was one of
fact for the jury, and new trial granted because court charged it as matter of
law 80 Ga. 249. Charge as to negligence, which does not leave that question
to the jury, requires new trial: 70 Ga. 449. Request to charge, not leaving
jury to determine whether facts constituted negligence, properly refused: 86
Ga. 623. Where question one of mixed law and fact, error for court to determine the question himself: 76 Ga. 28. Charge in civil case that jury are judges
of law and facts, erroneous 85 Ga. 638 67/600. New trial granted where judge
erroneously withdraws question of fact from consideration of jury: 80 Ga. 741.
Recharge, not granted because court recalled jury and recharged them, and
read them juror's oath: 68 Ga. 417. Where, jury having retired, and recess
until next morning taken, announcement at adjournment was not such as to
authorize court to recharge jury in absence of party on one side and his counsel
74 Ga. 405. Jury asking recharge on particular phase of case, recharge on
other phases need not be superadded to compliance with their request: 83 Ga.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

539.

Requests to charge, see also "Failure to Charge," supra. Request to charge
in writing: 86 Ga. 463; 93/637; and also must be pertinent and legal,
in order for refusal of, to work new trial: 69 Ga. 759; see also infra.
Legal
and pertinent request not covered by general charge, should be given: 68 Ga.
Specific charge, adjusted to material point, should be given, though al435.

must be

;
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for

ready covered in general and abstract terms 77 Ga. 692 90/501 distinguishing 71 Ga. 254. General charge covering request, but defendant entitled to
application of principle to specific defense 91 Ga. 176. Court not bound to
give in charge oral modification of written request: 94 Ga. 142. Modification
of charge, here, should have been requested in writing: 77 Ga. 767. Non-compliance with oral request as to matter collateral to main issue, not work new
trial
80 Ga. 637. Error to refuse request, when some evidence on which to
base it 65 Ga. 722. Charges not founded in evidence should not be given 66
Ga 280. Request refused, no new trial, where request substantially covered
by charge given 66 Ga. 446. Request not authorized by evidence, or given
substantially in general charge, no new trial 66 Ga. 660. No new trial for failure
to charge certain law, where no written request 66 Ga. 660. Correct proposition
charged, not error, in absence of written request, that charge not qualified 92
Ga. 297. Request which invaded province of jury, as to negligence, properly
refused: 67 Ga. 307. Request legal and pertinent, improperly refused: 75 Ga.
Re149. Request properly refused unless all legal and pertinent: 67 Ga. 578.
fusal to charge, proper, part of request not being correct law 68 Ga. 358
69/92 76/585. If request requires additions or alterations, refusal not require
new trial 67 Ga. 228. Portion of request inapplicable, whole properly refused
77 Ga. 531, 532. Request unauthorized by the evidence, not given 72 Ga. 254
71/407; 67/589, 702; 68/707; inapplicable to facts, rightly refused: 85 Ga. 518
86/108, 500; even though correct in the abstract: 71 Ga. 176; 72/475, 485; see
also infra. Request not adjusted to any correct theory of the evidence, refused
93 Ga. 233. Request, ambiguity in, explained verbally to jury, not error coun67 Ga. 624. Requests which would exclude the theory
sel having consented
of adverse party from consideration, should be refused
72 Ga. 485. Request
faulty, and general charge full and correct, no new trial: 67 Ga. 661. Correct
propositions of law not charged if inapplicable
67 Ga. 676 93/535 68/12
69/82. Not good practice for court to direct counsel to read his own requests
to charge to jury new trial not granted on this ground here 68 Ga. 54. Court
saying that it departed from its usual habit of charging orally, "because counsel for defendant requested it," not reversible error, where injury not shown
71 Ga. 507. Request to charge should be given in the language requested, or
substantially so: 69 Ga. 440; substantially: 92 Ga. 296. Specific instructions,
when desired, should be requested 70 Ga. 691 80/267. Exception to charge
should allege request: 73 Ga. 149. Law correctly charged, but counsel desiring fuller charge on point, should have made request therefor: 69 Ga. 317. Not
error to refuse to charge incorrect principles: 76 Ga. 342; 80/291, 643. Request, as to particular class of speculative damages, refused properly, court
having charged that speculative damages not recoverable: 92 Ga. 384, 385.
Refusal of long and argumentative request not error where points properly
covered by charge 76 Ga. 452. Lengthy and argumentative and one-sided as
to statement of facts, refused 93 Ga. 117. Request that jury should be controlled by evidence and not by statements of counsel reflecting on party, properly refused, when charge was full as to credibility and weight of testimony:
71 Ga. 177. Where charge given more applicable to facts than charge requested,
and as favorable to excepting party, new trial refused 75 Ga. 116 and see also
75 Ga. 181. Request sufficiently covered by general charge, refusal not ground
for new trial: 85 Ga. 116; 86/238; 75/178, 494, 671, 672, 753; 65/515; 74/297;
;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

71/407
71/176
80/23, 302
68/239
71/254
76/613 69/82.
Failure to employ exact language of request, immaterial: 92 Ga. 296; 77/701.
Refusal to charge detailed theory as to facts as to ordinary care, where principle already correctly charged, proper: 91 Ga. 814. Proper specific request
must be given, though covered by general charge: 77 Ga. 692. Elaborate
95/172, 289, 321

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

§
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enumeration of elements which do, or do not, make up damages, etc., refused,
no new trial, charge given being correct: 75 Ga. 762. -Bequest on plain matters, e. g., that husband's mere possession of wife's property not subject it to
his debts, etc., not essential without special request: 81 Ga. 207; so, as to
effect of receipt in full 86 Ga. 669 and as to admissions 85 Ga. 116. Charge
covering case, at counsel's request giving further charge, if not specific enough
:

:

;

counsel should call court's attention to fact 75 Ga. 874. Where instructions
sought are plainly implied in charge, failure to charge expressly as requested,
not error: 83 Ga. 539. Not error here to fail to charge as to modes of impeachment, in absence of request: 91 Ga. 168; 83/207; 92/394; see also 72 Ga. 539.
Second trial, where Supreme Court's instructions followed, second new trial
not granted 80 Ga. 442.
:

:

it is enough if charge sufficiently clear for juries of
ordinary capacity and understanding: 73 Ga. 350; citing many cases. See also
"Contentions" and "Issues," supra. New trial granted where all questions not
fully submitted and passed upon 65 Ga. 323.
Charge not sufficiently guarded,
and not clear or exact, yet no new trial 71 Ga. 470. Failure to amplify charge,
in absence of request, did not require new trial here 65 Ga. 707.
Charge
should be based on evidence, and not call attention to material facts, leaving out others relating to same issue: 69 Ga. 507. Failure to charge pertinent
principle of law not reversible error, unless court's attention called to omission
76 Ga. 3. Refusal of oral request, on substantial point, and entire failure to
charge concerning such point, may work new trial: 74 Ga. 107 see also 70 Ga.
825 and cases cited compare 69 Ga. 246. New trial granted for failure to charge
on all material issues, though no request made: 76 Ga. 502. That charge did
not explain what constituted inspection of fertilizers under law, immaterial,
such instructions not being requested nor appearing pertinent: 78 Ga. 631.
Charge not error, if correct in point of law, though confused and unhappily
expressed: 76 Ga. 771. New trial granted where jury might be misled by
charge as to degree of care, relative to stock, to be observed by railroad in
running trains 91 Ga. 768. Instructions in general terms on controlling prinExcepciples, sufficient, in absence of detailed requests: 81 Ga. 11; 76/421.
tion that charge not sufficiently full, too general: 84 Ga. 506. Where charge
correct, though not full, further instructions should be requested: 86 Ga. 173.
Charge of court sufficient, if embraces material matters insisted upon and supported by evidence 86 Ga. 5.

Sufficiency of charge,

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

Surety, charge that surety, paying off at discount, can enforce for whole
amount against principal, error: 84 Ga. 731.

Usury not pleaded, reduction

for, in stated

account, not directed: 76 Ga.

'

200.

Warranted, charge not, by evidence, error: 77 Ga. 182; 65/593, 638; 85/276,
New trial for: 69 Ga. 78; 91/760. Principle of law, not required by evidence, need not be charged 65 Ga. 645.
836.

:

Will, evidence not

procuring a will

:

enough here

to require charge as to

undue influence

in

72 Ga. 570.

Written charge, sent out with jury, mere irregularity.
no ground for new trial 86 Ga. 50.

No

objection then,

:

Acts
$5184.

1853-4,

On account of new evidence. A new trial may be
when any material evidence, not merely cumulative in its character, but relating to new and material facts, shall
be discovered by the applicant after the rendition of a verdict against
§5480. (8716.)

granted in

all cases

:

;;
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him, and shall be brought to the notice of the court within the time
now allowed by law for entertaining a motion for a new trial.
8,
§5481. Rule in such cases. Ordinarily, cumulative and impeaching JJgSSS
"*•
evidence is not ground for a new trial but when such a motion is JJ g|;

made on

the ground of newly discovered evidence,

movant and each

affidavit of the

it

must appear by

of his counsel that they did not

of the existence of such evidence before the trial, and that the
same could not have been discovered by the exercise of ordinary diligence. If the newly discovered evidence is that of witnesses, affidavits as to their residence, associates, means of knowledge, character
and credibility must be adduced.

know

General Note on Sections 5480 and

Due

must

diligence

ered evidence

5481.

Notes from Code of 1882
have been used, to entitle to

new

trial for

newly discov-

57 Ga. 609; 3/310; 54/635,218; 63/557; 38/312; 55/163; 61/300;
There must be due diligence, and it
63/708; 34/114; 62/158; 60/601; 52/509.
:

must not be cumulative

6 Ga. 276; 3/310; 33/174. Diligence must have been
used to get the new evidence 9 Ga. 4 26/684 38/318.
Must be for new, unknown evidence 16 Ga. 37 37/195 54/635. For which diligence used to obtain 58 Ga. 591 24/32 33/174.
Not allowed where laches, or it could not
change the verdict: 22 Ga. 76; 44/354; 59/856; 57/329; 60/601; 61/430; 6/276;
39/718 48/163 14/361 41/657.
Not for purpose of impeaching character and
credit of witness: 13 Ga. 513; 26/684; 9/4; 59/391; 34/110; 39/718.
Where
granted for newly discovered evidence 9 Ga. 413 33/281 31/128, 34. Not
where the evidence merely cumulative and immaterial: 40 Ga. 237; 29/257;
37/459 28/79 33/50 12/337 44/354 39/718. In equity, must have been ignorance of defense at law, which was inadequate for relief, and diligence used 42
Ga. 412 32/294. When granted for new evidence, must show not known before 39 Ga. 678 31/411 12/500 10/513 42/462 56/403 30/137 39/660 28/576
61/183 16/33 17/418 24/485 37/195. Due diligence not used to get it 46 Ga.
456 54/163 53/303, 672 59/856 61/300. Not to impeach a witness 34 Ga. 110.
And be not cumulative: 56 Ga. 403; 40/657 59/856 60/619; 46/115; 37/459,
676 34/1 54/303 27/339. And be material 31 Ga. 672 37/195 41/657 54/311
When affidavit of witness by whom the new evidence
39/678; 34/565, 1, 78.
shown, should be produced on motion for new trial 58 Ga. 591 30/137 17/106
57/329 54/311 61/475 55/702 54/635 12/461, 500. As to amendment of motion for new trial by the further ground of newly discovered evidence 54 Ga.
672.
Affidavit of counsel alone, as to newly discovered evidence, where clients
live out of the county 54 Ga. 691.
Where the evidence not newly discovered,
and new trial refused 55 Ga. 163, 200.
Evidence accessible, newly discovered evidence no ground for: 58 Ga. 591.
Evidence new, not known before 54 Ga. 311. For newly discovered evidence,
not favored 56 Ga. 403 10/512 58/591 6/276. And must be set forth in the
motion 54 Ga. 520. And affidavits that such evidence is true 60 Ga. 82, 125
State's
6/276 61/475. Withheld by complainant, no ground for: 21 Ga. 345.
witness discrediting himself by declarations after trial, no ground 60 Ga. 210.
New evidence impeaching State's witness: 56 Ga. 85; 63/159; 65/303.
:

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
Admissions, new trial, where not cumulative nor impeaching, disclosing
material admissions of plaintiff against right to recover 92 Ga. 629,
:

::
:
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City council, newly discovered evidence, being testimony of member of city
ground for new trial on behalf of council sued as individuals for
trespass 67 Ga. 190.
Cumulative, newly discovered evidence, merely cumulative, and denied by
counter-affidavits, not require new trial: 76 Ga. 603. Not granted, where new
evidence merely cumulative 77 Ga. 493 71/736 82/185 85/516 86/50. Where
at time of trial certain relevant letters were misplaced, their subsequent discovery did not require new trial, they being merely cumulative: 79 Ga. 620.
New trial refused where new evidence partly cumulative and balance negative
80 Ga. 428.
Damage suit, newly discovered evidence that plaintiff unsound at time of
accident, new trial in damage case 93 Ga. 7.
Diligence, newly discovered evidence not ground for new trial where diligence would have discovered it before trial 67 Ga. 161. Not granted where
due diligence in discovering evidence not shown nor where sole object of new
evidence is to impeach witness: 69 Ga. 61.
Not granted where evidence
merely cumulative and procurable before trial by exercise of proper diligence
Refused where no diligence shown 75 Ga. 416. General state76 Ga. 619.
ments of, may not suffice: 77 Ga. 292. For equity to set aside verdict at
law for new evidence, same must be decisive and full diligence must appear.
Where not alleged that fact was unknown that new witness heard conversation, new discovery as to what he will swear concerning it, immaterial.
Newly discovered writing must be decisive: 79 Ga. 633. No new trial unless
diligence shown to have testimony at trial 80 Ga. 302.
Not granted where
party could have known by due diligence before trial 91 Ga. 162. Not granted
for new evidence, party seeking new trial not appearing diligent 92 Ga. 449,
Not granted for new evidence where want of diligence in discovering
497, 498.
and res-ult would not probably be different: 92 Ga. 539-541.
council, not
:

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

Extraordinary motion not granted, for new evidence, unless
77 Ga. 292.

etc.

full diligence,

:

Genuineness of paper, subsequent discovery that paper sued on not genuine,
not cause for new

trial,

when

:

92 Ga. 319.

Granted, new trial granted on this ground 72 Ga. 515. New trial for newly
discovered evidence as to facts not shown at trial, although tending to establish
defense then relied on 91 Ga. 362.
:

:

Husband and wife, the new evidence of wife's ratification of husband's
was more than cumulative and demanded new trial 88 Ga. 170.

act,

:

Impeaching witness, not granted for newly discovered evidence which is
cumulative or tends merely to impeach witness 68 Ga. 359 78/127 84/186.
Newly discovered impeaching evidence will not work new trial, especially if
directly denied by witness attacked 74 Ga. 328. Newly discovered evidence
to impeach plaintiff as witness, itself overwhelmingly disproved by counteraffidavits, does not require new trial 76 Ga. 311.
Not granted for newly discovered evidence impeaching witness, or supporting defense not urged at trial
91 Ga. 19.
Evidence, mainly of impeaching character, and not likely to produce different result, no new trial 95 Ga. 530.
:

;

;

:

:

:

Inadmissible evidence, effect of new evidence which would not have been
admissible under pleas as they stood at time of trial 82 Ga. 241.
:

newly discovered evidence itself insufficient, no ground
Nor where evidence could not change result 85 Ga.
Newly discovered evidence could not change result, no

Insufficient evidence,
for

new

trial

:

84 Ga. 469.

293; 75/715; 76/585.

new

trial

:

92 Ga. 198.

:
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Interest of witness, new evidence showing interest of principal witness of
prevailing party and that he was half-brother of juror, requires new trial: 71

Ga. 818.

Knowledge before trial, not granted for new evidence which must have been
known to party before trial and which conflicts with defense set up by him:
Alleged newly discovered evidence, known before trial, new trial
68 Ga. 23.
granted
not
86 Ga. 377. Nor where movant knew of evidence before trial, unAllegation in motion not
91 Ga. 149.
less knew of no witness to prove it by
establish fact that newly discovered evidence unknown at trial, etc. 91 Ga.
171.
Not granted for new evidence partly known to movant at trial: 91 Ga.
509.
Not granted because party neglected to inform counsel of material fact
:

:

:

until after trial, etc.

:

92 Ga. 531, 532.

Knowledge of counsel, must appear
for movant 71 Ga. 707.

to

have been unknown to

all of

counsel

:

Memorandum

of settlement, written

memorandum of settlement,

bearing on

case, discovered, granted: 75 Ga. 555.

Newly discovered witness, impeached by two

affidavits

and sustained by

one, credibility doubtful: 70 Ga. 119.

Not favored, new trial for discovery of new testimony is tolerated rather
than favored 76 Ga. 603.
Partnership, in suit against surviving partner, telegram newly discovered,
ratifying arrangement for dead partner to be individually and solely responsible for goods sued for, material 78 Ga. 486.
Refreshing memory, that witness refreshed his memory since trial by reference to documents accessible before, no ground for new trial 65 Ga. 342.
Refused, where not granted for newly discovered evidence: 68 Ga. 838.
Witness mistaken, affidavit of witness that he was mistaken, or did not
mean so to testify, no ground for new trial, when 70 Ga. 179. Mistake by witness as ground for new trial: 71 Ga. 775. Not such mistake in party's testimony on trial as will require new trial: 67 Ga. 15. Discovery that witness for
prevailing party made mistake, may or may not be cause for new trial 82 Ga,
:

:

:

:

:

185.

Witness present, new evidence of witness examined on trial, etc., not warrant: 77 Ga.531.
Witness subpoenaed, evidence of witness called at trial but not responding,
not newly discovered evidence 68 Ga. 453. Counsel aware of testimony before trial and causing subpoena to issue for the witness under erroneous name
and no explanation of the mistake, and the evidence being cumulative, new
trial refused
70 Ga. 119.
:

:

When

The presiding Actsi858-4,
judge may exercise a sound discretion in granting or refusing new
trials in cases where the verdict may be decidedly and strongly
§5482. (3717.)

the verdict is against evidence.

against the weight of evidence, although there

some

may

appear to be

slight evidence in favor of the rinding.

When

only in criminal cases where no evidence 22 Ga. 499 1/610. New
only granted on this ground when clear and strong case of injustice 9
Ga. 9. When verdict decidedly and strongly against the weight of the evidence, new trial granted 45 Ga. 596 19/417 20/652 48/498 41/208 36/56,
:

;

trial

:

:

;

;

;

;

424; 15/565; 31/512; 57/560; 25/577; 39/359; 26/325, 438; 24/412.
dence slight and unsatisfactory, new trial 38 Ga. 574, 293 17/228.
:

evidence, or verdict clearly against evidence,
36/280; 19/432.

;

new

trial: 26

Preponderance of evidence against, not

;

Where eviWhere no

Ga. 524; 4/428,
where con-

sufficient

:
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Where no evidence to sustain verdict: 11
Ga. 317. And no law 16 Ga. 487. Granted if verdict contrai*y to evidence 16
Ga. 154 24/591. When not 21 Ga. 261. Verdict sustained if, by any calculation, it could be: 16 Ga. 204. Where verdict not sustained by any view of the
evidence and is against justice 33 Ga. 494. Only by motion for new trial will
the verdict be inquired into as whether contrary to the evidence 34 Ga. 425.
Where there was sufficient evidence in a suit for divorce 34 Ga. 328. No new
trial on ground verdict contrary to evidence, when sufficient evidence to sustain the verdict 32 Ga. 474 30/112. New trial when verdict decidedly against
the weight of the evidence 31 Ga. 198.
See notes to section 5477 and general note hereafter.
flicting: 8 Ga. 306; 10/350; 14/287.
:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
Bias goes to credit of witness, and question solely for jury: 77 Ga. 576.
Brief of evidence, denied where brief of evidence confused, though weight
seems against verdict: 77 Ga. 91.
Certiorari, evidence in justice court conflicting, not error for superior court
to sustain certiorari and grant first new trial: 76 Ga. 723. Grant of new trial
in claim case certiorated from justice court, not interfered with, evidence not
demanding verdict 78 Ga. Ga. 353.
Cited: 72 Ga. 214, 280; 70/473.
Claim, plaintiff established defendant's title sufficiently to put claimant on
proof here, and error to dismiss levy on motion 76 Ga. 49.
Discretion, not controlled unless abused 72 Ga. 412, 420, 899. Discretion in
overruling motion, not controlled where law fairly submitted and verdict supported by evidence 66 Ga. 189. Discretion given judge superior court, not
Supreme Court 75 Ga. 767. Discretion not abused in granting new trial here
76 Ga. 105, 106. Evidence doubtful and verdict not demanded by evidence, no
abuse of discretion in granting new trial 76 Ga. 100. Evidence conflicting,
discretion of court below in refusing new trial, not controlled 76 Ga. 319, 630,
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

93, 101; 92/243, 244, 295; 75/61; 77/71, 87, 312, 488, 585; 65/561, 512; 84/101;

Judgment refusing, not disturbed, where some
evidence to support: 77 Ga. 81. No abuse of discretion in granting new trial,
where, under evidence, verdict might have been either way 80 Ga. 593. Evidence sufficient, judge satisfied with verdict, discretion not interfered with
84 Ga. 269, 186, 420; 93/497, 635. Though verdict of doubtful correctness, if
evidence sufficient to support verdict, Supreme Court will not interfere 86 Ga.
172.
Jury to determine credit to be given to testimony, verdict approved by
judge not disturbed, etc. 66 Ga. 254. Discretion of trial judge refusing new
trial not interfered with, evidence being conflicting, and no question of law:
91 Ga. 44, 52, 53, 67.
Some evidence to support verdict, and trial judge satisfied, Supreme Court will not control his discretion in refusing new trial: 91
Ga. 186, 189, 193.
Doubt, on naked questions of fact, doubt in appellate court is to be given in
favor of verdicts 83 Ga. 406.
76/590-602, 669; 85/867, 869.

:

:

:

:

Evidence, where case extremely close, admission of illegal evidence, in
itself trivial, cause for new trial
80 Ga. 602.
:

Evidence conflicting, verdict must stand, unless errors of court require new
trial
65 Ga. 580. Conflicting as to whether declarations made in articulo morNew trial not
tis, verdict based partly thereon not disturbed: 75 Ga. 181.
granted, evidence conflicting, though predominating against verdict, trial
judge having approved finding: 76 Ga. 96; 93/604. Where evidence conflicting, Supreme Court will not disturb verdict which trial judge satisfied with:
75 Ga. 737; 80/202, 360, 364, 604, 771; 91/99. Evidence conflicting and law
:

:;
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properly charged, new trial not granted: 80 Ga. 212. For jury to decide: 86
Ga. 76. And evidence supporting verdict, refusal of new trial not reversed
69 Ga. 746 68/384.
Excessive verdict, ordered that decree be amended or new trial granted
where jury found $100 more rent than evidence warranted 76 Ga. 46.
Fraud, strong indicia of fraud, unexplained, demanded verdict for plaintiff,
and verdict for claimant reversed 78 Ga. 478.
Grant of new trial not controlled, unless verdict demanded by the evidence
77 Ga. 490.
Grant error, evidence requiring verdict 69 Ga. 770; 76/709. Error for court
to grant new trial where preponderance sustains verdict 80 Ga. 302.
Granted, where verdict contrary to weight of evidence: 65 Ga. 351. Verdict set aside because unsupported by evidence: 76 Ga. 532. Under peculiar
facts of this case justice demanded a new trial 80 Ga. 299. Verdict strongly
against evidence here: 84 Ga. 296.
Grounds in the motion, that the verdict was "contrary to law and evidence" and "without evidence to support it," authorized new trial under this
section 79 Ga. 333.
Improper judgment, on proper verdict, no ground for new trial; judgment
should be excepted to 70 Ga. 350.
Jury, maxim of the common law, vicini vicinorum presumuntur scire: 78 Ga.
;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

132.

Motion for new trial, question whether verdict supported by evidence can
be made only by motion for new trial 76 Ga. 342 see also 69 Ga. 725 84/217
:

;

;

85/235, 109.

Opinion of judge, note by judge, in refusing new trial, to effect that personally he differed with jury, will not work reversal: 73 Ga. 630; citing 72
Ga. 420.

Party not hurt, party not heard to complain of verdict by which he was not
hurt: 76 Ga. 19.
Presumption that officer took proper bonds in Claim case, supported by his
evidence, not overcome by evidence of plaintiff's attorney to contrary: 80 Ga.
669.

Refusal, error, where refusal of new trial was error: 83 Ga. 393; citing 80
Ga. 202; 80/631,807.
Refusal of new trial not controlled, if sufficient evidence on which to base
verdict: 77 Ga. 270.
Refused, evidence sustained judgment of court, and new trial refused: 65
Ga. 496. When no material error of law and evidence supports verdict, new
trial denied
67 Ga. 768 76/44. Verdict in favor of parol evidence conflicting
with parol evidence and books of account, not disturbed: 75 Ga. 272. Where
sufficient evidence to support finding: 76 Ga. 41; 77/99, 87; 80/145, 266, 291,
297, 425, 438, 524, 534, 591, 764. Where evidence on which verdict could be
based 77 Ga. 176. Questions of fact here properly submitted to jury, and
their finding thereon not disturbed 80 Ga. 243. Evidence here demanded the
verdict: 80 Ga. 576, 667. Evidence sufficient to support verdict: 86 Ga. 85.
Testimony furnishing data upon which minimum damages could be estimated,
sufficient to support verdict 86 Ga. 50. Supreme Court did not disturb refusal
of new trial, where verdict based on testimony of witness strongly impeached
92 Ga. 486.
:

;

:

:

:

:

Second verdict, questions of contributory negligence being for jury, setting
Discretion exhausted
by grant of first new trial, and grant of second, error: 72 Ga. 48. Supreme
Court in reviewing first verdict having pronounced case "exceedingly weak,"
aside second verdict for plaintiff was error: 73 Ga. 794.

:
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by

setting aside second verdict for $700 larger, no abuse of discretion 74 Ga. 377.
Second concurrent verdict not disturbed here, though case exceedingly weak:
:

After two verdicts against railroad for killing horse, discretion not
Supreme Court will not interfere where two juries
have found for plaintiff upon sufficient evidence and court below refused new
'<6 Ga. 107.
Where two concurrent verdicts of jury on question of fraud,
trial
evidence taken most strongly against losing party 80 Ga. 408. Error to grant
new trial after two concurrent verdicts on conflicting evidence, and no error
in court's rulings: 76 Ga. 838. New trial properly granted here, though two
successive verdicts: 77 Ga. 301. No error here in granting, though two verdicts for plaintiff 77 Ga. 574. Refusing second new trial, discretion not abused,
though verdict contrary to preponderance of evidence 84 Ga. 706. See general note hereafter, catchword "Verdict." Verdict held contrary to evidence,
though second verdict for same party: 85 Ga. 212; although two verdicts for
defendant, second new trial granted where verdict clearly contrary to evidence: 80 Ga. 343. Second grant of new trial closely scrutinized: 79 Ga. 331.
Verdict for plaintiff, right of recovery doubtful, granting second new trial not
error: 84 Ga. 698. Second verdict supported by evidence, new trial refused,
judge believing he had no legal right to grant, no reversal: 91 Ga. 65.
75 Ga. 852.

controlled: 78 Ga. 619.

:

:

:

:

Slight error, verdict too slightly erroneous to justify expense of another

not reversed

trial,

Supreme Court
trial

:

:

83 Ga. 695.

interferes

more

readily with refusal than with grant of

new

73 Ga. 630.

Third grant, set aside, where evidence on which verdict could be based: 77
Ga. 55. Three verdicts for defendant, evidence conflicting, no abuse of discretion in refusal: 77 Ga. 90. Grant of third new trial reversed, when: 84 Ga.
793.
$5585.

may grant on other grounds. In all applicaon other grounds, not provided for in this Code,
the presiding judge must exercise a sound legal discretion in grant§548$. (3718.) Judge

tions for a

new

trial

ing or refusing the same according to the provisions of the
law and practice of the courts.

common

Discretion of judge not interfered with, unless law violated, or no evidence
Ga. 610 16/27 24/412 3/310 36/595, 604 7/436. Less disposed to control discretion of court below when new trial granted than when refused 37 Ga. 557
When discretion not controlled where judge refused new trial 37 Ga.
35/271.
235.
Under this section a new trial ought to be granted where the principles
of justice require it 45 Ga. 543. Where several grounds, and the court grants
a new trial without stating on which, and any one is right, his discretion not
controlled: 48 Ga. 187.
Section referred to and construed: 49 Ga. 16, 343;
50/297. New trial for improper remarks of counsel 61 Ga. 278. But discretion
in refusing a new trial should not be arbitrarily exercised 54 Ga. 224 31/365
30/212. When discretion of court in refusing a new trial will not be interfered
with 60 Ga. 441 63/708 54/245.
See general note hereafter.
Agreements of counsel, discretion in enforcing, made coram judice as result
of court's rulings, is within general discretion as to new trials: 73 Ga. 88.
Allegata and probata, immaterial variance between proof and allegations, not
ground for new trial 85 Ga. 146.
Cited: 70 Ga. 473.
Counsel absent, new trial not granted because case called and heard in absence of counsel who voluntarily absented himself: 69 Ga. 767; nor where
1

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

;
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court held night session and forced case on next morning, leading counsel being very sick, etc. 91 Ga. 722.
Court's opinion, on ground that court "did not think plaintiffs fairly dealt
with," too vague: 69 Ga. 770.
Damages excessive, court may grant new trial, but cannot write off part in
suit for personal tort 70 Ga. 120. Verdict not excessive here, new trial refused 76 Ga. 662 80/526 see also notes to sections 3803 and 3907.
Decree, errors in, no ground for new trial before jury 75 Ga. 61 curable by
direct exceptions 67 Ga. 122 76/36.
Demurrer, sustaining or overruling of demurrer not ground for new trial:
84 Ga. 279 85/159 78/688 80/604 82/46 76/306 72/186.
Discretion, in overruling motion, not controlled where law fairly submitted
and verdict supported by evidence 66 Ga. 189. General rule as to discretion
of judge in granting new trial does not apply where such grant rested on a
question of law as to striking a plea: 74 Ga. 174. Where motion for new trial
on several grounds is granted without specifying on which, if any ground "is
right," discretion not controlled: 79 Ga. 330; citing 48 Ga. 187. Judge's discretion in refusing to entertain affidavit handed to him on the street after
hearing of motion, not controlled 83 Ga. 246. See notes to section 5482.
Error in amount, new trial not granted for inconsiderable error in amount
of verdict 84 Ga. 125!
First grant not disturbed by Supreme Court, unless discretion abused: 70
Ga. 712; nor unless verdict demanded by evidence: 70 Ga. 707. See section
:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

5585 and notes.

Harmless error, verdict of jury not disturbed because of an error which did
not hurt losing party 74 Ga. 174.
Inadvertent omission of counsel to introduce deed in his possession, not
work new trial 89 Ga. 787.
Improper argument, error to permit counsel, over objection, to argue that
failure to prove good character was evidence of bad one, when 86 Ga. 401.
Improper remarks, new trial not granted for improper remarks of counsel,
when: 93 Ga. 535; 90/501, 506; 95/79. Grossly improper remarks to jury, in
argument, not cause for new trial, when 91 Ga. 720; 92/134. Counsel traveling outside of case in argument, too late to make point in motion for new
trial: 65 Ga. 525.
Remarks of counsel not affecting merits of case, heard by
juror during recess, no ground for new trial 65 Ga. 380. Improper remark by
attorney to jury, on which no ruling invoked, not cause for new trial 92 Ga.
19. Improper remarks of counsel, ground for new trial: 85 Ga. 297,576. Counsel, not objecting to evidence, not permitted as it comes in to discourse upon
its infirmities
85 Ga. 756. See general note hereafter.
Instruct counsel, not error for court to refuse to, how to plead 76 Ga. 339.
Irregularities in conduct of trial, not objected to at time, and not vitally
affecting merits, not work new trial 69 Ga. 401.
Issues, not granted on ground that verdict did not cover issue as to reformation of contract, such issue not being made by the pleadings: 69 Ga. 689.
Granted where case not tried on controlling question and charge incorrect 80
Ga. 307.
Judge, side remarks of, not such ruling or intimation of opinion as subject
to review 86 Ga. 108. See notes to section 4334.
Juror related by affinity to one having an interest in the result, incompetent but new trial refused where verdict was against his relative 72 Ga. 80.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

Jury, granted where jury considering case allowed on Sunday to go to pubpark and separate; and where verdict was result of lot or chance: 68 Ga.
182. Bailiff's statement to jury, that judge would keep them out a week or

lic
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agree, necessitated

new

trial: 68

Ga. 182; see also 31 Ga.

625.

Jury may take notes of calculations made by counsel,, although it is made
to appear by objecting party that they were made by ordinary when case before him: 71 Ga. 535. Written memorandum went out with jury, not cause
for new trial, no injury appearing: 72 Ga. 472. New trial for unknown substitution of one juror for another in panel: 77 Ga. 108. Not granted for failure
Telling
to send jury out while question of law being argued: 80 Ga. 267.
jury they would be kept together over Sunday at their own expense, error:
84 Ga. 159. Juror attacked as unfair or partial, granting new trial in discretion
of court 84 Ga. 186. Inquiry as to improper intercourse with witnesses, pending trial, should not be made in presence of jury 85 Ga. 751. Papers, not then
in evidence, marked by court for identification, over protest, in presence of
jury, hurtful error: 85 Ga. 751. See general note on Juries.
Justification, new trial granted where plea of, filed in action for assault, and
:

:

jury find $1.00: 93 Ga. 824.
Master's report, new trial granted because jury failed to pass on material
exception 67 Ga. 364.
No error, refused where no material error committed and where case fairly
tried and fairly submitted to jury 80 Ga. 115.
Nonsuit, grant of, not ground for new trial: 85 Ga. 203. Not granted for
improper refusal to nonsuit, where subsequent evidence made out case 65 Ga.
:

:

:

380

;

67/168, 169

;

51/528.

Open and conclude,
Did not

right to, improperly denied, good ground for

new

new

trial:

here: 80 Ga. 644. Verdict undoubtedly
correct, no reversal for ruling as to who entitled to concluding argument 81
Ga. 11.
Party's absence, not granted for defendant's absence at trial, unless defendant without fault, and presence would have caused different result: 76 Ga. 21.
Not granted here because notice to defendant, of time of trial, delayed by
storms, etc. 91 Ga. 121. Granted for absence of defendant for providential
cause unknown to counsel at trial 76 Ga. 834.
Party sick, defendant too sick to undergo trial, continuance not asked, new
Not granted because party was sick, he having had
trial denied: 91 Ga. 87.
opportunity of notifying court and failed to do so and get continuance 68 Ga.
76 Ga. 79.

call for

trial

:

:

:

:

822.

Persuasive oratory, not granted because verdict won by 68 Ga. 229.
Principles of law, judge can only grant new trials according to, and his
granting new trial was error here: 80 Ga. 281.
Reading entry of levy on distress warrant, including among other things,
"growing crop of cotton," to jury, no ground for new trial 86 Ga. 725.
Reasons of judge for granting new trial, not reversible error: 86 Ga. 195-;
:

:

71/222.

Relief not asked, not granted because verdict gave relief not specifically
asked for in bill, the relief being based on evidence not objected to when
offered 69 Ga. 636.
Remark of court to counsel arguing case, that court agreed with him on the
law, proper: 76 Ga. 700. New trial not granted for court's remarks to counsel
while arguing law point, giving court's opinion of law: 80 Ga. 691.
:

Reopen
argument

case, not granted for refusal of court to, for further testimony after

closed, unless discretion abused: 69 Ga. 637; see also 79 Ga. 588;
73/788; 75/645, 762; 78/143; 68/229. So after argument on motion to nonsuit:
92 Ga. 772. See also general note after section 4338, and general note after

section 5296, catchwords "Discretion of Court."

;
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Second verdict, Supreme Court in reviewing first verdict having pronounced
case "exceedingly weak," setting aside second verdict for $700 larger was not
abuse of discretion 74 Ga. 377. See notes to section 5482.
:

where verdict not contrary to law or evidence,
refused in criminal case, though solicitor-general thinks same would
better subserve justice 65 Ga. 422.
Substantial justice done, though technically grounds good, new trial properly refused: 84 Ga. 211.
Third new trial, grant of, reversed, when 84 Ga. 793.
Urged at trial, not granted for matter which should have been, or before
trial, urged for first time in motion for new trial: 93 Ga. 823.
Verdict uncertain, verdict of jury upon question specifically propounded,
uncertain, grant of new trial affirmed 86 Ga. 234.
Witness absent, and no continuance asked, no ground for new trial 86 Ga.
Solicitor-general's opinion,

new

trial

:

:

:

:

5; 91/18.

Witness misunderstood, no ground for new
See general note hereafter.

trial: 86

Ga.

5.

All applications for a Act | 31889
§5484. (3719.) Application for new trial.
new trial, except in extraordinary cases, must be made during the ^ 4323 548 °'

>

term at which the trial was had; and when the term continues
longer than thirty days, the application shall be filed within thirty
days from the trial, together with a brief of evidence, subject to the
approval of the judge and subject to the right of amendment allowed in applications for a new trial; but all applications herein
provided for may be heard, determined, and returned in vacation.
Notes from Code of 1882 :
should be applied for during term of court 8 Ga.
Ill 1/252. Judge may make rules for new trials returnable in vacation 4 Ga.
157.
Rule nisi granted without notice to opposite party as to twenty days
notice and amendments: 21 Ga. 214. When equity will interfere, but there
should be diligence by application for rule nisi during the term 15 Ga. 550.
Rule nisi submitted to the judge by consent 21 Ga. 464. In extraordinary cases
rule applied for after expiration of the term 23 Ga. 493. Brief of the testimony should be filed: 7 Ga. 436. Motion in arrest of judgment any time before adjournment of court: 4 Ga. 101. Should be prior order in term time, to
support motion for new trial at chambers 55 Ga. 342 60/57 54/260. Section
referred to and construed 49 Ga. 227 38/178, 179. Brief of evidence agreed
on by counsel and approved by court, ordered to be entered on minutes but
neglected to be by clerk, yet sufficient: 17 Ga. 70. Where the failure to file
brief of evidence cured 30 Ga. 249. Brief of evidence should be filed under
revision and approval of the court: 5 Ga. 399. Consent order in term time to
perfect brief of evidence, motion for new trial heard in vacation 57 Ga. 193
59/626; 63/309. When motion for new trial has been argued, it is too late to
move to dismiss it because order fixing time to hear it has run out 57 Ga.
When motion to be heard at adjourned term but was not, it cannot be
607.
heard afterwards: 60 Ga. 123. Where the time given expired, it will not be
reinstated 60 Ga. 335. Presumed court below exercised discretion lawfully
as to postponement of hearing of the motion and filing of brief of evidence:
49 Ga. 179.
See notes to sections 5485, 5537, and 5680.
See general note hereafter.

Rule

nisi for

new

trial

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

;
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Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

Act

November

of

12th, 1889, does not apply to cases then pending:

625; construed: 91 Ga. 813.
Amendable, motion is, at hearing; practice,
tried case

:

85 Ga.

where judge not same who

95 Ga. 410.

:

Approval of motion, granting new trial, ample verification of recitals of fact
motion for new trial 92 Ga. 366.
Bill for review, upon grounds which should have been urged during term
by motion for new trial 73 Ga. 19.
Brief of evidence, Supreme Court cannot mandamus judge of superior court to
approve brief of evidence to motion for new trial 91 Ga. 83 93/254, 255. Motion not dismissed here because brief not approved in terms 66 Ga. 715. Motion
here dismissed because of movant's laches in not presenting brief sooner for
approval 65 Ga. 238, 239. Order allowing "until next term" to perfect motion
and file brief, means during next term, etc. 67 Ga. 765. Dismissal of motion
for new trial for failure to file approved brief as required by law, proper here:
Where defendant in error, by his acts, waived objection that brief
74 Ga. 811.
not filed in time: 80 Ga. 46. Brief setting out colloquies between court and
counsel, wranglings of counsel, etc., no brief: 83 Ga. 148. Approval of stenographer's report was erroneous but remedy was motion to vacate approval
motion to dismiss motion for new trial was properly denied 83 Ga. 153. At
any time during pendency of motion for new trial, brief of evidence may be
in

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

amended 83 Ga. 155 citing 41 Ga. 577 61/419 80/166 see also 83 Ga. 153
88/740. Even after Supreme Court passes on bill of exceptions to refusal to
dismiss motion. Certainly so, if Supreme Court directs allowance of amend:

;

;

;

;

ment:

83 Ga. 155. Oral evidence attached to documentary evidence, latter
approved, former not approved nor appearing to have been filed, not considered 83 Ga. 400.
Brief not appearing to be signed by all counsel, nor
approved, nor ordered filed, exception to verdict as contrary to evidence, not
considered 83 Ga. 566. Motion dismissed for lack of proper approval of brief
exceptions containing no brief, nor approval on any brief, insufficient 82 Ga.
577.
Order approving full stenographic report of trial as brief, reversed if
directly excepted to 83 Ga. 597 citing 75 Ga. 768 80/644 83/148, 153. Where
nonsuit was affirmed, Supreme Court refusing to consider stenographic report
as brief of evidence, though approved by trial judge: 83 Ga. 605.
Where refusal of new trial was proper, not on merits, as court below ruled, but because
it erred in approving stenographer's report as brief of evidence: 83 Ga. 605.
Brief agreed on, approved and filed, is still amendable: 88 Ga. 740.
Brief
should never contain anything except evidence 88 Ga. 740. New trial denied
where brief confused, though weight seems against verdict: 77 Ga. 91. Where
order in term sets motion for subsequent day in term, with leave to file brief,
and right is preserved by successive orders to next term, motion not dismissed
because brief not sooner approved: 88 Ga. 617. Court having convened to
hear memorial, might grant order continuing motion 88 Ga. 617. Failure to
file brief, cured by argument of motion on merits
94 Ga. 718, 719. Where by
language of agreement and by conduct counsel were estopped from moving to
dismiss motion for new trial for lack of approved brief: 94 Ga. 721. A series
of consent orders which preserved the rights of movant: 94 Ga. 720, 725.
Points of practice, e. g., time of filing brief, etc., should be raised by motion to
dismiss: 89 Ga. 653; citing 73 Ga. 455. Dismissed for lack of approved brief,
judge refusing approval because by reason of lapse of time he could not recollect the testimony 94 Ga. 722. It was in effect approval of brief for judge to
sign entry thereon expressing that it was agreed to: 94 Ga. 720. Act of 1889
applies only to those courts which hold longer than thirty days: 94 Ga. 798,
:,

:

:"

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:
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where movant allowed given time to file
he must have it approved by the court within that time: 94 Ga. 798.
Non-approval during term due to judge's delay, motion not dismissed 89 Ga.
If brief not filed during term, time must be extended into vacation
113.
by order: 90 Ga. 284. Where term continues longer than thirty days,
sufficient that brief filed, subject to approval, within thirty days after trial:
That stenographer failed to write out evidence, no reason for
91 Ga. 578.
Certificate of judge that
failing to file brief within time limited 91 Ga. 14.
brief filed in time, sufficient without entry of filing on brief: 91 Ga. 578.
Brief never fully approved by presiding judge, motion dismissed by his sucMotion filed, with approved brief,
cessor at subsequent term: 92 Ga. 407.
within time, not dismissed at subsequent term because brief not approved in
time, when 95 Ga. 410. Practice as to granting time to file brief, since Act of
In courts not affected by that Act,
brief

,

:

:

:

see also 91 Ga. 813, 819 94/725.
Continuance, when motion has been passed to later term and no action had,
it stands continued as any other case, and may be called up by either party:
71 Ga. 654.
Decision on motion heard in term, witheld without order: 65 Ga. 708.
Dismissal, it was error, under status of motion and order here, to dismiss
motion for new trial 74 Ga. 836. It was not error here 74 Ga. 840.
Extraordinary motion, erroneous opinion as to law of new trials, entertained
by counsel and nisi prius court, no ground for extraordinary motion for new
trial
74 Ga. 383. Extraordinary motion in vacation derives all its efficacy
from what is subsequently done respecting it in term 82 Ga. 122 citing 55
Ga. 342; 60/57; 75/77.
Grounds of motion, judge should approve as true, not "subject to correction,
etc.": 83 Ga. 148; citing 75 Ga. 761, 664; 80/642. Grounds not approved by
trial court, not considered
86 Ga. 574. Under section 5546, counsel not powerless when judge refuses to expressly approve motion for new trial, if grounds
be true 83 Ga. 148.
Hearing, does not lapse because not heard at time set for hearing, unless
attributed to laches of movant it can be heard at session of court 69 Ga.
Where order fixed certain date by which brief of evidence to be
748, 763.
filed, and later date for hearing, it was proper to hear motion on day set,
though movant not present 73 Ga. 46. Judge notifying counsel in writing,
motion heard on 17th instead of 15th of month, no objection made, hearing on
17th valid 74 Ga. 320. Jurisdiction to hear motion for new trial in term, not
lost by order to hear at chambers 85 Ga. 638.
Motion to reinstate, distinction between motion for new trial and motion to
reinstate is clear and obvious: 73 Ga. 51 see also 30 Ga. 191 42/435 55/521.
Set aside, judgment of dismissal on demurrer not set aside and case reinstated upon motion after the term 95 Ga. 35.
Time, if not filed in time, should move to dismiss at hearing: 67 Ga. 381.
Writ of error here not dismissed on ground motion no£ made during term 67
Ga. 381. Order allowing "until" certain day or term to prepare and file moFailure to object to motion for
tion, includes such day or term: 70 Ga. 717.
new trial on account of not filing during term, amounts to waiver: 76 Ga. 329.
Order allowing certain time for filing motion, not binding if filed during term
77 Ga. 176. Motion for new trial, filed at adjourned term, held in time here:
85 Ga. 437. Motion before term ended, all acts during recess repeated later
during same term while court actually in session, dismissal refused 89 Ga.
494; 90/265. Court not adjourned for term, although other courts of circuit
held in meantime, and motion for new trial filed in recess: 91 Ga. 578. Vacation, practice as to passing on motion in vacation 65 Ga. 20.
Cases where
1889

:

95 Ga. 567

;

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

;

:;
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motion for new trial set for hearing in vacation, etc. 69 Ga. 748, 763. Judge
cannot entertain original motion for new trial in vacation where no prior
action taken in term time
76 Ga. 21.
Order taken in term was broad
enough to extend time into vacation 88 Ga. 181. Inoperative vacation order
dismissing case, cured by similar subsequent order in term: 90 Ga. 731 see
also 90 Ga. 530.
:

:

:

;

77

Ga.

298.

89 Ga. 497.
90 Ga.745.

Where an order

85485. Hearinq in vacation.

taken to hear a
motion for a new trial in vacation, the brief of evidence must be presented for approval within the time fixed by the order, or else the
motion will be dismissed. At the time fixed for the hearing, the
judge may finally approve the motion and brief, with all amendments thereto, and pass on the motion, with the right to either party
to except as in term time; but the judge in his discretion, before or
at that time, may adjourn the hearing to another date in vacation,
with like power, or until the next term. Where through no fault of
°

.,.

.

is

„

.

the movant a motion is not heard in vacation, or where a hearing is
adjourned to the next term, the motion stands for hearing in term
as if no order had been taken.
See notes to section 5484.
if no approved brief filed in time allowed by order: 90
Ga. 249.
Dismissed for lack of brief, filed and approved under terms of consent order
time is essence of contract: 66 Ga. 277; 94/724; see also 74 Ga. 811 69/747;

Motion dismissed

;

68/815; 63/309; 59/626.
Brief not filed within time ordered by court, motion dismissed: 70 Ga. 445.

Court may extend time for
by order 91 Ga. 13, 14.

ited

filing brief,

but

it

must be

filed

within time lim-

:

Where order allowed thirty days from adjournment of court to file brief,
must be strictly followed, or motion dismissed 69 Ga. 747 but see 69 Ga. 760,
;

:

761.

Court may, by order, extend time for
Motion not dismissed for failure to file

filing brief: 87

brief,

Ga. 416.

where time extended by order

77 Ga. 16.

Brief of evidence allowed at final hearing, under extending and postponing

orders

:

77 Ga. 612.

Hearing in vacation continued by consent, order being passed nunc pro tunc
on day continued to, and then brief of evidence approved, not error: 69 Ga.
760, 761.

Hearing set in vacation, allowing until then to complete brief of evidence,
continuance of hearing does not give further time to file brief, proper practice 69 Ga, 735.
Procrastination in having brief perfected and approved is bad practice 94
Ga. 255.
Where motion regularly continued, judge may approve brief of evidence
after time ordered, but is not bound to do so: 85 Ga. 642.
Hearing assigned for day in vacation (brief to be approved then), continued
by sickness of movant's opposing counsel, dismissal next term, error: 78 Ga.
:

:

140.

Motion continued to adjourned term, order then granted allowing until
final

Ga,

hearing to perfect brief refusal to dismiss for lack of brief proper

190.

,

,

:

78
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Order not vacated because not heard in vacation at time set: 78 Ga. 190.
Motion in term, ordered heard in vacation and time allowed to perfect brief:
73 Ga. 125.

Brief allowed at final hearing after extension of time of filing, and subsequent continuance: 75 Ga. 347.
Order here allowing thirty days after court for counsel to agree upon brief
of evidence, or court to approve, and motion to be perfected: 75 Ga. 885, 886.
Order here did not require approved brief of evidence filed within thirty
days after court mere filing sufficient 75 Ga. 887.
Doubtful whether court can require notice to opposite party before amending motion set in vacation 75 Ga. 886.
Order to hear motion in vacation authorized decision at any subsequent
day 89 Ga. 180.
Order indefinite as to time and place of hearing in vacation, no objection
made at hearing, exception bad 92 Ga. 366.
Motion set to be heard in vacation on notice, passed to next term, not dismissed though parties did not appear and no order taken on day set 71 Ga.
;

:

:

:

:

:

856.

In 1884, motion not heard in vacation without order date set for hearing,
motion had to be heard then or continued 74 Ga. 217 65/20.
Motion not heard on day set, postponed to day convenient to judge: 90 Ga.
;

:

;

732.

Motion continued from day set for hearing in vacation to next term, needs
no further order during term 82 Ga. 452.
Judge may continue motion set in vacation, by order passed in another
county, where he is holding court: 74 Ga. 586.
Judge unable to be present and hear motion set in vacation, had power to
order continuance, though in different county 69 Ga. 765, 748 see also 63 Ga.
:

:

;

309.

Motion must be made
tion

in

term, though order allowed

it

to be

made

in vaca-

71 Ga. 357.

:

Consent that motion be made in vacation must be strictly followed
motion dismissed, if service not made as agreed 71 Ga. 357.

;

and

:

§5486. (3720.) Another judge

new

decide a motion for a

trial

may grant new
who did not try

A

judge

may

the case, either

when
when

trial.

he

is

presiding in the court in which the motion

he

is

named

is

pending, or

in the rule.

Where the judge coming into office could not rectify the
on brief of the evidence, or want of approval of the preceding
judge: 38 Ga. 594.
Successor of the judge who presided at the trial may
authenticate to Supreme Court grounds taken before himself, in motion for
new trial: 57 Ga. 50; see also Eule 49 of superior court.
Decision, on ground that verdict contrary to evidence, has not same prestige in Supreme Court as when motion decided by trial judge 68 Ga. 534.
Motion for new trial set at chambers, during session of another court, before original judge, another judge presiding had no jurisdiction to continue
motion, etc. 69 Ga. 748 see also 63 Ga. 309 69/765.
Rule that Supreme Court reluctant to interfere with verdict as contrary to
law and evidence, not applicable where approved by judge who did not try
Stated

:

1

Ga. 306.

failure to agree

:

:

case

:

;

;

68 Ga. 835.

§5487. (3721.) Motion
a motion for a
106

new

trial

made

made

In case of A t| 71873,
adjournment of court.
^
after the adjournment of the court,

after
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some good reason must be shown why the motion was not made during the term, which shall be judged of by the court.

In

all

such

twenty days notice shall be given to the opposite party. And
whenever a motion for a new trial shall have been made at the term
of trial in any criminal case in this State, and overruled, or when a
motion for a new trial has not been made at such term, in either event
no motion for a new trial from the same verdict shall ever be made
or received, unless the same be an extraordinary motion or case,
such as is provided for in section 5484 of this Code, and there shall
be but one such extraordinary motion ever made or allowed.
cases,

Motion under this section on any grounds not specified in a dismissed bill of
exceptions: 42 Ga. 41. Motion to reinstate a case controlled by this section:
44 Ga. 161. As to the twenty days notice: 21 Ga. 216; 49/227; 30/677. As to
what the notice should set forth 64 Ga. 359. Section referred to and construed 49 Ga. 227; 50/297; 47/373; 55/347; 54/672. Discovery of merely cumulative evidence does not justify resort to the provisions of this section 65
Ga. 57 57/538. Mandamus against judge below granted reluctantly 50 Ga.
636 49/227 65/58. Where mandamus granted to compel judge to act under
this section 52 Ga. 53.
Under the provisions of this section, motion for a new
trial may be amended to include grounds arising since original motion
34 Ga.
:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

565.

Grounds of extraordinary motion in criminal case considered mandamus to
require judge to certify second bill of exceptions, on refusal of extraordinary
motion, refused 65 Ga. 57.
;

:

As

grounds for extraordinary motion 66 Ga. 753.
Extraordinary motion not lie for matters which were known to party, and
should have been urged in defense: 68 Ga. 287.
Absence of judge preventing counsel from filing motion on day to which
court adjourned, no ground for extraordinary motion 75 Ga. 78.
Extraordinary motion takes place of bill in equity for new trial, and same
grounds required therefor: 75 Ga. 77.
Not granted where witness testified to most of facts on trial, and evidence
cumulative 75 Ga. 116.
Facts here no ground for extraordinary motion case tried near close of
term 75 Ga. 870.
to

:

:

:

;

:

Extraordinary motion not granted, for new evidence, unless
etc.

Acts

1889,

^5604,5680.

full diligence,

77 Ga. 292.

:

The brief of evidence required in motions
§5488. Brief of evidence.
new trial shall be a condensed and succinct brief of the mate-

for

rial

portions of the oral testimony, including a similar brief of inIn such brief there shall be included

terrogatories read on the trial.

the substance of all material portions of all documentary evidence.
Documentary evidence copied as an exhibit or set out in the plead-

and introduced in evidence, shall not be set out in the brief except by reference to the same. In all cases in which the testimony
has been stenographically reported, the same may be reduced to
ings,

narrative form, or the stenographic report
in part in

making up the

brief,

may

be used in whole or

with immaterial questions and an-
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1.

allowed.

swers and parts thereof stricken, so as in every case to shorten the

and include therein only material evidence.

brief,

See notes to sections 5484 and 5528.

Evidence being documentary and carried to Supreme Court unbriefed, there
being no question of law, writ of error dismissed 91 Ga. 198 see also 91 Ga.
:

;

178; 90/102.

Letters and documents set out in full instead of briefed, exception to ruling thereon not considered: 90 Ga. 217. Evidence not considered, where no

bona fide attempt at briefing: 88 Ga. 361.

"Trash" must be eliminated

:

86 Ga. 21.

Evidence not briefed, not considered: 90 Ga. 285; 91/5; 89/87; 92/452,

574,

685.

Judge superior court cannot require the whole of the stenographer's report
Act of 1889; see 83 Ga. 153, 597; 75/768;

to be sent up: 93 Ga. 253; so before

80/644

;

83/148, 605.

Stenographer's report in dialogue form, improper: 92 Ga. 452; 86/773;
89/422

;

92/574, 576.

Case considered upon pleadings alone

:

92 Ga. 685.

Incorporation of original papers in brief of evidence, disapproved, but case
not dismissed where done by consent 72 Ga. 463.
:

Where

original papers included in the brief, the approval of the judge

By amendment, copy could be

not void.
95 Ga. 122.

was

inserted in lieu of original papers:

Where court approved stenographer's report as brief of evidence and no effort
made to have order of approval vacated, motion for new trial not dismissed
therefor; such document amendable by substituting more condensed brief:
94 Ga. 574.

Abstracts of documents sufficient to indicate nature and legal effect,
91 Ga. 132.

cient

suffi-

:

Even before Act of 1889, new trial denied where brief confused, though
weight seems against verdict: 77 Ga. 91.
Superfluous matter in
be purged 94 Ga. 723.

brief,

no ground for dismissal of motion

;

brief should

:

Brief not compelled to be

made from

official

stenographer's report

:

92 Ga.

741.

Brief containing substance of written evidence and agreed upon as correct,
72 Ga. 469.

case not dismissed

:

As the law formerly stood, oral evidence should be briefed, and written
evidence copied the latter could not be briefed 72 Ga. 215.
;

:

Documentai*y evidence should be copied, and case dismissed where deeds
were abbreviated in bill of exceptions: 71 Ga. 866.
Abbreviation of documentary evidence, unless by consent, no substitute
Ga. 691.

:

77

:
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When a new trial has been
§5489. (3722.) Time of new trial.
granted by the superior court, the case shall stand on the docket for
trial at the next term as though no trial was had, subject to the
rules for continuances provided in this Code.
When new trial granted by court below and reversed by Supreme Court,
movant can amend the motion before the case made judgment of court below
Shall stand for trial at term remittitur received

49 Ga. 303.

54 Ga. 361.
granted, not presumed that court will decide law wrongly, or fail
to correct error made on first trial 69 Ga. 769.
New trial ordered by Supreme Court, requires a hearing de novo; new facts
may be shown 70 Ga. 362.

New

:

trial

:

:

Acts

1892,

§5490. Cases decided by Supreme Court, returned when.

All cases

decided by the Supreme Court, which are not finally disposed of by
such decision, shall stand for further hearing at the term next ensuing after the decision by the Supreme Court, unless the lower court
be in session when such decision is made, in which event they shall
stand for trial during such term of the lower court.
Acts 1892,
85491.
The clerk of the lower court in
Cases to be redocketed.
s
p- 103.
§§6134,5627. which a remittitur is entered, shall docket the case immediately after
the other cases then pending in his court which stand for trial at
the term above fixed.
$§5134,5627.

.

Acts
§5134.

1892,

§5492.

The judge presiding shall
to postpone the hearing of any such case to
to him may seem reasonable; or, if necessary

Discretion of judge as to retrial.

have it in his discretion
such day in the term as
to give proper time for preparation, he
the next term of the court.

may

continue the case until

General Note on New Trials.
Notes from Code of 1882
Attorney should be fully heard 56 Ga. 503 55/466 49/255 60/367. Absence of, as ground for: 46 Ga. 537, 546, 534, 543; 44/588; 45/28, 338. His
speech to jury improper: 61 Ga. 278. Misrepresenting testimony: 46 Ga. 2634; 57/42; 10/512-522; 25/226; 65/525. Refusing to let attorney argue the
law and facts to the jury 10 Ga. 522.
Appeal, question as to right to, does not arise on motion for new trial: 61
:

;

;

;

:

Ga. 483.
Alibi,

newly discovered evidence

in

the shape of an

alibi, affidavit:

54 Ga.

577.

Amendments, motion for new trial may be amended 62 Ga. 654 56/472
34/565; 17/141; 25/158; 62/655; 61/419; 41/577. Refusal to strike amendment
63 Ga. 697. Rule nisi not amended by new grounds after being filed: 12 Ga.
:

;

271.

Attempts
Affidavits,

and credit

to stifle evidence: 33 Ga. 117; 5/75.

impeaching jurors: 18 Ga.

of: 48 Ga. 21.

343.

Discretion of court as to weight

:
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discovery read to jury by defendant against complainant's

22 Ga. 345.

Arbitrators, court cannot order new trial before 63 Ga. 752.
Application for, kept pending for years 22 Ga. 566. Not favored 10 Ga.
512.
Must be made during term trial had 1 Ga. 252.
Bastardy, adulterine, issue of: 32 Ga. 316.
Bill of exceptions without motion dismissed, what grounds in subsequent
motion 45 Ga. 100; 46/115 48/21. Bill of exceptions ambiguous on an important point: 30 Ga. 287.
Certificate of the judge as to the refusal of a new trial 30 Ga. 724. Facts
Where judge
set forth in motion not certified to as true by judge 63 Ga. 301.
does not certify as to his refusal to charge 22 Ga. 168-174.
Constitutional provisions requiring the judge to enter on the minutes his
reason for the decision 19 Ga. 435.
Continuance, refusal to grant: 40 Ga, 534; 45/538; 14/8; 21/581; 22/212;
26/593; 36/526; 32/406; 40/529; 33/98,49. Discretionary: 59 Ga. 189. Improperly refused, yet no injury, refused new trial 14 Ga. 641.
Where witness testifies: 22 Ga. 211.
Wrongfully refused: 30 Ga. 10; 40/529.
Calculation, not because the jury have arrived at their verdict by an erroneous calculation 7 Ga. 283 21/4 46/361 60/316, 603.
Cumulative evidence, merely, will not do for: 42 Ga. 472; 52/509; 41/658;
3/310. Newly discovered evidence 29 Ga. 257 37/459 6/276 59/856 63/384,
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

557; 62/158; 46/115.

Consent orders govern as to time for trial of motion 59 Ga. 626 60/123.
Contract cases differ from those of torts, in relation to new trial where
nominal damages involved 60 Ga. 496. Granted in cases of torts 18 Ga. 539.
Damages excessive, as ground for 8 Ga. 113 20/428 31/309 10/37 29/294
49/504; 26/250; 23/500. Inadequate: 7 Ga. 200. Not for excessiveness, if verdict supported by evidence 29 Ga. 294.
Declaration sets forth no cause of action, and new trial granted by court below, Supreme Court will not interfere: 46 Ga. 163. Verdict for lai'ger amount
than claimed in declaration, remitting excess, no new trial: 8 Ga. 113.
:

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

Defective record

:

40 Ga. 191.

Defendant cannot complain verdict less than should be: 32 Ga, 406. May ask
for specific instructions where proof: 17 Ga. 204.
Providentially kept away:
46 Ga, 432

;

63/659.

Demurrer, the overruling
ment: 17 Ga. 96.

new

Discretion, granting

of,

when no ground

trial,

for,

may be

not arbitrarily exercised

:

to arrest judg-

54 Ga. 224

;

31/365

;

Of court below, in refusing to reinstate motion for new trial, not controlled 60 Ga. 335. Refusing a new trial not interfered with: 54 Ga. 171, 199,
Of court below, granting new trial: 36 Ga. 321, 604;
245; 60/441; 63/708.

30/212.

:

58/607; 35/271; 42/78; 40/91; 49/120, 588; 26/164; 63/447, 478; 60/120, 473.
Reluctantly interfered with 56 Ga. 454. Excessive damages for court 20 Ga.
:

:

428.

Dispersion of jury: 6 Ga, 458; 12/272; 23/222; 33/56; 36/380; 37/332.
Doubts, reasonable doubts: 48 Ga, 66; 10/101; 53/256; 48/458. In favor of
the decisions rendered below: 59 Ga. 858; 61/448, 488; 58/484, 485; 59/738;
31/492; 7/436.
Equity, resort to, for a

new trial: 15 Ga. 103-106; 37/48; 12/338; 38/651;
36/586 32/294 16/402 3/78 46/115 55/120. As to new trials in equity cases
5 Ga. 1. Motion for new trial may be overruled as to some and granted as to
;

;

;

;

;

:

other defendants: 49 Ga. 622. Where application for new trial is res judicata:
43 Ga. 564 38/650, 651. Where the court should have granted the new trial
;

:
;;
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46 Ga. 115 57/608. When not: 37 Ga. 46. Want of fullness in jury's finding
or failing to embrace material issues of fact 55 Ga. 667.
Evidence, opinion of judge on 63 Ga. 456, 457 54/157 60/188 54/229, 157
;

:

:

55/288

;

flicts of

no new

56/365,527.

;

;

;

Withheld by complainant no ground

for: 21 Ga. 345.

Con-

evidence are for the jury to reconcile: 48 Ga. 120; 55/321. Sufficient,
trial granted
28 Ga. 320 9/504 37/102 36/418. Contrary to evidence
:

;

;

;

59 Ga. 295, 336.

Facts set forth in motion not certified by judge as true: 63 Ga. 301. Upon
which reversal sought, must appear 26 Ga. 432. Judge can state a fact admitted 30 Ga. 426. Error in facts misleading jury: 24 Ga. 558. Finding of jury
:

:

of facts in doubtful cases, decisive: 63 Ga. 83, 90, 158, 173. Material facts forgotten by the party at the trial: 33 Ga. 159. Not disputed, not because illegal
evidence to same point: 20 Ga. 581.
Fraud, where new trial not granted on issue of: 30 Ga. 107; 4/170.
Favored, the granting of a new trial is, rather than refusal: 6 Ga. 185;
40/232, 135, 667; 26/164,290; 35/27; 36/604; 37/557; 38/129.
favored: 60 Ga. 594; 61/222; 54/611,612.

First

new

trial

Grounds for, must be included in the motion: 40 Ga. 191. Must be certified
by court below to be true: 57 Ga. 207. Defenses made during trial, only ones
generally that can be considered in Supreme Court: 29 Ga. 266. Motion for,
ought to be overruled when grounds for in motion not true in fact 26 Ga. 411.
Granted by court below, not reversed unless law and facts require it 61 Ga.
222; 60/473, 120, 154; 49/120; 58/607; 54/260. When ought to be: 9 Ga. 413.
When ought not to be granted 30 Ga. 137. When justice demands 17 Ga.
:

:

:

:

439.

History of new trial, by equity proceeding: 15 Ga. 103.
Interrogatories out with the jury, when not ground for new trial
Irregularities,

no ground

for,

when justice has been done

:

:

19 Ga. 303.

31 Ga. 671

;

43/221

10/429.

Interest, too

much

enough interest found

slightly,
:

new

trial

ordered: 57 Ga. 319.

So when not

57 Ga. 168.

Judge, inquiry if content with rulings: 41 Ga. 84. Inaccuracy of his language in charge, no ground for: 57 Ga. 50, 443; 60/138. Remarks when asked
to read from a book: 23 Ga. 296. Evidence conflicting, new trial refused, applies where judge acts also as jury on facts: 13 Ga. 223; 41/426; 63/612. May
modify request to charge when the words used not appropriate: 15 Ga. 223.
Motion tried before different judge 60 Ga. 619, 620 1/306. Improper remarks
of: 8Ga. 258.
;

:

Judgment, error

of,

reversal: 56 Ga. 520.

where verdict right 62 Ga. 146. General judgment of
Complained of, gives all plaintiff claims: 30 Ga. 686.
:

For larger amount than claimed by declaration 8 Ga. 113. When injustice
new trial awarded: 7 Ga. 283; 35/26; 33/494.
Jury, intoxicated juror: 40 Ga. 150. Conversed with persons not on the
jury about the case: 38 Ga. 216. Refreshments furnished to, without court's
direction: 37 Ga. 195. Remarks of father of party heard by jury: 44 Ga. 200.
Non-residence no ground for: 57 Ga. 329. Must pass on conflicts of evidence
and credibility of witnesses 62 Ga. 271 55/321 42/82 54/569. Talking with
juror when trial pending: 62 Ga. 372. Not because jury carried Code in juryroom 63 Ga. 740. Name of, not in jury-box, no reason, unless before case goes
to the jury: 57 Ga. 609; 59/721; 53/432, 75, 602. Cousin to prosecutor, or to
:

done,

:

;

;

;

:

party in civil suit, new trial 28 Ga. 439 60/550 63/165 65/304. Where juror
not known to be over sixty years of age, new trial 33 Ga. 403. Entertaining
of, by counsel
34 Ga. 381. Jury passes on facts and gets law from court: 48
:

;

;

;

:

:

:
;
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Ga. 66. Law and facts are for jury in criminal cases: 25 Ga. 527-531. Improper conduct of: 5 Ga. 86; 6/287; 55/417; 36/332; 42/64; 38/216. Private
communications with judge, new trial granted 7 Ga. 397. Public 1 Ga. 200.
Separation of: 56 Ga. 463, 653; 47/598; 5/86. Related to party: 26 Ga. 431.
Two who found verdict helped find bill in grand-jury room: 39 Ga. 118. Interested juror: 54 Ga. 245. Entertained by successful party: 11 Ga. 203. Related to counsel, incompetent: 63 Ga. 682. Counsel entertaining: 17 Ga. 364;
:

:

34/379.

Justice of peace cannot grant

new

trial,

judgment

or set aside a

done and no new

Justice, substantial, has been

trial

54 Ga. 595.
granted: 39 Ga. 359;
:

10/429; 57/237-239.

Mistake by jury of the character of the case or of the evidence 36 Ga. 280.
Mistaken charge not according to the evidence 30 Ga. 721.
Mistrial, because two of the jury members of a previous panel who had made
:

:

verdict in the case

20 Ga. 660.

:

361.
Must be previous order to hear motion
vacation 55 Ga. 342 58/114 60/123 65/20. When returnable
in vacation
4 Ga. 157 63/539 54/111-260.
Motion to reinstate case after term passed requires some excuse for delay,
same as motion for new trial: 44 Ga. 161. To set aside and reinstate, equivalent to new trial: 30 Ga. 191. Second motion 38 Ga. 650.
Negligence of parties 17 Ga. 439 48/545. Inferred by jury, enough 58 Ga.

Motions extraordinary: 62 Ga.

for

new trial in

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

346.

Notice of twenty days under Act of 1799: 30 Ga. 677. May be a rule nisi
without any notice: 21 Ga. 214. Need not explain notice where not asked: 38
Ga. 631.
One new trial in court below favored, because no appeal now 56 Ga. 468
:

54/612; 62/99.
Onus to show error on

movant 19 Ga. 93.
Opinion previously expressed by juror: 7 Ga. 139.
when error 50 Ga. 120 60/185 51/514 57/13 46/26
:

52/611

;

:

;

62/365

;

;

;

;

On evidence by
;

45/477

;

29/36

judge,
54/229

;

;

63/458.

Outlaw cannot have: 27 Ga. 287, 299.
Panel must be objected to at once 22 Ga.

546.
Must be put on accused 62
Ga. 731.
Papers not in evidence delivered to jury: 7 Ga. 283. Favorable to one side
before jury: 17 Ga. 364; 39/124, 119; 7/283, 397.
Prisoner too sick to be brought to trial so as to be incapable of using his
faculties 40 Ga. 529. Evidence as taken down by judge read over to jury in
prisoner's absence, error: 12 Ga. 25.
Providentially kept away 46 Ga. 432.
Railroad, error to show what another road paid for damages in going through
land 47 Ga. 546, 547. When verdict against, not disturbed 51 Ga. 583. Also
where verdict in favor of: 56 Ga. 457.
Reason, wrong, given by court for the judgment, not granted: 40 Ga. 144;
:

:

:

:

:

:

11/159.

Refused below by superior court, Supreme Court will not reverse, though
think it wrong: 37 Ga. 235. Not favored so much as one granting: 26 Ga.

may
164

;

37/557

;

35/271

;

Remitter entered

24/412
in

;

36/604.

court below, not finally disposed of

till

tried

by jury

43 Ga. 316.

Result, newly discovered evidence would not change: 62 Ga. 697; 61/430.
the same, no new trial enough evidence 10 Ga. 429 31/671 16/368,

Would be

;

:

;

;

;
:
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Same

as to admission of illegal testi-

:

Rule nisi properly granted for new trial 30 Ga. 646. Failure of clerk to
enter brief on minutes: 17 Ga. 70; 62/654. Granted on one of the grounds
Granting rule nisi, presumptive approval of brief of evitaken: 10 Ga. 82.
dence: 60 Ga. 537. By consent, that judge give decision in twenty days: 21
Ga. 464. Refused, on grounds in rule nisi, and granted on others: 22 Ga. 432.
Writ of error does not lie to judgment granting: 12 Ga. 44. Should be filed
at trial term 15 Ga. 550.
Sentence passed, yet entitled to make motion for a new trial: 64 Ga. 439.
Sick when forced to trial, ground for: 40 Ga. 530.
Statements, conflicting, of applicants on first and second trials: 40 Ga. 232.
Of one of the jury's number 9 Ga. 304.
Supreme Court not fully satisfied, yet does not grant: 42 Ga. 547.
Surprise, mistake, honest, of the party or his counsel: 10 Ga. 143. First
absence of witness 5 Ga. 75 34/275. Statement of witness 44 Ga. 543. Mistake of witness 8 Ga. 136. Admissions of plaintiff not full enough 12 Ga. 500.
Refused on ground of: 40 Ga. 237.
Testimony, where conflict of, discretion of court refusing new trial not interfered with: 63 Ga. 475. Illegal, unobjected to at the time, no ground for:
9 Ga. 9; 55/416. Where conflicting: 41 Ga. 211; 40/94; 8/201; 39/124, 708;
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

33/219 40/198.
Verdict, could be granted from first verdict: 7 Ga. 436. Contrary to law
and charge of court, granted: 4 Ga. 428; 9/408; 54/497, 271; 53/333. Arrived
;

Sunday 31 Ga. 625. Charge of the court must be sent up, to see whether
verdict contrary to: 28 Ga. 186. Opened and received by judge on Sunday: 49
Ga. 436. Where imperfect and informal, court can fix it but if void, mistrial

at on

:

;

declared

:

When

49 Ga. 458.

right, shall stand

37 Ga. 101

:

;

6/324

;

11/331

39/359; 57/351, 85, 210; 43/231, 298. Against
When not 29 Ga. 134 54/245. Two verthe' evidence 59 Ga. 336 46/266.
dicts: 4 Ga. 193; 48/581 59/711, 664; 26/256, 436-443. Three verdicts: 26 Ga.
432 42/506 59/306 61/280. Unexcepted to error, no ground for new trial

31/492;

1/574; 46/362; 48/413;
:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Doubts resolved in favor of: 61 Ga. 448, 444. Granted
a new trial after three verdicts against, where employee at fault: 60 Ga. 119.
Sustained by any calculation, new trial refused 16 Ga. 203 60/316, 603. Where
not according to judge's charge: 59 Ga. 473, 454; 55/634; 58/256, 116; 57/479;
60/360; 61/131, 168, 559. Contrary to law, new trial granted: 60 Ga. 654, 667,
193 14/119 9/408 4/193. Where conforms to uncomplained of charge 6 Ga.
213.
Issues not covered by: 58 Ga. 140, 484,315; 14/118; 17/362,363; 8/201.
Contrary to court's charge: 15 Ga. 155; 40/266; 17/267. Erroneous charge invading jury's province 26 Ga. 701 15/135 30/560 37/94 34/348 36/526, 648.
Not signed: 14 Ga. 18; 63/281. Onus on complainant to show error: 19 Ga. 93.
Weight of evidence merely against a verdict will not avail for a new trial 30
Ga. 663; 27/113, 124; 25/27; 29/365. Verdict, mistake in: 30 Ga. 191. Different, could not stand: 30 Ga. 958. Greater amount than evidence warrants:
31 Ga. 140. Uncertainty, where not set aside in justice to both sides: 27 Ga.
17 Ga. 146, 194; 13/431.

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

469.

Witness, mistake of: 8 Ga. 136; 37/48; 25/182. New evidence of, impeaching statement, no ground for: 65 Ga. 303. Refreshing his memory 55 Ga. 200.
Opinion of case expressed by, at dinner-table, in juror's presence 32 Ga. 325.
Warrant, possessory 15 Ga. 25.
For notes on new trials in criminal cases, see Penal Code, §1055 et seq.
:

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
Argument, when counsel consent in writing to limit, new trial not granted
on ground that consent made under court's suggestion, etc.: 66 Ga. 118.
:
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Charging jury before argument and then permitting argument, verdict demanded by evidence, no new trial 75 Ga. 715. Counsel required to complete
argument during usual dinner recess, no new trial 92 Ga. 476.
Attorneys stopped from commenting before jury upon evidence rejected
upon their motion 75 Ga. 874. Attorneys should not refer to argument of
opposing counsel in another case, to discredit his sincerity, etc. not ground
:

:

:

;

for

new

trial,

when

95 Ga. 293.

:

Bill for review, upon grounds which should have been urged during term by
motion for new trial 73 Ga. 19. Motion for new trial more full and complete
than bill of review 75 Ga. 9. Bill for review alleging same errors as motion
:

:

new trial overruled, will not lie: 75 Ga. 10.
Certificate, charge excepted to incorrectly stated,
referring to approved charge, etc. 75 Ga. 665, 670.
for

judge should not certify,

:

Decision on motion heard in term, withheld without order: 65 Ga. 708.
Judge may defer, without consent of counsel, and judgment not invalid be-

cause sent to clerk while another judge presiding: 69 Ga. 729.
Decree rendered against cotrustees severally on bill for account, new trial
granted one does not affect decree against other: 65 Ga. 440.
Dismissal of motion, because papers missing and no good cause shown for
non-production 95 Ga. 569.
Examination of witnesses, not granted here for refusal to allow certain
questions to be answered by witness 92 Ga. 187.
Grounds, not considered if not certified to be true, except formal grounds:
66 Ga. 754. See notes to section 5539. Grounds of motion must be certified
on the motion or by recital in bill of exceptions: 67 Ga. 378. Grounds of
motion. not authenticated by trial judge, not considered in Supreme Court: 68
Ga. 360. Judge's certificate conclusive, notwithstanding stenographer's report of evidence approved by judge 68 Ga. 417. Grounds of motion must be
authenticated by judge, or only formal grounds will be considered by Supreme
Court 69 Ga. 771. Certificate of judge here amounted to disapproval 75 Ga.
762.
Judge not certifying grounds but referring to record, Supreme Court
will not look to stenographic report of evidence: 75 Ga. 762.
Not error to refuse to strike ground of motion, harmless from infirmities: 92 Ga. 447.
Harmless error, not granted for errors which could not affect result: 68
Ga. 449. Dismissal for absence of counsel, though error, not reversed where
verdict against plaintiff for want of proof would have resulted 91 Ga. 47.
Not granted here because court refused to have verdict on first trial concealed
from jury 86 Ga. 294 91/65. Not granted because plea of failure of consideration erroneously stricken, evidence showing that plea without merit: 91
Ga. 554. Nor for refusal to strike special plea which contained allegations
good in law as defense, plea otherwise insufficient: 92 Ga. 264.
Interrogatories, defendant introducing portions previously ruled out at his
instance, not get new trial 66 Ga. 446.
Joint defendants, new trial granted, as to one joint defendant, should be
granted to both, in suit for personal tort: 72 Ga. 458.
Justice of peace's remark in jury's hearing, as to effect of evidence if true,
not require new trial 75 Ga. 710.
Leading question to witness, not cause for new trial 93 Ga. 43.
Master's report, rulings of court on exceptions of law to, not ground for
new trial; how taken to Supreme Court: 67 Ga. 122.
Motion to dismiss motion for new trial, not considered where made for first
time in Supreme Court: 69 Ga. 729; see also 61 Ga. 281.
Ruling erroneous, in discontinuing case as to one defendant, neither defendant proving liable, no new trial 75 Ga. 645.
Suggestion by the court as to form of question in lieu of one propounded
by counsel and objected to as leading, not ground for new trial 91 Ga. 466.
Supreme Court can only grant new trials for errors of law, or judge's abuse
of discretion 91 Ga. 188.
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